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PR,EX'ACE.

I¡ one compares the present state of our knowledge of therm-
ionic phenomena with that of ten to fifteen years a,go, one
cannot fail to be impressed by the progress that has been
achieved in the intervening period. On the experimental
side, thanks mainly to the employment of modern high-
vacuum technique, there has been a considerable increase
in the quantity and accuracy of the d.ata available. On the
theoretical side there have been developments of a quite fund.a-
mental nature. The most important of these have been due,
on the one hand, to the replacement of the classical by the
quantum statistics in the theory of electrons in metals and in
ar vacuum, and on the other, to the application to the thermionic
problem of the wave-mechanical theory of the transmission
of electrons through potential barriers. Modern thermionic
theory has been found to be in very satisfactory agreement
with the great bulk of acceptable experimental data.

Not only specialists in the field of thermionics, but also
to some extent students of physics generally, have now for
some time felt the need for a comprehensive work on the
subject which gives an account,, from the modern viewpoint,
both of the old.er and of the more recent developments. The
present book is an attempt to supply this need.

Apart from a brief introduction, the book is divided into
six chapters. A general survey of the whole field is given
in Chapter L Chapters II, III and IV deal with electron
emission from clean metals, contaminated metals and oxide
cathodes respectively. In Chapter V an account is given of
the modern theory of electron emission. X'inafly, Chapter VI

'l
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deals with the emission of ions, (l) from electrolytes, and (2)

from metals. Lists of references to the original literature are

appended at the ends of the chapters.

In accounts of experimental work, I have, whereYer pos-

sible, given some sort of indication of the probable accura,cy

and reliability of the results obtained, or else given suffcient
information to enable the reader to judge for himself. I hope

that, the general enhancement of the value of the data derived

from their critical presentation may be d"eemed to outweigh

any eïrors of judgement, I may have commit'ted, and that the
latter may i;herefore be ex<-:used' Inci,lentally, I hope t'hat

the cliscussion of experimental details may in certain cases be

of use in drawing the attention of those who are planning
researches of their own to some of the pitfalls to be avoicled'

The theory has everywhere been presented in as simple

¿r lorrn as coulcl be contrived, and should be fairly casily read-

able by anyone who has attained a degree standarcl in physics

and mathematics. Naturally it has not been possible to clis-

cuss in any detail such branches of physics as quantum statistics

and the modern electron theory of metals, some of whose

results are of fundamental importance in the theory of therm-
ionic emission, I have, howevet, given qualitative accounts

of these theories, and have tricd to show by wha't processes

of reasoning the lesulds used in therrnionic theory have been

arrived at, These results are then stated, without, in general,

being actually derived. X'or their mathematical derivations

the readerlmust be referred to books dealing specifically with the

branches of physics in queqtion, or to the original literature.
My best thanks are due to my colleagues of the Research

Laboratories of the General Electric Company, Mr' J. W. Ryde

and Mr. N. L. Harris, for placing at m¡r disposal the results

of their unpublished work on the emission of electrons from

thin films of barium and oxygen adsorbed on tungsten. I
also wish to express my thanks to the Director, Mr. C. C.

Paterson, for his leave to write about this and cert'ain other

items of hitherto unpublished work carried out in the
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G.E.C. I-¿aboratories on behalf of the Marconi-Osra,m Valve
Company.

I am greatly indebted, to Professor R,. H. X'owler for the
advantage of many discussions I have had with him on various
points which have arisen during the preparation of the manu-
script. X'inally, I wish to thank my colleagues, Dr. N. R,.

Campbell, Mr. B. S. Gossling and. Mr. J. T. Randall, for reading
parts of the manuscript and. ofiering helpful criticisms.

A. L. REIMANN.

BûsEnY,
December, 1033.
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MEANINCIS OX' MOST IMPOR,TANT SYMBOLS USED.

T : Absoluts fsmperaúure.
R,: Gas aonstant.
k : Boltzmann's consúant.
e : Base of Napierian logarithms.
¿: Electronic charge.

m : Electtonic mass.
d : Electron emission.

a, : Posiúive-ion emission.
t, : Rato of evaporation of neutral atome.

X : Elecúron work function.
Xe : Positive-ion work funcúion.
Xø : Atom work funcúion.
U¿ : Work of ionization.

Zo : Molecular latent heat of evaporation of electrons at
absolute zero.

lo : Phoúoelectric threshold wave-length.
C: Product of inner potential of a metal and electronic

charge.
p: Zero-temperature critical energy of n'ermi distribution.
å: Planck's quantum of action.
F: Mean reflexion coofficient.
D: Mean transmission coefficient.
A: Emission constant.
Ao: A/(r - F): AlD.
0: X'raction of maximum number of foreign atoms that

can be adsorbed in a single layer on an emitting
surface.
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available for emission. fn the classical theory of metals this
distribution rvas supposed to be Maxwellian, and in l90l
O. W. Richardson derived a corresponding emission formula
which could be made to fit experimental data very well when
its constants were given suitable values. But the classical
theory subsequently became involved in such hopeless diffi-
culties that it finally had to be abandoned, and with it the
emission formula that depended on it. Ilappily, however, we
now have a, new and successful theory of electrons in metals,
d.ue in its original, incomplete form to Pauli and Sommerfeld,
and since modifled and extended by Bloch and others. In
this thc existence of effecti'¿ely free electrons is assumed whose

velocity distribution, instead of being Maxwellian, is governed
by the new quantum statistical principles of X'ermi and Dirac'
And it has been shown by Nordheim and Sommerfeld that the
substitution in Richardson's derivation of his original formula
of the X'ermi-Dirac distribution for the Maxwellian leads to
an emission formula concerning whose essential validity there
can be rlo reasonable doubt.

I'ortunately, the derivation of an acceptable thermionic
emigsis¡ formula dicl not have to await the discovery of the
true velocity distribution of the internal electrons. Shortly
after the publication of Richardson's pioneer work, H. A. Wilson
showed that an emission formula might be obtained by a thermo-
dynamical reasoning, without its being necessary to make anY

assumption regarding the actual mechanism of the emission'
The thermodynamical theory was subsequently further de-

veloped in a series of papers by Wilson and Richardson. The
emission formula was derived by finding the condition of
equilibrium at any temperature between the emitting body ancl

a supposed external electron gas, and. assuming that the elec-

trons leaving the hot body in such equilibrium are emitted from
it and would be emitted at the same rate into a vacuum. The
Iatter assumption seems pla,usible enough, but the former is
probably too crude, as it takes no account of reflexion of elec-

trons at the emitting surface. ft is, however, a simple matter
to allow for reflexion by an extra factor in the emission for-
mula. This was done in the later versions of the theoly'
Another quantity about which some assumption has to be made
in deriving the formula is the specific heat of the internal
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electrons. On taking account of the smallness of this quantity
as found experimentally, one obtains a formula which disagrees
with Richardson's original formula, but which is capable of
representing experimental data equally well. Later develop-
ments of the thermodynamical theory are due to M. v. Laue,
W. Schottky and S. Dushman. In its final form, the formula
derived thermodynamically agrees perfectly with that obtained
more recently by Nordheim and Sommerfeld by the quantum-
statistical method. ft must be regarded as cause for consider-
able satisfaction that the same formula should have been arrived
at by two such difierent methods.

The place of our subject in the scheme of physics will be
apparent from the foregoing. It is directiy concerned- with the
electrical constitution of conductors and with field conditions
at their surfaces. Also thermal emission of electrons is re-
lated to other electron emission phenomena, such as those
in which the surface of a conductor is exposed. to electro-
magnetic radiation of sufficient frequency (photoelectric
efiect), to the action of incident electrons, positive ions or meta-
stable molecules of sufficient energy, or to an intense electron-
accelerating field.

It is found that traces of contamination at the surface of
a concl.uctor profouncì.ly affect its thermionic properties, and,
in view of the fundamental part electric forces in this critical
region play in determining the emission, this is hardly to be
wondered at. The importance of having clean surface con-
ditions in experimental work has not always been so fully
appreciated as it is now, neither have the means for their
realization been so fully available. fn consequence, many of
the earlier results-indeed most of those obtained prior to
about 1914 

-have 
little or no qua,ntitative value. It is only

in more recent years that advances in vacuum and other experi-
mental technique have made it possible to obtain in certain
cases surfaces which are either almost entirely clean or have
well-defined and controllable contaminations and which give,
therefore, consistent, and repeatable thermionic emissions.

The practical applications of thermionic phenomena are
nuilrerous aml varietl. In the laboratory, not only do therm-
ionic emitters serve as a most convenient source of electrons
(and occasionally of ions) in various physical researches, but
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in addition, the thermionic valve in its several forms has proved.
itself an invaluable piece of apparatus as an oscillator, amplifier
and rectifier. The technical and engineering applications of
the thermionic valve are no less important, e.g, in radio trans-
mission and reception, in long distance line telephony and in
alternating current rectification. Thermionic emission also
plays an essential part in the operation of vacuum X-ray tubes,
carbon arcs and- hot-caúhod.e gas-discharge tubes. 'Whilst, it
is not intended. to deal with any of theso applications in the
present volume, their existence goes to show that the pheno-
men& we are about to study are no less important from a
utilitarian than from a stlictly scientific point of view.
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CHAPTER I

GENER,AL SUR,VEY.

Early History.-About two hundred yea,rs ago it be-
came known that' air, when exposed to the surface of a hot
solid,, loses its insulating properties. During the nineteenth
century much work was devoted to the study of this pheno-
menon by Becquerel,a Blondlot,6 Guthrie,s2 Elster and Geitel,zo
and Branly,? as a, result of which the efiect was shown to be
due to the emission from the hot surfa,ce of electric charges.
It was further established that whilst at relatively low tempera-
tures and. high gas pressures a conductor loses a positive charge
more readily than a negative, at higher temperatures and. lower
pressures the reverse is the case.

fn 1883 Edison le observed a transport of electricity ecross
a relatively good vacuum within the bulb of a carbon-filament
electric lamp. He found that if an independent electrode,
mounted within the bulb, wa,s connected through a galvano-
meter to the positive terminal of the incandescent ûlament,
the galvanometer registered a current, but that no current
could be observed when the connexion was mad.e to the nega-
tive terminal. Some years later, Preece 03 and n'leming 26

showed this effect to be due to a loss of negative.electricity
by the negative end of the filament and its collection, after
traversing the intervening space, by the auxiliary electrode
at the relatively positive potential. Shortly afterwards
X'leming, modifying geometrically Edison's experimental lamp,
constructed a practical thermionic rectifier or " va,Ive." This
consisted of a filament which could be heated to incandescence
by a current, mounted close to a metal plate within an evacuated.
bulb. With the filament hot, the valve behaved as a con-
ductor or as â,n insulator according as the potential of the
plate was made positive or negative with respect to the filament.

The precise nature of the carriers of the negative charge
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emitted by an incandescent, conductor in a vacuum was revealed
in 1899 by J. J. Thomson,eo who found their ratio of charge to
mass to agree within the limits of experimental uncertainty
with that of electrons.

Fundamental Thermionic Phenomena.-The thermionic
current flowing in a valve such as that of X'leming is a function
both of the fi,lament temperature and of the difierence of poten-
tial between the filament and plate. Strictly speaking, there
is, of course, no single filament temperature, for the ends are
not as hot as the centre, being cooled- by conduction to the
supports. Neither is there a single potential difierence between
the -ûlameut and plate, owing to the potei'tial drop along ihe
filament. It is, however, a simple matter to confine one's
observations to the current from only a very short, central
port'ion of the filament, and so efiectively to avoid both com-
plications. To do this, it is best to have a straight filament
stretched along the axis of a cylindrical anode which is divided
into three sections only just separated from one another, a
short central one opposite that part of the filament whose
thermionic current one wishes to observe, and two end sections
(" guard rings ") which are liept at the same potential as the
central one but are not, included in the current-measuring
circuit. FinaIIy, there is a possible complication of a difierent
nature which earþ workers in the thermionic field used to
find verv troublesome. and that is the ionization of residual
ga,ses, which may cause the observed space current to be greatly
increased. With modern vacuum technique, however, this
rnay easily be avoided.

With a constant frlament temperature, the variation of
the thermionic current with the anode potential (relative to
the filament) may be represented by a, curve like one of those
in n'ig. f . When the anode is negative to the filament, prac-
tioally no spa,ce current flows. Then, as the anode is made
increasingly positive, the space curtent grows, first at, an
increasingly, then at a decreasingly rapid rate, and finally ii;
" saturates," a further increase in anode potential producing
practically no corresponding increase in current,.

Actually, the saturation is never perfect. An increase in
anode potential always produces someinctease in space current.
This efiect varies somewhat, v¡ith the class of emitter, clean
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metals, for examPle, giving
with composite surfaces. T
III in X'ig. I were obtained w
in which the cathodes were o
with a monatomic layer of adsorbed. thorium, and an " acl'i-

vated " alkaline earth oxide respectively, the temperatures

having been so adjusted that each of the three cathodes would

give ãbout the same " saturated " current' The failure of
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the current to saturate completely is, however, only a second-

order efiect, and we shall do well, for the present, to ignore

both this and certain other second-order efiects, confiIing our

attention to the main Phenomena.
curves similar to those of x'ig. I are obtained at all cathode

tempcratures, lout the higher the temperat'rtre, the higher the

valule at which the space current saturates' This is shown in
X'ig. 2, where a number of curves obtained with a tungsten

"rãhod" 
at a series of difierent temperatures are reproduced'
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o'c of the most strikiug things about these curves is that the
lowcr part of each, from the origin nearly as far as the point
of inflexion, coincides with a part of the sq,me curve C. H"""
the space current is limited only by the potential of the anode.
on the other hand, the saturated space currents are limited
o-nlf b¡ the temperature of the cathode. ft would. appear
then, that the saturated currents are tho fundamentalry ^räny
important quantities, while the infra-saturation curronts,
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determined as they are by field conditions, are of merely in-
cidental interest. we shall seo later that the saturated current
represents all the electrons emitted by the cathode, while in
the infra-saturation condition some of the emitted elocúrons
return to the cathode. The reason why they return is that
there is an electron-retarding field in the region of the cathode
due to !h" " space charge " of the electrons present at any
instant in the inter-electrode space. . OnIy when the anod.o
potential is sufficiently high are the electrons drawn away so
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rapidly that the field is electron-accelerating in the whole
inter-electrode space, in spite of the presence of the space charge.
The saturated space current is called the " emission " from the
cathode.

The variation with temperature (T) of the emission (d)

from a tungsten filament is shown in Table f. These data
were obtained by Dushman, Rowe, Ewald and. Kidner 18

TABLE I.

V¿,nr¡,rro¡¡ wtlls Tglrl¡narunlr o¡' E¡¿rssrox rnoru Cr,o¡.w TuìTosrgx

T (rleg. K.). d (amps.), T (deg. K.). d (amps.).

L470
t543
1640
I76l

1.61 x I0-8
1.020 x l0-?
0'905 x 1o-8
0.975 x 10-6

1897
206õ
2235

0.910 x I0-¿
0.996 x 10-t
0.984 x I0-z

with a fiIament 0'010 cm. in diameter and I5 cm. in length,
the emitting ailea" thus being 0'474 cm.z. With a filament of
this length the effect of the cold ends could not havo been very
important. The anode wes kept at 100 volts positive to the
filament throughout. It rrill be seen at once that the growth
of emission with temperature is very rapid indeed. It increases
roughly by a factor of 10 for every 8 per cent. increase in the
absolute temperature.

Similar data for a much lower temperature emitter, an acti-
vated lime-coated cathode, are given in Table II. These were

TABLE II.
Venurrow wrrg T¡nrponÄTrrnE oF E¡rrsstow rnolr Lrrvr¡-Co¡t¡¡

Pl¿,r¡Nuu-fnroruu.

0.28
r'25
3'0

tt'2

Temp. Risiug,

d(mA.).T (cleg. K).

l'3
3'8

ro'2
25.5

I I73
12,10
I309
r383

I

.t.

i(mÂ.).T (dee. K,).

Temp. Rising

i (mÁ.).T (ales. K.).

Temp. n'a[ing.

I09I
1 173
1240
1314
1389

0.3
1.28

l0'1
2S'5

1085
I 173
r953
1327
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obtained by Espe 22 with a platinum-iridium ribbon 5 im. X
0.025 cm. X 0.005 cm., whose hot, central portion (Iength
3 cm., area 0.I8 cm.z) was coated with calcium oxide. There
was no appreciable emission from the uncoated ends. It will
be seen that the emission per cm.z from this cathod.e is greater
at 1100oK. than that from tungsten at 2000oK. It increases
roughly tenfold for overy 17 per cent. increase in temperature.

If a certain proportionate increase in the fsmperature of
a given emitter produced exacúly the same proportionate in-
crease in emission at all temperatures, then log ø would be a

-1

-2

-3

4.9 5.0 5.5 0.0 7.O 75 8.0 8.5 9.5

1/t xlO+

I'rs. 3.-Sho\ring tho linoar rolationship boùwoon log d and l/T in two cases.

linear function of log T. Actually it is found that the relation-
ship between these two quantities is not quite linear. A
straight line always ¿s obtained, howevef, when log ø is plotted
against l/T. In X'ig. 3. for example, the data of Tables I
and If are plotted in this way. And. since the slopes of these
plots are always negative, the temperature dependence of
the emission ma,y be expressed by the empirical formula

i,: I . r-'lw, (l)

in which ft is Boltzmann'ß constant and / and @ are constants
characteristic of the emitter. The constant <rr has the dimen-

-7

-8

-9

%\
\Qn

\ I

,<<
6^
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sions of work, and since k is the gas constant for one molecule,
we should hardly be surprised to find that' ø represents the
worh required to extract' one electron from the emitter. Actu-
ally, as we shall see, although this worh is not exactly o, it
is something very near it.

The thermal emission of electrons, like that of neutral
molecules, gives rise to a definite loss of heat from the emitter,
In certain cases the effect is very striking and is obvious to
the unaided eye. Thus a well-activated alkaline earth oxide
coated cathode at a red. heat or a tungsten filament at about
3000oK. may be seen to become quite appreciably cooler when
electrons are suddenly drawn from it. Careful measurements
of the heat efiect accompa,nying thermionic emission have
established the fact that the mechanical equivalent of the
heat lost per emitted electron is equal to the quantity ar in
the empirical emission formula (l). Ilowever, just as, in the
evaporation of neutral molecules, the actual work of sepa,ra,-

tion of a molecule from the condensed phase is something less
than the latent heat per molecule, so the work of extraction of
an electron from a thermionic emitter is something less than crr.

The actual work of extract'ion is the quantity X in the formula
,i: ¡Tzr-xl*r Q)

which fits the emission data, A being a constant. The constant

29 is called the " work function " and is less than <¿ by 2hT^,
where T- is the mean temperature of the range over which
the emissions have been measured.

Perhaps it will be objected" that it is impossible for the for-
mulæ (f) and (2) both to represent t'he same set of emission
data, and strictly speaking that is, of course, quite true. Actu-
ally it is only wi,thi,n the limi,ts of erperimental' uncertøi,nty tl;'at
they can both do so. The value of. allc is generally of the order
of a few tens of thousands of degrees, and. thus the variation
o¡ ,-ølhr with T is exceedingly rapid. The accuracy with
which temperatures and emissions a,re measurable is not great
enough to establish anything beyond the fact that the tem-
pcra,ture variation of emission is dominated by a factor of the
t5rye e-'lkr, and thus it may be represented by any formula
like (1) in which /, instead of being a constant, is a moderately
varying function of T, such as the product of a constant and
a low power of T.
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Difrerent Kinds of Thermal Electron Emitter.-The
electron emitters which we shall stud.y in this book may be
divided into three groups. These are (1) clean metals, (2)
metals whose surfaces have some well-defined contamination
of only a monomolecular order of thickness, and (3) electron
emitting non-metals.

The number of clean metals for which really reliable therm-
ionic data are available is rather limited. This is due in
large part to the faú that in the case of all but the most refrac-
tory metals it is extremely difficult to free the emiúting surface
of contaminations, such as a film of oxide or of an adsorbed
ges. ,4. further difficult5' with many cf the less refractory metals
(e.g. copper, nickel, etc.) is that even when their surfaces have,
by some means, been freed. of contaminations, their emissions
up to temperatures near their melting-points are so excessively
small that it is by no means easy to measure them accurately.
Such work functions (X in formula (2)) of clean metals as are
known range from I'8 electron-volts in the case of cæsium,
the most electropositive metal of all, to 6'3 e.v.* in the case of
platinurn. Irr gerreral,'r,he work function increases from bottom
to top and from left to right of the periodic table, that is to
say, with decreasing electropositiveness.

Of the innumerable cases of metals having molecular surface
contaminations, only a few are suffi.ciently well defined and
experimentally reproducible for their quantitative study to
have been possible, In thcsc, thc contamination generally
forms a layer only a single atom in thickness. Such are, for
example, thorium, cæsium, barium, or oxygen, adsorbed.

on the sulface of tungsten. Certain cases of multiple layers
have also been studied, in which, however, generally no two
adjacent layers are of the same kind. Examples of these
are cæsium on oxygen on tungsten, barium on oxygen on
tungsten, etc. If the adsorbed layer-or, in the case of mul-
t'iple la5'ers, the outermosf-, layer-consists of atoms which are
electropositive to those of the metal on which they are adsorbed,
the work function of the emitter is depressed by the contamina-
tion even below the value characteristic of the adsorbed sub-
stance in bulk. X'or example, the work function of tungsten

* The abbreviation " e.v," will, henceforward, generally be used for
" electron-volts."
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is 4.54 e.v. and that of thorium in bulk 3'38 e.v., but that of
a single complete atomic layer of thorium on tungsten is only
2'63 e.v. On the other hand, if the adsorbed kind of atom is
more electronegative than that on which it is adsorbed, the
work function is thereby increased.

The most important non-metallic emitters are the so-called
" oxide cathod.es " or " Wehnelt cathodes," which consist of
a metal carrier or " core," coated with an alkaline-earth oxide,
which has been subjected to a suitable activation treatment.
These cathodes are in wide use commercially, and. the most
efficient of them give an emission of the order of L arolp.fcm.z
or even more at quite a dull red. Their action is much more
complex than is that of clean or contaminated metals and
is only now beginning to be understood. Although they are
called " oxide cathodes," it is now known that their high
thermionic activity is due not to the oxide per se, but to the
presence of free alkaline earth metal both on the surface and
in a state of solution in the oxide. Their work functions are
somewhat variable, but are generally found to be of the order
of I or 2 electron-volts. Other things being equal, cathodes
whose coatings are of caloium, strontium and barium oxides
have work functions decreasing in the order named.

Free Electrons in Metals. - Since emitted electrons
must be derived. either directly or indirectly from the interior
of the emitting body, it is necessary to know something about
the condition of the internal electrons if we wish to arrive at
a quantitative theory of the process of emission.

fn the classical theory of electrons in metals, d.ue to Thomson,
Riecke and Drude, it, was assumed that every metal contains
a number of " free " electrons, whose velocities are distributed
in the same way as those of the molecules of an ordinary gas,
and whose collisions with the atoms of the metal are comparable
in their efiects with the collisions of ordinary gas molecules
with the walls of the containing vessel. With these assumptions
it was at first found possible to account fairly satisfactorily
for certain of the observed properties of metals, but the success

of the theory was short-lived. As its consequences wete worked
out, and compared with experimental data the position of the
theory appeared. more and more hopeless, until finally it was
felt to be quite untenable. No values assumed for the orders

I
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of magnitude of the concentration and free paths of internal
electrons having a Maxwellian velocity distribution could be
reconciled with all the observed electrical, thermal and optical
properties of metals. And in particular it was found impossible
to account for the observed smallness of the molecular heat of
the internal electrons compared with SR, the theoretical value
for any Maxwellian gas at constant volume. The logical in-
ference was that if an internal free-electron " gas " exists at, all,
its velocity distribution certainly cannot be Maxwellian.

fn statistical theories of the velocity distribution of the
rnolecules of a, gas, it is found. convenient to represent the in-
stantaneous position and niomentum of each rnolecule b¡z the
components of a, " representative point " in an imaginary six-
dimensional " phase space," three components defining the
position and the other three the momentum. The phase space
is divided into a large number of equal " phase cells," and the
various possible distributions of the representative points
a,mong these cells consistent with any given energy and volume
of the gas as a whole are considered. Any such distribution
of the representative points is called a " complexion " and
must on no account be confused with a velocity distribution
of the molecules, each of which in general embraces many com-
plexions. The most plobable, or normal velocity distribution
of the molecules is then taken to be that which is given by the
largest number of complexions. In different statistical theories,
clifierent, assumptions are made as to what complexions are
possible and distinguishable from one another and also concerning
the " sizes " of the phase cells. And difierent sets of assump-
tions naturally lead to difierent expressions for the normal
distribution of velocities.

The statistical theory whose assumptions are of the least
restrictive character is the classical. No particular value is
assigned to the sizes of the cells, neither is any limit imposed on
the number of representative points any given cell may contain.
A further assumption of the classical statistics is that it is
possible, in complexion counting, to assign an individuality
to each molecule, so that an interchange between two repre-
sentative points in difierent phase cells leads to a new
complexion. The normal distribution obtained on the basis
of these assumptions is the Maxwellian. The energy of a
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Maxwellian gas is proportional to the absolute temperature
and thus vanishes at absolute zero.

The classical assumptions are not reconcilable, however,
with certain well-established principles of modern quantum
physics. Accordingly they have been replaced by new- assump-
tions which seem to be logical extensions of these principles
to the realm of statistics. The new assumptions are (l) that
to each phase cell must be assigned a " volume " in phase
space of exactly h8, where ft, is Planck's quantum of action,
p) thaf it is impossible for two or more representative points
simultaneously to occupy the same phase cell, and (B) that no
individuality can be assigned to the molecules in complexion
counting. The distribution formula based on these assumptions
has been worked out independently by X'ermi 2a and by Dirac.r6

Although the formulæ for the Maxwellian and the Fermi
distributions look quite difierent, it may be shown that for
sufficiently low concentrations and high temperatures the two
distributions are indistinguishable from one another. The
reason for this is not difficult to see. ff the amounts of phase
spa,ce occupied by the representative points in the various com-
plexions consistent with the total energy and volume of the
gas a,re of a higher order than ft,3 times the number of molecules,
then the chance that any given phase cell of magnitude ft,s is
occupied even by a single representative point must be small,
and so the question of how many representative points may
simultaneously occupy one cell hardly arises-at least it is
of no quantitative importance in complexion counting. And
if there are on either set of assumptions a,s many occupied cells
as there are molecules, then to each X'ermi complexion there
must correspond a certain constant number of classical com-
plexions in which the same cells are occupied, this number
being N !, where N is the total number of molecules. Ilence
the same molecular velocity distribution is given by the largest
number of complexions in both cases.

If, however, the molecules are so crowded together that with
an assumed Maxwellian distribution there would be, on the
avetage, several representative points in each phase cell of
magnitude ltg, then obviously 1,he X'ermi distribution must be
very difierent from the Maxwellian. X'or one thing the total
energy of a tr'ermi gas must be much greater than that of a
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Maxwellian gas at the same temperature, for only so can the
X'ermi condition that there mußt be at least as ma,ny phase

colls as there are molecules be satisfied' Even at the absolute

zero of- fumperature, a n'ermi gas must have finite energy, and
the more condensed the gas the greater must the energy be.

With a high degree of crowding the energy is nover much greater,

however, than is necessa,ry for all the representative points to
be accommodated, and at OoK' it is no greater at all. At this
temperature there is only one possible complexion, and' the
molõcdes a,re; so to speak, " blozel " into their lowest' possible

7
g (Electron-Volts)

F¡t¡, 4,-Energy disöributton of froe oleclrone in nickel at 0oI(' and at'
16000K.
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gases is not sufficient for the Maxwellian and n'ermi distributions
to be appreciably different from one another. In the case of
an electron gas whose concentration is an¡rthing like that of
the atoms in metals, however, the two distributions must be
profoundly difierent. Let us consider, for example, the valency
electrons in nickel. There are two of these per atom, and if
they constitute a X'ermi gas, the p of this gas must, as we shall
see in Chapter V, be lI.7 electron-volts. If the ¡^r. of X'ig. 4
represents this value, then the dashed curve represents the
n'ermi distribution at l500oK.

In 1927 Pauli,58 assuming the valency electrons of the alkali
metals to have a X'ermi distribution, was able, for the first time,
to give a satisfactory theoretical account of the temperature-
independent, paramagnetism of these metals. Shortly after-
werds, Sommerfeld 88 showed that, by substituting the X'ermi
distribution for the Maxwellian in Drude's theory of metals,
formulæ could be derived for a number of the properties of
metals not dependent on the free paths of the electrons which
were in much better a,greement with experimental data than
were the corresponding classical formulæ. fn particular it
was shown that the energy of a X'ermi free-electron gas would
change very much less rapidly with the temperature than would
that of a Maxwellian ga,s, and so the specific-heat difficulty was
overcome.

Those properties which depend on the free paths coulcl
not be so satisfactorily accounted for, however. This was not
because there was anything wrong with the assumption of a
X'ermi distribution, but, because nothing was really known about
the free paths. Sommerfeld assumed these to be terminated
by collisions between the electrons and the ions of the lattice,
as in the classical theory, and. thus to depend on the number of
ions per unit volume and the effective combined radius of an
ion and an electron. On this assumption he obtained an ex-
pression for the electrical conductivity involving the numbel
of free electrons per unit volume, the mean free path and cer-
tain constants, but not the temperature. Now in the case of
pure metals the conductivity actually has quite an important
negative tempelature-coellìcieut. Somnerfeld's thcory coultl
account for this only by assuming that an increase in the tem-
perature brings about a diminution either in the number of

2
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free electrons (degreo of ionization) or in the mean free path.

The forrner alternative may be dismissed at once as altogether
improbable. And ble to
.oppo*" that the of an
eleciron, the veloc n'ermi
gas a,re afiected so little by the temperature lhat it would be

difficult to account for a temperature variation of the mean

Iength À is given by the formula

.h
^: h. (3)

This theory, Qlectrons, has since been

beautifully v by the observations of
Davisson and n and others, on tho dif-
fraction of " electron-waves " by crystal lattices, and there
can now he as little doubt of its truth as of that of the wave

theory of X-rays. Bloch has considered the interaction be-

tween the de Broglie wa,ves of a X'ermi free-electron gas and the
field of force associated with the lattice. At the absolute

zero of tumperature the lattice field- is strictly periodic, the
neriod. being that of the lattice, and, as Bloch has shown,

electron waves travelling through it can sufier no dispersion,

so that the free paths are inflnite. At higher temperatures,
however, the elastic vibrations of the lattice give rise to a

finite dispersion, whose importance increases as the tempera-
ture rises. The theory of Bloch correctly accounts for the order
of the cond.uctivities of the pure metals and for their normal
temperature-variation, as well as for several other properties.

While thc thcory fails tc give a detailed quantitat'ive a'ceottnf'

of all the observed properties of metals, there can be little doubt
but that this is due merely to the crudeness of certain assump-

tions that have had to be made in order to simplify the mathe-
matical treatment.

Bloch's result that electrons can move unhindered t'hrough
a periodic field. of force applies not only to the valency electrons
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but to those of the inner atomic " shells " as well. Thus in
a, sense all, l};re electrons in a metal are " free," not merely one
or two per atom, as was assumed by Sommerfeld. We shall
find it convenient, however, to use the term " free electrons "
in a somewhat restricted sense, applying it only to those elec-
trons which, in addition to being able to move about in the metal,
are also available for conduction and emission. These are by
no means all the electrons in the lattice, for if they were there
would be no such bodies as crystalline insulators.

We shall perhaps understand the case of metals most easily
if we consider that of insulators first. The field of a crystal
lattice is periodic in three dimensions. Now it has been shown
that in a one-dimensional periodic field not all electron energy
levels are possible. The efiect of the field is to break up the
energy levels into a number of bands of allowed energies sepa,r-
ated by bands of forbidden energies. (We may think of this
as analogous to the existence of allowed and forbidden electron
orbits about atomic nuclei.) The same thing is true, as A. H.
Wilson eB has shown, in a three-dimensional periodic field,
only now it is possible for some of the allowed bands to overlap.
The less the electrons are attracted to the atomic nuclei, the
more likely it is that the bands occupied by them will overlap
with others. Actually such overlapping never occurs with
any but the bands that may be occupied by the valency elec-
trons. The bands of lower energies, corresponding to the
inner electron shells of the atoms, are always separated by con-
siderable gaps. And, as Wilson has shown, these bands are
always completely " filled up " with electrons-that is to say,
there are no more phase cells available whose energies are within
the limits of one of these bands than are necessary to accom-
modate the representative points of all the electrons in the
corresponding shell. Thus there is only one possible complexion
of the representative points, and since any acceleration of the
electrons as a whole would necessarily result in the appea,rance
of a new complexion, such acceleration is impossible. The
electrons of the inner shells take no part in conduction.

lf the valency electrons also completely fill up an allowed band
and this does not overlap with any other unoccupied allowed
band, then even these cannot be accelerated by an applied.
field and the body must be an insulator. Wilson has shown
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that the frrst condition is fulfilled when the number of valency
electrons is even, and the second when the " binding " (in the
classical sense) of the valency electrons is sufficiently tight.
ff either of these conditions is not, fulfilled, however, then there
witl be unoccupied allowed levels immediately above the critical
energy of the X'ermi distribution and so the electrons whose

energies a,re neaï the critical value can be accelerated by the
applied field. Only these are properly called " conduction
electrons." According to this theory the alkali elements,
which are monova,lent, are of necessity metals, whether their
valency electrons are " tightly bound " or not. Wilson has
shown that the valency eieci;rons of the aikaii rneials jusi half
fill their allowed band. On the other hand, the alkaline-
earth elements, whose atoms have two valency electrons, ate
metals only by virtue of the looseness of their binding.

The valency electrons, being those of highest energy' are

also the only ones of whose emission there is anv question.

One should be careful not to confuse the number of valency
electrons per atom in a metal with the number of the column
of the periodic table in which the metal appears. By the
valency electrons is meant, simply those in the outermost
electron-shell of the atom. Actually the number of these 'is
equal to the number of the column of the periodic table for
all the elements of the fi'rst two col'umns, but beyond the second.

column the rule no longer appìies. Thus nickel, which is in
+,he cighth coltrmn, has onlv two valencv electrorrs l-rer al,orn.

It must also be lemembeled that the number of valency elec-

trons in a solid metal is not necessarily the same as that in the
isolated atoms. n'or example' an isolated atom of palladium
has no valency electrons at, all, but, there is reason to believe
that in solid. palladium there are 1,wo valency electrons per
atom.

The Nature of the Surface Forces.-We have seen

that the free electrons of metals havc, on account of their high
concentration, very considerable energies. Even at, 0oK. the
maximum energy ¡.c of the X'ermi distribution is, in the case of
most metals, of the order of 10 electron-volts. That in spite of
this energy the electrons do not ordinarily esca,pe can obviously
only be due to the existence of a potential difference between

the insicle and outside of the metal greater lhan p,f e, rvhere
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¿ is the electronic charge, the metal being positive to free
space. This potential difference is generally known as the
" inner potential " of the metal.

Now let us consider what can be the nature of the surface
forces to which the existence of an inner potential is due.
In the first place, each atom in the region of the surface must,
by reason of the absence of similar atoms beyond, be acted
upon by a system of unbalanced forces due to its neighbours.
These forces must give rise to a polarization of the surface atoms.
Idealized, the surface polarization may be thought of as an
electric double layer, which, as is well known, is equivalent to
a potential discontinuity. fn reality, of course, there will be

no aciual discontinuity, but only a rather steep potential
gradient, at the surface, the steepness depending on the strength
andthickness of the polarizedlayer. As to the si'gnof.the poten-
tial gradient, these general considerations do not, of course,
yield- any information.

The polarization of the surface atoms is not the only thing
that gives rise to a surface force, however, for even after emer-
gence an electron is still attracted to the conductor by its own
electrostatic image in the surface. Exactly where we should
regard the image attraction as beginning it is impossible to say.

We can hardly speak of an electric image in the ordinary sense

until the electron has travelled. at least an atomic diameter
or two from the surface. On the other hand, as we shall see

Iater, beyond about 10-6-10-5 cm' from the surface the
contribution of the image attraction to the worh of exit becomes

negtigibly small. It, is convenient to think of the image force
as if it were derived from an image field.,* and then to visualize
the polarization and image fields as contributing to a single
potential barrier or " hill " at the surface.

Thework of extraction must be the same for all electrons hav-
ing a given internal energy, irrespective of the particular paths
they take between or through the surface atoms in their exit.
This follows at, once from the fact that at a sufficient distance
from the surface (actually beyond an atomic diameter or two)

* Clearþ, no sue.h ffoìrì a,cttrally oxists aparü from ühe presence of the
eloctron. It is interesting ùo noto that with a revergal in the sign of the
charge of ühe escaping parüicle ühe direcüion of the " field " also rovorses, for
a positive ion would still be øttrøcte¿l' to úho surface.
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continuous equipotential surfaces exist which nowhere pass
between atoms or charges belonging to atoms. T}rts, for the
purposes of mathemøtícø\, üreatmentl we are encouraged to idealize
the problem of the escape of an electron to one in a single
dimension, and to think of the charges of the polarized atoms
at and near the surface as " smea,red out " into uniform sheets
of charge lying in planes parallel to the surface. X'urther con-
sid.erations which would. appea,r to justify our ignoring the atomic
structure of a conductor will be discussecl in Chapter V.

The picture of a potential hill at the surface of a cond"uctor
is a very convenient one in thermionic theory. Thus it has
been made use of in a gravita+"ional analogue of an emitting
body by W. Schottky.TT This consists of a flat-bottomed bowl
with sloping sides. The bottom of the bowl corresponds to the
interior of the metal and its sides to the potential hill in the
region near the surface. Corresponding to the electrons aro
a number of perfectly elastic spheres rolling about wíthin the
bowl. These have a two-dimensional velocity distribution
on the bottom of the bowl corresponding to the three-dimen-
sionai velocity tlistributiorr of ttre electrorrs withfur the metal.
In most cases a sphere, on coming to the side of the bowl, will
roll up it a certain distance, until it has lost all its vertical
velocity, when it will faII back again. If, however, a, sphere
approaches the side with sufrcient velocity, it will be able to
roll up all the way, drop over the edge, and so esca,pe.

On the classical view, the electrons are all at the bottom of
the hilt at, OoK., and in ord.er that they may escâpe, energy must
be impar-ted. to them, either by heating the conductor or other-
wise, so that, they may " climb " to the top. The modern
picture difiers from the classical in that, even at absolute zero,

a considerable proportion of the internal electrons are regard,ed

as having sufficient kinetic energy to enable them to climb up
an important part of the hill. In order to make t'hem escape

it is then merely necessa,rJ/ to impart t'o f,hem sufficient energy
for the remainder of the climb.

Richardsonrr tt 1'1" Emission Formula.-A theoretical
formula connecting the thermal electron emission of a cond.uctor
with the potential step at the surface and the temperature was

first obtained by Richardson 66 in lg0l. Richardson based
his derivation on the clansical electron theory of metals, and
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he calculated the emission on the assumption that all those

electrons escape whose normal velocity component ir sufficient

to enable them to climb the surfa,ce potential hill. The effects

of collisions between the electrons and atoms---or rather ions-
was ignored on account of their statistical mutual compensation.

d" ro* know that the classical theory of metals is certainly

not true, and. that therefore the emission formula based" on it
must be inaccurate. This formula is, nevertheless, sufficiently

good., empiricaþ, for it to have served, for two decades' not

ãnly'r, ån inspiration for countless experimental 
-researches

;n ihe freld of thermionics, but, also as a most useful tool in
the interpretation of the results obtained" If only for this

reason, thirefore, it will be worth while to reproduce its deriva-

tion here.
Let C be the product of the inner pot'ential of the emit'ter

and the electroniô charge, and let N be the number of free in-

ternal electrons per unit, volume. Then in order for an electron'

of mass m, lo escape, its velocit'y component u rrormal to the

surface, must exceed ø0, where

þmwoz - Q. (4)

With a Maxwellian velocity distribution, the number dN of

electrons per unit volume having normal velocit'y components

between u and u * d'u is given bY

dN: *[Turr.H, (5)

where T is the temperature of the emitting body and fr is

Boltzmann,s constarit. Thus the number of electrons that

esca,pe from unit area of surface in unit time is

n : 
I"- -î,** 

: * ^,1;#lÏ¡- 
# ou

l-ifi -muoz:ñ^l;:r*e ztôr. (6)

The emission current, ø per unit area is of course equal to øe'

and. thus, on account of (4), we have

,:*r;#e-crcr. (?)
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ff we assurne N not to vary with temperature, we may put

(8)

where ø is a constant characteristic of the emitting body, and
so write Richardson's formula

n - 6lt.--clkT '

Now an emp'i,ri,cø\, formula of this type, viz.

i : 6¡'!ta--Ólhr 
'

(e)

(10)

is capable of representing actual emission data perfectly well
when the constants ø' and { are given suitable values. To
find these, all that is necessary is to plot log i - f log T against

f, *n"n a straight line will be obtained whose slope is - *rof ,
and whose intercept on the Iog i, - | Iog T axis is log a'. We
now know, however, that the a,' and { obtained in this way
from the emission data do not correspond at aii to the quan-
tities ø and C as clefined above.

The " Tz " E,mission Formula.-shortly after Richardson
had, by the above reasoning, derived the theoretical formula
(9), H. A. Wilson ee showed that an emission formula could also
be obtained by a thermod¡mamical method. involving the use
of Cìapeyron's equa,tion, and this methocl was subsequently
further developed. by both Wilson 100 and Richardson.66

Let us suppose we have an external electron gas in equili-
brium with the hot conductor. Since the " molecules " of
this gas exert repulsive forces on ono another, due to their
electric charges, it might be wondered whether an electron
gas obeys the same laws as a gas whose molecules are uncharged.
As will be shown later, however, in practically all cases actually
arising in nature the efiects of the mutual repulsions between
the electrons mey be neglected and the electron gas may be
regarded as to all intents and purposes perfect. Let us assume
this result for the time being. Then if we know the pressure
of the gas, we know also how many electrons impinge on unit
area of the hot conductor per second. Of these, a certain
fraction will be absorbed and the remainder reflected. Since

N"^|fi:o,
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the number of electrons that, impinge on the surface of the
cond.uctor must be equal to the number that leave it, those

that are absorbed must be compensated. for by electrons t'hat
are emitted. Thus the emitted electrons are I - r- of those

incident on the surface, where r- is the mean reflexion coeffi-

cient. It is assumed that the rate at which electrons are

emitted into the external electron gas is the same as the rat'e

at which they would, be emitted at the same temperature into
a vacuum.

Let us now inquire into the condition of equilibrium between

the hot cond.uctor and the external electron gas.

A consequence of the second law of thermodynamics-is
that the -o*t g"tt""al condition of equilibrium in terms of a
reversible virtual change in which the work done on the syst'em

is - pôV is

ta - 
åU tPôV : e,* (rl)

T

where S, IJ, p, V and
pressure, volume and
the system. If the vir
ture and pressure, the

ô@:0, (12)

where @: s _ q+tY (rB)

Now we are particularly interested in the d.ependence of

the pressure of the external electron gas on the temperature
when the clistribution of the electrons between the two phases

remains unchanged. If this condition is imposed, each change

dT in the temperature of the system determines uniquely the

equilibrium, in neither is a virtual transference of electrons at

* See, for example, M. Planck, " Treaúiso on Thermodyoamics,"
Longmans, Green & Co.
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constant temperature and. pressure accompanied by an increase
in úhe function @ ; lhut is, we have both

ô@: 0

and ô(ø + il@¡ : g, (14)
and hence Ðd@: 0. (lõ)

Now d@ is given by

d,@: U, -ù,V 
-l pd'J -fVd'p + U ipV¿r. . 

^6T , T2 wL, ' r'")

which, on account of the definition of entropy, viz.

ds:dú l,pdY

reduces to d,@ :g+gdr _[ ø (ls)

Remembering that virtual transferences of electrons a,re sup-
posed to be carried out at constant temperature and preÊßure,
we thus see that our condition (15) becomes

qq+#ryrr-+dp:o. 
(re)

Since the numerator of the first torm represents the virtual
heat supplied to the system, this leads at once to Clapeyron's
equation, viz.

l: aT#, (20)

where l is the latent hoat of evaporation of one gram-molecule
of electrons and ø is the increase in volume of tho system
accompa,nying the evaporation of this quantity of electrons.

It will, on a, momenú's consideration, be evident tl:ai u
is, practically, simply the molecular volume of the external
oloctron gas, and since this is assumed to be a perfect ga,s we
may write

,, - 
E=T,:-p, (21)

where R, is the gas constant, and hence

dp_ I ¿,z:g¡rcl'L. (22)
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In ord.er to integrate this equation it is necessary to know

what function I is ãt t. It is a well-known consequence of

tho first law of thormodynamics that

dt
ffi: tn - cr', (23)

ar heat caPacities at constant
rred (electrons in tho Present
ndensed. Phases resPectiveþ.

l,: lo* Jitt, - o''1d,1, (24)

where 70, the constant of integration, is obviousþ equal to the

molecolär latent heat at absolute zero' According to the

classical electron theory of metals used by Richardson il tlu
derivation of his original emission formula, cr' would be

fractically $R,.* X'or a monatomic gùs, ao is of courso equal

io $R,, so that (24) would' reduce t'o

l, : lo + RT, (26)

which, substituted' in (22), would give us

qy:=â-dr+#-. (26)
. p -RT2*-' 1

On integrating this equation we should obtain

ros"p:-¡|ftflog"Tfo,
where o is a constant of integration, or

p - eals-toler. Pll
x'rom the kinetic theory of gases we know that the tafr'e at

which electrons impinge on and' therofore also leave a given

area of the emitting 
-bo,Iy is proportional t'o etlT' The

thermionic emission would therefore be given by

i : (L - F)ørffl'r-to&r, (28)

* cr', the molecular heat at consüant volume, would' be øøactl'g $B' and

oo 
""råúot 

of the emallness of ùhe ooofficiont of thomal erpansion of golids'

we ¡nay lalrø a/ * ao'.
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which, if we may lake F to be practically independent of the
temperature, is a formula of the same type as (g).

We now know, however, that cn' is nothing like as great
as $R. The molecular heat of the internal electrons deduced
from measurements of the Thomson efiect is, in the case of
almost all metals, negligibly small in comparison with R,.
As a good approximation to the truth, then, we may neglect
cr'. The definite integral in Q\ then becomes fR, and in
place of (26) we have

# :;þr *l ,4, (2s)

which on being integrated gives us

ros,st:-# +f;bg,T*c,
or p-ecT6lz¿-IolRT, (30)

and our emission formula becomes

i,: (l - F)A;I¿e-h,F"r, (31)

where Ao is a constant, or, if we may a,ssume that F is constant
with temperature,

?i : ATz€-'o/Rr, ß2)
where A is a new constant, usually known as the " emission
constant."

The formula (32) is similar to that by means of which,
on page 11, we defned the work function. The definition
there given was not intended to be more than a rough, pro-
visional one, however, and it is now time to replace it by a
moro rigorous definition. By the work function, X, is meant
úhat part of the latent heat of evaporation per electron which
is not concemed with the supply of kinetic energy to the
electrons in the vapour phase or with the work of expansion.
Thus, since cr' is very small in comparison with R,, we may
write, with negligible error,

N :toIc R' (33)

and so our emission formula (3I) becomos

ø: Ao(l - F)Tze-xlar, (34)
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ot, iÎ F is assumed to be a constant,

¿ - ¡fzr-xlvr. (2)

The emission formula may also be written in the form

,i _ .LTzr-rxtr, (85)

where the relationship between Tx (the so-called " work

function expressed in degrees ") and X is

Tr: yltc. (36)

Now fr is 1.3?I X 10-ro eïg per degree, or 8'62 X t0-s electron-

volt per degree. Thus if, as is usual, X is expressed in electron

votts, we have the numerical relationship

T, : 11,600X. (37)

It is Sr
ø : DAoT2€-Tr, (38)

and. { of the older emission formula

i, : a'Tle-þlkr. (10)
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It is easy to transform these results into terms of the more
accurate formula

,í, - |Y¡zr-xl*r e)
if the mean temperature T* of the range in which the emissions
were mea,sured is known.

fn order to make the discussion more general, let us suppose
that the two alternative formulæ by which a given set ofãata
may be represented are

i-ú{Iv,e-erlbr . i (3g)
and ,i, - a¡rrr-ø2lkr. . (40)

Then by equating the expressions for q-H 
found. from thed'r

two formulæ we obtain

0)z: @! I Q, - fr)kT*. (4I)

Substituting this value of <rr, in (40) and equating the right-
hand sides of (39) and (a0) we then obtain for ø2 the value

d,2:4rtl*Y'-Y2 eYr-Yz- (42)

Thus, in particular, if yr: $ and ls:2, we have

x:ú-tkr^, (43)
and A-a,'T*-"lr¿-"1r, G4)
If / and X a,re expr€ssed in electron-volts, we have, from (48),
the numerica,l relationshþ between the two :

x:Ö-;"#utn,:ó-h $5)

ft is generally found lhat y is something like 5 per cent. less
thun þ.

The Reflexion Coefficient.-The mean refl.exion co-
efficient entering into the formula (BI) is that of electrons of
very low velocity, for tho mean kinetic energy corresponding
to the normal velocity component of the molecules of a Max-
wellian gas (and the external electron gas ds Maxwellian) is only
about 0.03 electron-volt per 10000 of the temperature.

Experiments with such slow electrons a,re very diffioult to
perform, and the results are subject to rather uncertain cor-
rections, so that it is not surprising that the experimental data
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X're' 5'-Two ùypes of surfaco potential banior'

*O.W.Richardson,"TheEmissionofElectricityfromHoüBodies"'
Longmans, Green & Co., 2nd odition (1921)' p' f 70'

I
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as great as tha,t corresponding to the height of the hump
above the final image level. The velocity distribution of the
emitted electrons, therefore, instead of sprearling frorn zero
upwards, would only begin at some finite value. yet no evi-
dence of such a velocity distribution has been found. experi-
mentally.

Two positive objections to any assu
reflexion of slow electrons have been
and Langmuir.lo In lg16 Langmui
particle dynamics, calculated from the measured heat conduc-
tivity in several metals the time of relaxation of electrons in
them, i.e. the time it tahes for an electron having unusually

high energy to dissipate all but 1tn of its energy. Irrom the

order of the times found, Co-ptori and Langmuir estimate that
by the time an electron accelerated into a metal from an ex-
ternal electron gas has passed but a few per cent. of an atomic
diameter beyond the surface layer of atoms it can no longer
have sufficient energy to escape from the metal. Classically,
perhaps the only conceiyable mechanism of reflexion would
be the attraction of an incident electron by the nucleus of a
surface ion close to which it passes, in consequence of which
the electron would have its direction of motion practically
reversed, just as the sun reverses the direction of motion of
a comet. According to the reasoning of Compton and tangmuir,
in order to be reflected before it has lost too much of its energy
an electron would have to pass very close indeed to the nucleus
of a lattice ion, and presumably no important fraction of the
inciclent, electrons would do this. Their other objection is
that neighbouring electrons (of the metal) would be repellecl
by the incident electron, that they woulcl reclistribute themselves
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very rapidly, and that the local positive space charge thus
created would strongly tlamp out the motion of the incident
electron.

These arguments do not now appear so cogent, holvever,
as they did a few yea,rs a,go. X'or not only is it true, in general,
that the classical particle-mechanics as applied to electrons in
metals has failed in several important respects, but in par-
ticular the modern electron theory of metals which replaces it,
and about whose essential correctness there can no longer be
any serious doubt, requires that the internal electrons shall
have enormous free paths, equalto hundreds of atomic diameters.
This requirement does not appear reconcilable with the con-
clusion of Compton and Langmuir that an appreciable part of
the energy of an electron is dissipated before it has moved as

much as the dist'ance of a single atomic diameter.
The de Broglie wave-lengths of the electrons in which we

are interested are, in general, great compared with the inter-
atomic distances in the lattice. This leads one to hope that
it may be possible at least, to arrive at a first approximation
to the truth by ignoring the atomic structure of the metal
and. confining one's attention simply to the action of the
surface potential hill on the electron waYes. This has been
done by Nordheim,s4' 65 who has in this way developed' a theory
of electron reflexion at metal surfaces which appea,rs to be at,

least qualitatively successful.
While reserving the fuller discussion of Nordheim's t'heory

to Chapter V, we shall do well to take note of one or two of
its results now. In the first place, it appears that potential
hills of the type depicted in X'ig. 6a, t.aítng no hump, cannot'
refl.ect electrons incident on them to any appreciable extent.
When there is a hump, however, as in Fig' 5b, an important
refl.exion of electrons always occurs, except for such electrons
as have suffcient energy to go right over the top of the hump.
It may be thought that this is almost self-evident, indeed
that electrons which cannot go oYer the hump mtst al'l l¡e
reflected. That is not so, however. According to the wa,ve-

mechanics, l,here is a finite probability that an electron in-
cident on the hump will go right through it, even when its
energy is less than that corresponding to the top of the hump,
provided only that the hump is not too thich. As R'. H'

3
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n'owler 27 has pointed out, this is analogous to a well-known
phenomenon in optics. When a beam of light, travelling in
an optically " dense " medium, is incident on the boundary
between this and a lighter medium at an angle of incidence
greater than the critical angle, it is totally internally refl.ected
and there is no beam in the second medium. There is, however,
an electromagnetic disturbance in the second medium which
dies away exponentially with the distance and which does
nof convey energy. In consequence, if the second medium
is only a few wave-Iengths thick and beyond it is the first
medium again, a beam of light will re-form in this and travel
in t'he forward direction, although with much dirninished-
amplitude. Siailarly, if our potential hump is not too high,
and only a few Ångströms thick, the electron wave-train mãy
re-form on the other side, also, of course, with diminished
arnplitude, so that a fraction of the incident electrons is trans-
mitted through the hump. n'or example, with a potential
hump I volt in height and 3 ,Angströms thick-dimensions
of the order we should expect to occur in nature-the cal-
culated transmissiotr, I - f, of slorv electrons is o{ the order
of 0.05. The theoretical transmission actually increases (as
it should" do) with the mean energy of the incident electrons,
i.e. with the temperature, so that, strictly speaking, L - t-

is not a constant. Its temperature variation is never. (or
hardly ever) suffciently important, however, for it to have
any effect on the mea,sured. value of 2ç.

The Constant Ao.-It may be shown that the consta,nt
Ao of the emission formula (3a) for metals must approach
to universal constancy. This was first done by O. W.
Ilichardson,* although the actual value of the constant was
not, found. until some years later. Richardson's reasoning
was substantially as follows :

Let the emission formulæ for two difierent metals be

i,r: (l - Fr)Ao¡¡zr-x,t*r

iz: G - Fr)Ao{Izr-x'l*t.and.

(46)

(47)

* Seo O. W. Richardson, " The Emission of Dloctricity from IIot Bodies,"
Longmans, Greon & Co,, lst edition (I9f6), pp. 39-42; Znd, edition (1921),
pp.4L-44.
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Let the temperature T of both metals be the sa,me. Then
taking logarithms of the two formulæ and subtracting, we
obtain

ros.*:los"ffi+æ (48)

We may learn something concerning the right-hand side
of this equation by considering the stato of afiairs that must
exist when the two metals are in contact both with one another
and with a, common vacuum containing electrons (X'ig. 6),
after the system has settled down to
a condition of equilibrium. Let us
suppose t'hat í,rl$ - r:r) is greater
lhatirl(L - fr), so that the electron
concentration in the neighbourhood
of the first metal is greater than
that in the neighbourhood of the 2
second. These two electron con- Fre. 6,
centrations can only be in equili-
brium with one another if there is a force tending to drive
electrons from the region of the met'al 2 to the region of 1,

i.e. if the potential V, near I is greater than the potential
Y, near 2. The potential difierence Vl - V, is the contact
difierence of potential between the two metals.

Now there is a definite relationship between the difierence
of potential between two regions in an electron gas at uniform
temperature and the corresponding numbers of molecules per
unit volume. As will now be shown, if zr,, and ø, are these
numbers where the potentials are V, and V, respectively, then

r"gft: ftw,- v,).

Let us for simplicity consider a one-dimensional potential
variation and let us snppose that there are n elecl'rons per unit
volume and that the pressure is p and the potential V at the
point ø. Then the condition that there shall be no resultant,
force acting on the electron gas at this point is

dv rlp
rl,r

lLA:
d,fr

(4e)
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B¡ut p: nhT, and T is constant. Hence

neil'Y : lcTd'n,

or *:;ñu. . (50)

On integrating this, we have at once

l"g,l:ft1v,-v,). (5r)

Since the thermionic currents are proportional to (1 - F)

times the electron concentrations, we may write in place of
this last equation

uu'öffr,¡:ft{v' - v')' (62)

and this, substituted in (48), gives us

- An, e(Y, - Vr) * @_-fù. (58)ros"Ã;:ffi
Now the work that must be dono on an electron to take

it from the region I to the region 2 in the electron gas, thence
into the metal 2, through the inter-uretallic boundaty ZfI,
and finally back into the region I of the electron gas is neces-

sarily zero. The condition for this is that

¿(V' - Vr) * (X, - Xr\ ! ePrs: O, (64)

whore Prn represerrts the Peltier effect at the junction between
the two metals in volts. In consequenco of this (63) bocomes

to*"t

or
Ao, - !#Aor-' (55)

P* is not generally of a greater order than about I0-{. Thus
1'18 x ldPr¡

€-T-- will usually not exceed about e, and so we shall
not expect the values of Ao for difierent metals to differ by
factors of more than a few units.

In the case of emitters which have a negligibly small mean
reflexion coefficient F, lhe so-called " emigsion constant " A,
defined by (2), must be equal to Ao. If there are any such,

ePp: - IrT'
1.10 x 10{Ptr

:ê T
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they are most probably the pure, uncontaminated metals.
On the other hand, metals on whose surfaces are adsorbed

monomolecular films of an electropositive contamination may
have potential humps which give rise to an appreciable re-
flexion. We should therefore expect the emission constants
of such contaminated metals to be, if anything, smaller than
those of clean metals.

fn Table III are given the measured values of A and 1
for a number of emitters. 'Where 

a simple chemical symbol is
given, it is to be understood that the emitter is the correspond-
ing uncontaminated pure metal. Where two or more symbols

TABLE III,
Eurssrox Co¡csra.Nrs ¿No Wonr Furvcuols or V.lnrous Eu¡rrnns'

Emitter.
A

(amp./cm.2tlog.e).
r,

(electron-voItE).

W-Cs
W-Ba
\ü'-o-Ba
Mo-Th .

W-La
W-Ce
w-Yr
W-Zt
w-Th
\ry-u

3.2
1'5
0.18
1.5
8.0
8.0
7.0
5.0
3'0
3'2

l'36
1.56
r.34
2'55
2.7L
2.71
2'70

2'63
2'84

3.14

are connected. by hyphens, the first stands for the bulk metal
and. the remaining one(s) for the contaminating layer(s) of
atomic thickness. Where one atomic layer is of oxygen it
is to be understood that its concentration is tho maximum
possible. The surface concentration of a metallic contamina-
tion, on the other hand, is such that it makes the emission at
any given temperature a maximum. This concentration is
not necessarily the greatest possible for a single layer. Thus
W-Th stands for tungsten having an optimum single layer
of thorium atoms on its surface, and W-O-Ba stands for tung-
sten on whose surface is adsorbed a full monatornic layer of
oxygen and on top of this an optimum monatomic layor of
barium.

Cs
Ba
Zr
Hf
Th
Ta
Mo
w
Ro
Pd
PT

Ðmitt€r.

762
60

330
t4.õ
70
60
ll ¡)

60-r00
200
60

17000

t'8I
2'tl
4.12
3'53
3'38
4.r
4.15
4.54
5.I
4.99
6.27

x
(electlon-volts).
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It will be observed that of the eleven clean metals rvhose
thermionic data are given, nine have emission constants not
difiering by a factor of more than about 3 from 100
amp./cm.z deg.z. It is possibly significant that the remain-
ing two, viz. hafnium and platinum, a,re a,mong those which
it is most difficult to free from surface contaminations.

n'rom the experimental evidence it is to be concluded either
that Ao is of the older of 20,000 arnp./crn.2deg.z or more and
that for all the emitters other than platinum I - / is not of
a higher order than 10-2-10-6, or else that for some reason
the experimental results for platinum are not to be taken at
i,Ìreir face vaiue and ihai; .fro is probabÌy somei;iring iike i00
amp./cm.2deg.2. We shall see in Chapter V that, according
to a quantum-statistical theory of emission in which the efiect,
of the specific heat of the electrons in the condensed phase is
ignored, the value of Ao should be given by

4tmel*
Ao : T : t20 amp./cm.2 deg.z. (50)

The Condition of the External Eleetron Gas.-
We have now to consider the question of whether or not the
efiects of the mutual repulsions between the external electrons
are small enough to be neglected, as we have assumed them to
be in the derivation of the T2 emission formula. This question
was first seriouslv raised. by M. v, Laue a0 in 1918. and in a
subsequent discussion between v. Laue õ0 a,ntl IM. Schot'tky za

it was shown that under conditions actually realized in practice
the efiects of the repulsions are, in fact, almost always negligibly
small and that it is consequently permissible to regard the ex-
ternal electrons as constituting a practically perfect gas. The
argument upon which this conclusion depends has been pre-
sented. by Schottky and Rothe * substantially as follows :

It is obvious that the more the electrons are crowded to-
gether at any given tempetatute, the greater will be the pro-
portion of the electron paths in which their motion is appreciably
affected by the repulsive forces due to other electrons, and
the greater, therefore, must be the departure from the ideal

* W. Schottky and H. Rothe, " Physik der Glühelektroden," 'Wien-

I{arms' I[andbuch dor Experimenüalphysik XIII (2), Akadom' Vorlagsgosoll-
schafú m.b.H., Leipzig (1928), pp. 35-37.
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gas state. 'We wish to find. at what concentrations the inter-
molecular forces ma,y no longer be neglected and to compare

these concentrations with those actually arising in practice.
Let us consider the region whete, in the thermod¡'namical

discussion, there is assumed to be equilibrium between the
external electron gas and the metal, vtz. lhat just beyond tho
range of the image force.
this region, the corresPon
being therefore (l/z)'/' cm'
mutual repulsions shall be

over all but a very small fraction of the electron paths, it is
necessary that the mutual potential energy of two electrons
at a distance (Iln)'l" cm. apart shall be a negligible fraction of
the mean kinetic energy, i.e.

#.=lrr. (52)

Now it will be more convenient to have our condition in
terms of the thermionic current d.ensity ø than of n, since the
former is directly measurable. The concentration-number ru

may be expressed in terms of d and the mean reflexion coeffi-

cient Í by means of the relation

i,t
I-r e

(5d)

and- so, combining this with (57), we have for the condition to
be fulfilled

2 / 'i, .1'l"eul"(2nm)'|"

;l;=-') "-ffi<t' (5e)

or, writing for the constants their known values, viz. k : 1'37 X
10-16 erg/deg., e:4.77 X 10-ro e.s.u., m:9'O X 10-28 gm.,

and remembering that t a,mpere is equal to 3 X 100 e.s.u.,

t ,í, \'/'es(t 
- r-l (60)

l-zn^!TT

<t,

whcrc 'i is expressed in amperes per cm.z

In order io se" whether this condition is fulfiIled, let us ex-

amine two extreme ca,ses, viz., tlnat of a monat'omic layer of
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cæsium on tungsten and that of clean tungsten, whose emissions
have been ol¡selved at vely low and at very high temperatures
respectively.

Langmuir ancl Kingdon a8 Ìrave found the emission from an
optimum monatomic layer of cæsium on tungsten to vary from
about 2.5 x 10-6 amp./cm.2 at 590oK. to about 2.5 X l0-g
amp.fcm.z at 780oK. We shall see in Chapter III that for
this emitter the measured value of A is 3,2 amp.fcm.rd"g.,
and that this is probably not in error by more than a
factor of 3. Thus, since Ao is 120 amp./cm.zdeg.z, I - r is
probably not less than about f /I00. Assuming this unfavourable
value, then, we fincl- the variation of the ìeft-he.nd sidc nf lßn\
to be from 1.4 x ro-s at 5e0oK. tu iõ';'iôî";îär:äl
Both these quantities are sufficiently small for our electron gas
to be regarded as very nearly perfect.

Now let, us consider the case of tungsten at the extremely
high temperature of 8000oK., where the emission density is
14 amp.fcm.z It is possible that, for this metal I - F is
about ], but it is certainly not much less than this. As-
suming this value, we find that the left-hand side of (60)
becomes 1.0 X l0-2. And since ,i changes with T much more
rapidly than as 1'/2, oür. condition must be even better fulfilled
at lower temperatures.

If we examined other cases in the same way, we should find
that the condition (60) is almost always sufficienily well ful-
filled for the assumption of a perfect external electron gas to
be justified.

Even in certain cases where the left-hand side of (60) is
not negligibly small, the conclusions based on the assumption
of a perfect external electron gas may still trold good. X'or lhen
electrons are being drawn from the emitter by an accelerating
field, their actual concentration in the region just beyond the
range of the image force must always be less than that in an
external electron gas ,i,n equil,i,brium with the emitter, ancL in
certain cases it will be very much less. The absence of returning
electrons halves the concentration even when there is no re-
flexion, but where there is reflexion the concentration will be
diminished by the additional factor of I - r;. If the concen_
úration of the electfons under emission-current-measuring con-
ditions is substituted in (60) for that in a supposed external
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electron gas in equilibrium with the emit'ter, t'he less exacting

condition
30i'1"ffi<t (61)

is obtained. If this condition is fulfilled, it is difficult to see

why we should" not argue øs if the efiects of mutual repulsions

in än electron gas in equilibrium with the emitter were also

of the gaseous phase considered. in the thermodynamical dis-

cussions is always to be taken so small that the disturbing

with an emitting body, not only must' the same total' number

of electrons leave the surface of the emitter in a given t'ime

as reach it from outside, but the numbers belonging to ünA

electrons leaving the surface under the supposed, equilibrium
conditions to be distributed according to the Maxwellian law.

of course not all of these electrons are necessarily emitted.
Iy reflected. Therefore, unless

igibly small, or else is the same

e shall not exPect to find the

emitted electrons alone to have a Maxwellian distribution.
Now there is, according to Nordheim's t'heorY, one case in
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which the reflexion should not be important for erectrons of
any inciclent velocity, viz. that of a potential hill at, tine

whose normal velocity components are large enough for them
to go ouer the topt of the hump. X'or those, however, whose
velocities normal to the surface arre so small that they would
ha,we f,n ça Lh.rynqtnh tha hrrnn +hô Þ^€^*i^- ^^^tr^:^.^+ *-:It -^v¡ru rvrru^rv¡r uuutllulctll, wlll llu
l_9nger be negligible, a,nd normal velocity
diminishes. Thus in thi city distribution
of emission should still sponding to the
temperature of the emit ted. with normal

theory therefore cannot be correct. There is reason to believe,
however, that the reflexion of fast electrons is an efiect depend-
ing on the atomic lattice structure, which Nordheim's theory
ignores, and which is much more important for electrons whose
velocities are high and whose wave-lengths are, therefore, short,,
than for relatively slow electrons, whose wave-lengths are
large compared with inter-atomic distances. X'or the latter,
we may probably take Nordheim's l,heory as & suffioiently
good guide.

The method that has been most commonly employed
experimentally in order to determine the velocity distribution
of the emitted electrons has been to apply various negative
potentials to the anode and, to mea,sure the electron currents
that flow against the corresponding retarding fields. It is
essential thaú the anode should be made sufficiently negative
with respect to the cathode, for otherwise there will be a
potential minimum between the two electrodes, due to the
space charge, and it will be this, not directly the potential of
the anode, which will determine the extra potential hilt the
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emitted electrons have to climb. Thus, unfortunately, the
method does not lend. itself to the determination of the velocity
distribution of the slowest electrons. In X'ig. 7 is shor¡'n

qualitatively the way in which the potential distribul,ion
between the two electrod.es depends on the potent'ial applied

to the anode. The higher the temperature of the cathode,
and the greater, therefore, its emission, the more negat'ive

must the anode be made in order that
there shall be no space-charge potential
minimum.

The relationship between the re-
tarding potential and the current of
electrons emitted with a Maxwellian
velocity distribution which will flow
against it is simplest in the case where
the electrodes aÍe infinite parallel
planes. Let us examine this case

first. We saw on page 23 t'hat of- a

number of electrons whose velocity
components in a certain direction are

distributed. according to the Max-
wellian law, a fraction e-clm have
greater hinetic energies correspond.ing to these velocity com-
ponents than C. Thus in the case we are considering, if
lhe anode is at a potential V below the cathode and there
is no potential minimum between the two electrodes, t'he

fraction ,-e\lL'r of the electrons emitted from the cat'hode

will reach the anod.e. Or, if ø is the thermionic emission

per unit area from the cathode, the current 'i¡ per unit area

collected by the anode will be given by

'i,o: ¿r-uv¡ror- (62)

Thus, if logro'dn is plotted against, V, a straight' Iine shoulcl be

obtained whose slope is - å to*ro e, and if V is in volts this

. 5040tt- T'
The case of infinite concentri<-r cylinclels, the inner one

being the cathode and- the outer the anode, has been invest'i-

gateá mathematicaþ by W. Schottky.?e This case is not

lrJôoI
t-
O

+

F¡4. 7.
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quite so simple as that of infinite parallel planes, since not only
t'he radial but also the tangential components of the velocities
of ejection are of impor-bance in determining the anode current.
The reason for this is, of course, that the latter as weII as the
former are directed toward the anode. Schottky has shown
that if the radius of the inner cylinder (the cathode) is less
than ,ro that of the outel and the anode is made sufficiently
negative to the cathode, the dependence of io upon V corre-
sponding to a Maxrvellian distribution of emission is given within
$ per cent. by the formula

it: i.2 I lY" -# foo '"'' f/-L\ Hle -" * J 

"lg' 
- o*J . (63)

ÈT

Except for very small values of V, the second. term on the
right-hand side is small compared with the first and the re-
lationship between log d¡ and V is approximately linear.

One would, perha,ps, naturally expect this formula to be
valid for all values of the anode potential which are negative
to the cathode by more than Vo, where Vo is the value for
which there is just no potential minimum between the electrod.es.
Schottky has worked out formulæ by means of which the value
of Vo may be estimated, and he has found that with the usual
orcLer of electrode dimensions Vo grows from ,]u volt or less
to something like I volt as the emission, ri, increases from
l0-e-10-8 amp./cm.z to 10-6 amp./cm.2. It has more
recently been shown by Davisson,ls however, that the non-
existence of a potential minimum in the inter-electrode space
is not a sufficicnt condition for the validity of (68), but ilrat
this formula must fail for V : Vo and also for a certain ïange
of values of V greater than Vo.

For really reliable and accurate determinations of the
velocity distribution by the retarding field method it is, of
course, necessary to avoid having either a potential tlrop along
the cathode or a, rnagnetic field surrounding it. Thus, if the
cathode is in the form of a wire or a ribbon, heated. by a cur-
rent, it is usual to make the current intermittent, with a high
make-and-break frequency, and to so arrange the circuit that
thermionic currents a,re meesuïed only during the " ofr.',
periods"
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The first experimental test of the distribution of the normal
velocity components of emitted electrons was made by
Richardson and Brown,6e in 1908, for t'he case of parallel plane

were at the same potential as the fixed- plate and plat'inum
, ribbon, or when thãy were at some positive potential to the

, Iatter and electrons thus accelerated to them. corresponding
mitted
is way
found
to the

tempe
I; use of the coaxial cylinder a'rrange-

ment the velocity distributions of the

electrons emitted. from filaments of carbon and tungsten at

data for carbon and tungsten found by other observers. In
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vicw, however, of the important effects surfa,ce contaminations
are known to have on thermionic emissions, this method of
f,smperature measurement cannot, perhaps, be regarded as
entirely satisfactory.

Later experiments on platinum and tungsten by Sih Ling
Ting,85 using both the parallel plate and the coaxial cylinder
methods, seemed to indicate a distribution of the Maxwellian
type with the distribution temperature about double that of
the emitter. I{owever, this result was subsequently attri-
buted by Jones,88 who continued the work begun by Sih Ling
Ting, to a faulty circuit arrangement, and. when this was cor-
rected the distribution temperature obtained asreed in every
case very closely with that of the emitting filament.

Potter,62 using the coaxial cylinder arrangement, con-
firmed Jones'result for platinum wires heated in a good vacuum,
but found that when the wires were exposed to hydrogen at
a, pressure aboye about uh mm. the distribution temperatures
were much greater than the filament temperatures. It would
be difficult, however, to attribute this to the efiects of surface
contaminations, since Potter was unable to detect any change
in the emissions due to the gas. Similar results were obtainecL
by Congdon 11 for wires of tungsten in a, va,cuum and in hydrogen.
Neither Potter nor Congdon found the distribution temperatures
at any given filament temperature to be determined uniquely
by the pressure of hydrogen, so it does not appear that the
observed discrepancies between the distribution and filament
temperatures can have been due rnerely to collisions between
electrons and gas molecules. fndeed, Congdon found that while
the distribution temperature was increased. quite considerably
by hydrogen, even when the pressure was less than ,.1o mm.,
argon had no efiect on it up to a pressure of as much ãs B cm.

The experiments of Potter and Congdon were repeated. a
few years later by del Rosario,?z who failed, however, to confirm
their results. He was unable to detect any efiect on the veloc-
ity distribution of the electrons emitted from platinum or
tungsten fi,laments due to exposlrre to hydrogen of pressures
up to f mm. In all cases, irrespective of the presence or ab-
sence of hydrogen, the obseryed distribution agreed within
2 or 3 per cent. with the Maxweilian corresponding to the
temperature of the emitter.
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Perhaps one of the most painstaking and accurate experi-
mental determinations of the velocity distribution of electrons
thermally emitted in a good vacuum that has yet been made

is one that was carried out by Germer 31 in 1925, using a tung-
sten f,lament. A very considerable range of temperatures
(1440"-2475oI(.) and of retarding potentials was covered, and
the distribution was at all temperatures found to be Max-
wellian and the distribution temperature to agree with the
actual temperature of the frlament within 5 per cent. or less.

Several determinations have also been made of the velocity
distribution of the electrons emitted from oxide cathodes.

One of the earliest of these was mad.e by Rössiger ?3 with
a cathode coated with a mixture of BaO, SrO and CaO, employ-
ing a method of magnetic analysis of the electron velocities
due to HuIl,35 instead of the usual retarding field method.
Within the limits of experimental uncertainty, which were
rather wide, the distribution found by Rossiger agreed with
the Maxwellian corresponding to the temperature of the cathod'e.

Later d.eterminations made by the retarding field method-
by Koller a0 and Rothe ?4 did. not confirm this result. Both
found distributions of the Maxwellian type, but correspond-
ing to a much higher temperature than that of the emitter.
It is possible, however, that this was due, at least in large part,
to the unsuitability of the electrode geometry' Koller used
a coated ribbon, instead of a round. wire, stretched' along the
axis of a cylindrical anode. The lengths of ribbon and anode
were not stated. Rothe carried. out his experiments on com-
mercial oxide-coated-filament valves, the grid and- anod'e

connected together serving as collector. fn general, however,
commercial valves are by no means ideal for this kind of ex-
periment. Quite apart from the question of shape (in section)
of the electrodes, they are usually so short that the field cannot
be regarded. as efiectively two-dimensional. In addition to
this, a serious error must be introduced if the temperature of
the fiIament is calculated, as it was by Rothe, from its resistance,
and- the filament is so short that the resistance of the relatively
cool ends is an important part of the whole' As Demski 15

has pointed. out, the electrons collectecL by the anod'e must',
in such a ca,se, come mainly from the hot central portion of
the filament, whose temperature is, of course, higher than that
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caiculated from the resistence. yet another possible source
of error is, according to Demski, patchin"** of the emitting
su.face. such patchiness is often difficult to avoid in the case
of oxide cathodes, and if it occurs the local fields associated
v¡ith it will cause the measured. values of the distributionte gh. rso has sin ht sof Max
trons emitted from oxide cathodes corresponding to the cathode
temperatures have also been observed by Davisson (reported
by Germer 31) and b¡' Mriller and. Detels.ss

. Two experimental determinations of the velocity distribu_
tion of the electrons emitted from fully activated thoriated
tungsten have recently been made, one by Reynolds,6a the
other by Nottingham,s6 both employing the cãaxial cylin_
der arrangement. Reynolds found the aistribution to be
Maxwellia', corresponding to the temperature of the emitting
filament, at least for the electrons emitted with high velocities.
Nottingham ohtainecl the same result for electrons emitted
with velocities of more than about 1.5 equivalent volts, but
for those emitted with lower velocities he found a distribution
which, while still Maxwellian, corresponded to a temperature
some hundreds of degrees higher than that of the flIament.
By keeping the filament temperature low and thus minimizing
the disturbing efÌect of space charge, he was able to observe
i;he distribution down to as low a retarding potential as about
0.3 volt.

A series of observations made by Nottingham for a filament
temperature of II60oK. is plotted in Fig. g. The nearly
horizontal part of the curve corresponds to the saturation
current. To the left of this the anode potentials are electron-
retarding. (That thev are nevertheless marked positive in
Nottingham's figure is presumably d,ue merely to his not having
taken account of contact potentials and perhaps also certain
circuit voltages.) The dashed cut'rre corresponds to Schottky's
formula (63) for a temperature of l600oK. This, it will be
noted, goes through the observed points for retarding potentials
between about 0'3 and I.5 volts. X'or retarding voltages
appreciably above 1.5 the observed points lie on a somewhat
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steeper line whose slope corresponds to the temperature of
the filament, viz. I160oK.

Now a (log ?a)-V curve having a rather sharp change in
slope at a certain point such as we have in X'ig. 8 is precisely
what must, according to the wave-mechanical theory, be
expected in the case of an emitter at, whose surface there is
a potential hump. The retarding voltage at which the sharp
change in slope occurs corresponds to the efiective height of

þD
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Frç, 8.-Yariation with anode voltago of the elecüron current frorn a W-Th
filamonü flowing againsù an electron-reúarding field,

the potential hump, i.e. the height above the final image
level. Thus, according to Nottingham's d.ata, the effective
height of the hump in the case of \M-Th is something like
1.6 volts.* This is rather less than corresponds to the difierence
between the work functions of clean tungsten and W-Th,
viz., I.9 e.v.
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hump to correspond. to less than the depression of the work
function due to the adsorbed film. This will at once be evident
on reference to n'ig. 9. In this we may suppose the con-
tinuously rising curve to represent the upper part of the
potential hill at the surface of a clean metal, say tungsten.
The last part of it is due to the image field and is asymptotic
to a line marhed W. Let us suppose the curve with a hump

w
is the corresponding part
of the potential hill for
the same metal on whose
surface there is an ad-
sorbed electropositive fi lm,
say of thorium atoms.
The last part of this must
also be due to the image
field and must therefore
also rise. This will be
asymptotic to some line
W-Th. Obviously only

Xw- X*-rt

I

_t

n're. 9.

w-Th

the part (shaded) of the hump above the line W-Th can be
efiective in producing electron reflexions and the height of
this part must necessarily correspond to less than the depres-
sion of the work function, Xw - Xw_r¡.

The Calorimetric Measurement of the Work Function.

-We had on page 27 the equation

l, : tro* frtr, - co')d,T, (24)

which, on substituting lR, fot c, becomes

r,-r.-L!pn-ft,',: to * t R'r' - I ocn' 
d,T. (64)

The quantity I is the heat per gram-molecule of electrons lost
by the conductor when a small quantity of electrons is virtually
transferred at constant temperature and pressure from it to
the gaseous phase. It is important to remember that the
system is supposed to be completely isolated from its surround-
ings, so that no fresh electrons are supplied to the conductor
to compensate for those lost.

The heat loss, À per gra,m-molecule of electrons, sufiered
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by an emitting cathode in consequence of saturated space
current being drawn from it is, for three separate reasons,
not quite the same as 7. fn the first place the kinetic energy
per gram-molecule oL a currenú with a given (say Maxwellian)
velocity distribution is difierent from the energy per gra,m-
molecule of a gas with the same kind of velocity distribution,
for the faster molecules make a relatively greater contribution
to the current than they d.o to the mass of the gas. Second.ly,
when saturated. thermionic current is drawn there is no mutual
interchange of energy between the two phases ; the condensed
phase " knows nothing," so to speak, of what happens to the
evaporating particles after they have left it, and therefore
no work-of-expansion term enters into l. And finalþ, the
heat loss of which À is a measure is not necessarily entirely
uncompensated, for the electrons fed into the conductor to
take the place of those lost by emission have whateYer energy
may correspond. to the temperature of the point at which the
conductor receives them.

In the expression (6a) for l, t'}re term $RT represents t'he

sum of the kinetic energy (å-RT) and the work of expansion
(RT) of one gram-molecule of the external electron gas. It
is clear that in the corresponding expression for À, SRT should'
be replaced by the avera,ge kinetic energy of ejection per gra,m-

molecule oI curcent drawn minus some quantity X'(To), where
To is the temperature of the point at which the electron
current flows back into the emitting cathode.

In ord.er to determine the former of these quantities it
is necessary to know the law of distribution of velocities of
the emitted electrons. This, as we have seen, is frequently
Maxwellian, although apparently it is not always so. Let us,
however, here confine our attention to the cases where it
is Maxwellian, with a distribution temperature equal to the
temperature of the emitter.

Let us imagine a unit cube constructed within a Maxwellian
electron gas at a temperature T. Then the mean kinetic energy
of the current constituted by the electrons passing in one

direction through one face of such a cube must also be the
mean kinetic energy of the theruriclnic current clue to electrons

emitted with a Maxwellian distribution from the cathode at
this temperature. If N represents the total number of electrons
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within the cube at any instant, then the number whoso
velocity components normal to the cube-face chosen lie between
w and. w { il,u is dlrT, whero

dN:N

The number of electrons belonging to this volocity group which
pass through the face of the cube in unit time is obviously zdN,
and that part of their kinetic energy which corresponds to
tho normal velocity component is lmus¿[N. Henae the mean
kinetic energy per electron of the current corresponding to
the normal velocity component is

fu- @

I gmusd,N
J u:o

J,:, ,-
or, by (õ),

which is equal to /rT.* The contributions to the kinetic energy
corresponding to the velocity components in the two directions :

parallel to the face of the cube are of course eaoh |kT, so that, -

finally, the total mean kinetic energy is 2kT por electron or
2RT per gram-molecule of the current. The expression for
À which is the counterpart of eqn. (64) must thereforo be

À: Zo + 2RT - F(To) - f'"o'd,T

- 
t 

Jo
: t' - äRT - F(To). (6õ)

Now we had on pages 28 and,29,

lo - X- m
R-E-LN'

Thus the work function expressed in degrees is given by :

t* : * - 2r + åtjit dr + x'(ro)]. (66) ,

* X'or tho solutions of ùhese integrals see, for example, Appendix A to
J. H. Jeans' " Dynamical Theory of Gases," Cambridgo lJnivorsiüy Press. : '.
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If cr' were equal to t-R,, as it would be if B,ichardson's original
picture of a Maxwellian internal electron gas were true, we should
have in place of (2) or (35) the emission formula (9) in which
C/k would be given by

g:I-l+ï'P, (62)frR,2'R,
and X'(To) the energy per gra,m-molecule of electrons of the
current fed into the emitting body, would be 2RTo, so that
finally, we should obtain Íor CJlc the expression

9: À -\ * ,ro. (68)¿-R, 2 '--'
If, on the other hand, we take cn' : g, then F(To):0, and we
have

4:T-:I-rr. (6e)lô- -x - Ptr

Thus, taking account of the relation (41), we see that we could
replace (68) and (69) by

9:ì +2T^ (zo)I{-F.,'--u
and,.l l: E" (71)

respectively, whete <¿ is the quantity appearing in the empí'rí'cal'

emission formula
i:l.e-@lkr, (1)

/ being a constant.
fn practice, 2To is generally of the order of 2 per cent. of

-lk. 'With present-day experimental technique it is generally
not possible to be certain of the a,ccuracy of a determination
of <¿ to within less than about I per cent., and, if anything, the
a,ccuracy with which À can be measured is rather less. Thus an
ergterimentaZ test as to whether the term 2To should or should
not appear seems to be only just on the borderline of possibility.
There is, however, no longer the need for such a test that there
was formerþ. We now know enough about the metallic
state to enable us to say without hesitation that the term 2To

should not appear, and that the true work functiofr, X, is given
by the formula (69).
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Now let us consider the case where the distribution of veloc-
ity of the emitted electrons is not Maxwellian corresponding
to the temperature of the emitter. In such a case the distri_
bution may not even be strictly of the Maxwellian type, but it
will probably not be possible to detect any departure from
this type experimentally. Let us suppose that the distribution
of the normø|, velocity components for the slower electrons
corresponds to a distribution temperature Tu. We haye seen
that the efiect of a potential hump must be to make Td clif-
ferent from T, the temperature of the emitter, and. a moment,s
refl.exion will show that Tu must be greater than T. Of course
+^il +1"^ ^l^^+-^-^ ^j^^¿^l -.:¿L ---ff ^:^--arvr u¡rv Erçuurvrrù çJEUUçu wrur.r Èrulrlule.rlu tlol.rrrar verocrlles 1o go
over the top of the hump, T¿ must be equal to T, but theÁe
electrons will in general form such a small proportion of
the whole that they may be neglected. As for the tangential
velocities, there does not seem a,ny ïeason why these Ãhould
be affected by the hump in any way. Thus for an emitter
at whose surface there is a potential hump rve should. expect to
have to replace (69) by

x
h -Tx (72)

Judging by the c ect
Tu - T, the differe 69)
and (72), to be onlv or
3 per cent. of Tr. of
present-day technique would permit of such a small difierence
being established experimentally.

Attention was first drawn to the possibility of determining
worlc functions calorimetrically by O. W. Richardson 6s in
1903. n'ive years later Wehnelt and Jentzsch e6 attempted.
to measure the work function of a lime-coated platinum filr_
ment by this method. The filament formed one arm of a
Wheatstone briclge. After the bridge had been balanced. with
the filamenl al a certain temperature and with no thermionic
current flowing, saturated. spa,ce cuïrent was d,rawn and the
heating energy supplied to the filament increased. until the
bridge again balanced. The amount of this increase was taken
to be equal to the heat lost by the filament on account of the
evaporation of the electrons, and the work function caloulated

:+-r-ro
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on this basis. It, was found, however, that the value so ob-

tained differed widely from that deduced from the temperature
variation of the emission of the same fi.Iament. The failure to
obtain concordant results by the two methods is now known
to have been due to (1) proper allowance not having been made

for the disturbing efiect of the thermionic current on tho
balance of the bridge and on the temperature distribution
along the fllament, and (2) the rather unfortunate choice of

cathãde, from which (see Chapter IV), with the very imperfect'

vacua realizable at that time, it was impossible to obtain con-

sistent thermionic behaviour. The experiments were repeated

by Schneider ?6 in 1912, who, however, had no better success'

tå ttre following year, Cooke and Richardson,tt bY a modi-

fication of the éxperimental method employed by their pre-

decessors, succeeded in eliminating the worst of the electrical

and thermal second.ary efiects produced by the thermionic

current and obtained. very tolerable agreement bet'ween t'he

work function d.etermined calorimetrically and that deduced

from the slope of the Richardson line in the case of osmium

and. tungstent, but still failed to do so in the case of lime-coated

platinuñ, as did also Wehnelt and Liebreich sz shortly after-

ïrrds. Lester,51 in 1916, by int'roducing still further ex-

perimental refinements, obtaint d very satisfactory agreement
'betwee' the work functions d.etermined by the two methods

in the case of tungsten, molybdenum, t'antalum and carbon'

and Wilson,lol in the following yea,r, achieved equally satis-

factory results with platinum wires coated. with calcium,

strontium and barium oxides. Turther comparisons which

have shown agreement between the work funct'ions determined

by the two me.-thods have been made by Davisson and Germer,la

NÍichel and Spanner,s2 and. R'othe'?6 X'rom the point of view

of experimentãl technique, the work of Davisson and Germer

is thÄt which probably approaches most nearly to perfect'ion'

The inversô efiect, ot. th" heating which accompanies

the condensation of electrons in a cond,uctor, has also been

used. for the determination of v'ork functions, notably b¡r

Richardson and Cooke,?o and more recent'ly by Viohl'el It
is, of course, uecessary to allow for the energy with which. t'he

electrorrs enter the metal. Thus, if the electrons are derivetl

ihr"-iot i"ully from an emitter at a temperature T,' from
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rvhich they a,re ernitted with a Maxrvellian velocity cristr{bution,
and the potential of the conductor whose work function is to
be determined is V above that of the emitter (including the
contact difference of potential), then if I'is the heat developed
in the conductor per gram-molecule of electrons condensed
in it, the work function ¡ must be given by

eY
k' (?3)l:';: # - ",

'Ihis method would be particularly useful in its application
to the less refractory metals whose work functionJ cannot
easily be determinerì by the mc'¡s d-irect,methods.

Work functions have also been determined from the heat
developed in an electrode in a gas discharge by Holst and
Oisterhuis,sB Penning,se Schottky aa and v. Issend,orff,ea, so

and van Voorhis oz' e3 and Compton.es fn view, however, of
the complexity of the accompanying phenomena and. of the
ma,ny corrections that have, in consequence, to be applied,
it seems doubtful whether. the method is-at any rate in its
present form-capable of yielding very accurate results.

Infra-Saturation Currents.-The only rea,son why infra_
saturation thermionic currents are less than the satruation
currents is that the electrons of the former have a greater
potential hill to climb than those of the latter, the extra height
of the hill being due to the space charge. X'or example,-in
the case of infinite plane parallel electrodeì where the poiential
minimum due to the space charge is V_ below the potential
of the cathode and the latter is at the temperaturã T, the
velocity distribution of the electrons emitted. from it being
Maxwcllian, the relationship between the infra-saturation
current, ria and the emission ø must be

'í,o : ¿r-uv*lnr. F4)
The corresponding formulæ for other geometricar arrangements
will be of a similar type, but less simple. ft is to bã nofud
that except when i,¡li, is very small ind,eed, V_ will bo only
a fraction of a volt. Thus, for example, if T is 2000oK., th;
value of V,, which makes iold: ,t6 in (Za) is 0.4 volt, and that
which makes it rå., is 0.8 volú.

The complete mathematical treatment of the infra_satura_
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tion problem is one of extraordinary complexity, and the
best that has been achieved. is an approximation to the com-

plete solution-albeit a, very close one-in a few geometricaily
simple cases.

À nr*t approximation may be arrived at by neglecting both
the initial velocities of ejection of the elect'rons and" the height
of the space-charge potential hilI. This is equivalent t'o

assuming that the velocities of the electrons are everywhere
d.etermined. uniquely by the potential and. that at the surface

of the cathode the potential grad.ient vanishes' The relation-
ship between space current and anod'e potential obtained in
this way will be a good approximation t'o the truth for all
infra-saiuration anode potentials that are of a higher order
than V-. With the usual electrode d.imensions, and' emissions

of at least some milliamperes, saturation is generalþ nof
attained und-er an anode potential of several volts, sometimes

even not und.er a few tens or hundreds of volts. In such cases

the solution obtained witl be very nearþ correct over the
greater part of the infra-saturation anod'e voltage range.

As an illustration of the approximate treatment, Iet us

consider the one-dimensional case of infinite parallel plane

electrodes. The following are the conditions to be fulfilled :

$maz : eY, (75)

d,2v
V2V : ffi: 4np-, (76)

an¿ V : 0, y- :0 where ¡: Q, (77)

where o is the velocity of the elect'rons, p- the negat'ive charge

density, and V the (positive) potential with respect to the

cathod.e at a distance ø from it'
We wish to express the current io in terms of the potent'ial

Va of the anode. By means of the relationship

'í,¡: 1)p-, (78)

we therefore elimina'te tt arrd p- between the equations (75)

and (76), obtaining
dzv
d'rz

: zrtonlz!v-'t. (7e)
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de of this equation by d,y ld,r
condition lor d,y ld,n in (72),

/ry\' : s-;,.^l2m.v,^\ãn) 
_ ó,îl,^^{zv-t,. (80)

fntegrating again, and making use of the boundary condition
for V in (77), we fnally obtain for rl^ the value

\/2
9¡ t;

and if 7 is the distance between the electrocles we may write
instead of thie

ú^-

nl
12

l¿
\'t

\/î
g,i,^ (8t)

The solution of this one-dimensional problem is due to
J. J. Thomson * and. C. D. Child.,

The infra-saturation problem for the case of coaxial cylinders
has been solved by Langmuir.a3 The approximate soiution is

, 2\/z li v ^"t,'o: s !*#, (82)

where R, is the radius of the outer cylinder and p is a constant
depending on the ratio of the radii of the two cylinders which
is very nearly equal to unity when the radius of the outer
cylinder is great compared with that of the inner.

n'inally, for concentric spherical electrodes, Langmuir
and Blodgett a6 have obtained the approximate solution

. +\/, li v.'t,Lr:-e NAt, (83)

where ø is a function of the ratio of the two radii.
It will be observed that in all three formulæ the current

is proportional to the square root of efm and, to the three-
halves power of V¡. It is easily seen from the dimensions of
eqns. (75), (76) and (78) that it must be so in all cases, irre-
spective of the electrode geometry. It is evident also that

* See J. J. Thomson, " The Conduction of Electricity through GaÊeÊ,',
Cambridgo University Pross, 2nd edition (1906), p. 228.
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in the case of any particular electrode geometry it is possible

to determine the ratio elm to a high degree of precision by
comparing the experimental 'io-Vn relationship with the
theoietical. This has been d.one for example by S. Dushman,lT
employing cylindrical electrodes'

More ìigo"ous solutions of the infra-saturation problem

have been obtained for parallel plane elect'rodes by Schottky,so
Epstein,zl F"y 'n and. Langmuir,aa and for cylindrical electrodes

by Langmuir aa and by Langmuir and Blodgett.a? In these,

approximate corrections for the finite velocities of ejection
of the electrons and the finite height of the space-charge

potential hill have been made.
In none of these calculations is that part of the infra-

saturation characteristic accounted for in which the rate of
increase of space current becomes progressively less with
increasing anode potential. This is mainly due, as B. S'

Gossling has shown,* to the fact that t'he surface of the emit't'er

is no¡ ãbsolutely smooth' The current from the projecting
parts of the surface begins to saturate while that from the
Lollows is still space-charge limited, the area supplying saturat'ed

current growing at the expense of that supplying space-charge-

limited ãurrent as the anode voltage is increased, until finally
the current from the whole surface of the cathod.e is saturated.

Gossling has been able to account quantitatively for the whole

of the 
-observed. current-voltage characterist'ic in the case of

a certain tungsten-fiIament valve by assuming the surface

of the filameni to have a sinusoidal corrugation, the ratio of

the amplitude to the wave-Iength being 0'04. (Within wide
limits tñe actual scale of the corrugation is immaterial.) While
no actual surface will be of this simple geometrical form, the
assumed order of roughness is by no means greater than that
which we should expect to occur in nature.

In the case of certain cathodes, the S-power law is seriously

d.eparted ftom, even in the lower part of the infra-sat'uration
chãracteristic. An example of such a cathode is imperfectly
activated thoriated. tungsten. In n'ig. l0 are shown three
thermionic current-voltage curves, all obtained with geo-

metrically l,he sane electrode system, the t'empcra,turc of the

* Unpublished work.
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cathode having o*i'H:t"*fifjî#"ut the sâme saturated

Curve f is that
Curve II was obta

cathode afler a, partial layer of thorium atoms had been
" grown " on its surface. It will be observed that the lower
infra-saturation ordinates of curve rr are appreciabry less than
those of curvo f, which accurately obeys the $-power law.
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tr'ro. I0.-showing ühe depoudonce of ùho infra-gaùu¡aùion thermionic cu¡ront-
voltago relationship on the state of the emiùti¡¡g surface.

Curve III was also obtained with the thoriated cathode, but
only after the layer of thorium atoms on its surface had. become
complete. In the lower infra-saturation region this ie indis-
tinguishable from curvo r. Tho departure from the theoretical
$-power law in the caso of the partially activated caúhode is
probably due to the existence of local fields near the surface
associated with " patches " of difierent work functions.

A difierent kind of doparúure from the $-powor character_
istic that is sometimes obsorved is that due to the presence in
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the inter-electrode space of positive ions, either emitted with
the electrons from the hot cond'uctor or, in the case of a poor

named after him the " Schottky efiect."

atomic elect'ropositive films.
Let us firsd consider the image field alone' At' a distance

æ fuom the surface of the emittei that is sufficiently great' for

the atomic structure of the surfo,ce to be disregarclecl, the force

with which a,n clootron (- e), i{ not' moving too rapidly' is

attracted by its electrical image ({ ø) in the surface is e2f4r2.

The contribution to the worÈ funct'ion of that part of t'he
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image field which lies between a d.istanco øo and infinity is
therefore

l-"' - "'
J r"4*': 4no' (84)

X'rom this we ßee, incidentally, tinat beyond a d.istance
of 10-6-10-5 cm. from the surface the contribution of the
image force to the work function is negligible. Beyond l0-c
cm. it is

0-6 cm. The
of even work

reater th f only
noú also

upt to this distance. Thus the total red.uction, - AX, of the
work function due to the applied field is

p2

- Lx: l¡;+ eF,ro. (85)

The position of the summit is, of course, given by

4uo'

e
4'77 ¡ 16-ro
4xl 0-rt

X 300 : 0.036 electron-volt,

eE:

or *,: 
å(rg)'u.

Thus subsúituting for ¿E or for øo in (85), we obtain
02Lx: #2eo

or - LX: 
"'lzgith.

Hence in the emission formula

'i, : tr\Tze-x,lkr,
X is given by

X: Xo * Ax : ys _ s"l,E)'ln, .

(86)

(2)

(87)

(88)
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where 2go is the work function corresponding to zero field.
Substituting for x i (2) and writing do for the emission at
zero field, we thus have

uslz¡t I z

'i, -'ùoe--Æ-, . (89)

i whence, taking logarithms and substituting for s"l"llc and logroe

their numerical values, we obtain

logro Tl : logro øo * (e0)

where E is expressed in volts per cm.
The first to test the relation (90) was Schottky 81 himself,

who found the slope of the line connecting log i with gtrlzfT

to be within about 20 per cent. of the theoretical value. Others
who have since used. the relation in order to calculate " zeto-
field. " currents 'io and hence zero-field worlc functions 2ço of
various metals (clean and contaminated) have generally
found the observed slopes to exceed by anything up to 100

per cent. those calcu-lated from the geometry of the electrode
systems on the assumption of smooth cathode surfaces.

Metal surfaces are, however, seldom truly smooth, and, any
roughness would give rise to excessive fields at the protruding
points and- so to a discrepa,ncy in the direction found. Ac-
cording to Compton and Langmuir,l0 abnormally high slopes
are found in the case of wires that have been subjected- to
positive ion bombardment, which probably results in a,

" pitting " of the surface, whereas " with clean tungsten
wire of small crystal grain structure and. flashed at a high
temperature to smooth out surface inhomogeneities, eqn. (90)

is satisfied. as accurately as the measurements can be mad-e,

with the theoretical value of the slope." Excellent quantita-
tive verifi.cation of Schottky's theory was obtained a few
years ago by Pforte 61 and de Bruyne,s in both cases wit'h
tungsten fi.laments. Thus the mean of 20 slopes obtained-by
de bruyne with fiIaments between I580oK. and- 2070oK.
and exposed to fields up to more than 106 volts per cm. agreed

well within I per cent. with the theoretical value. Incident-
ally, it is interesting to note that with a field strength at the
uo"ft." of 106 volts per c:m.) no is only l7'5Ä. and the work
function is reduced fuom 4'54 to 4'I6 e.v.

1.906 E'/,,----T-
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Other Fieid Effects.-Certain composite emittors, such
as thorium, cæsium, etc., on tungsten, exhibit an increase in
emission with applied field which is greatly in excess of what
can be accounted for by Schottky's theory alone, particularly
at comparatively low field strengths. The efiect is most markeá
where there is less than a full monatomic layer of adsorbed
atoms on the surface. A theory which has been ad,vanced
to account for this is the " theory of patches,,, originally

and since developed by Iìichardson
a and Compton and Langmuir.lo
the adsorbed. atoms do not spread
the surface. but arrange themselves

so that some areas (patches) have a greater, others a less sur-
face concentration than the avera,ge. If the patches are not
small enough to admit of the adsorbed atoms being regarded
as " smeared out " over the surface, considerable loca[ fields
will be set up between them, due to differences in work function.
The direction of the local field at the more active patches will
be such as to suppress the emission, and. it is to the gradual
neut'ralization of these local fields by the applied freld as the
latter is increased that the abnormal growth of emission with
applied field is supposed. to be due. fn the case of very strong
applied fields the relative importance of the local fields should
become less and the relationship between the current and.
applied field approach that predicted by Schottky's theory.
This actually appears to be the case. It cannot be said, how-
ever, that there is yet a satisfactory qua,ntitati,ue theory of the
efiect of patches as there is of the pure Schottky efiect.

Becker and Mueller 3 have advanced the hypothesis that
while the field due to the adsorbed electropositive atoms
(not necessarily grouped into patches) accelerates electrons
very close to the metal, it retards them at greater distances,
and that the reason why the current-voltage relationship is
so difierent from that predicted by Schottky's theory is
simply that the field due to the adsorbed atoms is not at all
like the image field. Thus for the case of a partially activated
thoriated. tungsten filament they have calculated from the
observed current-voltage relationship that the retard.ing field
due to the adsorbed. atoms attains its maximum strength at
75 atomic d.iameters from the surface. It is, however, not
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easy to see how such a picture can be reconciled with accepted
ideas of adsorption and electric fields due to double layers.

A remarl<able effect which was first observed by Lilienfelcl
many yea,rs ago is the emission of electrons from a metal at
room temperature when a sufficiently intense electron-accelerat-
ing field (order of 108 volts per cm.) is applied- to its surface.
This was once thought to be an extreme case of the Schottky
efiect, but it is now known to be an essentially different
phenomenon. If it were a Schottky effect, then the thermionic
emission formula

,ù 
- I\Tze-x,ltil, (2)

in which X represents the residual work function, would still
hold, i.e. the emission at constant field would vary rapidly
with the temperature. This is so far from being the case,
however, that there has been a not inconsiderable amount gf
controversy as to whether " field currents," as they are called,
are temperature-dependent at all. To at least a very close
approximation they are not,. On the other hand, the currents
do vary exceedingly rapidly with the field, much as thermionic
emissions do with the temperature, and may be satisfactorily
represented by a formula of the type

i:l(E)e-ptD,. (9r)

where / varies sufficiently less violently with E than cloes

e-þtn. This is analogous to (1), E taking the place of T.
Attempts to explain this phenomenon on the basis of the

classical electron theory have completely broken d.own. The
strong variation of the current' with the field suggests that
there is still a finite residual work function, and if we assume

that this is so, then the temperature independence of the
emission at constant field is, on classical views, incomprehen-
sible. fn recent, years, howevet, a successful wave-mechanical
theory of field emissions has been worked out by Oppenheimer,s?
by n'owler and Nordheim,zs and. by Stern, Gossling and
Fowler.se According to this theory, the field-current problem
is essentially one of the transmission of electrons through the

. hump of a resid.ual potential hiII, this being of the form of
X'ig. f f . The horizontal dashed line represents the critical
energy level of the n'ermi distribution of the internal electrons.

þ
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The contribution to the emission of those few of the internal
electrons which have energies much above this critical energy'

Iîre,11.

and whose number varies rapidly with
the tempetature, is insignificant. Prac-
tically the whole of the current is derived
from the electrons whose energies are

not afiected by the temperature. These
are simply transmitted through the hump.
As the field increases, the hump becomes
Iower and narrower, the transmission
coeffi.cient, increases, and. with it the
cr-r-trent,.

The Shot and Flicker Effects.-A thermionic current',
consisting as it does of electrons in motion, is to be thought of
as analogous rather to a hail of shot than to a stream of a con-

tinuous fl.uid. fn consequence there must be a certain fluct'ua-
tion of the current strength. This was first pointed out by
W. Schottky sz who worked out a quantitative theory of the
efiect and proposed for it the na,me " shot efiect."

In Schottky's theory, the emission of each electron is assumed

to be a perfectly random event, independent in time of the
emission of any other, so that at certain instants the number
of electrons passing must be above, at certain others below,
the average. In any circuit coupled with that in which the
thermionic current flows, secondary currents will therefore be

induced, the time-average of whose energy dissipation will
depend upon the current in the primary circuit, the cioseness of
coupling, and the natural frequency and impedance of the
coupled circuit.

In observations of the eficct it is usual to amplify the elec-

tromotive forces induced in the coupled circuit and to mea,ßure

the efiect produced in some final instrument, e.g. a pair of head-
phones or a thermo-couple. In a number of such experiments
results have been obtained which agree to within the error of
measurement with those predicted by the theory.

A current fl.uctuation, somewhat analogous to the above,
but abnormally large at low frequencies, was observed in 1925

by Johnson.s? This, which has been named the " flicker
efiect," is unlike the shot effect in that its magnitude varies
not only with the thermionic current but also with the nature
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of the emitting body, being particularly large in the case of
composite cathodes. Shortly after its discovery, Schottky
suggested that the elementary event underlying the flicker
effect might be, not the emission of a single electron as in the
shot, efiect, but the arrival at or disappearance from the emitting
surface of a single foreign atom which modifres the worlc func-
tion, and therefore the emission, in its immediate neighbour-
hood. On the basis of this assumption Schottky 83 has worked
out a mathematical theory of the efiect.

Thermal Emission of Positive and Negative lons.-
The typical emission from heated salts is ionic rather than
electronic. The ions are more usually positive than negative
and are of the same kind as those that carry the current in
electrolysis. There is a very consid.erable literature dealing
with the emission from heated salts, the older part of which
has been reviewed, critically, and in some detail, by O. W.
Richardson.* More recently, the researches of G. C. Schmidt
and his students have done much to further increase our under-
standing of this subject, but it is as yet impossible to formulate
anything approaching a complete theory of the various pheno-
mena observed. The dependence of the ionic space current
on the potential of the collector is governed by the same kind
of law as applies for electrons, the only difierence being that
on account of the relatively larger mass of the carriers the impor-
tance of the space charge corresponding to any given current
is greater. The variation of emission with tempetature is,
like that of electrons, adequately expressed by a formula of
the type

'i, : f(T)e-alhr, (92)

in which the variation of / with T is sufficiently less violent than
that of e-@lbr.

A positive " thermionic " emission of rather a difierent
nature is that which occurs when certain metals are heated to
incandescence in the presence of the more electropositive of
the alkali metal vapours. Kingdon and Langmuir,se who
were the first to observe this phenomenon, found that if tho
" electron affinity " (work function) of the hot metal surface

* O. W. Richardson, " The Emission of Electricity from IIoü Bodies,"
Longmans, Greon & Co., Chapter VIIf,

l
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zation) of the atoms of the v¿ùPour,

impinges on the surface of the hot
nd evaporates as a positive ion.

Thus a tungsten filament (work function :4'Ú4 e.v.) will
ionize the vapours of cæsium, rubidium and potassium (works

of ionizatiott 3'87, 4'I5 and 4'32 e.v. respectively) when heated

therein.
Another positive emission, which was observed much earlier,

and whose mechanism is probably similar, is that which com-
at quite moderate
a visible red heat.
on is, like tiia'u of
by an equation of

the form (92) and. decreases with time according to a law similar
to that of radioactive decay. The ions have been id'entified by
ma,ss

Na+.
meta
which difiuse to its surface when it is heated' Impurity ions

other than K+ and Na+ have also occasionally been observed'

Thus Wahlin ea has found that Th+ ions are emit'ted from
incandescent thoriated- tungsten wires, and Smit'h 86 has d'etect'ed

Al+ ions in the emission from impure tungsten and molyb-
denum wires heated to about 2000oK. Also Kunsman al

Loo nJ.teinpd J\Tc,+ T(+ R,h+ Cs+. Ms+- Ca+. Sr+ and Ba+o¿

ions fronn speciall;' prcpnrecl metal emitters containing the oxicLes

of
ches by Smith,az '

'W s, such as tung-

as neutral atoms.
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CIIAPTER, II.

ELECTIION EMISSION X'R,OM CLEAN METALS.

wn have seen how the work function of a cond.uctor is related.
to the efiective height of the potential barrier at its surfacc
and how this barrier-is due partly to the image field and partly
to the surface polarization. rn the case of clean metaïs the
latter will depend mainly on the size of the atoms and. the

formed or ionized, and probably
a,rrangement in the lattice. The
which there begins to be a true
image-force contribution to the

work function
studying the th
we shall expect
on position in
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enable them to escape.
We now know thãt electromagnetic radiation has some of

the properties of particles as well as those of waves' The quasi-

partìcleì of radiãtion aïe known as " photory,l' 'td if t'he

i""qo"tt"y of the radiation is z, the energy e of the phot'ons is

given by
¿ -- hv. (1)

This energy may be imparted to material or electrical particles.
Thus if *di"tioo whose frequency exceeds yllt' is incident
on a metal at absolute zero, il, wiII excite photoelectric emission

from it. The critical frequency zo, equal to yflr', below which
photoelectric emission cannot, be excit'ed from a metal at ab-

Ëolute zeto, is called the " threshold frequency," and if Àu

is the correspond'ing wave-lengt'h, we have

x:P,/ro

where c is the velocity of light, and' if ìo is expressecl in 'A'ngstrtim
units and X in electron-volts, this becomes

r2336x-::; e)

Above erature a metal cea'ses'

strictly sp reshold' The cut-off of

the Fermi d, and' t'he Photoelectric

near Ào and the observed- " threshold " gives an approximate

measure of X.
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In a recent theory of photoelectric response due to Fowler,28
the plausible assumption is made that the number of electrons

l*ur' I ltv : C. (B)

Now the velocity distribution of a x'ermi gas is known in terms
of the temperature, the molecular mo"ss nL, and the zero_tem_
perature critical energy p, and, thus it is possible, on the basis

creases quite appreciably with the temperature, the values of

L^^ ^I-^ l^^^-- -l-¿- ----: r ¡lfìas aiso oeen û.eier'nüied ühelnrionicaiiy it has been found.
to be inexcellent agreement with that obtained photoelectrically
by Fowler's method.

t be regarded
r photoelectric
their interiors,

Surface contaminations on a metal may be ofî"ioou kinds.
Apart from oxides or other chemical compounds of the metal
itself, they may consist of adsorbed atoms or molecules of agas These
with all not
tain races of
with al gases
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vessel or from the anode if this has not, been properlJ'outgassed.

whether or not, an appreciable covering of a given contamination
collects on the urrf*" under any given set, of conditions will
depencl on the relative rates of its evaporation from the surface

urrã it. replenishment by difiusion from within or condensation

from withãut. If the contamination amounts to an appreciable

fraction of a monomolecular layer of foreign material, the surface

polarization and with it the work function (and possibly- also

ih" t""n*-ission coefficient) will be seriously afiect'ed, and" the

emission observed will not be that characteristic of the clean

metal.
It must, not be supposed that where t'he foreign- mat'eria'l

difiuses to the surface from within the metal, its concentration
at the surface will necessarily be of the same order as that within.

is less than that of clean tungsten, so that d-ifiusion of t'horium
to the
In this,
thermio
difiusion of foreign material to the surface, by confining-obser-
vations of emission to temperatures so high that the foreign
atoms evaporate almost immediately they reach the 

-surface,
and are inìonsequence unable to accumulate there sufficiently
to form an appreciable fraction of a full monatomic layer'
In other 

"as"s 
soffi"ient of the impurity may be " boiled. out',"

by subjecting the metal to a prolonged heat treat'ment in a

oä"oo-, for the same cond'ition of practical freed'om from
contamination of the surface to be rcaIized. IJnfortunately,
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observations are made the less perfect need. the vacuum be,
and u,ice uersc¿.

_ The degree of vacuum attained. does not depend only on
the efficiency and speed of the pump and the renglh and widtrr
of the connecting tubing, important though these items are.It depends also on the amount of work the,pumping system is

-given 
to perform, i.e. the rate a!, which guses urrã oãpãoru o""

liberated within the vacuum vessel. Not only may these be
given off from the metal whose thermionic or photoelectric
properties are under investigation, but also from the glass
walls and from the anode. All glass-work should. be bakeã. at
a high temnerature (e.g. 400oC. in the case of sod.a anC lead.
glasses, 500"C. in that of pyrex) for at least several minutes
while connected to the pump, to drive off water vapour, carbon
monoxide and oxygen from its surface. As for the anode,
this should be outgassed by a sufficiently intense heat-treat-
ûrcnt (e.g. at 9000-1000o0. in the case of nickel) prior to use.
The time that should be given to this varies with ìhe material
of the anode, its thickness, the temperature, and the degree
of ou-tgassing required. In some cases something of the oider
of a half-hour will sufÊce, in others ma,ny houls may be neces-
sary. The outgassing may be carried out either in the vessel
in which the anode is to be uõed, or, if more convenient, in a
sepa_rate vessel, e.g. e vacuum furnace, before assembly. In
the latter case it is highly desirable to supplement the main
outgassing by a glowing of a few seconds, duration in the final
vacuum, to liberate adsorbed gases from the surface. ft is
not necessarily enough that the temperature of this glowing
be higher than any to which the anode will be r.aised in the
subsequent experiments, for in {,hese it wilt be subjected to
electron bombardment, which, it has been found, frequently
ca,uses surface gases to be dislodged even when it is so mild
that the increase in temperature to which it gives rise is
negligible.

The most efficient punp to use when there is a strong ionizing
discharge in the vacuum vessel is an active "getterl, surface
deposited on its walls. The best getters are such electropositive
metals as magnesium, sodium, potassium, calcium and. barium.
The activities of these increase roughly in the order named.
Their use constitutes somewhat of an art, however, whose diffi-
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culty increases in about, the same order. Magnesium is quite
etter and excellent Yacua' are

A small, cIeat,
be either weldecl
arrier from which
s have had their

outgassing treatment, and either 
tïr_};i"# äjïl"Tlî ï:J::f,

e of getter used
us dePosit on the
desirable to cool

the getter film to a low temperature, e'g' by immersing the

vacuum vessel in liquid. air, during use, as this may hinder- the

diffusion of gettereä gas into thé interior of the film which

tends to teeittte surfáce clean and acf ive' Also' if it can be

avoided, thJ getter film should- not be allowed to take up a

;;fti";' poteãtial with respect' to the cat'hode ; otherwise

Lombardrrrent by stray elections ma'y dislodge from its surface

certain kinds of alreadY get'ter

the rate of formation of ions b
rapid, in general, is the getteri
current, obtained from the te
ad
a,u ngsten fiIament'

atment of the cathode for the

removal of adsorbed foreign material, a method that might

proye useful in certain cases is that of bombardment of the

Ë,,"f o 
" 
e by chemic alry inert n "î"tili, 

tii;,ÏTiffi 
f- i:i,,3-ü

Langmuir 3e that
elium,'i'nter a,l'i'a,

from the surface

of cold tungsten. In the case of the first t'wo' they began to

observe e'v' energy of the incident ions'

At f 50 ident' ions per sput'tered thorium

atom w aÏgon, 45 for neon and 7000 for

helium. general more efficient' sputterers

than light ones. r-- .

In some cases it is not found possible to remove foreign

material from an existing metallic surface' It is then n'ecessary
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to form a new surface. rf a,n app'eciable rate of f'rther con-
tamination is unavoidable, the renewal of the surface should
be made continuous. The new surface is best formed on the
cathode by vol jacent specimen of the test
metal. Any u n this specimen will prob-
ably be either than the metal. If it is
more volatile it can be got rid of at an early stage, and if it
is less volatile most of it will remain where it iÀ. Thus in either
case, serious surface contamination of the cathode may be
avoided.

lectric
of the
the the

We have seen that a sharp photoelectric threshold exists

recently been macle. The ea,rlier attempts to determine worl<
functions by measuring supposed ', thresholds ,, at higher
temperatures can give us no accurate results, since the wárr"_
lengths beyond which no photoelectric response could be
detected must have depended on the sensitivity of the current-
measuring instrument used. Nevertheless the room-tempera_
ture del,erminations made by this faulty procedure havã, in

verv seriously from the zero-temperature À0. We shall there-
fore, in what follows, make use of such determinations where
none better are available. Although, strictly speaking, no
threshold exists aboye the absoltte zero, we shall, in ordìr to
avoid circumlocution, ernploy the term ,,threshold ', for the
rvaveJength beyond which no photoelectric response could
be detected experimentally.
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(l) The Alkali Meto,l,s.-.Llthough a considerable number
of researches have been carried out with these metals, the data
at present available are not, on the whole, very reliable. This
is due to the difficulty of obtaining clean surfaces, for the metals
are chemically very active and. readily adsorb or chemically
combine with residual gases. Actually the most reliable work
function data we possess are those obtained photoelectrically'

No thermionic data appear to exist in the case of either
lithium or rubidium. Various attempts have been made to
d.etermine the thermionic A and. X of sodium and potassium,
but they have not met with much success. A good summary
of this work has been given by Richardson and Young.51 The
most, disturbing thing about the thermionic data obtained- with

these being due to contaminations. X'urther evidence of con-

taminations is that it was not found possible to repeat' results
quantitatively in slrccessive " runs." It is doubtful whether
really clean surfaces were ever obtained.

The only alkali metal for which even moderately t'tust'-

worthy thermionic data seem to have been obtained is the most

electrópositive of aIl, viz' cæsium. From measurements of
the emission from a pool of cæsium in the neighbourhood of
200oC., K. H. Kingdon 38 has found for the thermionic constants
of this metal the values A:162 amp./cm'2deg'2, x: I'8I
e.v. He does not claim any great accuracy for t'hese results,

however, since he was not able entirely to eliminate the effects

of adsorbed. gases.
resholds of the alkali metals have been
of workers, but here too, as with the
is a lack of consistency. This is due

not only to the extraord.inary sensitivity of t'hese metals to gas

contaminations, but also, as Ives and Johnsrud 35 have found,
to an apparent, dependence of the threshold upon the type
of surface. Thus the thresholds found by Ives and Johnsrud
for various kinds of surface, all fairly gas-free, of pure potassium

aIe :
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Matt surfaco 6100Á,.
Molten pool 6000å..
Specular layer on glass 6200Å.
Thin fflm on Pt . õf00Å.

Millikan a8 has found for the thresholds of lithiurr and.

which they generally contain. According to Hughes and
DuBridge, A. R,. Olpin has found llnat " the most, reliable and
--^------f :l I I n ¡r rireproeiucrírie values <lï i;he i;hreshoitis of the alkaii metais are

at liquid-air temperature and found for atomically thick films
5500Å. fu^: 2.24 e.v.) for K, 5900Å. (x: 2.Ig e.v.) for Rb,
and 6300Å.(X:1.96 e.v.) for Cs. These results are in the
order to be expected, except tha.l for lithium, which rve should
have expected to have a higher. not a lower work f'-rnction than
sodium. The values found for cæsium ale in fairly satisfactory
agreement with Kingdon's thermionic value.

(2) Magnesium.-The photoelectric threshold of clean
magnesium has recently been determined by Cashman and
Huxford,e The experimental tube and all its metal parts
were carefully outgassed and the magnesium slowly distilled,
until a heavy mirror coating was formed upon the bulb. The
distillation was repeated several times, and after each distilla-
tion a spectra,l response curve for the newly formed surface
obtained. fn all cases the measured thresholds were found to
lie in the range 5000Ä,-5ZOOÅ., and the most probable value

* A. L. I{ughes and f,, A, DuBridge, " Photoolectric Phenomena,"
McGra¡r-Hill Book Company, fnc. (1932), p. 71.
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of the true threshold for clean magnesium .was estimated to
be approximately 5100Å. This corresponds to a work function
oL 2.42 e.v. ft is interesting to note that the vacua u/ere so
good that no changes could be detected in the thresholds after
periods of rest up to as long as 50 hours.

(3) Bari,um.-Thermionic emission data for barium have
been obtained. by J. W. Ryde and N. L. Harris, by an ex-
perirnental method the details of which will be given in
Chapter III. It will be suffi.cient to state here that, barium
was distilled continuously from a heated source on to a tung-
sten filament, t}re _rate of deposition on the latter being made
greater than the iate of evãporation from it. The filament
thus became covered with barium in bulk and gave an
emission characteristic of this metal. n'rom the emission-
temperature data obtained, a Richardson line was plotted whiclr
gave values for X and A of 2.I, e.v. and about 60 amp./cm., d"g.t
respectively.

(4) Røre Earth Meta,l,s.---Measurements of the thermionic
emission given by severâl of the rare earth metals have been
made by Schumacher and. I{arris.53 The metals cerium,
lanthanum, praseodymium, neod-ymium and. samarium were
obtained very pure (> 99.8 per cent.), and a number of others
in the form of aluminium alloys. The metals or their alloys
were heated either in a tungsten boat or by being shaken in
fine powder form on to a metal filament which served as a
carrier. n'rom observations of the emissions of the pure
metals at various temperatures, Richardson lines were obtained
whose slopes give the following work functions :

Lanthanum 3.3 e.v.
Cerium 2'6 ,,
Praseod;'rnium 2'7 ,'
Neod¡rmiurn 3.3 ,,
Samariurn 3'2 ,,

Tungsten (empty boat,) 6.9 ,,

Now the work function of tungsten is known to be only
4.5 e.v., so that the value found by Schumacher and Ifarris
for this motal is soon to bc much too high, and onc might, on
this account hesitate to accept their results for the rare earth
metals also. Probably, however, more reliance ma,y be placed

6
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in these clata than the result for tungsten indicates, since, at
the higher of the test temperatures employed vigorous evapora-
tion must have constantly renewed the surfaces of the metals,
thereby tending to keep t'hem uncontaminated.

With regard to the metals tested. in the form of aluminium
alloys, the data obtained. probably give little indicat'ion of the
thermionic properties of the pule metals. Thus for a cerium-
aluminium alloy, the slope of the Richarclson line corresponcLs

to a work function of 5'75 e.v., which is almost certainly much
too high.

(5) Thori,um, Hafnium ønd, Zircon'ium.-Wfues of these
ihree metals have been o'otained by C. Zwikker,€? and their
thermionic constants determined by the temperature-variation
method. The surfaces of the metals of this group, particularly
those of zirconium and hafnium, are extremely difficult to
free from their oxides, which are yery stable at high tempera-
tures. Presumably also adsorbed layers of oxygen would be
difficult to remove. After flashing the wires to near their
melting-points the results obtained were those of Table IV,

TABLD IV,

Tunnlrro¡tro CoNgr.lNrs o¡' Flessno Tnonrulr, Il¿.nrqru¡n ¿'No ZrncoNrulr,

Metal. (amps,/cm.zdeg.2).
x

(electron-volts).
A.

Thorium

Hafnium

Zirconium

70

55,000

3,000

3.38

6't2

4.õ0

but' after subjecting the hafnium and zirconium wires to a
prolonged ageing, their emission constants and work functions
both fell to the values of Table V.68 These last must be taken
as the present-day best values for these metals.

(6) Tøntalum.-Tanlalum, being a, very refractory metal
(melting-point 3300"K.), may be taken to a very high outgassing
temperature. It has, however, rather unfavourable chemical
properties, its oxicle being relatively non-volatile, ancl fulther-
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more, at high temperatures it absorbs hydrogen. It is in
- consequence possible to obtain a clean surface only by subjecting

TABLE V

iTnnnruroNrc CoNsr¡Nts or X'rlgspo ¡No Aeno ll.lrNruu Ärvo ZrnooìTtrtlvr
I

Metsl. (amps./cm.2deg.2).
A x

(electron-volts) .

Hafnium

Zirconium

t4'6

330

3.53

4.12

the metal to a prolonged. high-temperature (- 2400'K.) treat-
ment in a good vacuum.

Such thermionic data for tantalum as have been obtained
under good or tolerably good vacuum cond.itions are given in
Table VI. The mean of the values found for the work function

TABLE VI.

Tssnurolrrc Der¿ ron T¡Nlerulr,

x (elecüron-volts)-

Observer. Date. (amps./cm,2 (leg.e).

alorimetr¡c.

f. Langmuir a1

I. Langmuir a2

II. Lostor a5

I[. J. Sparurer 66

S. Duehma,n, II. N. Rowo,
J. Ewald and C. A.
I(idner 2a

is 4.I5 volts. The most reliable determination is that of
Dushman and associates. Probably 4.I e.v. is within I or
':2 per cent. of the true value.

The work function of tantalum has also been determined
photoelectrically by A. B. Cardwell,E using X'owler's method.
The specimen was outgassed for over f 000 hours in a,

.4,

4.44

4'0u
4.O6

4.O

4.t260L925

28-301913
r9t6
19r6
1924

Erom slope ol
Richardson

line.
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good vacuum a,t temperâtures up to 2õ00"K. The value of
i obú¡ined was 4.11 e.v., whioh is in excellent agreement with
the corresponding thermionic result of Dushman and associates.

(7) Mol,gbd,enum.-The melting-point of molybdenum is
2895oK., somewhat lower than that of tantalum, and it sufiers
from the same disability as the latter metal in the tenacity
with which it holds surface contamination, adsorbed oxygen
being particularly difficult to remove.

In Table VII are given the results of those thermionic

TABLE VII.

Tunnurorrro D¡r¡. ron Mor,vgonNuu,

x

n'rom slope of
ßlchtrtlßon

llns.
Calorlmotrlc,

4'oo
4,06

4.69

4-44*
4.14
4-441

4.t6

* Corrected by Duehman 22 for the revisod temperaturo scale of A. G. t

lÏ'orühing.oo
f These are the valuos which appear to fft most closoly üho omission

and temperature data given.

mea,surements that have been made under relatively good
experimental conditions.

Of these the most reliable determination is undoubtedly
that of DuBridge and Roehr. These investigators observed
not only the thermionic properties but also the photoelectric.
They subjected their specimen to a 1600 hours' outgassing 

.

treatment at temperatures rising from 17õ0oK. to 2100'K.
In ord.er to obtain consistent thermionic and photoelectric
emissions they fould it necessary to seal ofi their vacuum vessel

A
(smps,/cm.2 deg.2).

-66,:

60*
6õ

120t

DO

I. Langmuir al

I. Langrnuir a2

I[. Lester a6

S. Dushman, E, N. Rowe,
J, Ewald and C. A.
Kidner aa ,

C. Zwild<er 08

C, Zwikker ?o . ) .

L. A, DuBridge end.
W. IM, Rooh¡ 18

ObBervor. Date.

1932

I913
1910
I9t6

1926
L926
ts27
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from the pump and use a getter. In this way the pressure wa's

reduced. to well below 10-7 mm.
During the first stages of outgassing, the photoelectric

threshold was observed to move toward. the red as far as about
3500Å. (3'5 e.v.), but then, as outgassing progressed, it moved
back again toward the violet, to about 2300Ä. (4'4 e.v.). This
was before the tube was sealed ofi from the pump. After it
was sealed off and the vacuum further improved by means of
the getter, the threshold once more moved toward the red, and
the final, stable values of the work function 4'14 e.v' and. 4'16
e.v. found. by X'owler's method for temperatures of the speci-
men of 303'K. and 940'K. respectively. The mean, 4'15
e.v., may be taken as the best value of the photoelectric work
function of clean molybd.enum. The possible error of this value
was estimated to be of the order of 0'5 per cent. The photo-
electric properties of the specimen could not be further changed
by treatment at the highest temperatures.

It is interesting to compare these results with the values of
the thermionic work function found by earlier observers. A
fairly recent determination, one by Martin at in 1929, ga,ve a

value of 3.48 e.v. for the thermionic work function. At no
time, however, was the temperature of Martin's specimen
raised above about 1800oK., and considerably higher tempera-
tures than this are needed to remove surface contaminations.
X'or this rea,son, Martin's result has not been included in our list.
It is noteworthy, however, that, his value corresponds very
closely to the extreme excursion of the photoelectric threshold
toward the red. observed by DuBridge and Roehr in the early
stages of outgassing. On the other hand, the values of the
work function obtained- by Dushman and associates and by
Zwikkæ for a surface which was certainly much cleaner corre-
sponds to the extreme violet excursion of the threshold observed

by DuBridge and. Roehr when the outgassing had reached
a more ad.vanced but not yet final stage, before the vacuum
vessel was sealed ofi from the pump. The intermediate values
obtained several years earlier by Langmuir probably corre-
spond to an intermediate stage of outgassing.

After the photoelectric properties had become stable,
DuBrid.ge and Roehr mad.e four determinations of the t'herm-
ionic work function at intervals during about six weeks,
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while the outgassing conditions were maintained' The values 
':

obtained were 4'15, 4'L5,4'17 and 4'I4 e.v. The mean of these,
4.I5 e.v., a,grees beautifully with the mean value of the work
function deteruúned phol,oeleotlically' The mean value found
for A was approximately 55 amp./cm'zdeg.z'

(8\ Tungsten.--The thermionic properties of tungsten are

known with greater accura,cy than those of any other material'
Not only has tungsten the very high melting-point of 3655oK.,
but the chemical compounds it forms with various gases and
also adsorbed gas contaminations aro much more volatile than
are those of either tantalum or molybdenum. Thus their
removal by " flashing" in a good v&cuum presents little diffi-
culty tungsten has been very a,ccur-

ately its electrical properties by
Lang by X'orsYthe and Worthing,zT
and 6 The data that have béen '
published since l9l3 are given in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII.

Trpn¡rrol¡rc Dlr¿ ron Tu¡¡osrøl¡

¡, This iÃ the value obtained wh ettT 
^ 

| 7 7 4O, with To : 2100oK., is subtracüed

from 4'82 e.v., the v¡lue found for the I of the Tü emiesion formula (see p' 30)'

H, L. Cooko and Û. lü'
Richardson 10

I. Langmuir ¿1

f. Langrnuir aa

K. K. Smith 65

If. Lester a6

C. Davisson and L. I[.
Germor 12

S, Dushman and associ-
&tegr21' ¿s' s4' å5 .

I[. J. Spanner õ6

C. Zwikker ?o

C. Zwikker 67 .

A. I[, Warner oo .

*
4'27
4'48

Observer. DÂte.

60

70

lo

4.õ5 *t922

æ1õ0
õ9

4.ö3
4.3
4'õ0
4'58
4'25

ts23-26
ts24
tgz6
tgz6
ts27

1913
1913
1914
r916
r916

4.I9

litro.
Calo¡imet¡lo,

From slopo of
RlchildsoD

r (electroD-volts)-

4'43

4'õ2

4
(a,mps./om.2 (log,2),
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The mean of all the values of x in this table is 4'426 e'v'
' and the A-values Yaïy between 60 and 150 amp'/cm'2deg'2'

But it is not fair to assign equal weights to all the data, for it
must be borne in mind that in some of the invest'igations much

. greater pains were taken to secur.e accuracy than in others.

únd.outtìdly the best determinations are those of Davisson

and Germer, Dushman and his associates, and Zwikker' The

mean of the values of X found by these is 4'54 e'v' This may

be taken as the present,-day best value, the error probably

not exceeding I Per cent'
A. H. Warn", ãt htt recently determined by n'owler's met'hod

the photoelectric work function of a t'ungsten surface formed

, by ãvaporation after very careful outgassing' The value

I fõund wãs 4.54 e.v., which is in excellent agreement with the
, more reliable of the thermionic values.

and a d.ense crystalline deposit of rhenium metal to form on

the wires. Thé burning was usually continuecl until the wire

d.iameter had grown to O'Z-O'g mm'; 2O mm.' lengths of this

wire were then mounted as filaments in standard" rad'io valves

from which the gr the emission-tempera-

ture relationship I900o and 2700oK',

and the thermioni rom t'he corresponding

Richardson line. The values found were

A : 200 amp./cm.2deg.2, X - 5'I e.v.

There is good reason to believe that the emissions observed

were those characteristic of clean rhenium. Microscopic

examination of sections of the heat-treated wire showed the

tungsten core to be distinct from the rhenium sheath, indicat,-

ing-that alloying had not occurred to any important extent'

AI-so rhenium is a Yery refract'ory met'al, melting only at'

3440o + 60oK., and thus it could be outgassed at a' very

high temperature. That the surface was in a gas-free con-

diíion whãn the emission mea,surements were mad.e is indicatecl

,t
'tT
,l:

j
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by the fact that no important change in the emission was
found after five hours' further heat treatment in a v&cuum
at 2700"K,

At the sa,me time, no very great accur&oy o&n bc claimed
for the values of the constants obtained. ih" te-peratures
used for the Richardson plot were those found optically for
the centre of the filament,_ assuming the absorptiori coefficient
for a wave-length of 65004. to be 0.45. If, initead, the value
of this quantity Ìrad been assumed to be 0.4, the temperature
snn.ìa u¡ntrl.{ }ro"a }'o^- ^tr-^.,+ Ð^o L:^L^- ^---r :r ia røùuqu uv llråtr(j-t , iarl(r ¡I ltr I¡¿rU Oeen
assumed to be 0.5 the scale would have been 50o lower. But
this was not the most serious of the nossible sorrrces of error
With such short, relatively thick filaments, the efiect of ìhe
cool ends on the emission must have been important, and this
was not, properly allowed for. X'inally, no correction was made
for the Schottky efiect.

The work function of rhenium has also recently been deter_
mined photoelectrically, by Engelma,nn.26 Aftòr prolonged.
outgassing at temperatures up to 2B00oK. the threshold was
found to be in the neighbourhood of 24g0,4,. The correspond._
ing value of the work fuirciion is 4.g8 e.v.

(I0) Iron.-The photoelectric threshold. of iron after
gxtendgd outgassing in a good vacuum has been found by
Card"well 6 to lie between 2580Å. arrd 2652A. The corre-
sponding value of the work function is 4.72 ¡[ 0.02 e.v. More
recently, G. N. Glasoe a0 has used X'owler,s method to deter_
mine the photoelectric work fi:nction of electrnhft,io. irr
outgassed fãr several hundred trours at ä;ffiiÏ;Jïn"ii
1220"K. The value he found was 4.72 e.v.

cardwell found the photoelectric sensitivity of his specimen
to be considerably less after cooling sudd,enl,y than after*cooling
slowly from above tt80oK. (p-y transition point). This he
attributed to a retention in the former case of par"b of they lorm (face-centred 

^cubic), 
this being the photoelectricary

less sensitive. The É and ø forms *hi"h a'e stable below
l180oK. are body-centred cubic crystals.

The corresponding thermionic properties of iron above
1nd þelow Lhe p-y transjtion point ñave been studied by
G. Siljeholm.'a He found the Richardson line to consist of
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two parallel parts, with a disconúinuity at' the transition
point. X'rom the slope of this line for the specimens which
had been most, thoroughly outgassed the value 4'77 e.v. was

, obtained for the work function. This is in perfect agreement
, with Glasoe's photoelectric value.

(Ll) Cobatt.-Cobalt, Iike iron, crystallizes in two forms,
one of which, the face-centred cubic, is stable above ll20oK.,
and the other, the hexagonal, below this temperature. It
has been found by Cardwell T that a specimen suddenly cooled

from above IlzOoK., and which therefore retains the face-

centred cubic structure, exhibits a markedly higher phot'o-
electric sensitivity than a specimen which has been cooled-

slowly. Cardwell has recently 8 found for the photoelectric
work functions 4'25 + 0'08 and 4'12 + 0'04 e.v. for the
hexagonal and face-centred cubic forms respectively.

(L2) Nickel'.-No measurements of the thermionic pro-
perties of nickel have been made in which the experimental
conditions were such as to ensure the necessary freedom from
contamination of the surface.s

Recently G. N. Glasoe s0 has determined by X'owler's
method the photoelectric work function of nickel outgassed

for several hundred hours in a good va,cuum at temperatures
up to about 1370oK. After a e of t'he

specimen had thus been reached funct'ion
was found to be 5'01 e.v. and was 0'2

volts negative to outgassed iron. The observed contact
potential difierence thus a,grees reasonably weII with the
ãifi"""rr"" (0.24 e.v.) between the photoelectric work firnctions
of the two metals, as it should do'

has been studied both therm-
by E. H. Dixon.la The sPeci-
was subjected to an outgassing

treatment of over 1000 hours' durat'ion in a final vacuum
of 10-e mm. at temperatures rising from 1220oK. to I720oK.

* Sinoe this was written, a pa,per hae appoarod in i'øw,

VoI. 44, p. 345, Sept. 1, 1933, 6y G. W. Fox and R' tho
results ãf thermionic measu¡oments on very carefully o The
valuos obtai¡ed for the thermionic consùants were A : 1380 amp'/cm'zdeg'2,

,X : 5'03 + 0'05 e.v.
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fn the final condition the photoelectric work function rneasured '
at room temperature was found to be 4.92 e.v. As the tem-
perature was raised the threshold appeared to shift toward the
letl, u,ntl tlid so abrrormally rapidly at about 5l0oK. This
might, have been due to a change in the crystal structure
occurring at this temperature. Between 5t0oK. and 920"K.
the threshold correspondecl. to a work function of 4'57
f 0.09 e.v.

The thermionic current showed a discontinuity (possibly
aiso due to a structurai change) at, about I370oK. The slope
of the Richardson line beyond this point corresponded to a
rv^rì- +"-^+i^- ^+ ,{. Ra l r¡.nô ^ --\,t a .,(, I w wu (,-r-

[\ Pøl,l,ad,ium---The thermionic and photoelectric pro-
perties of pure palladium during an extended outgassing in
high vacuum have recently been studied by L. A. DuBridge .
and W. W. Roehr.lÐ Fowler's method was used for interpreting
the photoelectric mea,surements and the photoelectric worl<
function in the final, outgassed state was found to be 4'9? f
0.01 e.v. n'or the corresponding therrnionic worlc function
the value 4.99 ;! 0.04 e.v. was obtainerl, and for the emission
constant about 60 amp./cm.'d"g.'

(16) Osmí,um.-In 1913 H. L. Cooke and O. W. Richardson 11

found for the voltage equivalent of the latent heat, of evapora-
tion of electrons frorn osmium the value 5.0 e.v. After making
allowance for the finite velocities of ejection of the electrons,
the value 4.7 e.v. is obtained for the worh function.

(16) Pløtinum.-PIalinum is one of the more difficult metals
to free of gaseous and other contaminations, and- it is only in
the last few years that consistent thermionic and photoelectric
results have been obtained with it.

Among those who have used the photoelectric method
to study the surface properties of platinum are Koppius,ao
Suhrmann,s? Tucker,50 Woodruff 6a and DuBridge.rs, re

Koppius, after heating his specimen in a vacuum for some time
at 1I70"K., found the photoelectric threshold to be 25?0Ä.,
to which corresponds a work function of 4.8 e.v. Suhrmann,
in his best approach to a gas-free condition, found for the
threshold 2700À. (4.57 e.v.). He also carried out thermionic
euission rrreasuremerÌts 58 and found frorn the slope of tlie
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B,ichardson line a thermionic work funct'ion of 4'35 e'v' How-

ever, neither Koppius nor Suhrmann baked- out their glass

vessels at a high temperature, and unbaked glass is known to
' be a fruitful source of contaminating gases and vapours'

was about 2700l'., but that after subsequently heating it for
two hours above 1670'K. it had. become photoelectrically
insensitive to his quartz-mercuïy-arc radiation' Woodrufi
found. the same condition of insensitivity after 17 hours' heat-
ing at 1300'K. in a 10-6 mm' The

shãrtust wave-Iength bout 1850Å., but
this does not, mean t, of Tucker's and

By far the most exhaustive study of the photoelectric and

thermionic propert'ies of platinum as a function of out'gassing

treatment has 
-been that made by DuBridge. Starting with

no case was it achieved in less than 10 hours. X'urther pro-
longed. heating near the melting-point in t'he best' at'tainable

o"*o- failed. to further change the photoelectric condition of
the surface. It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that
the final condition of the specimen achieved by DuBridge was

that of practically complete gas-freed-om.



TABLE IX.

Tnon¡¡¡olrrc DÀTA non Pr,¿lrxuu

Observo¡,

f. Langmuir lr
L. L. Lookro¡v a6

R. Suhrma¡n 68

I[, J. Spannor 66

L. A. DuBridge re .

(8Eps,/cm.zdeg.2) (eleotrol-voltr).
Dêtc. Ä

l9l3
rg22
rg23
ts24
1928

æ8 X 100
4.46 x I0-r

30'l
28.8

I7.O0O + 2l ol
to

6'6n
4.31
4.18
õ.22

6'27 + lof o

to secure clean conditions, the experimental A is not tho
úrue A characteristic of platinum, but exceeds it by a large
factor,

" In DuBridge's experiments the platinum wa,õ violently
outga'sed. Tt is nocesßary to dislodge the contamination
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ckish surface layer, and this treat'-
metal surface. fn view of Bowden
known power of Platinum to form

true surface of the

i å1T3":*J"'Tä;;
reater part of such

excessive areas must lie in deep cuttings or almost perfect
enclosures into which the applied. field which prod'uces an

especially soft ones."- 
Therð is, perhaps, another possibility which should not

be overlookeð', viz. ihat 
"vett 

in its final condil,ion the surface

of DuBridge's platinum was not really clean, but had ad-

sorbed. ott it som" contamination, such a,s oxygen or hydrogen'

.cannot 
give rise to an

ight. DuBridge's vacua'
that anY contamination
from outside. It, might'

however, have been held- in solution in the metal and diffused

to the surface. Difiusion to the surface of a dissolved impurity
is known to occur in thoriated tungsten and similar systems'

In such cases the amount of contamination present on t'he

surface must, at each temperature at which its time-rate of
change is unimportant, be such that the rate of its evaporat'ion
and. ihe rate of arrival of fresh contamination from the in-
terior at least very nearly balance each other. The amount of
surface contamination determined by this condition will, in

sidered be in a state of true thermodynamical equilibrium'
Now if there is a variation of x with T, it should' be possible
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rising temperature, and so the efiect observed by DuBridge
in the case of platinum is qualitatively accounted for. Even
if it is assumed that the temperature variation of the threshord
reported by DuBridge really corresponds, as it was at the
time believed to d.o, to a variation of X, its magnitude barely
suffices to account for the observed value of A. And in the
light of lrowler's theory, any temperature variation of y that
is reconciliable with the photoelectric observations must be
sûill less.

Thus it tloes not â,ppear that the abnormally high value of
A found by DuBridge can be due either to any discrepancy
between the real and apparent emitting ¿ùreas or to a tempera-
ture variation of the work function brought about by a
variation of surface contarnination or, indeed, for that matter,
in any other way.

(I7) Copyter, S'iluer ønrL Gold^-In the only comparatively
recent thermionic work on these metals, viz. that of GoeIz,Br, tz
of Wehnelt and Seiliger,62 and of Ameiser,2 the immediate
aim of the investigations was not so much to deterrnine the
thermionic properties of the solid metals as to find what
chønges in these properties are associated with change of
phase at their melting-points. This rendered necessary ân
elaboration of experimental technique which could with
advantage have becn avoided (from the point of view of vacuum
conditions), hacl the work been confined to the study of the
solid phase.

The earlier results of Goetz are probably not very reliable,
sirrce in some lespects they difier sharpiy from those he obtained
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later under greatly improved experimental conditions. The
Seiliger, also, do not,
light of present-day

d in their numerical
d in a qrartz vessel

,u,nd- *""" raised. to the requisite test temperatutes, which were
in the neighbourhood of 1300oK., by heating the quwtz
vessel in a furnace. At such temperatures, howevet, quart'z
gives ofi large quantities of gas, the evolution continuing at
a rale sufficient to seriously impair the vacuum for many hours,
or even days, and. it is questionable, therefore, whet'her the
surfaces of the specimens were free of contamination.

In the more recent work of Goetz 32 the experimental
conditions appear to have been somewhat better, and a closer

approach to freed.om of the specimens from surface con-

took some pains to secure gas-freedom of her elect'rodes'

But unfortunately, with these low-melting-point metals it is

difficu1t, even under the best of conditions, to be sure t'hat the
Iast traces of surface contamination have been removed'
Even reproducibility of the results is no guarantee of this,
for it may only mean that a constant state of contaminat'ion,
e.g. that of a rnonomolecular adsorbed layer of some gas,

has been reached.
Wehnelt and Seiliger found the emissions from both copper

and. silver to increase sudd.enly on fusion and' t'he slopes of the
Richardson lines to be a few per cent. less for the molten than
for the solid metals' Goetz, in his more recent' work, Iikewise

found a sudden increase in the emission on fusion in the case

of silver, but, a d'ecrease in the case of copper. He observecl

a d.iscontinuity in the emission at the melting-point of gold
'also, the sign of which
n'inally, Ameiser found
'íncrease in the slope of
case of all three metals.
observers could not well have been more conflicting'

Wehnelt and Seiliger and also Ameiser found straight
Richardson lines both ietow and. above the melting-points of
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tained lines for the liquids
ioularly close to the melting-
This was taken by Goetz

to mean that the work functions of the lic¡rids increase with
rising temperature. ft is, however, only possible to com-
pute work functions from straight Richardson lines. As:
Ameiser remarks, the curvatures of the Richardson lines for
the liquids obtained by Goetz may quite plausibly be inter-
preted in terms of variable gas contaminations, and she draws
attention to Goetz's observation that the best vacua werc
obtained at the highest temperatures, possibly owing to the
" gettering " of gases bv volatilization and. condensation of
the metals, whilst at lower temperatures the vacua became so
poor that ionization phenomena appeared.

The values of the thermionic constants found by Goetz for
the solid metals and by Ameiser for the solid and liquid metals
are given in Table X.

TABLE X.

Tsnnuroxrc CorvsrtNrs lon Corrnn, Srrvnn ¡¡o Gor,o

Motal, Observer. Ä
(amps./cm.ztleg,2), (etoctrol-volts).

Solid Cu.

Liquid Cu
Solid Ag

Liqu-id- Ag
Solid Au

CÍoetz
Ameiser

Gootz

86
4.6

2'7 x l01o
0.76

L.L v 1^S

40

4.33
4'26
7.02
3.56
4.64.
4.32

The changes in ¡ at the melting-points recorded by Ameiser
are much too large to be plausible, particularþ in the light of
recent work by Randall and Rooksby uo on the difiraction of
X-rays by certain metals near their melting-points. It appears
from this work that a metal really sufiers no abrupt loss of its
crystalline structure on fusion, but that a decided tendency of
the molecules to group themselves in the crystalline structure
still persists in the liquid. That being so, it is difrcult to see
what could bring about an abrupt change in thermionic pro-
perties on fusion, or if a change did occur, how it could be of
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a,ny consiclerable magnitude. It is interest'ing to note that
obÁervations by Roller, Jordan and. Woodward 52 on the photo-
electric thresholds of solid and- liquid mercury, which are not

that lor liquid. copper.
The phótoelectric thresholds of outgassed silver and gold

have beén d.etermined by Winch 6s and Morris ae respect'ively'

The silver was outgassed in
temperatures up to 870oI(.,
found to have reached. a limiti

at t with
At tem-

t"T ffii:
reached a frnal state.

The clata of Winch and Molris have been used' by X'owler 28

to determine the true photoelectric work funct'ion by his method,

each at, three difierent temperatures. The results are given

in Table XI.
TABLE XI.

Psorool¡crnrc W'or,r Fuxcrrorvs or Srr,vnn 'lNo Gor'o'

MetâI,
Temp.

(tlee. K.). u (e.Y.) Metol. Temp.
(des. K.) x(e.v.).

Ag 256
673
873

4.71
4.76
4.76

Au 4.86
4.92
4.92

256
tÕó

1013

The mean values ate 4'74 e.v. for silver and 4'90 e'v' for gold'

I (I8) Zinc._Tine photoelectric properties of single-crystal
and.' oi polycrystalline zinc have been studied by Dillon'l3
After traving bóen melted and outgassed in a high vacuum, the

izinc was allðwed to crystallize and then transferred to a photo-
lelectric cell, where it was subjected to further outgassing treat-
'ment. Of course during its transference, involving exposure

to air, its surface must have become contaminated by adsorbed
'I
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gas, and it is questionable whether this was subsequently entirely'.
removed. for even after the outgassing in the phoioelectric
cell, the photo-currents were found to change spontaneously
during exposure to ultraviolet ìight, This was thought to be
possibly due to a photo-emission of adsorbed gas. After long
exposure to light a steady state was reached, and the photo_
electric thresholds of the single-crystal and polycrysìailine
surfaces were then found to be 8460^{. (3.57 

".".¡ 
â"á 8720l^.

(3'32 e.v.) respectively.

(19) IVIercury.-'Ihe photoelectric threshoid of mercury has
been determined by Kazda,s? Dunn,zo lIales,Ba and Roller,
T^?,1.- ^-,1 lfl^^-l--,^-l Ãt mL ^ c---.¿ 1rüuil¡.ií¡ ¡l,i¡ii vTUUuwaici.'r¿ ine ilitñf tltrcc errpioyccl essentiaìiy
the same technique, but the va,cuum conditions of Hales were
much better than those of Kazda and Dunn. Freed.om from
surface contamination was ensured by working with the mer_
cury in a good va,cuum and causing it to flow while readings .

were being taken. Above a certain limiting rate of flow the
threshold was found. to be independent of the flow and of the
nature of the resid.'al gases present. Hales even observed
the threshold to remain constant for a consid.erable time after
the flow was stopped. AII three obtained the same value for
the threshold, viz. 2TB5 + f0Å. The corresponding work
function is 4.52 e.v.

Roller, Jordan and Woodward caused films of very pure
mercury to deposit very slowly in a high vacuum on an oxid.ized
iron plate maintained at liquid air temperature. The threshold
found for an atomically thick la¡rer of mercury was 2?.30 + l5Å.
This did not change when the mercury was allowed to melt,
showing that the work functions of liquid and solid mercury ,

are the same.

(20) Carbon-The experimental data for this element are
given in Table XIL

From this evidence it is impossible to be more precise than to
say that the work function of carbon is probabty in the neigh_
bourhood of 4 e.v. rn view of the widc differences between ãhe
values found for X it would seem that the value of 5 ¡ 16-a
amp./cm.2 deg.2 for A corresponding to the lowest of the
X-values is almost certainly far too low.
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TABLE XII.
TunnlrroNrc D¡,r¡. ¡on C¡nsoN,

I (electron-volte)-

Date. A
(emp./cm,2 deg.z), From slope of

Richerdsotr
line.

Calodmotrlc.

99

Obsorver.

I. Langmuir 41,

I. Langmuir 42.

I[. Losùer a6

æõ X l0-a1913
19r6
l9t8

2.õ
3.88

4'62

(21\ Tin.-Photoelectric measurements on pure, ca,refully
outgassed. tin in the molten state and in two solid modifications
have been ma,de by Goetz,83 and the true photoelectric work
functions have been determined by X'owler,z8 using Goetz's
data. The work functions thus found for the Þ, y and liquid
forms were 4.39, 4.28 and,4'17 e.v. respectively.

TABLE XIII.
Tsnnurorro ¡¡ro Psorosr,Ecrrßrc Dlt¡, ¡on Cln¡¡¡ Mnr¿¡s.

t (elechon-volts)- (electro#volte)-

Met¿I.

ionlc.
Photo-
electdc.

s
E

d

d

Ð
Ë
4

d
d

Li
Na
K
Rt, .

Cs
Mg.
Ba
Raro Earüh

Metals
Zt
Hf
Th
To
Mo
w
R,E

Fe

Co (hexag.) .
Co (face-con-

bred cubio)
Ni
Rh
Pd
Os
Pt
Ag
Au
Zn
Hg (liquid

and solid)
c
sn (É)
sn (y)
Sn (liquid)

(6.30)
4.7 4
4'90

(æ3.5)

(4.62)

4Metel.

60

3*
L4'6
70
60
¡rl¡

r62
5.03
4.68
4.99
4.7
ß.27

5.01
(4'57)
4'97

(4.28)

(4.r2l.
r380

60

17000

r

1.81

2.II

æ3
4.t2
3.53
3'38
4'12
4.Tõ
4.64
5.1
4.77

Photoelootr¡c,

(2.28)
(2.48)
(2.241

(2-r6-2.t5)
( r'87-r.96)

(2.42)

4. l1
4'L5
4.õ4

(4'e8)
4.77

À4
4.39
4.28
4'r7
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The relatively more reliable of the above data are, for
convenience of reference, tabulated in Table XIIL An
estimate of their probable accuracy may be formed by referring
to the foregoing discussions and also to the original literature.
The photoelect'ric d.ata not arrived. at by n'owler's method are
bracketed.

Concludíng Remarks.-It is satisfactory to note that in
the case of those metals (Ta, Mo, W, n'e, Pd¡* 1ot which the
work functions have been determinecl both thermionically
and phoi,oeìeci;ricaily by Fowier's method-, the vaìues obi;ained
by the two methods are in excellent agreement'. fn this agree-
ment we have eonfirmation of the valicl-i+-,.¡ l-.oth of X'owler's
theory of photoelectric response for exciting wave-lengths
near Ào and of the theory which leads to the T2 thermionic
emission formula.

Reliable work function data are now available for a suf-
ficient number of metals for it to be possible to form a general
picture of the relationship between work function and position
in the periodic table. We see that, in general, X, like the ion-
izatiorr potential for the isolated atoms, increases from left
to right and, on the left-hand side, from bottom to top of the
periodic table, thus exhibiting inverse correspondence with
the chemical basicity of the elements.

Finally, we observe that in most cases the ernission con-
stant A has the same order of magnitude as the theoreticai
Ao, viz. I20 amp.f cm..zdeg.z, indicating little or no reflexion.
Usually departures of experimental A-values from Ao by a
factor of 2 or less have little theoretical significance, in view
of the great difficulty of determining A accurately. There
¿ìre a few cases, however, where such departures probably
cannot be wholly accounted for by experimental uncertainty.
Such a case is that of tungsten, whose emission constant is
almost certainly less than 120 amp.fcm.2deg.2. Tt may be
that this is due to the existence of a potential hump at the
surface which projects slightly above the final image level and.
so gives rise to an appreciable reflexion of slow electrons.
There is, however, a possible alternative explanation which

+ To ùhis list nickel musù now be added-seo footnote on p. 8g.
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LITERATURE

I should not be overlooked. It will be remembered
derivation of the emission formula

d : (1 - F)AdIzr-xt*r, (4)

, in which X is a constant, depends upon certain approximations,
I the most import'ant of which is the neglect of. cn', the molecular
heat of the condensed electrons. It will be shown in Chapter V
that if cr' is not, neglected, the same formula (4) is obtainecl,
but in it X is no longer strictly constant, varying slightly with
temperature. IL cn' is positive at all temperatures, X must
increase with rising temperature, and this has the efiect of
making the slope of the experimental Richardson line too
small. fn consequence, the A found experimentally will be
less than (1 -F)A'., where Ao is 120 a'mp.fcm.2deg.2, by a

factor which may, in some cases, be as much as about 2.
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CHAPTER, IfI.

ELECTR,ON EMISSION FR,OM CONTAMINATED
METALS.

'Wnnrs the surface of a metal is contaminated with a film of
foreign material only one or a very few atoms thick, the
surface polarization is profoundly changed, and with it the
worlc function and frequently also the transmission coefficient.
While innumerable ca,ses of such contaminated metals must
occur in natute, there are only a few that have been the sub-
ject of detailed thermionic study. The most important of
these are (1) thorium on tungsten (W-Th), (2) cæsium on tung-
sten (W-Cs) and on oxygenated tungsten (W-O-Cs), and (3)

barium on tungsten (W-Ba) and on oxygenated tungsten
(W-O-Ba). Of these cases W-Th, W-Cs and W-Ba may all
be regarded. as of one type and W-O-Cs and. W-O-Ba of another.
fnstead of grouping them in this way for discussion, however,
we shall find it more convenient to divide them into the
groups (l), (2) and (3) above, where they are in the order in
which they were first studied historically. These three groups

will be treated in the first three sections of the present chapter.

We shall then, in a fourth section, consider certain mis-

cellaneous contaminations and questions of a general nature
arising in connexion with contaminated metals.

It wilI be observed that in aII flve cases to be dealt' with
in the flrst, three sections the contaminated metal is tungsten.
fniu is the natural metal to choose in experimental investiga-
tions of the efiects of contaminations, since it, is so readily
cleaned by flashing, and thus it is easy to avoid any other t'han

the desired contamination.
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S¡crron f.

'IHOR,IINI ON TUNGSTEN

fn the early days of the tungsten filament la,mp inclustry
it wa,s found that at the burning temperature the filaments
grew very large crystals, and that when the lamps were burnt
on alternating current these crystals became clisplaced relative
to one another along their surfaces of contact, with consequent
J^*^l^--^-.^--L -r aa 1 )(rrivúruprrrcrtù ur rtou spoLs eno ea,l'ly fallure. lt was tound.
that this could be prevented by mixing with the tungsten a
small quantitv (something lilce 'l per cen+,.) of e refractor;r
additive, which had the effect of keeping the crystals small,
and that of all the additives tried. the rnost, suitable was
thoria. Now in observations on the thermionic behaviour
of such thoriated- tungsten wires in fgf3 by Langmuir and
Rogers,a8 it was noticed that after proper thermal treatment
in a good va,cuum very much higher electron emissions could
be obta of pure tungsten
at the thermionic pro-
perties subject of very
ca,reful have come into
wide use for the manufacture of " dull-emitting ,, thermionic
valves.

The Main Phenome
exhibited by thoriated tu
in 1916, and again, in mu

properties of ¿ìre ep-
p from those of after it
h " flashed " a,r general
a hree minutes ent. If

The thermionic condition of the filament at, any stage may
be asoertainect hy mea,suring the emission from it at some suit-
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, able " testing " tempetatule. This should of course be chosen

weII below the activating range, so that the filament lemains
in a constant condition during the test. According to Langmuir,

' a convenient, tesl,ing temperature is I500oK' At this tempera-
ture the emission from clean tungsten is about, 0'I pA. per cm.z,

r while that from a fully activated surface is about t8 mA. per
cm.2, and current densities between these limits from filaments
of ordinary dimensions are easily meâsured with a galvano-
meter and universal shunt. The emission at the testing tem-
perature may be called the " activity " of the filament.

It is found that the rate of growth of the activity increases

with the activating temperature. With comparatively low
r activating temperatures the final activity reached is always
I about the same and is near the maximum attainable, but if
; the activating temperature is too high, say above 2200"K',

the final activity falls appreciably short of this maximum' Also,
if, after having been activated. at a low temperature, t'he f.la-
ment is heated above about, 220O"K., a certain amount of
deactivation occurs, and above 2300oK. the deactivation
becomes practically complete. The range from about 2300"K.
to 2600oK. (where reduction of thoria begins) is known as the
deactivating ra,nge. The activity of a deactivated fiIament
may be restored by again holding it for a suffi.cient length of
time at an activating temperature.

The only reasonable explanation of these phenomena would.
a,ppea,r to be that at the flashing temperature a certain amount
of chemical reduction of thoria to metallic thorium occurs,
and that the subsequent growth of activity at a lower tem-
perature is due to the accumulation of some of this thorium at,

the emitting surface by difiusion from the interior of the wire
at a greaLer rate than it evaporates. On the other hand, the

.,. loss of activity that occurs when the wire is heated to a de-
activating temperature must be due to the rate of evaporation
of surface thorium at this temperature exceeding that of its
replenishment by difiusion.

X'rom the fact that activation occurs at one temperature and
I deactivation at another, it follows that difiusion and eva,pora-
i tion must, vary with temperature at, difierent, rates. Yet, as

] we have seen, the final activity is independent (or nearly so)

, of the activating temperature over the lower part of the

:)
t!
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activating range. The only plausible explanation of this would
a,ppear to be that over this range the rate of diffusion of thorium
exceeds the rate of evaporation until the sur.face becomes com- '

Plot ris can occur in spite ofthe the wire being so small
has smallness of the surface
energy of thorium compared with that of tungsten, in conse_
çluence of which difiusion of thorium from the interior of the
wire to the surface

ñ-J--^r!---¡ñ.cuucLrotr ut
has a greater heat
of the oxicl-es of t'r-r

than thoria that at sufficiently high temperatures some reduc-

rate at temperatures higher than about 2600oK.
Other evidence pointing to the same conclusion has also

been obtained. Thus, some years ago, Smithells 6? examined.
the residues left after dissolving in a mixture of hyclrofluoric
and nitric acids a number of thoriated tungsten filaments which
had been burnt at different temperatures for various lengths of
time. He found that while the residues from unburnt filaments
and from those that had been burnt Lor 24 hours at less than
2600oK. were white ThO2, those that had been burnt for
several hours above this temperature were of a different colour.
As the temperature and time of burning were increased. the
residue left after dissolving became green, blue, or grey, and it
also diminished in volume. Similar observations have been
macle more recently by Geiss and van Liempt.2l Although the
chemical nature of these residues was not determined, the fact,
that they were different in appearance and quantity from those
obtained from wires less severely heat-treated inclicates that
some chemical change must have occurred in the wires during
their burning above 2600oK. It is clifficult, to see what this
change could have been, primarily at least, other than a reduc-
tion of thoria.

A few years ago, Burgers and van Liempt I carried out X-ray
analyses, by the Debye-Scherrer method, of a number of thori-
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ated tungsten wires and of the residues left after dissolving
the tungsten in a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric acids.
The spectra of the wires, whether they had been flashed at a
high temperature or not, contained in addition to the tungsten

'Iines only those of ThOr. The non-appearance of thorium lines
, in the spectra of the flashed wires must, however, have been
due merely to the smallness of the concentration of this metal
in them, for the resid,ues from wires which had been flashed
for 10 minutes at 3200oK. showed. distinct thorium lines
besides those of ThOz. The case of one such resid.ue was ex-
ceptional in that its spectrum showed, in addition to the lines
of ThO, certain other lines which probably ca,me, not from
metallic thorium, but, from a solid solution of thorium in thoria.

The results of Burgers and van Liempt show that some,
at, least, of the red.uced thorium exists in the form of crystalline
inclusions of the metal in the tungsten or else is dissolved in
included particles of thorium oxide. They leave open, however,
the question a,s to whether some of the thorium may not, also

be dissolved in the tungsten. As a test for such solution,
Geiss and van Liempt 21 measured the temperature coefficients
of resistance of thoriated tungsten wires before and after flashing
at 3450oK. for one hour in an inert gas, but were unable to
detect any change. (The function of the inert gas 'wa,s the same

as in a gas-filled lamp, viz. to prevent the too rapid evaporation
of metal.) On the other hand, X'onda, Young and Walker 1e

recently did find an increase in resistivity of thoriated tungsten
after a high-temperature flashing treatment in argon at 50

cm. pressure, indicating that some of the reduced thorium had
gone into solution. Of course, even from the negative resrrlts

of Geiss and. van Liempt, it, would be too much to infer that
absolutely none of the thorium dissolved in the tungsten, par-
ticularly in view of the smallless of the total quantity of reduced
thorium present in any case.

The Nature of the Surface Film of Thorium.-We
may learn something concerning the thickness of the film of

thorium that, becomes adsorbed on tungsten from a closer

study of In
Eig. 12, ¡ the
emission, e of

I5oooK., The
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curve BD shows how the filament subsequently became de-
activated when the temperature was raised from 2l00oK. to
2250"K. The curve AC shows a similar deactivation of the
same wire aftor a,otir¡ation had procecded only as fal as is
represented by the point A. Both deactivation curves were
found to be the same.

Now the suddenness with which the activity begins toi
fall when the fiiament is raised to a deactivating temperature,
even long after the activity has ceased to increase, shows that
when once 'uhe maxirnurl aclivity has been attained there is
no further growth in thickness of the adsorbed film of thorium.
The final thickness of this film mr-r-st therefore L.e sornething
quite definite, say that of one, two or a, very few atomic layers.

Trm e
tr're. I2.-Acùivation and deactivaüion curves for úhoriaúed úungston.

That it is not many atoms thick also follows from the fact
that the thermionic properties of fully activated thoriated
tungsten a,re, as we shall see later, quite di#erent from those
of thorium in bulk.

There are at leasl, two strong rea,sons for believing that the
final film of thorium consists of only a single layer of atoms.
'Ihe fact that the thorium frlm does not build up beyond a
certain thickness can only be due to the rate of evaporation
from a thick film being greater than that from a thin one.
Now l,he rate of evaporation of a particular kind of atom at
any given temperature must depend on the forces with which
the surface atoms are held, and these, in turn, must be deter-
mined primarily by the nature of the underlying atoms. Thus
we should expect an important' tlifierence bet'ween the ra,te of

z
I
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n tungsten
ce betv'een
and so on,

until the fiIm is so thick that the efiect of the tungsten vanishes.

ost important difference between the
discussed. If, as we have seen there
is the difierence between the rates of

evaporation from a single and. from a double atomic layer of

thoiium, it must be a single layer that coo.eI. the tungsten

wh ximum.
what an important rôIe polarization

at determining t'he work function and

tra f an emitting body. And the polar-

ization, like the volatility, must depend very much on t'he

nature of the atoms immediately underneath those at the

tures show no sign of such a crit'ical point having been gone

through, however. It, must be concluded, then, that normally
the fiIm does not grow to a thickness of more than a single

atomic layer.
It is 

"interesting to note that activation curves obtained

by l{ottingham a8 and by Brattain and Becker 6 at tempera-

tü"", ,r""i the lower limit of t'he activating range differ in
from those obtained at higher and more

r vating tempetatures, and" indicate that
ures rather more than a single layer of

i

' which'wo ma,y ignore for the purposo of the present a'rgurnont'

r,l
t,i
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thorium 
_a,toms may be built up on the surface. Nottingham

activated a thoriated tungsten fllament containing u littt"
carbon-this element is frequently introduced to counteract
the " poisoning " effects of eloctronogativc gases and vapours

-ut lg2DoK., and found the activity to pass throu-gh a,
maximum before finally reaching an equilibrlum value. On
thereupon raising the temperature, he found the activity to
increase again, reaching a, now equilibrium value for äach
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tr'rs. I3.-Time variation of tho emission from initially inacùive thoriatod
tungston for two activaùing temperaturos.

temperature. More recentþ, Nottingham ag and Brattain and.
Becker have observed the samo ordinary
thoriated tungsten fiIaments (not n'ig. IB
shows curves of the logarithm 154-g.K.
plotted against time obtained by Brattain and Becker for
activating temperatures of lg40o and I845oK. It will be
noted that both maxima are of the same height, but that the
final activity is less at the lower temperature than at the
higher. There can be little doubt that the maximum corre-
sponds to the completion of the first atomic ìa,yer of thorium,
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and that the lower the activating temperature the more
thorium finally builds up on the surface beyond this quantity.

Curves very similar to those of X'ig. 13 have also been ob-
tained by Brattain and Becker by volatilizing thorium at a
uniform rate from a thorium wire on to one face of an initially
,clean tungsten ribbon and observing the activity of the latter
as a function of the time. One such curve is shown in n'ig. 14.
fn order to avoid complications due to surface migration of

0
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Fro. I4.-Dependenco of tho emission from initially clean tungsüen on tho

quantity of ühorium distilled on to it.

thorium from the face of the ribbon on which it was deposited
to the other face, the low testing temperature oL 1274"K.
'wes chosen. The points represent experimental values of
log (í,1i,*) as a function of tft*, where i is the emission observed
after a time of deposition t, and i^ is tlne maximum emission,
which occurred at the tirne t*. The curve is that which per-
haps goes most nearly through the points. It difiers slightly
from that given by Brattain and Becker (which represents
an empirical formula) at low values of tft^.
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As regards the concentration of thorium atorns in ¿r, full
rnonatomic layer, t,his was assumecl by Langmuir 31 to be
determined by the geometry of the undcrlying tungsten lattice.
This lattioo is body oontred cubio, tho side of ¡¡, unit cubc bcing
3.f50Å. Langmuir found that the exposed crystal faces of
tungsten that' has been etched by heat treatment are exclusively
those of the rhombic dodecahedron. 'l'hese are (ll0) planes
and are the faces which contain the greatest possible number
of atoms (I,425 X l0tu per cm.2). Tholiurn, on the other
L^-l ^---^¿-ll:-^^:-- ^ J^^^ ^^-¿--l ^--l^:^ l^¿r:^^ ¿l-^ -:-l- ^Illatll.l, UIJËù¿lJlIIZUË rrl ¿1 I¿I,UU-Utilltrl þ(r UUUIU ,li1,lrtrtuU, Ulte Sl(lU UI

a unit cube of which is 5.04.4., and from this Langmuir has
calculated. that the grea,test possible number of thorium
atoms that could be packed per cm.z into a plane lattice is
0'909 X 1015, which is 64 per cent. of the number of tungsten
atoms per cm.z in the exposed surfaces.

Now there are two possibilities to be considered. Either
the adsorbed. thorium atoms take up some a,rrangement of
their own (e.g. they may be close-packed.), or else they arrange
themselves in conformity with the underlying tungsten lattice.
We have seen that thorium atoms evaporate much more readily
from underlying thorium i,han frorn underlying tungsten.
X'rom this it woulcl appear that the forces between thorium
and tungsten atoms in adjacent positions are much greater
than the Ïorces between adjacent thorium atoms, and Langmuir
has therefore concluded that the arrangement of the adsorbed
thoriurn atoms conforrls to the underlying tungsten lattice.
The thorium atoms are, of course, too large for a one-to-one
relationship between the thorium and tungsten concentrations.
A one-to-two relationship would, howevet, be quite possible,
and in that, case there would. be 0.718 X l0ru atoms of thorium
per cm.z on the exposed faces of the tungsten crystals.

Incidentally, a case where adsorbed atoms definitely do
arrange themselves in conformity with the underlying lattice
was found some years ago by Davisson and Gelmer.rl In
observing the diffraction of electron-waves reflected from a
(lll) fa,ce of a nickel crysl,al they found certain rnaxima which
could not have been due to the nickel itself but must have
come from a layer of adsorbed gas atoms. The lattice €ùrrange-

ment indicated by these maxima wa,s similar to that of the
nickel a,toms in the sutfa,ce, hut with twice the scale factor.
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Notwithstanding the tenacity with which thorium atoms
are held to underlying tungsten, as shown by the slowness of
their evaporation at temperatures in the neighbourhood of
2000oK., they can move ølong the surface of the tungsten, even
at much lower temperatures than this, with comparative ease.
This has been strikingly shown by an experiment of Brattain
and Becker.6 After depositing on one face of a tungsten ribbon
l'77 times as much thorium as that in a single complete layer
of atoms, the ribbon was heated fior 251 hours at 1535oK. and
then for a further 8fr hours at l655oK. At the end of this time
the activities of the front and back faces of the ribbon were
found to correspond to the presence on them of 0'89 and. 0'87
respectively of a complete single layer of thorium atoms. The
sum of these quantit'ies, 1.76 layers, agrees within the limits
of the experimental uncert'ainty with the quantity originally
deposited on the front face.* Thus the thorium had spreacl
itself almost uniformly over the two faces of the ribbon without
a,ny measurable loss by evaporation having occurred- in the
process.

Incidentally, from the shape of the activity-time curve
obtained for the front face at 1535oK., Brattain and Becker
inferred that the coefficient of migration (surface difiusion) is
not independent of the concentration, but that the rate of
migration at a given temperature ancl. for a given surface con-
centration gradient decreases as the concentration decreases.
It does not appear, however, that the concentration gradient
of the thorium fiIm øs a, uhol,e should necessarily be taken as the
relevant, quantity in the surface difiusion problem when the
film is more than one atom thick. In view of the fact that
thorium is held to unclerlying thorium much less tenaciously
than to underlying tungsten, it might be expected that a
second. layer of thorium atoms would slide over the first more

* The agreement between the quanüity of thorium found after the hoat
treatment and úhat originally deposited is not really quito as good as theso
ffgures indicate, since, stricúly, the spreading of thorium ovor tho edges oÏ t'be
ribtron, as well as over tho back faco, should be takon int,o accoturt. Tho
edgos of the ribbon used had a,n a,rea, T1o- that of the facos. Whon allowanco
is maclo for this, the quanfity of thorium found after the heat treatmenú
worl<s out to about 5 per cent. more than that deposited. Judging by tho
spread of the points in Fig. 14, however, the two quantities still agreo within
the lirniùs of experimental uncertainúy.

8
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ea,sily than the first layer slides over tungsten. fn that case

the rate of migration for a given totø|, concentration gradient
would necessarily decrease as the quantity of thorium in the.
second layer <-rf a,torns decreascs.

Ilurther evidence of surface migration of adsorbed thorium,
which is perhaps no less striking, is furnished by an experiment
of n'onda, Young and Walker.re It is known that, a thoriated
tungsten wire of fine grain size is much ea,sier to activate than
one whose crystals are very large. Now n'onda, Young and
-Waikel prepared a füameni, in the form of a hairpin, of i;otai
length l5 cm., which, by suitable heat treatment, they caused
+^ ,l^-'^t^- -'^--' t^-^ ^-.,ctoìc /qvo¡qoa ìonath ohnrrf. ? am \(\, Lrurl/rur rt,rJ /1,¡ró

along a length ? cm. from each suppor-b, while the remaining
1 cm. in the centre was left fine-grained. The filament, was
then activated in the usual way, and the emission measured
at I500oK. The final emission obtained at this temperature '
was 1780 ¡,r4. If the whole fiIament had become covered
witli the optimum amount of thorium its emission would have
been 5000 ¡.c4., and if only the central I cm. which was fine-
grained had become so covered it would have been only 334 ¡,c4.
The fine-grained centre wa,s then cut, out and only the 7 cm.
" legs " of the hairpin activated, the same temperature treat-
ment being given as before. the maximum emission now
obtainable was only 32 p,A. Thus after the first activation at
least, 1780 - 334 : 1446 pA. of the emission must have come
from the legs, and of this at least, 1446 - 32 : L4l4 ¡r,4. must
have been due to thorium which migrated to the legs from the
fine-grained centre.

Diffusion of Thorium through Tungsten.-The im-
portance of grain size in determining the rate of difiusion of
thorium from the interior of a tungsten wire to its surface has'
been strikingly demonstrated by Clausing e in experiments on
the activation of thoriated tungsten wires enclosed. in sheaths of
pure tungsten. The method used for forming the sheaths was
one due to van Arkel.z In this the wire to be covered is burnt
a,t about l600oK. in tungsten hexachloride vapour (WC16),

whereupon the latter dissociates and a deposit of pure tungsten
is formecl on the wire. On rnaking sections of wires so covered
and examining them microscopically, Clausing found that the
shcath is polycrystallinc or consists of an apparcntly pcrfcct
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,single crystal according as the core on which it is formed is
' polycrystalline or monocrystalline.

Clausing's first experiments were made with uncovered
monocrystalline and polycrystalline thoriated wires, and he
rfound that as regards the ease with which they could be acti-
vated, deactivated and reactivated there was little to choose
between them, although, if anything, the monocrystalline
wire was rather easier to activate than the polycrystalline.
This result may seem surprising, in view of what has been said
regarding the importance of grain size in determining the rate
of difiusion of thorium. Apparently, however, any imper-
fections in a monocrystalline wire, such as cracks, or even a,

disarrangement of the lattice along certain planes without the
appearance of actual cracks, may cause it to behave very
much as if it were made up of a number of separate crystals,
difierently orientated. Thus X'onda, Young and Walker le

have observed an important efiect on activation of the
shattering of the lattice along certain planes ca,used by
strain. They found that although an unstrained single-crystal
wire failed to become appreciably activated at normal acti-
vating temþeratures, presumably owing to its having been too
perfect, a similar wire which had been coiled on a mandrel
and then straightened again became fully activated under the
same conditions, and at quite the normal rate. After this
filament had been burnt for 550 hours at 2000oK., however,
its rate of activation was found to have fallen consid.erably,
owing, no doubt, to a partial healing of the lattice.

Clausing next studied the activation of single-crystal and
polycrystalline wires which had had coverings of pure tungsten
grown on them in the manner already described. The cores of
bhese wires were 0.10 mm. in diameter and the thickness of
lhe sheaths was 0'02 mm. The activation was now found to
ce totally difierent in the two cases. The rate of activation
a,nd the final activity of the covered polycrystalline wires were
loughly the same as those of uncovered wires, although the
iime it was found necessary to flash at 2800oK. prior to activa-
iion was greater in the case of the covered than in that of the
lncovered wires. The covered monocrystalline wires, however,
lid not exhibit any appreciable activity after having been given
'he same treatment. This shows that thorium must have
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difiused. at a very much greater rate through the fine-grained
sheath of the polycrystalline wire than through the single'
crystal sheath of the monocrystalline wire. It must be con.
cluded, therefore, that the difiusion of thorium from the in'
terior of a wire to the surface takes place rnainly along the
grain boundalies.

There are, nevertheless, good reasons for believing thal
thorium can also difiuse to some extent through a tungster
crystal lattice. Even from a wire enclosed in a monocrystallint
sheath of tungsten Clausing obtainecl soz¿¿ emission due tc
thorium-at l700oK. it was of the order of I0-5 of the maxi'
murn enlission obtaineci from a siiliiariy treate<i wire enciosec
in a polycrystalline sheath. Also X'onda, Young and Walker
succeeded in completely activating a, monocrystalline wirt
by holding it for 600 hours at 1750oK., a temperature a'l

which evaporation is negligible, although they were unablt
to activate it appreciably by the normal treatment. It might
of course, be objected. that it is not' certain that, there wert
not in both cases some imperfections in the tungstcn lattict
which made difiusion of thorium possible. so this evidence il
not absolutely conclusive. What does seem to be conclusive
however, is the observation of n'ond.a, Young and Walker
alread.y referred to, that the resistivity of suitably heat-treatec
thoriated tungsten is slightly higher than that of pure tungsten
indicating solution of some of the reduced. thorium in thr.
tungsten, in other words the difiusion of thorium atoms intt
thp trrnostcn leftinc Of enrrrse. in the case of ordinarrvv 9¡!v, ¡¡¡

thoriated. tungsten wires no very important efiect on thr
resistivity can be expected, owing to the smallness of thr
amount of tholium produced. A wire made from a powderec
mixture of tungsten with I per cent. of metctll'io thorium
however, was found by X'oncla, Young ancl Walker to havr
a temperature coefficient of resistattce a,s much as 20 pel cent
below that of pure tungsten.

Still further evid-ence of the difiusion of thorium througl
the tungsten lattice is provided by an analysis by Fonda
Young and Walker of activation data obtained. with varioui
fine-grained and coarse-grained wires. But before discussin¡
this, it will be rvell first to consider briefly a theory of cliffusior
due to Langmuir.ðr
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Langmuir assumed that the thorium difiuses only through
bhe tungsten lattice and worked out the coefÊcient, of difiusion
D (in cm.z sec.-l) from his activat'ion data on this assumption.
Let us, for the present,, accept, this assumption as if it were
porrect. Now a,t sufficiently low tempetatutes, evaporation
during at least the earlier stages of activation is negligible,
and so the rate of growth of activity may be taken as a mea,sure

of the ra,te, A (in gm. c:m.-z sec.-1), at' which thorium arrives
at the surface by difiusion. It has been found that near
the beginning of activation the logarithm of t'he emission, 'i,

at the testing temperature always gro'ws linearly with the
time, t, and- so it is convenient for graphical representation
of the activation data to plot log 'í',tathet than d itself, against
ú. It will be evident that the slope of any (Iog i)-l line in its
linear part must be proportional to the corresponding value
of A. The proportionality factor was calculated by Langmuir
on the assumption that log d varies linearly with the amount
of thorium at the surface throughout the whole course of
activation and that at the surface of a completely activated
filament there are just half as many thorium atoms as there
are tungsten atoms. The proportionality factor so calculated
is probably of the right order of magnitude even if neither
of these assumptions is strictly true.

Now A is of course equal to the product DG, where D is
the difiusion coefficient, and G is the concentration gradient
(in gm. cm.-a) immediately und.erneat'h the surface. It is not
an easy matter to determine these two quantities separately.
Langmuir has, however, shown that it may be done by deter-
mining A from time to time during a prolonged heat treatment,
of the wire in which the value of G at, the surface changes at
la rate which depends on D. At a deactivat'ing temperature
which is not, high enough for the wire to become compl'etel'y

deactivated, the value of D may also be derived from t'he

the wire.
In view of the faultiness of Langmuir's assumpt'ion regarding
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the mechanism of the difiusion, it is hardly surprising to find,
as we actually do, that it is not possible to obtain consistent
va,lues of D bv either of his methods. This is shown in Table
XIV, where va,luus o.[ D arc given -tt-'r cliflerenü wire specimens
at 2400"K. founcl by I'onda, Young and Walker, using
Langmuir's second method. Sections of these wires were
examined microscopically, and the efiective grain size deter-
mined in each case by mea,suring the areas of about 400 grains
and plotting the distribution. The point of mid-distribution
was ta,ken i;o give the effective grain radius r, <ietermining
the rate of diffusion of thorium to the surfaces of the grains.

.TABLE XIV.

RplÄrro¡¡ssrp B¡rwnprt D ¡.wo Errpcrrv¡ Gn¡.nv Rlorus r

r X IOa cm.

Dxl0o

,'2D X 1013

4.0

4.r

65

4.8

2.5

58

5.3

a.o

90

6'2

1'5

58

6'3

tt.q

87

6.9

1.3

62

l'ô

1.3

69

8'2

'09

61

8.6

1.0

74

The table shows that in general D diminishes as r increases,
and that, the product rzD is roughly the same for all the wires.
X'rom this it must be inferred that the quantity yielded by
Langmuir's analysis is not, in reality D'/Rz at all, where D'
is now written for the true aoefficient of difiusion through
the tungsten lattice, bul D'frz. Since all the wires used by
X'onda, Young and Walker were of the same radius (0.005 cm.),
D' is given approximately by the figures in the last row
multiplied by 10-te/fi,2, i.e. by 4 X l0-e.

A mathematical theory of activation has recently been
worked out by Gehrts,zo on the assumption that the only dif-
fusion of thorium that is of quantitative importance is that
which takes place along the grain boundaries and then along
the exposed surface of the wire, and that practically only such
reduced thorium as is originally located in the grain boundaries
can ultimately reach the emitting surface. The results of
Fonda, Young and Walker show, hotrever, that Langmuir's
theory of the difiusion, although not correct, in its original
form, becomes valid when the unit considered is a single grcin
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of tungsten instead of the whole wire, and that when once

the thõrium has reached a grain boundary its subsequent

that A maintains its value in successive runs carried out at'

the same temperature. By then carrying out activations at
easy to find the temPerature

, and hence that of D'' In this
which show that D'varies with

temperature according to the law

D'oc e-To'/r, . (1)

where To, is equal to 47,000 degrees. This value of To' has

since beãn confirmed by I'onda, Young and' Walker for a

number of difierent wire specimens.

final state of the surface is practically independent of the

temperature, we must, conclude that'-when this stat'e is reached'

eithãr the evaporation adjusts itself to the difiusio' or the

of activation, there would be a progressive accumulation of

thorium underneath the surfaces of these crystals with continued
I bo".rirrg of the filament at the act'ivating temperature' If

the adsärbed thorium were thereupon ïemove¿ from the emitting
surface by flashing at a high temperature for so short a time

that the diuttibotlon of thorium within the tungsten crystals
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could not be appreciably afiectecl, and the activating tempera_
ture were then re-establishecl, A shoulcl be found to be much
greater than before.

fn an oxporimcnt designed to test for this, Larrg'ruir,flashed
a filament for 23 seconds at 2800oK. in ordel to red.uce some
'lhO, and then held it for 100 seconds at 2500oK. to a,llow
irregularities in thorium concentration to become smoothed
out. He then ran the filament for lg7 minutes at an acti_
vating temperature of 2055oK., and measured the initial rate
^J ^ ^¿:__^a:--- -- t-: -rul ¿nuurv¿iurur, wlrrurt w¿rs u.uuubu rn cerûâln unlts. Atter this

was deactivated by flashing at 2g00oK.
nd. This. other experiments shovicd,
ably afiected the distribution of thorium

in the tungsten. On now heating the filament at 2055oK.
once more, the initial rate to be only
0'00034. This showed tha activation,
far from causing any a,ccu er the sur-
faces of the crystals, hacl actually resulted in a considerable

tion there. Langmuir con_
goes on inclependently of the
he completion of activation

t'he evaporation simpl¡. keeps pace with the difiusion.
It is convenient to think of this evaporation as macle up of

two parts. One is simply the evaporation {rom a monatomic
film of thorium on tungsten at the temperature in question and
has nothing to do with diffusion. This Langmuir has called
the " normal evaporation." The other part is due to the
constant tendency for a second layer of thorium atoms to be
formed on top of the first, resulting from the undiminishecl
rate of diffusion, and the ity of these
atoms. Evaporation from t a,ppreciable,
second. layer has been ca e-¿induced,
evaporation." Its rate is not directly dependent on the tem_
perature but, is sinply given by the excess of difiusion over
nolmal evaporation.

According to a theory advanced bv Langmuir:, inclucecl
evaporation occu's not only after a full single layer of thorium
atoms has been formed on the surface, but also before.
T,angmuir supposed that, a thorium atom, arriving at, the sur_
face, worrlcì inerea.se the total anou't, of thorium thcrc only
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if there were room for it at, the point of its emergence. If,
however, there were already a thorium atom adsorbed at this
point, this would be " pushed off " by the new arrival, which
latter would then take its place, and so the total number of
thorium atoms on the surfa,ce would remain unchanged.

This theory w&s, however, based on the faulty assumption
that the thorium difiuses only t'hrough the tungsten lattice
and that its surface mobility is negligible. We now know
that by far t'he greater part of the thorium that comes to the
surface of an ordinary polycrystalline wire does so a'ia, the grain
boundaries. Where these feed into the exposed. surface the
thorium merely has to turn round a corner to be on the latter,
where it can afiect the emission and whence it is possible for
it to evaporate. And in view of the considerable surface
mobility possessed by the thorium it would be surprising if
there were any tendency for a second layer of atoms to be built
up until after the completion, or practical completion, of t'he
first layer.

That at low activating temperatures there is, in fact, no
appreciable evaporation, either induced ot normal, until the
first layer of atoms is nearly complete, has now been shown by
the work of Brattain and Becker.6 By measuring the activity
at intervals during the deposition of thorium at a uniform rate
on one face of a clean tungsten ribbon in the manner already
described, they first found how the activity depends on the
quantity of thorium present, on the surface. These measure-
ments had, of course, to be made at a temperature sufficiently
low for surface migration of thorium from one side of the ribbon
to the other not to occur at an appreciable rate, but by means
of subsidiary observations carried out with a filament over whose
surface the distribution of thorium was uniform, they were
easily able to convert activities measured at one temperat'ure to
those measured at any other. 'Ihese results then enabled them
to find the quantity of thorium present on the surface of an
ordinary thoriated tungsten wire at any stage during its
act'ivation.

The quantity of thorium is conveniently expressed as the
fraction, 0, of that in a full monatomic layer. As we have

r seen, this is almost, certainly the quantity that is present on
the surfaee when the activity is a maximum. n'ig. l5 shows
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0-time curves for activating tempera,tures of lg40o and l845oK.
deduced in the manner indicated from experimental activity-
time curves, the activities having been determined at a testing '

temperature of l549oK. It is seen that 0 increases lirrearþ
with time until it approaches the value L lncidentally it
will be observed l}l,at 0 was about 0.1 at the beginning, not
zero as might have been expected. The explanation of this
is that even though the filament becomes practically completelv
deactivated when it is flashed to a deactivating temperature,

1'Z

1.0

0.8

0
0.6

ù2

200 400 800 800 1000 t?oo 1800 ?000

Trne (Minutes)
X'¡c. 16.-Grcwth with time of the 0 of a ühoriated r,ungsr,en ûlemenü at

two activating tomporatures.

it is impossible to avoid the occurrence of a certain amount of
reactivation by diffusion while the filament is cooling down
from this temperature to the testing temperature. This partial
reactivation of a fiIament during cooling from a high flashing
temperature has also been observed by Reynolds.60

The dependence of the rate of normal evaporation on 0

was first calculated" by Langmuir from the shape of his de-
activation curves, after having made allowance for the difiusion
of fresh thorium to the surface and for induced evaporation,
and assuming that the logarithm of the emission, 'i, al the testing
tcmpcraturo is & linear funotion of 0. 'We now know, however,
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not only that, Langmuir's assumption,with regard to induced
evaporation was incorrect, but also that log d does not vary
linearþ with 0, except, perhaps, for quite small values of d

(cf. X'ig. la). Andrews t has since redetermined the dependence
of the rate of evaporation on 0 from the observed deactivation
of a pure tungsten wire covered with thorium by volatilization
from a neighbouring thoriated tungsten wire or from a heated
rod of metallic thorium. The necessity for making allowance
for diffusion and possible induced evaporation was thus avoided.

-3'

o,4 o.7 0.8 r'0

X're, 16.-Incroase with d of the probabiliüy ùhat any givon adsorbed atom
will evaporato'

The faulty assumption that log d varies linearly with 0 was,
however, still made use of.

The true relationship between the rate of evaporation at
. one temperature (2200oK.) and 0 has been determined by
' Brattain and Becker 6 from observations of the deactivation
i of a pure tungsten ribbon coYered with thorium. A quantity
of thorium was first deposited on one side of the ribbon and

i then caused, by a suitable temperature trea,tment, to migrate
j and spread itself uniformly over the whole surface' The ribbon
*". tro* raised. for successive short intervals to 2200"K.,
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and after each such interval the activity was measured at some
low testing temperature. X'rom the activity-time curve the .

9-lin;re relationship was then ded.uced, and from this, in turn,
the dependenoe of tho rato of cvaporation at 2200oI(. on 0.

thus
that a
own in :

times
0 is only 0.1.

T+:^ ^I^^.^ +L^¿ ^--^--r r------ru tb urti¿ir urr¿1u, irp¿1l ù lrullr ¿ù (.tolt$L¿I,IIü soa,le ra,cT,or, lrle
temperature variation of evaporation found. experimentally
to correspond to anv given state of aetivif,¡z ca,nnof. be +fiected.
by the nature of the relationship assumed to hold between
i and. 0, and at high temperatures it will not even bo much
afiected by any assumption made with regard. to induced
evaporation. The variation cleduced by Langmuir from his
deactivation data is

'io æ r-Tolr Q)
for all values of 0, where do denotes the rate of evaporation *
and T" is a constant whose value is 102.500 degrees. This
corresponds to a latent heat of evaporation of 204,000 calories
per gram-atom. Andrews' data are also representable by a
formula of the type (2), in which, however, T, has the somewhat
smaller value of 89,000 degrees for all values of 0. Both these
values of T, are roughly twice as great as that of To,, showing
that evaporation varies much more violently with temperature
than cl-oe.s cl-ifir-rsion.

Thermionic Properties.-In a hypothetical case of ad-
sorbed particles where the efiect of any one adsorbed particle
in loweling the work function is independent of the presence
or absence in its immediate neighbourhood of any other, we
must have

Xo - X: O(xo - X), (3)

where X is the actual work function, and ¡6 and X, are the work
functions corresponding to the states 0:0 and d: I respectively.
ff furthermore, either any variation of A with X is unimportant

* This rather unusual symbol is usod for the atomic ovaporation raüe in
o¡der to conform to those usod for the rates of ovaporation of positive ions
and electrons, viz. ,i, (to be introrhced in Ohnpier VT) anrl ri respectively.
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or else tog A varies linearly with 2g, it is a simple matter to
derive from (3) the equation

log i, - log 'do : 0(1og ø, - Iog øo), (4)

1 where 'i', 'io and. 'i, are the corresponding emissions at the test

, temperature, i.e. log d is a linear function of 0. This is what
Langmuir assumed for the case of thoriated tungsten. We
now know, of course (cf. X'ig. t4), that eqn' (a) is not true for
this case, and therefore one, at least, of the assumptions on

which it is based must be false.
In the foregoing, we have disregarded the variation of i

with applied field E. It has been found by Becker and Mueller,s
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Fre. t7,-Showing departure from tho Schottky law of the omission at

moderate fields from partially activated thoriated tungston'

and by Reynolds,so that while for high values of the applied'

field the d-E relationship is simply that required by Schottky's
image theory, for low values of E it is something quite difierent.
ThiJ is shown, for example, by the curve of Fig. I7, which is

an experimental plot of log T) against VE obtained by Becker

and. Mueller with a partially activated thoriated tungsten
fllament at 1380"K. The dashed line represents the theoretical
schottlcy relationship. It is seen that in this case below about
20,000 volts per cm. the emission falls with applied field more

steeply than it would if the Schottky law were obeyed. Similar

""*oltt 
have been obtained by Reynolds with both partially
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and completely activated surfaces. The point of departure '
from the Schottky line was found to vary somewhat from run
to run, the variation being attributable to the sputtering efiect
of positive-ion bombardment. Under the best vacuum con-
ditions, however, the critical field was roughly constant, at,
about 10,000 volts per cm. for all temperatures and clegrees
of activation. On the other hand ,lhe shøpe of the (log i)-f/E
curve, where it departed from the Schottky line, was not found.
to be independent of the degree of activation. \4/ith decreasing
d the curve was observed. to fall away from the Schottky line
more and more steeply until 0 became quite small and the emis-
sion a,pprt-rachcd ihai oÍ clean i;ungsien.

It is thus evident that the shape of the (Iog ,í)-0 cwve
must depend to some extent on the strength of the field applied
to the cathode. The points through which the curve of n'ig. 14
is drawn were obtained by Brattain and Becker with the anode
held at a constant potential of 100 volts positive to the ribbon.
The electrode geometry was not such as to make the field uni-
form over the surface of the ribbon, but its order of magnitude
corresponding to this anode potential was 100 volts Ìler cm.
This is quite small, and corresponds to a point further to the
left on the (tog ù-\/E' curve than is shown in Fig. tT. The
field was, in fact, so near to being efiectively zero that, a reduc-
tion in anode potential from 100 to l0 volts was found to
cause i to fall by only t5 per cent. when 0 was either 0 (clean
tungsten) or 2.0, and by only 25 per cent. when d was 0.7.
rlhrrs it â.nnêq.ra thot fnr zarn qnnlio.l f,ôlÄ /+l"a ^^-¡i+i^- ^^\u¡rv uu¡ru¡u¡ull 4ù_
sumecl in the thermodynamical theory of emission) the shape
of tlre (logi)-O curve would be barely perceptibly difierent
from that of X'ig. f4. The work of Reynolds shows that for
strong appliecl fields, however, the parts of the curve for frac-
tional values of 0 would be displaced upu'ards relatively more
than those for 0: 0 and 0 : I.

The nature of the variation o{ A with y as 0 changes frorn
0 to I has been investigated by Kingdon,ru by Dushman and
Ewald,16 and by Bral,tain arrd. Becker.6 Unfortunately the
accuracy of such determinations when carried out with ordinar,y
thoriated tungsten wires is not very high, since for fractional
d the range of temperatures which are sufficiently liigh for the
cmission to be measurable, and yet not so high that the state
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of the surface changes at an appreciable rate owing to diffusion,
is rather limited, more particularly for small d. Thus only
relatively short Richardson lines can be obtained.

In X'ig. 18 are plotted values of log A against those of X
. lobtained. by Kingdon and by Dushman

nea,r the right-hand side of the figure,' 
values of 0, are much less reliable than
While Kingdon measured his emissions with a constant voltage
applied to the anode, Dushman and Ewald extrapolated theirs
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'to zero field, assuming the Schottky law to hold right down to
ibhe lowest fields. This, we now know, iú does not do. Owing,

; however, to the relative slightness of the Schottky correction
' the results of Dushman and Ewald are probably not so yery

different from what they would have been if the measurements
had been made at a constant, moderately high field., and are
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the values of log A tend to become, if anything, higher than
those corresponding to the linear law. If this conclusion is.
correct, -g curve cannot be explained
hy the of the (tog A)-¡ relotionship,
for this It can then only be accounted
for by supposing that the assumption underþing eqn. (3) is:
incorrect and that thorium atoms added to the surface lower.
the work function less when 0 is large than when it is small.

0r0?0304050 0 70 80 90 100

ANooe Volr¡ge
Fro. I9,-Dependenco of ¡ on the appliod ffeld for thoriated tungston

at various stages of aotivation.

The dependence of X encl A on E for difierent values of 0
has been determined. by Brattain and Becker, and their results
are shown in X'igs. t9 and 20. It is seen that for all values of
E, X changes less and less rapidly with 0 as 0 increases. It
is noteworthy that when 0 is equal to I, y changes but little wittr
applied field and A practically not at all.

According to Dushman and Ewald, the thermionic constants
of fully activated thoriated tungsten are

A : 3'0 amp./cm.2deg.2, x: 2.63 e.v.
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These figures, Iike those for values of 0 less than l, were arrived

at by extrapolating the (IoSi,)-\/E lines obtained at high
fields backwards, as if the Schottky linear law continued to hold
for low field.s, and taking the zero-field values of the current's

rso obtained for the calculation of the constants. fn spite of

Ithe faultiness of this procedure, however, the results agree

well with those obtained recently by Nottingham ae for quite
small E. With a constant accelerating potential of only
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s!, various stagos of activation'

6 volts applied. to the anode, which was just' sufficient' to
comfortably avoid space-charge limitation of the thermionic
cuttents, he obtained values of X ranging from 2'38 to 2'83 e'v',
while the corresponding values of A ranged from 0'56 to l0'2
amp./cm.2deg.2 One of the best determinat'ions ga've

A : 3.2 amp./cm.2deg.2, y: 2'64 e.v.

, The values extrapolated to zero field' from t'he curves of Bratt'ain
andBeckerfor0:Iare

' A:4'5amp./cm.2deg.2, A:2'9e.v.
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No great, absolute accuracy wa,s claimed for their data ''

however.
We saw in Chapter I (p. 36) that the difierence between

'l,lre wurlr .turruüiols, X, antl yr, oI Lwo erriûLeru, I antl 2, is re-
lated to their contact clifierence of potential, V, -Yr, at the
temperature T by the equation

xz - xt: e(vr - vr) + /cT log. þo', (õ)

where 4.., nnrl A .- are +,he two values of the constant A
Thus on the assumption that in the case of a thoriated tungsten
filament the value of Âo is independent of its condition, it is
possible to find the change in work function accompanying
any given change in the degree of activation by simply meas-
uring the corresponding change in the contact difierence of
potential between it and some standard electrode.

Such a mea,surement has been carried out by Langmuir
and Kingdon 38 with a thoriated tungsten filament first fully
activated, then deactivated by high-temperature flashing.
The standard electrode was a simjlar, fully activated. filament
separated by a short distance from the test filament. The
standard filament was heated. to an emitting temperature, a,nd,
with the test fiIament serving as anode, current-voltage char-
acteristics observed with the test filament in each of the two
conùitions. The two characteristics difiered from one another
only in that one had a consta,nt voltage displacement with
respect to the other, and this was of course equal to the contact
r:lifierence of poientiai beiween i;he fully acì;ivai;ed i;esi fiÌament
and the same frlament after deactivation.

The contact difference of potential between the fully acti-
vated and the deactivated frlament founcl in this way was 1"46
volts. The work function of clean tungsten is, as we have seen,
4'54 e.v. Thus on the assumption that the surface of the thori-
ated filament after d.eactivation was clean, we should obtain
for the work function of fully activated. thoriated tungsten the
value 4.54 - L.46: 3.08 e.v. This does not agree at all well
with the value of this quantity found directly from thermionic
measurements, the discrepancy being well outside the possible
experimental error. We do not have to look far for an explana-
tion, however. It is that the surface of the filament after
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deactivation \ras almost certainly not clean, for it will be le-
membered that according to Reynolds and. also Brattain and

,Becker it is practically impossible to obtain a completely de-

activated condition of the surface by high-temperature flashing
owing to the diffusion of fresh thorium to the surface of the
filament while it is cooling. The exact amount of reactivation
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, that occurs d.uring cooling will of course depend on the dif-
fusion characteristics of the frlament and on its diameter. In

i the nearest approach to complete deactivation obtained- by
Brattain and Becker with a fiIament of 0'I mm. dia,meter,

, d was about 0'1, and to this, according to a table published

¡ by them, corresponds a work function of about 4'1 e.v.
The test filament used by Langmuir and Kingdon was a'lso
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0.1 mm. in diameter, and if we assume that their minimum
0 was roughly the same as that of Brattain and Becker and
strbtract 1.46 from about 4'1, instead of from 4.54 e.v., we
obtain something like 2.6 <:r 2,7 e.v. for l,he work function of
fully activated. thoriated tungsten, and this agrees verv satis-
factorily with the values found thermionically.

W'e have seen that while the activity of a thorium-on-
tungsten emitter increases with 0 until 0 is equal to 1, beyond
this point it falls away again and finally approaches a steady
vaiue when á is in the neighbourhood of 2. in Fig. 2r is shown
a Richardson line for the condition 0 : 2 obtained by Brattain
--.r Þ^^1.^- +^-^+L-- -,;+1" +1"^ li-^ +^- +ì"^.i,,'m i- L,,lt. ^r^+^;-^,Ilorl!( u\¡v¡lvr, vrróvvrr\¡, r.rr vul^ uu(rørltvu

by Zwikker. Comparing them, we see that the thermionic
properties of tungsten covered with a double layer of thorium
are already so nea,r those of thorium in bulk that the emission
from the former is within a factor of only about 2 of that frorn
the latter over the whole range of temperatures.

The Effects of Gases.-Thorium on tungsten, in commorr
with other active composite emitters, is easily deactivated
or " poisoned " by traces of electronegative gases such as
oxygen,so and it is necessary to obtain the highest possible
va,cua, if such poisoning is to be avoided.

On the other hand, Kingdon has reported a considerable
enhancement of the emission from a fully activated filament
due to exposure to nitrogen. At l455oK. the emission was
increased. by a factor of 5. The nitrogen used was taken from
a commercial tank and was not purified. before reaching the
experimental tube except by being passed through a, vessel
cooled by liquid air. It is therefore possible that the efiect
may have been due, not to the nitrogen itself but to some non-
condensible impurity. After the gas had all been pumped
out the emission slowly decreased again. At 1455'K. it took
several minutes to faII to somewhere near the value character-
istic of a thoriated surface.

An enhancement of the emission from a fully activated
thoriatecl tungsten filament, cl.ue to some unknown resiclual gas
has also been observed by Nottingham.ae At 1230oK. the
emission wa,s increased in this way by a factor of from 2 to 6.

A¡r interesting effect which occurs when an oxygen-poisoned
filamcnt is cxposcd to mcthanc has becn reportcd by Langmuir.so
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The methane momentarily causes the full thorium-on-tungsten
emission to be restored, but it then falls away again. The
explanation given by Langmuir is that the methane at first
removes the oxygen adsorbed on top of the thorium film by
chemical action, but that excess methane is then decomposed
by the hot filament and the thorium becomes covered with
carbon, and so the emission is again destroyed.

Not only may a, film of thorium on tungsten be contaminated.
by chemically active gases, but it may also be removed by the
sputtering action of ions derived from a chemically inactive
gas or vapour. Thus Kingdon and Langmuir 26 have found.
that ions of argon, cæsium, mercury and neon all begin to
sputter off thorium at about 50 e.v. energy. Helium ions also
have an efiect, which is, however, much smaller, owing, pre-
sumably, to the relative smallness of their mass. No efiect
was obseryed with hydrogen ions, even when their energies
were a,s high as 600 e.v.

Other Emitters Similar to W-Th.-The emission,
difiusion and evaporation phenomen& exhibited by fiIaments
of thoriated. molybdenum have been investigated by Re¡molds
and Dushman.la Qualitatively the phenomena are similar
to t'hose characteristic of thoriated. tungsten, but there are
important quantitative difierences. Thus on the assumption
that the number of thorium atoms in a single complete surface
layer is half as great as the number of molybdenum atoms,
the rate of evaporafion io, from a complete monatomic film
at 2000oK. wa,s computed to be 5'4 X 1012 atoms/cm.2sec.,
a,s compa,red with only 1'53 X lOe in the case of thorium
on tungsten at the seme temperature. Difiusion of thorium
from the interior to the surface also occurs at a much greater
rate in molybdenum than in tungsten, the value of D at 2000"K.
having been found to be l'02 x 10-6 cm.2 sec.-1, while the
corresponding value for thoriated tungsten obtained try
Langmuir was only 5'9 X 10-11. Of course lile now know that,
the grain structure of the wire is all-important in determining
the rate of diffusion, and so these figures must, not be accepted
as applying to more than the particular specimens used.
Since, however, the specimens were probably not very dis-
¡similar as regards grain structure, the data given probably
have a rough comparative value, and show that the rate of
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difiusion in molybdenum is in general very much higher than
in tungsten at the same temperature. On account of the
extremely large values of both D and ior, thoriated molybdenum
must, of course, be worked at a much lower temperature
than thoriated tungsten. Dushman la reports t}l.at 0 decreases

rapidly below unity for values of T greater than I700oK.
The thermionic constants given by Reynolds and Dushman

for a complete single layer of thorium on molybdenum are
not very difierent from those of thorium on tungsten. They
are

A : r'5 amp./cm.2cleg.2, x: 2'58 e'v.

These figures were presumably arrived at, like those for W-Th,
by extrapolating emissions to zero applied field on the assump-

TABLE XV

Trunmlor.rrc, Drrrusrorv ¡.xo Ev¡pon¡.rro¡v Der¿. ¡'on V¡nrous lìlrrrr¡:ns
on Trontuu-o¡¡-Tu¡rcsreN Tr¿¡n.

Inltter. r(e.v')' TD,(degB,) D x 1011(cm.2
geo,-r). 01 x l0+ (etoms

cn-z ggc.-r).

W-La
W"Ce
w-Yr
W-Zr
w-u
'tM-Th

Mo-'Ih

2.7L
2.7r
2.70
3.14
2'84
2.63
2.58

42,O00
3r,000
39,000
õ0,000
47,000
26,000

1820
324,
I'3
õ'9

102,000

9õ 1450
8.0
8'O
7'0
5'0
a.q

3'0
l'5

68
>Th
1'53
5400

tion of the validity of Schottky's law at low field strengths.
This law probably applies no better in the ca,se of Mo-Th than
it does in that of W-Th. We have seen, however, that in the
latter case it so happens that the values of the constents
arrived at by this faulty procedure actually agree quite well
with those obtained with very weak applied fields, and we
should, by analogy, expect the same thing to be true in the
case of Mo-Th. According to Dushman, the emission per
watt obtained. from thorium on molybdenum-this metal has
a lower radiant emissivity than tungsten-is approximately
the same as that from thorium on tungsten.

Dushman, Dennison and Reynolds 16 have also investigated
the properties of tungsten filamcnts contoining oxides other than
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bhat of thorium as an impurity. The values of the therm-
ionic constants of To,, and of D and 'í,", at 2000oK' found by
bhem are given in Table XV. X'or comparison the correspond-
ing data for thoriated tungsten obtained by Langmuir and-

bhose for thoriated molybdenum obtained by Reynolds and

Dushman are also given. The thermionic data are in each

case those for one complete atomic layer of the impurity
metal on the tungsten or molybdenum.

Sncnrorv II.

C,ÐSTUM ON TUNGSTEN AND ON OXYGENATED
TIINGSTEN.

In 1923 it was observed. by Kingdon and Langmuir 27 that
in the pïesence of cæsium vapour tungsten will give an ap-
preciable electron emission at, temperatures far below a visible
red. This emission has a maximum value at a certain temper-
ature which depends on the cæsium va,pour pressure. Thus
when the cæsium vapour is saturated. at 30oC. the maximum
emission occurs at a filament temperature of 690oK. and has
a value of about 8'8 X l0-5 amp.fcm.z.z8 There can be no
doubt that the effect is due to contamination of the surface

of the tungsten by cæsium. Beyond the optimum tem-
perature cæsium distils ofi and. the emission decreases unt'il,
at sufficiently high temperatures, it is practically that character-
istic of clean tungsten.

At a temperature something like 1000-150o beyond the
optimum for electron emission, posit'ive ions begin to be given
off from the filament. The infra-saturation positive-ion
current varies with the potential difference between the fiIa-
ment and the collector according to the $-power law and the
ratio of charge to mass deduced from the variation is that of
singly charged cæsium ions.se At first the positive emission

increases very rapidly with the frIament temperature, but soon

reaches a limit, and beyond the temperature where this occurs

it remains absolutely constant. There is good reason to be-

lieve that for filament temperatures in the constant positive
emission renge, every cæsium particle that impinges on the
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fllament becomes ionized, giving up an electron to the filament.
X'rom a study of the positive emission characteristics valuable
information may be gained regarding the adsorption of cæsium
on the filament surface. We shall consider the positive emis-
sion only very ,rriefly in this section, reserving the fuller treat-
ment for Chapter VI.

Qualitatively similar electron and positive-ion emission
phenomena may be observed with fiIaments which, prior to
exposure to cæsium va,pour, have been treated with oxygen
(" oxygenated ") in a certain marìner which will be described
later. Much higher electron emissions are obtainable from
^-----^-^^¿^l ¿L^-^ J.^* ^¿^l 4l^*^^-^¿- ^---^^^^t ¿^ulrygtiltôuutl urrôll llulrr trurr-uàJtcrtautrt¿ rrr¿alllË-trus ttÀlru$úLt t,(,

cæsium. X'or example, in cæsium va,pour saturated. at
30oC. oxygenated tungsten gives a maximum emission as
high as 0.35 amp./cm.z. This occurs at a filament temperature
of 1000"K.28

Similar phenomena are also exhibited in cases where certain
other metals, e.g. molybdenum or tantalum, take the place of
tungsten, and where rubidium, potassium or soclium are usecl
instead of cæsium.

Electron Emission from Cæsium on Tungsten.-
The variation, obsetved by Becker,s of the logarithm of the
emission from a tungsten fiIament with the reciprocal of its
temperature when exposed to cæsium rrapour at a constant
small pressure is shown by the curve marked. " Cs on W "
inßig.22. The line marked " Clean IM " is the corresponding
plot obtained in the absence of cæsium va,pour. It is seen
that at high temperatures the curve for Cs on W approaches
the clean tungsten line. Thjs is what we should expect, for
at suffciently high temperatures the equilibrium amount of
cæsium adsorbed on the tungsten must be very small. As
the temperature is lowered beyond a certain point, however,
the emission begins to rise in spite of the fall in temperature.
This can only be attributed to an increasing degree of con-
tamination of the tungsten with adsorbed- cæsium. This
continues until at a certain quite lov'temperature the emission
becomes a maximum, afler which, with a further clecrease in
filament, temperature, the emission falls sharply away again.

It is evident that when the emission is a maximum, the
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rate of increase of emission due to increasing thermionic
activity as we pïoceed from the left to the right of the diagram
is just balanced. by the rate of decrease of emission due t'o the
falling temperature. Thus the maximum thermionic activity
.must occur at a somewhat lower temperature than the maximum
emission.

If the temperature is suddenly changed from a high value
to a low or u'i'ce aersa, irrteresting time changes occur, from which,
as Becker has shown, it
is possible to deduce just
at what point the therm- -2
ionic activity is a maxi-
mum. Thus on suddenly
changing the temperature -3
from its value at D to
that at A, the emission,
at first immeasurably -4
small, is observed to grow .,
to a maximum value in- P

dicated by the point A' $ -,
and. then to fall to its
equilibrium value at A.
If now the temperature -6
is suddenly increased.
again to its value at C,

the emission quickly rises
to a maximum at C', then
falls to its steady value
at C. Thus both A' and
C' must be points on the
(log ri)-I/T line corre-
sponding to the maxi-
mum activity. This line

-7

0.4 0'6 o 1,0 1.2

Yrxto3
1.4- 1.È 1.8

F¡e. 22.-Emission-temporaüure charac-
teristics obüained by Beckor for plain and
oxygenated tungsten in cæsilrln va,pour.

touches the equilibrium line for Cs on W at B. We therefore
infer that at this point on the curve the activity is a maximum.
If the corresponding value of 0 is 0onr, then to the left of B
0 must, be less than gonr, while to the right of B it must be

greater than donr. Incidentally, the value of X corresponding
io the maximum activity indicated by the slope of the line
A'C' is about I'54 e.v.

I
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Emission-tempera,ture characteristics for a tungsten fila- '
ment exposed to cæsium vapour saturated at a number of
difierent temperatures, ranging from 0o to 80oC., have been
determiuecl l-ry Lalgruuir ¿r,nd Kingdon.te These are shown
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Ii'ra. 23,-Emission-úemperature characteristics obtained by Langmuir ancl

I(ingdon for plain and oxygenated tungsten in cæsium .rru,po.r".

in X'ig. 23. The envelope of this family of curves is the straight
line AB. Clearly, this must be the (log d)-t/T line for ihe
state of maximum activity of the filament, corresponding,
tlrerefore, to the line A'C' of Eig. 22. The values of the
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bhermionic constants A and x for the most active state derived
from this line are

A : 3'2 amp./cm.2deg.2, x : 1'36 e'v.

This value of X is nearly 0'2 e.v. less than that obtained
from the line A'C' in Eig' 22. It is not difficult to find a
plausible reason for the discrepancy, however. The point
A' wa,s obtained while condensation preponderated over
evaporation, whereas the reverse was the cese when the point
C' was obtained. Now evaporation must occur most rapidly

presently see, there is good rea,son

uniformly a given quantitY (uP to
complete layer of atoms) of an ele

is distributed the less will be the
emitter. Hence A' must be too low relative to C' and the
slope of the line A'C' must be too high.

The effect of the distribution of the adsorbed part'icles on

the emission depends on the variation vrith A of the mean

contribution of each to the lowering of the work function'
We have seen (p. 128) that experimental evidence in t'he case

of thoriáted tungsten leads to the conclusion that t'horium
atoms added to the surface lower the work function less when

0 is large than when 0 is small. It would- be st'range indeed

if the sáme kind of thing were not true in the case of cæsium

also. Now to see qualitatively what the efiect' of non-uni-
formity of distribution must be, we have only to consider

the exireme case where the cæsium particles crowd themselves

into little patches, leaving other patches free. In the patches

occupied by the cæsium the concent'ration is higher than it
*ooù be ii the cæsium were distributed uniformly over the
surface, and so the contribution of each particle to the lowering

of the work function * is less. Since the emission depends

* The surface wiII süill havo only one wot}- function, not ùwo, in spite of

the patches, if only the paüches aro small in comparison with--the dist'anco

at *ïich ùhe appliod fieù just neutralizes the imago field' IVe may then
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primarily upon the work function, we shall expect it to be less
when the distribution of the adsorbed particles is non-uniform
than when it is uniform.

It may be questioned whether the (log z)-0 curve obtained
during the condensation of thorium atoms on one face of
a tungsten strip, considered in the preceding section, might
not have been affected to some extent by the random dis-
tribution of the points of arrival of the thorium atoms. While
there might have been some efiect of this nature, it was prob-
abiy nothing like as important as in the case under discussion
of cæsium condensing on tungsten, since the concì.ensation of
+1"^-i,,- -,,^- *^ì^+;-^1,, -.^--. ^l^-. ^.^l ^^-^-:r^-^Lr^ --^- ri---¿.,r.,urru,r,- vveÈ lL.r4urvurJ vu!J Þruwr 4rlu uvttùlucr¿lutu IcÌa(uuÈttr-
ment of the distribution by surface migration would have had
time to take place.

It will at, once be evident, that even the experimental
maximum-activity points on the envelope of the equilibrium
curves of X'ig. 23 õannot be quite thosã for the oitimum 0
and a distribution of cæsium on the surface determined by
the temperature alone. It is even possible that the departure
from this ideal condition corresponding to points on the en-
velope may have varied slightly with the temperature. Thus
the line AB in Fig. 23 can be no rrlore than an approximation
to the true (log i,)-l lT line for an optimum adsorbed film
of cæsium having a distribution determined solely by the
temperature. It must, however, be a much closer approxima-
tion than A'C' in Eig. 22. Indeed, in view of the smallness
of the discrepancv between the y-values derived from the
two lines, it would be surprising if the X and A determined
from the line AB were as much in error as -r-å 

".t. 
and a factor

of 3 respectively.
The values of the thermionic constants determined from

the line AB are, strictly speaking, valid only for the particular
accelerating field applied to the surface of the filament in
making the observations. Probably, however, as in the
case of W-Th, these values do not differ greatly from those
for zero field.

Measurements of the contact difference of potential between

(see Secùion IV of úhie chapter), as in the case of uniform distribution, think
oI all tho chargos at and near the surface of the emitter as smeared out into
uniform sheets of chargo parallel to the surfaco.
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clean tungsten and tungsten covered with cæsium have been
made by Langmuir and Kingdon.ss The value found was
2.8 volts. On the assumption that Ao had. the same value for
the contaminated as for the clean filaments, this means that
the work function of the cæsium-covered filament must have

';been 4'54 - 2'8: l'7¿ e.v. This is much greater than the
value of ¡ found from the slope of the line AB in X'ig. 23. The
two results are not really comparable, however, since t'he
contaminated surface was prepared by simply letting cæsium
condense on the clean, cold fllament. In this way the filament
must have become covered with more than a single layer of
cæsium atoms and so its properties probably became those
of bulk cæsium. fndeed, the X found from the contact differ-
ence of potential agrees with that for bulk cæsium determined
thermionicatly by Kingdon (see Chapter II) within less than
0.I e.v.

Oxygenated Tungsten,-A process for oxygenating tung-
sten prior to exposure to cæsium vapour has been described
by Kingdon.zs After having been cleaned by flashing for a
short time in a vacuurn at 2700"K., the fiIament is exposed
for a few seconds to oxygen at a pressure of about 0'02 mm.,
either cold or (preferably) heated to about 1900oK. The
excess oxygen is then pumped out, with the filament cold.
If cæsium vapour is now allowed to come into contact with
the filament, only very small emissions are obtained. If,
however, the fiIament is heated for a few seconds at from 1200o

to 1600"K. and is then cooled to lower temperatures, very
much higher emissions are obtained in cæsium va,pour, e.g.
about 0'35 amp./cm.z with the filament at 1000oK. and the
cæsium va,pour saturated at 30oC. Kingdon supposes that

, the heating at from 12000 to l600oK. probably frees the sur-
, face of the frlament, of excess oxygen and of adsorbed deleterious
gases such as CO. The remaining oxygen is probably held to
the filament as a monatomic adsorbed frlm.
, Below about 1500oK. the electron emission from oxygenated
tungsten is too small to be measurable. If the filament is

lheated to much above this temperature, however, the rate of
evaporation from it becomes appreciable, so that it is impossible

,to determine how the emission varies with the temperature
before the quantity of oxygen on the filament has changed.
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Kingdon has, nevertheless, attempted to obtain a Richardsor: '
line for oxygenated tungsten by supplying oxygen to the
experimental tube at a steady rate and allowing it to be con.
sumed by tlie filament while the nleasurenelrl,s were being
made. In this way he obtained a Richardson plot which wa¡
a straight line, and from this he deduced for the thermionic
constants of oxygenated tungsten the values

A: 5 x 1011 amp,fcm.2deg.z, x:9.2 e.v,

it is, however, open to serious doubt wheiher the equiiibriurn
amount of oxygen adsorbed on the filament remained consta,nt
over the whole +,empera+.ure range employed for the obser-¡a-
tions. The value of A found is enormously greater than would
be deemed possible according to present-day thermionic theory.
Also the high value of X cannot be reconciled with the value
subsequently found by Langmuir and Kingdon 38 for the con-.
tact difference of potential between clean and oxygenated
tungsten, which was a mere 0.8 volt. It might, perhaps, be
objected that the oxygenation was not carried out in quite
the same manner in the experiment of Langmuir and Kingdon
as described above, the oxygen merely having been allowed to
come into contact with the cleaned, cold frlament. It does
not appear likely, however, that this would. have afiected the
order of magnitude of the result obtained.

Oxygen is not lost fîom oxygenated tungsten at an appreci-
able rate at temperatures belorv about 1550"K., even in the-
presence of cæsium vapour.s The adsorbed oxygen is ap-
parently chemically quite indifferent to the cæsium, although.
under ordinary circumstances, these two elements would com-
bine with avidity.

Electron Emission from Cæsium on Oxygenated
Tungsten.-An early attempt to determine the thermionic
constants of cæsium on oxygenated- tungsten was made by
Kingdon.zs After an oxygenated fiIament had been brought
to a state of maximum activity in cæsium va,pour, the bulb
was cooled" to liquicl air temperature in order to prevent any
more cæsium from condensing on the filament. It was then
found that the rate of evaporation of cæsium from the filament
up to temperatures of about 700oK. was so small that the
activity did not change appreciably while data for a Richardeon
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plot were being obtained. Unfortunately, however, the points
representing these data lie on a slightly curved, rather than on
a perfectly straight Richardson line, a.nd numerical values of
t'he thermionic constants derived from them cannot therefore
lbe accepted. without a certain amount of reserve. The values
1of the constants derived by Kingdon from the straight line
that seemed best to represent the points were

A : 0'003 amp./cm.2deg.2, x: o'72 e.v.

The equilibrium curves of log i plotted against l/T for
oxygenated tungsten in cæsium va,pour at various pressures
are of the same general shape as those for non-oxygenated
tungsten. It would appear, then, that the common tangent
to these curves should be the (log i)-l/T line for cæsium on
oxygenated tungsten in or very near its state of maximum
act'ivily, and that, as in the case of Cs on 'W, one should. be
able to find the corresponding thermionic constants from this
tangent. Two equilibrium curves for Cs on W-O, obtained
by Langmuir and Kingdon, are shown in X'ig. 23, and two ob-
tained by Becker a,re shown in n'ig. 22. It will at once be noticed
that while the common tangent to the curyes of Langmuir
and Kingdon for Cs on W-O have a much lesser slope than
that to the curves for Cs on IV, indicating a correspondingly
smaller work function, the reverse is the case with Becker's
curves. The thermionic constants for Cs on W-O in its most
active state derived. from the curves of Langmuir and Kingdon

a,re A : 1.5 X 10-ramp./cm.2deg.2, X : 0.50e.v.,

while those derived from Becker's curves are

A: 2.7 X 108 amp./cm.zdeg.z, X: 2.24 e.v.

These results are wildly at variance, not only with one another,
but with those obtained by Kingdon using his method. The
first value of X is almost certainly too low, while the second
is much too high. Also both values of A are most improb-
able. It is difficult to assign rea,sons for the want of agreement
between the various determinations. Becker's curves were
obtained at much lower vapour pressures than those of
Langmuir and Kingdon.
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If an oxygenated tungsten filament, initially free, or nea,rl)
free, of adsorbed. cæsium, is exposed at a fairly low tempera
ture to cæsium vapour at a constant pressure, interestinE
time changes of the emission from it, may be observed. A
series of curves obtained by Becker, showing the variation oi
Iog ø with time of exposure for a number of difierent filamenl
temperatures is reprod.uced in n'ig. 24. Positive ions were
first drawn with the filament at 1040oK. to rid it of practically
the whole of its adsorbecl cæsium. The temperature wa,s then

sutldenly dropped and. a1

the same time the plate
voltage macl-e positive witt '
respect to the filament sc

as to draw electrons, after
which the emission was ob.
served as a function of time.

It will be observed thal
at the three lowest tem.'
peratures the emission first
rose to a maximum and
then feil away again, ap.
proaching asymptotically a

final value. The finalvalues
attained at the various tem-'
peratures correspond, ol
course, to points on one ol
the equilibrium curves for
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n're. 24. Cs on W-O in Eig. 22. It
will further be observed

that atl three maxima occurred after very nearly the same
l"irne t* of exposure at the reduced. temperature to the cæsium
vapour. The most natural inference to draw from this is that
up to the time t,n t'here was no important amount of re-
evaporation of condensed cæsium from the filament, and that
al t* 0 had its optimum value for electron emission' We
should therefore expect the three maxima to give three points
on the Richardson line for W-O-Cs. Actually the three

[og (d/T'¿)]-I/T points corresponding to the maxima are not
quite, though nearly collinear. X'rom the straight line that
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Ioes most nearly through them we obtain the values of the
ihermionic constants

A: 2'5 x 107 amp./cm.zdeg.z, X: 2'L e.v.

I Although these values are in tolerable agreement with those
ilerived from Becker's two equilibrium curves for Cs on W-O,
they are both almost certainly much too high. The only reason-
able explanation would âppear to be that although at the time
f* approximately the optimum total amount of cæsium for
¡Iectron emission may have been adsorbecl on the filament
at each of the three temperatures, the surface was neYertheless
not in the same condition in each case. The respect in which
bhe condition at the maximum difiered in the three cases must
have been the distribution of cæsium atoms on the surface.
The higher the temperature and the more rapid, therefore,
the surface migration, the more nearly uniform must the
distribution of the atoms deposited at random on the surface
become in a given tirne. The effect of this must be to make
the Richardson line plotted from the maxima too steep and
the values of both the A and X derived from it too high.

Curves similar to those of X'ig. 24 were also obtained by
,Becker when he exposed initially clean (non-oxygenated)
hungsten to cæsium 

^otpon". Ife found, however,- ihu,t fo"
a given cæsium va,pour pressure t* was always about l0 per
cent. greater in the case of oxygenated than in that of plain
tungsten. n'rom this he inferred that the number of atoms
per unit area in an optimum film of cæsium on oxygenated
tungsten must be about 10 per cent. greater than the corre-
sponding number on plain tungsten. He assurned this number
'to be the maximum that can be accommodated in a single
.layer in both cases. We shall see later, however, that, there
iis a certain amount of evidence against this assumption.

The Generation of Positive lons.-We have seen that
when a plain or oxygenated. tungsten filament is heated
rsufficiently strongly in cæsium vapour, a current of Cs+ ions
'may be drawn from it whose saturation value is independent
of the temperature.

Langmuir and Kingdon 2?' 40' a1 have found that not only
tungsten and oxygenated tungsten, but also molybdenum,
tantalum, nichel and. carbon fiIaments ionize cæsium when

IO
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burnt at sufficiently high temperatures. They have founcl..
moreover, that in cæsium va,pour at a given pressure the
positive-ion emission from all these filaments is the same,
X'rom this they have drawn what would âppear üo be the only
reasonable conclusion, viz. that at high temperatures these
filaments must ionize every cæsium atom that impinges on
them. On the other hand, they have been unable to observe
any appreciable ionization of cæsium by heated thorium or
fully activated thoriated tungsten.

They irave pui; forward a rough expianation of these
observations in terms of " electron affinities.', The electron
afÊnity (work of ionization) of cæsium is .3.8? e.v. The
electron affinities (work functions) of tungsten, molybdenum,
tantalum, nickel and. carbon are all greater than this, being
4.54, 4'I5, 4.12, 5.01 and 4 e.v. respectively. On the other
hand, the work functions of thorium and of fully activated.
thoriated tungsten are both less than the work of ionization
of cæsium, being only 3.38 and 2'63 e.v. respectively. Thus
it would appea,r that a surface will or will not ionize cæsium
according as its electron affinity is greater or less than that
of a cæsium atom.

A simple theoretical reasoning leads to the same conclusion.
We may obtain a positive ion and an electron from a hot body
either by extracting thern separately as such or by first ex-
tracting a neutral atom and then ionizing it. fn either case
the same amount of work must be done. Hence if y, y, anðI
X, represent the reversible works of extraction of an electron,
a positive cæsium ion and. a neutral cæsium atom respectively,
and IJ¿ represents the energy required to ionize a cæsium atom,

we must have X I Xr: Xn I U¿,
or Xo - Xn: X"- U¿. (6)

This equation was first derived by Schottky ra in 1920. It
shows that according as ¡ is greater or less than IIr, more or
less work has to be done to extract a neutral atom than to
extract a positive ion, We should therefore naturally expect
that in the former case adsorbed particles of cæsium would
evaporate rather as ions than as atoms, while in the latter
they would evaporate rather as atoms than as ions. :

We shall consider a more rigorous thoory in Chaptcr VI.
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It rrill there be shown that there is really no shalp t'ransition
between a state of a surface that will ionize cæsium and one
that will not, and that while it is true that most of the
particles evaporate as ions when X is greater than U¿ and as

'at'oms when 1 is less than IJ,, there must nevertheless be
't sonxe eya,poration of atoms when ¡g is slightly greater than U¿

and some evaporation of ions when x is slightly less than IJ¿.

Adsorption and Evaporation Characteristics.-We
have seen that at a certain temperature of a tungsten filament
exposed to cæsium v¿ùpour l}ne 0 for the cæsium adsorbed
on it has an optimum value (0onr) forelectron emission. At
higher temperatures d is, of coutse, less than 0on¡, and' at
lower temperatures it' is greater.

An interesting method for determining relative values of
the equilibrium 0 at higher temperatures has been devised-

by Becker.B Trom the fact that the slopes of the lines A'C'
in X'ig. 22 and AB in X'ig. 23 are a,pproximately the same,

it is probably safe to infer that when the emission from a

non-oxygenated fllament on to which cæsium is being con-

clensed. at a low temperature passes through a, maximum,
g is very nearly equal to 0on6, Thus it would a,ppea,r that in
order to find the approximate relative equilibrium values of

0 at various temperatures abovo that at which the equilibrium
activity is a maximum, all that is necessary is, after t'he

establishment of equilibrium at the higher temperature, to
sud.denly lower the frlament temperature to a value at which
evaporation of cæsium from it is negligible, and- to note the
timès taken for the activity to reach a maximum. These

times should. be proportional (approximately) t'o Pon¡- 0'

The curves ABC and ABDEX'GA in X'ig' 25 show the 0-T

, relationships found by Becker, using this met'hod, for plain
tungsten exposed to cæsium vapour aL a cert'ain pressure.

ThJ curve ABC was obtained with an electron-accelerating
field applied to the surface of the filament, while ABDEX'GA
*u* obtàitted with an ion-accelerating applied field. A0B0C0

and. AoBoDoEoFoGêo are the corresponding curves obtainecl

with oxygenated tungsten in cæsium va,pour at the same
' pressuTe.

It will be noted that below a certain critical fllament tem-
perature To1 the equilibrium value of 0 is the same whether
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the applied
On the other
Tr" the equil
drawl ühan when electrons are drawn. At intermed.iate
temperatures the value of 0 l}nat establishes itself when ions
a,re dra,wn is either practically that characteristic of an electron- ,

accelerating field or much less according as the temperature ,

has been raised from below Tr, or lowered from above T,r.
Iæt us now consider the explanation of these phenomena.

Since the cæsium vapour preßsure was kept constant, atoms
arrived at the surface of the filament at a constant rate, and
a^ +1"Ã ôL^-' +^* -.,L^+ .--I.-^ ^I n ^L ^--- ¿^-^--^-^-a----ùu u¡rú uur vÇË ùuutv iui: iv¡Ii,lJ ü V¿niUC ûi îi cjlA Alij¡ ¡er-llpefalufe
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the evaporation rate under given field conditions was equal
to this constant arrival rate. Thus, for example, the curve
ABC, which was obtained under field conditions such that all
evaporating ions v'ere driven back to the filament, is the 0-T
curve for a given rate of evaporation (equal to the arrival
rate) of atoms.

Suppose we start with the fiIament relatively cool and
gradually increase its temperature while an ion-accelerating
field is appliecl to its surface. When T is low, 0 is high,
X - U¿ is negative, and practically all the evaporating particles
are atoms. Thus for low temperatures the 0-T relationship
is the same when ions are drawn as it is when electrons are
drawn. Just bolow a cortain critical tcmpcrature T.r, however,
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where 2g approaches IJ¿, positive ions begin to evaporate at
an appreciable rate, and so the equilibrium 0 is less when ions
are draurn than when electrons are drawn. Al T"z the increase
in the rate of evaporation of ions brought about by a given
decrease in 0 becomes greater than the corresponding decrease

. ,in the rate of evaporation of atoms, and consequently at this
itemperature the filament spontaneously cleans itself, d falling
to a much lower value. This sudden evaporation, which is
mainly ionic, has been observed by Becker to register itself
as a ballistic throw of the galvanometer used for measuring
thermionic currents. Beyond T,, practically only ions evap-
orate, and so DE is the 0-T curve for the given rate ofI evaporation o1. ions.

Let the temperature now be decreased again. The curve
' BD will not be retraced, since the lower, vertical part of
' it does not represent equilibrium conditions. fnstead, 0 will

remain low and the evaporating particles will continue to be' practically only ions until a certain lower critical temperature
T,, is reached. Ilere a value of 0 is attained, such that the
tendency for the rate of evaporation of ions to increase with
a further increase in the number of adsorbed. particles is more

,i than counterbalanced by the corresponding decrease in the
"1 probability of evaporation of any particular particle, due to
; the faII in X-U¿ as well as in T. A surface concentration of
' cæsium is then quickly reached, such that, the evaporation of

ions practically ceases entirely. At the same time d is still
too small for atoms to evaporate at an appreciable rate, and
so practically every atom that strikes the surface sticks until
d approaches the equilibrium value which it has at this tem-
perature when electrons are drawn. This value is presently

'attained and the d-T relationship for temperatures below
l' T,r is represented by GA.

fn Fig. 22, the curve PQRSUSVWP represents the
Iogarithm of the current that may be drawn from a tungsten

I filament in cæsium vapour as a function of I/T when an
ion-accelerating field is äppHed to its surface. This shows the
same hysteresis loop as the curve ABDEX'GA in n'ig. 25, and
for any given cæsium va,pour pressure the critical tempera-
tures are the same in the two cases. The only part of the
former curve that now calls for explanation is the rising part
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SU which occurs at high frlament temperatures. The rise'
is due, as lves 22 has shown, to a photo and thermal emission
of electrons from the plate and can be suppressed by means .

of a magnetic field parallel to the filament.
The number of adsorbed atoms that makes d an optimum

is obviously equal to the product of the lime t* taken by the
initially clean (just flashed) filament kept at a low temperature
to attain its maximum activity and the rate at which atoms
condense on the filament surface. And to find the latter
quantity one has merely to make use of the fact that at suf-
ficiently high temperatures the filament converts every atom
i-^ì¡^-+ ^- i+ i-+^ ^-;^- tTL,,- +L^ ^--:-^l -^+^:- ^:*-r--rltu(rvr!¡, vr¡ rr) rttuv 4¡l tutt, r¡rus ul¡u @lr¡v@r róuç IIJ ¡llltprJ

equal to the maximum ion current obtainable divided by the
ionic (: electronic) charge.

By multiplying the arrival rate found in this way by t*,
Becker obtained the figure 3'9 X 1014 for the number of atoms '

adsorbed per cm.z of apparent filament surface corresponding
to the optimum 0. He estimated. this to be correct to within
about 5 per cent. Of course the true surface must, exceed
the apparent surface. As we have already noted (p. 1f2),
Langmuir 31 has shown that the exposed crystal faces of
tungsten that has been etched by heat treatment are exclusively
those of the rhombic dodecahedron. n'rom this he deduced,
by a faulty reasoning, that the " roughness factor," or ratio
of true to apparent surface, for an etched tungsten wire must
be f .06. More recently, Tonks ¡8 has calculated that the
rouEhness factor must be at least 1.225, and that it mav be
greater. This, in conjunction with Becker's result, gives us
an upper limit for the concentration of cæsium on the exposed
crystal faces corresponding to the optimum d. This is, within
about 5 per cent., 3.2 X 1014 atoms per cm.z.

Now according to Simon and Vohsen,66 cæsium crystallizes
in a body-centred cubic lattice whose lattice constant at liquid-
air temperature is 6.05Å., and thus at this temperature the
shortest distance between atoms or the " effective diameter "
of a cæsium atom is 5,244. ff the efiective diameter were
the same in an adsorbed layer on tungsten at the temperatures
of Becker's experiments and the atoms were close-packed,
their surface concentration f.or 0: I would be 4.2 X 1014

atoms por cm.2. In the case of squale paching i,he lul¡rber
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vould be 3.6 X 1014 per cm.z. It would, of course, be rather
rn extraord.inary coincidence if the efiect'ive diameter of a

:æsium atom in a two-dimensional " crystal " adsorbed on

rot tungsten happened. to be exactly the same as t'hat in a

;hree-dimensional crystal of cæsium at liquid-air temperature,

¡nd. so it would be going too far to draw any conclusions as

¡o the precise arrangement of the adsorbed- at'oms and vahre

lf 0on¿ ito- * compãrison of these figures with -bhat found

lxperimentally by Becker. Such a comparison does lever-
¡hôless show that the concentration of the at'oms in the

rptimum adsorbed film is of the order to be expected' for a

monatomic layer having some fairly close arrangement'-
In ad.dition to the two arrangement's discussed, there is,

of course, a third possibility that suggests it'self, viz' that the

cæsium atoms tt"uttg" themselves in conformity with t'he

und.erlying tungsten iattice. Such an arrangement has been

ur.o-ðd Ù'y L*ng-uir'3z' sB From the fact that cæsium and

tungsten úoth ciystallize in the same syst'em (body-centred

cubíc) and that th" lu,tti"" constant of cæsium is almost

eractiy double that of tungsten, considered in conjunction

with tLe fact that the forces between cæsium and underþing
tungsten atoms must bo much greater t'han those bet'ween

neig:hbouring cæsium atoms, Langmuir has argued that it
t"",j' n" assãrfud with considerable confid'ence that for 0 : L

the"re must be just a quarter as many cæsium atoms on the

surface as there are underþing t'ungst'en at'oms' If this is

so, then the number of atoms in a full layer on hot tungsten

must be 3'5 X 1014 per cm.z, and so, according to Becker's

result, 0on, cannot be greater than 0'9'
A-neî- method oi d.etermining concent'rations of cæsium

on tungsten has recently been developed by Langmuir 32 and

by Laigmuir and Taylor.aa * When the concentration (o) is

lJw, prãctically every part'icle evaporates as a'n ion, and' o

may iherefore be found by simply flashing the filament-at a

higL temperature while a cylinder surrounding it is held at

a iegativä pofuntial, and measuring the ballistic " thtow " of

* Full particulars of the work of Tay operties

of cæsium^ adsorbed. on tungsten have y them

-rrnfortunaüely 
ùoo late for discussion in Readew'

Vol. 44, p. 423, SePt. 15, 1933.
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an ion-retardi'g fieìd rnaintaineri ai its surface none .$¡ere

allowed to leave it permanently as ions. fncidentally, this
method has also heen rìcwelnned fn. noas,,-i-- +L^ -^+^ ^{.

for a single layer adsorbed on the rystal
by a factor of between about l. figor".
depends on the temperature of ermal
expansion should be taken account of. This factor was there-
fore assumed to be the actual roughness factor of the filament

agreement between the two figures may be regarded as toler_
able. At the sa,me time, however, thã discrJpancy betweel
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them serves a,s ¿ù warning that the precise numerical results
,obtained from these experiments cannot be accepted without
a certain amount, of reserve.

The fact that both Becker's and Taylor's experiments
rindicate t]nal, É'n, is less than I is highly interesting. That
it should be so is perfectly feasible, as Langmuir has pointed
out. The lowering of the work function by the adsorbed atoms
must be due to their formation, with the underlying tungsten,
of electric dipoles, of which t'he positive poles are on the out-
side. These must, have a certain depolarizing action on one
another. Thus it may well be that when o has reachecl. a certain
value the rate of weakening of the average dipole strength
with progressive crowding of the adsorbed. particles is such
that the electric moment per unit a,re& no longer increases
with 0. This is the theory that has been advanced by
Langmuir. It should be borne in mind, however, that v'hile
the optimum 0 rnay well be less than I in the case of cæsium
on tungsten, it by no means necessarily follows that it is also
less than I in ot'her cases of adsorbed electropositive atoms.
Where the optimum d occurs in any particular case will depend
entirely on the importance of the mutual depolarizing action
of the adsorbed particles. The only generalization that can
be made from the existence of this mutual depolarizing action
is that as 0 increases the efiectiveness of additional adsorbed
particles in lowering the work function must become pro-
gressively less.

Independent evidence of the mutual depolarization of
neighbouring adsorbed atoms is provided by evaporation
data. \Mith progressive depolarization we should expect the
tenacity with which an atom of cæsium is held to underlying
tungsten or oxygenated tungsten to become less and less,
and if crowding results in mutual depolarization we should
thus expect the rate of evaporation of cæsium per unit surface
concentration to increase rapidly with 0. This is, in fact,
just what has been found. Becker a has reported that as a
first approximation the logarithm of the rate of evaporation
of cæsium from oxygenated tungsten varies linearþ with 0.

And Langmuir 33 has reported that at 800oK. the rate of
evaporation of cæsium from plain tungsten divided by 0 has
been found to increase about l010-fold as 0 increases from 0 to I.
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Adsorbed atoms of cæsium, like those of thorium, have'
been found to have a quite appreciable mobility along the
surface of tungsten, and measurements of the coefficient of
surface difiusion r¡ have been made by Langmujr and laylor.aa

-{ straight tungsten filament was stretched along the axis
of three cylinders placed end to end and separated by short
geps. A cæsium film was allowed to form on the filament,
the cæsium vapour was frozen out by immersing the bulb
in liquid air, and. o was thereupon reduced to a very small
value ( < 3.6 X 1013 atoms per cm.z) by heating the filament
to a suitable temperature. X'rom a film of such small con-
- ---L--- L: ^-- ---,_ ,ai - - lt - I mt .- r !L'rjllù1¿rùrulr PrìnuùrLr¿ùIy olrly ru[!i cv¿ùpor¿r,ue. Irus _t¿tcu wa$
made use of to establish a known non-uniform distribution of
cæsium along the filament. The filament was heated to such
a temperature that the atom evaporation rate was quite
negligible, but not so the rato of evaporation of ions. At ''

the same time, by mahing the central cylinder negative and
the end cylinders positive to the filament, the field at the
surface of the frlament was made ion-accelerating along a
definite central portion, but ion-retarding nearer the ends. In
conseçluence, almost the whole of the cæsium was removed
(in the form of ions) from the central part of the fi.lament,
but practically none from the ends. The ion current to the
central cylinder was measured during the removal and the
current-time integral gave the total amount of cæsium re-
moved, and from this and the known length of filament from
which this cæsium came the original coneentration on the
central portion and the still existing (equal) concentration on
the ends could be calaulated.

The filament, was now raised to a certain temperature for
a, certa,in length of time while all evaporating ions were driven
back by an ion-retarding field,. During this time a certain
migration of cæsium from the end sections to the central
section took place. The number that had migratcd was
then measured by flashing the fiIament with aII three cylinders
at a negativc potcntial, and- measuring the quantity of ions
collected by the central cylinder.

X'rom the data obtained in this way the coefficient of
surface difiusion r2 was calculated., assumingr¡ to be independent
of o. It was found, however, that the values obtained variecl
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rith the original concentration on the uncleaned ends, in-
;reasing with the latter. Thus at 8l2oK. the value of 4 in-
lreased from 1.4 X 10-6 cm.2 sec.-l to 8.4 X l0-r cm.2 sec.-r
¡¡¡hen o for the ends was increased. from I'74 x 1013 to
¿,73 x 1013 atoms per cm.z. Thus the assumption that 4 is
,ndependent of o is not justified and the values of 4 obtained
:an only be regarded as a kind of average for the range of
i'alues of o involved.

The temperature dependence of 4 for a given o was found
;o be expressed by

q ú e-T'¡lr, (7)

where T, is a constant whose value is 7050 degrees. The
lorm of this indicates that the adsorbed atoms move along
bhe surface by a succession of jumps from one position of
rquilibrium (definite arrangement with respect to the under-
Lying tungsten lattice ?) t'o a neighbouring one. Dividing T,
by 11,600 we obtain 0'6I e.v. for the energy required" for the
iu-p.

In cases where ø is so large that the rate of evaporation of
atoms is no longer negligible relative to that of ions, the above
method of determining 4 ceases to be applicable, and so a new
method has been devised for such cases by Langmuir and
Iaylor.aa This depends on the fact that when an ion-
accelerating field is applied to a tungsten frlament in cæsium
va,pour the adsorbed cæsium can, at certain frlament tem-
peratures, exist in two phases, which have been called the
o¿ and p phase, the a phase being the more and the p the less

concentrated. Particles from the oc phase evaporate, as we
have seen, as atoms, while from the p phase they evaporate
as ions. Both evaporation rates are, of course, equal to the
prrival rate from the vapour. By suitably manipulating the
potentials of the three cylinders it is not difficult to establish
both phases at the same time, separated by a definite boundary.
At the boundary, where there is a sharp concentration gradient,
there is, of course, a continuous diffusion of cæsium out of
the a into the p phase, but und.er equilibrium conditions this
is balanced by difierences between the rates of evaporation
into and arrival from the va,pour, and, so the boundary remains
,stationary. If, however, the vapour pressure is changed, the
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boundary will move with a definite velocity in either one or
the other direction, depending on whether the pressure har
been increased or decreased. Langmuir and Taylor have-
shown that this velocity is a definite function both oT the
change in pressure and of the coefficient of diffusion n, aLd
by measuring the velocity associated with a given change in
pressure, they have, using the theoretical relationship between
the three quantities, been able to determine 17. n'or a con-
centration of 7.3 X lOra atoms per cm.z in the ø phase they
have found r¡ at 967"K. to be 6 x I0-4 cm.z sec.-r. Extra-
polating the 4-T relationship founcl by the first methocl for a
nnnaa-4-.4i^- ^- +L^ ^-l -^-r:^-^ ^¡ +L^ 4I^---^-^a -r ô FÃ!1ru uIu l,w¡ urultò ul urlu lllólltullu uL z. I ó x ru.-
etoms per cm.z they have calculated for this concentration and
a temperature of 967"K. a value of t.l X 10-4 cm.z sec.-l
for q. They attlibute the higher value of r7 found. experiment-
ally by the second. method to the higher concentration.

The explanation for the increase of 4 with o given by
Langmuir and Taylor is that the diffusion is not due merely
to random heat motions, but, also to the existence of a, definite
" spreading force," associated with the mutual repulsions of
the dipoles, and that the importance of these repulsions in-
creases with o.

Other Cases of Alkali Metal Contaminations.-
The electron and positive-ion emission characteristics of tungsten
and of oxygenated tungsten exposed to the yapours of rubidium
and of potassium at various pressures have been studied by .

Killian,za and those of tungsten exposed to cæsium. rubid.ium,
potassium and sodium va,pours by lves.zz

n'or the electron emissions in both rubidium ancl potassiurn
vapours, fa,milies of (log i)-L FÌ curves have been obtainecl
by Killian which are quite similar to those of Langmuir ancl
Kingd.on obtained with cæsium rrapour, except that Killian,s,

we assume that they represent the constant, most active
conditions of the filament, we obtain for the thermionic
constants of 'W-Rb 

the values

A : 0.0022 amp./cm.2deg.2, X : l.l4 e.v.
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,nd for those of W-K
A : o'25 amp./cm.2deg.2, X : l.7I e,v.

ile have no means of estimating the accuracy of these figures.

,lhe apparent value of X for W-Rb is certainly remarkable
n being less than that obtained from the measurements of
i)angmuir and Kingdon on W-Cs, instead of greater, &s we
rhould have expected. And hardly less remarkable is the
¡mallness of the apparent A for W-Rb.

-4

o.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0 76 080 0'82 0.84
l/y xtOg

X're, 26,-Temperature variation of posiüive-ion emission from tungsten
oxposed to rubidium va,pour at various pressures.

i In X'ig. 26 is reproduced a family of curves obtained by
Killian showing the variation with 1/T of the logarithm of
rhe positive emission from a plain tungsten filament exposed
;o rubidium va,pour saturated at various temperatures. A
truite similar family wâs obta,ined when potassium va,pour
Mas substituted for rubidium. These show the same sudden
tncrease at a critical fiIament temperature and. the same

þonstancy at high temperatures as do the correspond-
tng curves for tungsten in cæsium vapour. Also, it wiII be
[oted, the magnitude of the constant, high-temperature
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positive emission increases with the alkali vapour pressure, ai

it should do.
Just as Laugmuir and Kingdon found the carriels of thr

positive emission in cæsium rrapour to be singly charget
cæsium atoms, so Killiar. found those in the vapours o

rubidium ancl potassium at all pressures studied to be singl¡
charged rubidium and potassium atoms respectively. Ives
on the other hand, found the currents in the three vapourt
to be carried by Cs+, Rb+ and K+ particles only at the higher
vapour pressures. At low pressures he observed current
voltage relationships indicating a higher a,verage mass of thr
carriers i;han i,he ai;omic. in the case of sotiiutr vu,pour, Ûot.r

Ives found the average mass of the ions to be greater at lov
than at, high pressures. Ilere, however, the mass found. a1

the highest pressures wa,s not that of a single sodium atom
but of two atoms. It would. appear, then, that hot tungster'
is unable to ionize single atoms of sodium. It is interestin¡
to note that while the works of ionization of cæsium, rubidiun
and potassium (3'87, 4'I5 and 4'32 e.v. respectively) are lest
than the work function of tungsten (4'54 e.v.), that of sodiun
(5.11 e.v.) is greater.

The negative and positive emissions from the metali
tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum in potassium vapoul
saturated at various pressures have been studied by Meyer.a'
While for the negative emission, (tog d)-l/T curves were ob'
tained whose general character agreed with that of the curvei
of T,a,ngmr-rir anrl Kingrlon and of Becker for tungsten ir
cæsium and of Killian for tungsten in rubidium and potassium
they differed from these in one important respect, viz. t'hal
the maxima all occurred at the same temperature. Tht
positive emission cutves, too, difiered from those of Beclçel
and of Killian in showing no discontinuity in the rapidl¡
rising parts. These difierences may have been due, at, leasl
in part, to the non-uniformity of the temperatures of tht
filaments along their lengths, which, with the dimension¡
employed (Iengths 6-8 cm., diamcter 0'I mm.), must have beer
rather serious.

De Bruyne ? has reported an effect, on the electron emissior
from tungsten in cæsium vapour due to the presence o1

nitrogen. The emission-teurperature relaLiouslti¡r .tot l,lrt
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bungsten in cæsium vapour alone showed the single maximum
at a low temperature observed by Langmuir and Kingdon.
When, however, nitrogen was also present and the electrons
were accelerated to something between 4 and. I volts, a
pecondary peak appeared- at a somewhat, higher temperature.

[here was no secondary peak when lower accelerating volt-
ages were used. Its appearance must therefore have depended
in some way on the formation of " activated " nitrogen.
r It was at one time believed that nitrogen forms an adsorbed
layer on tungsten when a discharge is passed through it, de-
pressing the emission. It has since been established by
Langmuir,sa however, that this effect is not really due to nitro-
gen, a,s such, but to orygen. Metastable molecules of nitrogen,
iwhich begin to be formed at something like 9 volts, on coming
into contact with the walls of the tube (however well baked
out) and the surfaces of the electrodes, decompose adsorbed
water molecules or metallic oxides, which are almost always
present, liberating oxygen, probably in the atomic form.
This then reacts with the filament.

It would appear, then, that the phenomena observed by
de Bru¡me were probably due to the formation of a partial
adsorbed film of oxygen on the tungsten, on which cæsium
could remain adsorbed at a higher temperature than on plain
tungsten,

Sncrrox IIf.

BAR,IUM ON TIINGSTEN AND ON OXYGENATED TUNGSTEN.

I An exhaustive study of the thermionic properties of mon-
atomic films of barium on tungsten and on oxygenated tungsten,
a,nd also of multiple layers of barium and oxygen on tungsten,
was mad-e some yea,rs ago at the Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Co., Wembley, by Messrs. J. \ry. Ryde and
N. L. Harris, who have now very kindly placed their unpublished
pesults at the author's disposal. Where not otherwise stated
it is to be understood that it is this work that is referred to in
bhe following discussion. Researches in the same field have
also been carried out by Eglin,l8 Becker,a and Nelson,aT short
reports of which have appeared. in the literature.
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The Experimental Tube.-The elect'rode arrangement
employed by Ryde and Harris consisted essentially of two
equal, straight tungsten filaments, one of which served as the,
cathode and the other as a comparison wire for the purposes
of temperature measurement, and three barium-coated cylin-
drical spirals placed end. to end and separated. by short gaps,
which served as the anode. The tungsten filaments were
stretched parallel and close to the common axis of the three
spirals. On passing a heating current through the spirals in
series, barium could be distilled from them on to the test
filament, whereby the thermionic activity of the latter was
:-^-^--^l rnl.^ ^t^^+-^-^ ^*;++^,1 +-^* +L.i- 4l-*^-*,.,^,'¡.¡l¡urçdùEu- IltE ulouulullù uiutuLUlf alulll utrtÐ ¡1r(Ùrllu!1u lYUl L

collected by the spirals, which were kept at a positive potential
with respect to it, but only the centle spiral was included
in the thermionic current measuring circuit, the end spirals
merely functioning as " guard rings."

The spirals were of 0'4 mm. vacuum-furnaced nickel wire.
wound on an 8 mm. " former " to a, pitch of 2'5 mrrn. The
centre spiral was 1.5 cm. Iong and the end ones were either
of the same length or longer. The fllaments were 0'0249 mm.
in diameter and 12 cm. or more in length.

Before being coated, the spirals were given a final outgassing
by mounting them in separate bulbs and heating them in a

vacuum for several minutes to a bright yellow by means ol
a current. The bulbs were then broken open and the spirals
coated to a thickness of about 0'2 mm. with barium azide
(BaNu) by being dipped several times in succession into a

creamy suspension of the azide in distilled- water and dried
between dips in a current of air at about 80oC. They were
then ready for assembly. The azide was decomposed (at
about 160'C.) on the pump, the bulk of the nitrogen being
pumped. away and a black residue of finely divided barium
remaining on the wire. The barium residue still cont'ained
some nitrogen in an occluclecl form, but, most of this was got
rid of in a subsequent, operation before the tube was used.

To the bulb, which wa,s of lime-socla glass, was attached a

short length of wide tubing of the same material, continuous.,
aiø a graded seal, with a hard-glass tube, closed at the end
The hard.-glass tube contained outgassed charcoal which coulc
be cooled by liquid air and thus made to act û,s {ì, vcry cfficicnl
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lump. In addition, four previously outgassed nickel discs,
;o each of which was attached a srnall piece of outgassecl
nagnesium, lilere supported. by the filament leads. These
rould be heated by high-frequency induction and the mag-
resium " dispersed. " from them so that it should act as a
l'getter " for the clean-up of resid.ual gases not dealt with by
ihe charcoal. Incidentally, barium, a plenteous deposit of
which was always formed on the glass walls, is also a, very
afficient getter-in fact much more efficient, as is now known,
bhan magnesium. AII the electrode supports, as well as the
:Iectrodes themselves, were outgassed before assembly.

n'or the supply of small doses of oxygen to the bulb, a
long piece of narrow tubing was attached to it and closed at,

bhe end remote from the bulb. This contained. near the closed
ond several small grains of potassium permanganate from which
oxygen could be liberated- by heating the tube locally with a
small flame. Condensible gases evolved from the glass were
prevented from reaching the bulb by a " trap " immersed in
tiquid air between the permanganate and the bulb. fn some
ca,ses arrangements were made for the supply to the bulb
of gases other than oxygen, also through a trap cooled by
liquid air.

The operations carried out, on the pump were usually
as follows : The charcoal was outgassed for some \ours a1,

550'C. and. the side tube containing the potassium permangan-
ate thoroughly " torched " with a flame, the permanganate
crystals being moved about as required., i.e. away from the
part of the tube that was being heated, by tapping. An
electrically heated cylindrical oven was then lowered over the
bulb and charcoal tube. The apparatus was first baked for
ten minutes at, 120'C. to dry the azide and incidentally drive

,ofi much of the moisture held. by the glass walls. The tempera-

¡ture was then raised to 160"C. to decompose the azide and
held there until no more nitrogen was evolved. n'inally the
temperature was raised to 300oC., where it was kept for at
least two hours. The reason why a higher temperaturo, o.B^.

;+OO"C., was not employed was that baking temperatures
lmuch in excess of 300o were found. to result in a chemical
attack of the barium by the gases evolved.. The long bake
at 300" was certainly adequate in the present instance, since

11
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the bulb never became hot, in operation and in any case eventu-.
ally became completely covered on the inside with a fllm of
barium, which has a strong gettering action for moisture and
for various gases. After the bake, magnesium was disperserJ
from the discs by high-frequency induction heating. The
spirals were then heated- in turn to just below visible redness
to drive ofi occluded nitrogen, the bulb becoming coated in
the process with a thin transparent film of barium. The
tungsten filaments were thereupon " fl.ashed " at 2900'K.
for two minutes, and the apparatus sealed ofi. Finally, the
charcoal tube and trap for condensable gases were immersed
in liquid air for at least an hour before experimental work
was begun.

No systematic measurements of vacuum were carried out,
but that the vacuum must have been very good indeed is
indicated by the fact that after the test filament had beerl
given a certain barium covering it could be left cold for days
(during which time the charcoal tube was kept immersed jn
liquid air) without the occurrence of any appreciable change
in its thermionic activity.

The Main Phenomena.-A typical emission-time curve
obtained during and after the condensation of barium on

A

tungsten is shown in
X'ig. 27. The curves
obtained with barium
on oxygenated tung-
sten were qualitatively
simiiar. lvith the
spirals hot and supply-
ing barium, the test
fi.lament was kept at a
temperature suff.cient-
ly high to keep it
practically free of bar-
ium. The filament

temperature was then suddenly dropped to a much lorver value,
so that an appreciable covering of barium could forrn on the
surface, and the emission measured as a function of time.
The emission at first remained. imrneâsurably small, and then
lose rapidly to a maximum at A, after which it fell away

z
I
tt)

=l¡J

T¡me
Fra. 27,
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to a lower, steady value. The current through the spirals
was then suddenly switched ofi, allowing them to cool. This
caused the emission to rise to a second maximum at B. Finally
it again fell away at a more or less rapid rate, depending on
the filament temperature.
u] th" explanation of these phenomena in general terrns
is not difficult. The first maximum at A corresponds to a
quantity and arrangement of barium on the filament, surface
very near the optimum for electron emission. As in the
case of cæsium condensing on tungsten or on oxygenated
tungsten, however, it was not quite the optimum, owing to
the random distribul,ion of the points of arrival of the barium
atoms and the finiteness of their surface mobility. Beyond
A the quantity of barium continued. to increase until so much
had. collected on the filament that its rate of evaporation was
equal to the rate of anival. The emission then became steady.
When the supply of barium was cut off, barium was lost by
evaporation from the filament, more particularly from the
regions where the concentration was greatest or where a
second layer had begun to form, and during this evaporation
the optimum condition for electron emission was again nearly
passed through at B-in general, more nearly than at A,
just as the point C' in X'ig. 22 represents a more nearþ ideal
covering of cæsium on t'ungsten than does A'. Thus the
second maximum was usually higher than the first.

The exact shape of the curves varied with the temperature
of the spirals with respect to that of the filament in a way that
is easily understood.. \ryith a given fiIament temperature, the
higher the temperature of the spirals, and the greater, there-
fore, the rate of supply of barium, the sooner was the first
'naximum reached, and, owing to the increased importance
,of condensation relative to evaporation, tho less nearly did
the corresponding state of the filament approach the optimum.
AJso, of course, the higher the spiral temperature, the more
the emission was depressed by the presence of excess of barium
between the two maxima. On the other hand, the lower the
þpiral temperatule, the less pronounced- did the maxima
become, until, with sufficiently low spiral temperatures, they
disappeared- altogether, the first tending to do so before the
second.
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In cases where the filament, temperature was sufliciently
low, it wes found thaú while the emission rose at an appreciable
rate to the second maximum, its rate of fall beyond this
maximum was relativel5. y""t small indeed. The suddenness
with which, in these cases, the evaporation practically ceased.
when the second maximum was attained indicates that at this
point some very definite condition of the surface must have
been reached, and strongly suggests that this condition was
different i.n lû,nd, from that obtaining just before the maximum,
whcn the eva,pora,tion .was rclativcly rapicl, If the condition
corresponding to the second maximum was that of the ad-
sorption of just one complete layer of barium atoms this is .

quite understandable, for we should- naturally expect the
rate of evaporation of second-layer atoms to be of a, higher
ord.er than that of first-layer atoms. It would, however, be
difficult to account for if 0on1 were less (or greater) than t.

Thermionic Properties.-Use was made of the relative
stability of the condition for maximum emission in determin-
ing the corresponding thermionic constants. After sufficient
barium had been deposited. on the filament to make 0 greater
than 0on1, the spirals were allowed 'r,o cool ancl the fllament
was heated to a temperature such that while the excess of
barium evaporated reasonably rapidly, the evaporation prac-
tically ceased entirely a,s soon as 0on, was reached. The
filament temperature tvas then variecl while observations were
taken for the plotting of a Richardson line. Plots obtained
in this way for W-Ba and W-O-Ba are reproduced (with others)
in Fig. 28.

The values of the thermionic constants found for W-Ba were

A : 1.5 arnp./cm.2deg.2, x : 1.56 e.v.

Those found by Eglin 18 for the same system were

A : 2'5 amp./cm.2deg.2, X : 1.66 e,v.

The values found by Ryde and Harris for W-O-Ba were
not, always the same, X, lor example, varying between l.B4
and 1.44 e.v. There is, however, as we shall see later, reason
to believe that the cases in which values of X higher than the
lower limit, viz. I'34 e.v., were obtained were those in which
the layer of oxygen underlying the barium was not quite
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complete. X'or , what appeared to be complete layers of
oxygen and barium the constants obtained were

A: 0.18 amp./cm.2deg.2, y- l'34 e.v.

Values were also obtained for the thermionic constants of
tungsten with two layers of adsorbed barium and of barium
in bulk. We have seen that with a given fiIament temperature,
the higher the temperature of the spirals the less was the
equilibrium emission tretween the two maxima. On plotting
this equilibrium emission for t'he barium-on-t'ungst'en Gase

-5.

-t l.

0.9 1'l 1.2 r.3

1/¡ * tot
X'rc. 28.-Richardson lines for W-Ba, W-O-Ba, tungsten covorod with a

doublo atomic layor of barium, and barium in bulk'

against spiral current, curves like that of X'ig. 29 were ob-
tained over a, certain ra,nge of frlament' temperatures' This,
it will be observed, has a fairly well-defined kink at C. This
kink must, correspond- to the passage through some critical
condition of the surfa,ce of the filament,, and since in the build-
ing up of a barium fiIm on the filament the stage where there
,is one complete layer of adsorbed barium atoms has already
ibeen passed through, it is natural to suppose that the kink
at, C must, correspond to the stage where there are just two

tlayers of adsorbed atoms. Of course we should" not expect
lthe d.ouble layer of barium atoms ever to be perfect. There
:is probably considerably less difference between the rates of
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evapora,tion of second and third layer atoms than between,
those of first, and second layer atoms, and so we should expect
an appreciable amount of third layer to begin to form before.
the seconcL is complete. Nevertheless, Ì,e might reasona,bly
hope that a Richardson line corresponding to the C-kinks
obtained at various temperatures would give some sort of
approximation to the correct values of A and X for two layers.
Such a line is shown in X'ig. 28, labelled W-Ba-Ba, and the
values of the constants obtained from it are

A : 4.I amp.fcm.zdeg.z, X : I.86 e.v.

Sprnel CunRerur (Amps.)

X're. 29.

^ - ;- +L^ -^^:^-of "g';"ääffiüth only mean that
th filament was suf_
ficient to keep it covered. with an atomically thick film of this
metal. The Richardson line representing the emission-tem-
perature relationship for this condition is shown in X.ig. 2g,
marked Ba. The therrnionic constants derived from this
line, which must be those for barium in bulk, are

A : 60 amp./cm.zdeg.z, X: 2.lI e.v.

The values of the temperatures used for making the various
Richardson plots were calculated. from the filament currents
on t'he basis of the tables given by Jones and. Langmuir,2s assulr-
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ing the radiation from the filament, not to be afiected' by the
presence on it of a contamination of a, mere monatomic ord'er

of thicktt"ss. There can hardly be any question regarding
bhe validity of this assumption' Apart from possible errors
.due to end. cooling and thermal efiects associat'ed. with the
;passage of the space current, the temperatures so determined
'were estimated to be accurate to within I per cent.

By measuring the distribution of thermionic current between
the centre and end spirals in the case of barium-activated
filaments of different lengths at, various temperatures, it was

ascertained that over the whole range of temperatures em-

ployed the part of the filament in the centre whose temperature
,was sensibþ uniform was longer than the centre spiral. Also
rit was readily calculated that below a certain temperature in
,the case of each contamination the combined effect on the
:.fiIament temperature of the cooling associated with the latent
heat of evaporation of the electrons and of the heating due t'o

the passage of the thermionic current along the filament' was

negligible. At the higher temperatures, where it was no longer

n"gtigiUt", the centre part of the test filament was matchecl

by eye against that of the comparison filament from which
,,tô .pt"" current was taken. After a little pract'ice, this

14could, be d.one very accura,tely, the possible error of matching

,never being greater than 2 per cent.' On considering all the possible sources of error in tem-
perature measurement and taking into account the " spread "
in the thermionic constants obtained in separate runs and wit'h
different tubes, the values given above for the work functions
of W-Ba and, W-O-Ba, were estimated' to be accurate to within

,3 per cent., and. the corresponding values of the emission con-

'stants to within a factor of about 2. The constants obtained.

r.,for W-Ba-Ba and for barium in bulk are probably less accurat'c''', The values obtained for the thermionic constants in the
various cases a,re, of course, valid only for the part'icular
accelerating field used. The emission readings were all taken

'with the spìrals at, 30 volts positive to the test filament' This,

i while suffiõient to avoid space charge limitation of the therm-

, ionic cuttent,, corresponded to only a very weak accelerat'ing
, field. at the surface of the fiIament. The const'ants obtained

, -ty therefore be taken to be very nearly those for zero field'
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temperature except when readings were being taken, and
observing the emission from the tungsten filamen[ as a function
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Frc. 30,-Relaüionship between log d and 0 for barium on tungeten at ll00.K.

of time. The value of 0 was assumed to be I when the emission
wa,s a ma,ximum.

Adsorption and Evaporation Characteristics.-Evi_
dence of been
obtained
barium, n tJ"#

deposited tem-
perature of the ribbon was raised to about g00oK., and iú
was fonnd that the emission from the front faoc thoreupon
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decreased while that flom t'he back face increased. X'inally
a stead"y state was reached when the emission was the same

from both faces. The amount, of barium on each face could
then be calculated from the previously determined relationship
between log i a'nd 0. Thus in a case where 80 per cent. of a
full monatomic layer had originally been deposited on one face,
the amount of barium found on each face after the heat treat-
ment, was 40 per cent. of a full layer. The barium must, there-
fore, have migrated from one face to the other without any
appreciable loss by evaporation.

In the course of some experiments the author once had.

occesion to carry out in parallel with those of Ryde and Harris,
he observed that if a plain tungsten filament that has been
covered with a complete layer of barium atoms is " poisoned "
by oxygen and. is then heat-treated at a temperature rather
above I000'K., the emission gradually recovers, ultimately
reaching a value and. exhibiting a stability of the same order
as that' from W-O-Ba. If the properties of the filament are
not practically those of a perfeot W-O-Ba system after the
first poisoning and recovery, one or more further poisonings
and. recoveries will generally make them so. This phenomenon
can only be accounted for by supposing that the poisoned
system W-Ba-O is transformed by the thermal treatment into
the system W-O-Ba, the layers of barium and oxygen changing

'places without any appreciable loss of barium.
Subsequent further study of the phenomenon by Ryde

and Harris showed that the less complete the poisoning, the
more readily does the " reversal " occur. Indeed., if oxygen
reaches the barium-activated filament sufficiently slowly, the
reversal a,ppears to be practically instantaneous, the rate of
decay at high temperat'ures (due to the evaporation of barium)
changing abruptly, without the occurrence of any appreciable
lpoisoning. On the other hand, a frlament, that has been
sufficiently completely poisoned at a low temperature normally
shows no tendency to recover. It is as if vacant, places in
ithe poisoning oxygen layer were necessary to give the barium
and. oxygen atoms room to change places.

It was found that with successive poisoning and recovery
Itreatments, X showed a tendency to decrease, approaching
la limit which was about the same as the lower limit of the
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X-values obtained in the ca,se of W-O-Ba formed in the more'
orthodox ma,nner. X'rom this it seems that the lowest va,lueg
of X correspond to the most, complete layers of oxygen under-r'
lying tho barium.

Reversal of Ba-O on tungsten may in any given case be
accelerated by nitrogen which, acting on the hot filament,
removes oxygen from it. Small amounts of nitrogen remove .

small amounts of oxygen and a normal reversal ensues. On
the other hand, if large doses of nitrogen are admitted, the
bulk of the oxygen may be " stripped. off " before reversal
has had time to occur, and then repeated oxygen poisonings
and recoveries are nece.ssarJ¡ in order to esta,blish an¡zthing
like a perfect W-O-Ba system.

There is evidence that nitrogen is able to remove oxygen'
from tungsten itsel-f at 1600'K.

By noting the rates of decay at difierent temperatures of
the thermionic activity of plain tungsten filaments covered
with various amounts of barium, Ryde and Harris have found
that for any given condition of the filament the temperature
variation of the atom evaporation raü'e 'io may be expressed
by a formula of the type

'i'o æ' e-tollil, ' (8)

where cr.ro is a constant. This constant cannot be very difierent
from the reversible work of evaporation of an atom. The:
various conditions of the filament surface were defined. by the
quantity

o --1ffj;-!9þ, (e)Iog ?,1 - Iog ?o

where ø is the electron emission from the fllament at a certain
temperature and ,io and i, are the corresponding emissions
for 0 :0 and d : I respectively. Now by means of Becker's
curve shown in X'ig. 30 we may find the values of d correspond-
ing to eaclr' @. In Table XVI the experimental values of
o) a aîe given for a number of values of @, and also the cor-
responding va,lues of d according to Becker's curv.e. We see
that there is an important decrease in <,.r, as 0 increases. This
is further evidence of the mutual depolarization of neigh-
bouring adsorbed atoms.
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The evaporation of barium from oxygenated tungsten was

,lways found to be much slower than from plain tungsten.
[hus, while aL 1250"K. it took only about thirty seconds for
he emission from barium on plain tungsten to fall to half
'alue after the passage of the B peak, it took many hours at
he same temperature in the case of barium on oxygenated,
ungsten. Incidentally, in the latter case the oxygen layer
vas left practically complete after the evaporation of the
)arium' 

TABLE xvr.

Rpr,¡,rroxsurp Bnrw¡plr @, 0 elrr.t uo.

0 oa (electron-volts) ,@

0.õ
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

o'2s
0.37
0'46
0'58
0.73

5.8
6.4
5.1
4.9
4.7

:I
r14

'

Multiple Atomic Layers of Barium and Oxygen on
fungsten.-Ryd.e and Harris have investigated the properties
rot only of the systems W-Ba and W-O-Ba, but also of
il-Ba-O and of the systems in which several atomic layers
if oxygen and barium were adsorbed on the tungsten filament.
ühile, in view of the experimental difficulties, they claim no

¡reat quantitative accura,cy for the values of X and A arrived.
rt in the various ca,ses, they do feel justified in claiming that
;he manner in which they found these quantities to change
rith changes in the contaminating layers is qualitatively
)orrect.
, We have seen how the systems W-Ba and W-O-Ba were
formed.. Beginning with these, the two systems which were
probably W-Ba, W-Ba-O, W-Ba-O-Ba, . . .) and W-O-Ba,
W-O-Ba-O, W-O-Ba-O-Ba, ., respectively, were built up.
[his was done as follows : In order to add one complete layer
bf barium atoms to a system which had last been treated
'with o*yg"tr, barium was cond.ensed on to it until the'emission
had passed through a maximum, and. then, by careful heat
breatment, the excess was evaporated off in the m&nner already
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described, for 'W-Ba and W-O-Ba. And in order to add
full monatomic layer of oxygen to a system ending with B¿
successive doses of oxygen were admitted, with the filamen-
cithcr cold or held at 800oK., until no further deplession c

the emission, measured at 800'K., occurred. The measurin
temperature rila,s too low for reversal to occur at, an appreciabì
rate. At the same time, it was probably high enough for an
second and further layers which might have condensed on to-
of the first layer added to be driven off. The constancy a

ihe emission l-reyt-rnd a oelta,in nurrber of oxygen doses admitter
was taken to be a criterion that some perfectly definite state
probahl;r tha,t of the acldition to the previor-r.s s)zstem of jus .

one complete layer of oxygen atoms, had been achieved.
It was found that the building up of a given multiatomi

contamination could in the simpler cases be reversed step b;
step by evaporating off the barium layers and either also evapor
ating off the oxygen or else stripping it ofi with nitrogen. t.
rather striking example of this process by the pure evaporatior
method carried out at 1250'K. with W-O-Ba-O-Ba is giver
in Table XVII.

TABLE XVII.

V¡¡r¿rro¡r or Eurgsror Dunrwe Ev¡ror¡erro¡r ¿.r 12õ0"K, rnonr
W-O-Ba-O-Ba.

Systam. Tlme (hours).

W-O-Ba
W-O-Ba-O

'W-O-Ba-O-Ba
o

l0å
.'E
35+
56LW-O-Ba (probably)
76
83

Il, is seerr that the emission meesured under given conditions
after passing through a minimum, reached a maximum al
56| hours which agreed very closely with the emission obtained
from W-O-Ba during the building up. It thereupon decayed
aga,in, owing to the evaporation of barium. The minimum

Dmis8¡on (mÂ).

Â,oeñ

0'00725
0'70
0'15 (min.)
0.4
0'55
0.94 (max.)
0.1s
0.004
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rst passed through did not agree with the value obtained
rr the emission from W-O-Ba-O, presumably because oxygen
egan to evaporate, exposing underlying barium, before the
raporation of the outermost, la¡rer of barium atoms was
rmplete.

The thermionic properties of the members of the two series
iere determined by observing their emissions at various
¡mperatures and plotting their Richardson lines. In the
a,ses where barium formed the last layer the thermionic
ptivity rilas âIways much higher, and so much longer and more

-l

-3
1.? 1.4 l'6 l'8 ?'o 2'? 2'4 ?'6 ?'8 3.0

{ (Electron-Volts)
X'rc. 31.

rccurate Richardson lines could be obtained than in the cases
yhere the last layer consisted of oxygen. Even in the latter
lases, however, results which were of some qtant'itative value
lould be obtained by using a sufficiently sensitive galvanometer
lor measuring the thermionic currents. Typical sets of va,lues

rf log A and X obtained for the two series are plotted in
Iig. 31. A shortened notation has been used for labelling the
roints whose meaning will be obvious. W-(Ba-O)r-Ba, for
)xample, stands for W-Ba-O-Ba-O-Ba-O-Ba.
I tt *itt be observed that, according to these data, log A
is roughly a linear function of x for all the completed systems
n which barium forms the last layer, irrespective of whether
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9
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Ba or O is next to the tungsten. On the other hand, th,
points representing systems ending with oxygen do not al
lie near a,ny one straight line. Possibly all the points repr€.
scnting systcms of the type W-(Ba-O),, where r¿ is a whol
number, lie near one straight line and those representin¡
systems of the type W-(O-Ba),-O lie near another, but sinc
only three points wero obtained corresponding to each type
of which two are very close to one another in the former cas,
and all three in the latter, this has not been establishet
experirrentally. It is interesting to note that the straig\

++

+3

+2

X*t
bto
J

-l

-2

X (Electron-Volts)

X'¡o, 32,

line which pa,sses most nearly through the W-(Ba-O), pointr
is roughly parallel to that representing the systems ending
with Ba.

In certain experiments strontium took the place of barium;
and the two series of systems W'-Sr, W-SI-O, W-Sr-O-Sr, . ..

and W-O-Sr, W-O-Sr-O, W-O-Sr-O-Sr, were built up,
Sets of (log A)-X points corresponding to members of both
series, with the exception of those of the type W-(Sr-O),,
for which the experimental data were not very a,ccurate, are
plotted. in X'ig. 32. It will be noted that the points correspond-,
ing to all the systems ending with Sr lie close to one straight
line, irrespective of whether Sr or O is next to thc tungsten,'

Y-0-Sr ,'
'0-Sr{,Átl'tt

(0-5F,L's")f0

v
,#

-0v-ló-s.
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ust as do the points for all the systems ending with Ba. The
)oints corresponding to the five first systems of the type
4r-(O-Sr)"-O all lie close to another straight line. fn addition
o these two lines, those of X'ig. 3f are re-drawn, dashed, in
iig. 3Z for comparison. It will be observed- that the line
or systems ending with Sr is very close to that for systems
nding with Ba. The other two lines are also, as it happens,
,lose toget'her, although the types of systems they represent
,re not really comparable.

It is to be noted that while the work functions of the sys-
ems ending with O are all higher than those of the systems
nding with Ba or Sr, they are still very much less than the
i'ork function of clean tungsten, viz, 4.5 e.v. Thus an over-
ying layer of oxygen must fall considerably short of neutral-
zing the whole of the beneficial effect of the Ba or Sr on the
hermionic activity.

As for the emission constant, this, it will be noted, is in every
ase except that of W-(Ba-O), less than 120 arnp.lcm.zdeg.2.
lhe A found for this system was 3500, which is greater than
he theoretical Ao by a factor of nearly 30. This is, perhaps,
Lot greater than the factor of uncertainty for systems ending
i,ith oxygen.

In the case of the series of systems containing strontium,
, pair of layers added to a given contamination was generally
ound to increase both X and A. An increase of both constants
n the addition of a pair of layers was also frequently observed
n the case of the systems containing barium. The increase
r A must, according to the modern theory which will be
fiscussed in Chapter V, be due to a decrease in the efiective-
Less of the resultant potential hump which reflects electrons.
|he electron-reflecting hump is that part of the potential hill
i'hich projects above the final image level. The hump can
iardly increase in thickness a,s more layers are added. and yet
recome less effective in reflecting electrons. Possibly the only
,rojecting part of the hill is that in the region oi the first
úrontium or barium layer.
i It is a remarkable thing that the A of W-Ba-O was actually
ound to be less than that of \V-Ba, in spite of the raising of
he final image level due to the addition of oxygen. According
o the modern theory this must mean that oxygen, adsorbed.
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on top of the barium, somehow increases the heiglit and/o.
thickness of the projecting hump although this is, presumably
underneath the barium.

The manncr in which log Â vû,rios with ;g as an additiona
Iayer is gradually buitt up on a given contamination has alsr

been investigated. An example of this, in which the origina '

system was W-Ba and the ad.ded layer oxygen, is illustrateq
in X'ig. 33. OnIy very small doses of oxygen were admitted a
a time and the thermionic constants determined after eacl

3

2

0

?.1

X (Electron-Volts)
Fre, 33,

one. Emission readings for the plotting of a Richardson linr .

were in each case confined to temperatures sufficiently. lor
to avoid " reversal " of the barium and oxygen layers. Thr
various (log A)-X points in X'ig. 33 are numbered in the order l

in which they were obtained. The decided loop which repre
sents these data is in striking contrast to the straight linel 

-
representing those for the various series of completed systems

A qualitatively similar (log A)-X loop was found in the casr
of the transition from W-Ba-O to W-O-Ba by reversal, only
of course, in this case the points were obtained in the reversr
order.
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Snorron IV.

GENER,AL.

Miscellaneous Contaminations.-fn addition to the
ases of contaminated metals discussed at length in the
ireceding sections, there are a number of others (all, incident-
llly, cases of gas contaminations) which have been studied
¡r a general way and. which we shall now briefly consid.er.

Hydrogen, when it has any efiect at all, usually enhances
he emission from metals. A beneficial effect, of hydrogen
'n the thermionic emission from platinum, for example, has
leen reported in much of the earlier literature.* More
ecently, DuBridge 12 has observed a large increase also in
he photoelectric emission from platinum after heat treat-
nent in hydrogen. fn this case the platinum had had a very
horough outgassing prior to exposure. The emission sub-
equently decreased to the value characteristic of clean
rlatinum when the specimen was heated for a short time in
, yacuum. Lockrow,as on the other hand, has reported. that
he efiect of hydrogen on the thermionic emission from pure
rlatinum is probably nil. There is reason to believe, however,
see Chapter II), that the final surface of Lockrow's specimen
yas less clean than that of DuBridge's.

According to Simon,sa hydrogen will, in a comparatively
hort space of time, increase the emission from tantalum
Leated in it to a value which is very close to that obtained in
he absence of hydrogen only after a very prolonged and severe
rutgassing treatment. Probably in this case the hydrogen
imply helps to remorre adsorbed. oxygen, perhaps in a manner
limilar to that in which nitrogen removes oxygen from barium
)n tungsten and. apparently also from plain tungsten.
r The opposite efiect, viz. a depression of the emission due
io hydrogen, was observed many years ago by Langmuir.ss
lhis was found to be only an indirect efiect, however. Glowing
iungsten ca,uses hydrogen molecules that come into contact

I * Uo" a comprehensive survoy of this and. other early observations on
he effects of gases on therrnionic emission, soe O. W. Richardson, ,, The
lmission of Electriciûv from IIot Bodies," Longmans, Green & Co., 2nd odition
11921), Chapter IV.

t2
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with it to brealc up into âtoms,az' 36 and the atomic hydroge
is a very powerful reducing agent for metallic oxides, such a

tungsten oxide cond.ensed on the walls of the bulb or filrn
of oxide presel[ t-ru ühe lead-in wires. The resulting watc
.rapour, corning into contact wibh the hot filament'. oxiclize

it, with liberation of hydrogen. While the bulk of the oxid
formed on the fi.lament surface immediately evaporates,
monatomic film of oxygen will, except at the highest ter
peratures, remain behind, depressing the emission. Langmui
found the emission to remain d.epressed, even after iLe hyclroge

had been pumped âwa,y. When, however, the bulb cont'ainin
l"-',1"^^-- -ro o i-*orsorì in linrr id c.ir cwa,nore,f,ion of watc¡,.1 \¡ ¡ \,óv¡¡ - '-r'-

vapour from its walls being thus prevented, the emissio

obtained from the filament after flashing at' a high temperatur
was that characteristic of clean tungsten, the hydrogen n
longer having any efiect on it.

In contrast to Langmuir's results, Simon 55 has report'e
that hydrogen enhances the emission from tungsten. N
appreciable time-lag was found in his experiments, th
emission returning to the value it, had before admission of t'h
hydrogen shortly after it was pumped awaY.

An efiect of hydrogen on the emission from potassium w¿

observed. a few yea,rs ago by Laird.ze Observations of tb
thermionic activity after successive cleansings of a potassiur
surface by distillation, followed by contaminations of t'h

surface by hydrogen, led- to the conclusion that the larg
l,hermionic currents frequently obtained. from potassium ar

due to hydrclgen contamination
Oxygen has almost invariably been found to have a deprei

sing efiect on thermionic and photoelectric activity. \ryit
the case of oxygenated tungsten rve have already dealr

I)uBridge 12 has also observed a depression of the photoelectri
emission from platinum after heating in dry air. The actil
constituent of the air was presumablv oxygen. These tw
cases a,re but examples of what' probably occurs to a greatt
or lesser extent with all metals.

Water va,pour, also, has generally been found to poiso
the emission from metals. It is mainly for this reason th¿
it is so necessa,ry to bake out all glass work at a high tempera
ture in a good vacuum before thermionic or photoelectri
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measurenrents are mad.e, for otherwise weter vapour will be
¡iven ofi from the glass at, an appreciable rate for almost
tndefinite periods. Probably in most cases the water vapour
limply oxidizes the surface of the metal, its effect, thus being
;he same as that of oxygen. The oxides of carbon have also
been observed to have an efiect similar to that of oxygen.
ì A depression of the emission from tungsten due tÃitrogen
las been reported by Langmuir,ss There was no efiect, how-
)ver, until the accelerating voltage applied to the anode
lxceeded a certain minimum value. Langmuir has recently
rhown 3a that,, as in the case of hydrogen, this effect is an
ndirect one, and is in reality due to oxygen poisoning. When
;he energy of the.electrons exceeds a certain value, metastable
nolecules of nitrogen (" active " nitrogen) are formed, and
vhen these come into contact with oxidized electrod.e surfaces
rr with the glass walls (no matter how well these may have
¡een baked out) reduce the metallic oxides or adsorbed moisture,
iberating oxygen, which then poisons the emitter.

A remarkable empirical relationship has been found by
üilson,5e Richardson 61 and others to hold between the A and
, of metals contaminated with various kinds and quantities
rf gases. This is

logA: t*nX, (I0)

vhere f arrd r¡ are constants, 4 being positive. Examples
rf this are shown in n'ig. 34, where the values of log A and X
ound by Langmuir.,35 DuBridge,ls and Richardson and Youngoz
or variously contaminated tungsten, platinum and potassium
espectively are plotted. We have seen that the same kind
,f relationship holds for certain definite groups of the various
iases of completed single and alternating multiple layers of
rarium and oxygen on tungsten investigated by Ryde and
farris.

A possible theory of such a variation of A with X for cases
f atomically thick contaminations wilt be considered in
)hapter V. In this, the A found experimentally is assumed-

þ be the true A, i.e. it is identified with (t - t)Ao. While,
iowever, this theory might well account for the potassium
lata represented in n'ig. 34, if we disregard the highest point,
I is certainly not possible to apply it to the corresponding
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data for tungsten and platinum and at the same time takt
Ao to have its theoretical value, vtz, l'2O amp'/cm'2deg'2
since most of the values of A found for these -"t'ulu exceec

the theoretical Ao by large factors. There is as yet' no l'hcor5

by means of which these data could be accounted for.
While, empirically, eQn. (10) describes the variation of I'

with ¡ in a large number of cases, it by no means always doel

so. fhoa, ut *" have seen, when the surface concent'ratior

of barium or oxygen forming the outside of a multiple-Iaye:
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l-re. 34.-showing approximateþ linea,r relatiolehip between.logA- and X

for poùassiuñ, tingsten and platinum, variousþ contaminatod

contamination on tungsten is varied, logA does not var
linearþ with X. n'or the somewhat analogous case of 
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atoms adsorbed. on a metal we have unfortunately not ye

eny very accura,te experimental data.
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CONDITION OF ADSORBED PARTICLES I8I
Jurface pa,rticles are of the bulk metal or are t'hose of an
¡dsorbed foreign material. In the latter case, the more
rlectropositive the particles, the more we shall expect them
;o be distorted, and the question naturally arises whether
Jome or all of them may not be ionized.
I Now when the metal is at a high temperature. the ad-
lorbed particles will naturally not all be in exact'ly the same
;ondition al, any moment, and it is perfect'ly feasible that
some might be atoms and others ions. And from the observed
lact that when adsorbed electropositive particles like cæsium
)vaporate, some do so as neutral atoms while others evaporate
ls positive ions, Becker a has argued that both kinds of particle
must,, in fact, be represented in the adsorbed" film, and for one
rase, that of barium on tungsten, he has attempted to cal-
:ulate what proportion of the particles is ionized.

This calculation is as follows : It is assumed that an adsorbed
ltom has no efiect on the work function, the observed. de-
pression of this quantity by the contamination being due
lntirely to those particles that are ionized. Let the number
rf these per unit area be Nr. The positive charges in the plane
rccupied by the ions may be thought of as smeared out into a
irniform sheet of charge, whose surface density is Nr.ø. There
*ilt t" an equal sheet of charge, but of opposite sign, induced.
rn the " surface " of the metal underneath and. the field E
between these sheets must, therefore, by well-known electro-
ltatic principles, be given by

E : 300 . 4zrN, e volts/crn. (tl)
If the distance between the sheets of charge is l, the lowering
rf the work function by the positive ions must be

, - LX : eÈl: 300 . 4nN, ø21 electton-volts, (12)

and by equating this to the observed lowering of the work
tunction due to the contamination one may determine the
value of N, l. Ilence, finally, if one knows the total number
bf adsorbed particles per unit area and the distance Z, the frac-
bion of the adsorbed particles that are ionized can at once be
found.
i We have seen that - AX for an optimum film of barium
atoms on tungsten is 4'54 - l'5u : 3'0 e.v. X'or Z, Becker
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assumed the value 1'53 X I0-8 cm., which is the radius of a

Ba+ ion in a polar compound. Substituting these values in '

eqn. (1r) one obtains I'l x 1014 for Nr. Becker took - A¡.
to be 2'8 instead of 3'0 e.v., and this would make N, only
1.02 X I01a instead. of I'I X 1014, but the difference is not
important. For the maximum numbel of barium ions that
could be packed in a square or close-packed two-dimensional
lattice per unit area Becker calculated from X-ray data
l'06 X 1015 and 1.22 x 1015 respectively, i.e. something of
the order of ten times the value founcl for Nr. Hence he.

concluclecl t'hat roughly 10 per cent. of the adsorbed particles'
:- ^ ¡..tt I^--^*, --^:^.^^ -'^l +L^ -^*^:-l^- -+^*^ 

^..l ^:-^^tlÌ â ltlll lô.)'Ea @19 tv¡lù (tilu Ùl¡u rLl¡rcÙltltlu! (turrlltñ. nll(¡ rìlllLt.,.

as the curve of I'ig. 30 indicates, each barium particle is on the
¿ì,verage about, twice as effective in reducing the work function
rvhen 0 is small as it is when 0 is equa,l to 1, Becker further
concluded that when the surface is sparsely covered something
like 20 per cent. of the aclsorbed particles are ionizecl. He seems,

however, to have overlooked the fact that if rnost of the'
arì-sorbed particles are atoms, the rnaximum number in a single
Iayer must, be less than the maximum number of ions, and
that therefore the proportion of particles that are ions must,
for full ancl for sparse covering, be somewhat greater than
l0 and 20 per cent,. respectively. :

Becker's theory is open to certain criticisms, quite apart
from this slip, however. It may in the first place be quest'ioned
whether the maximum number of particles of either kind tha!
can be adsorbed in a single laver is uniquelv determined, as

Becker supposed it to be, by the efiective diameters of barium
ions ancL atoms as determined from X-ray data, or whether
the adsorbed particles a,rra,nge themselves, as Langmuir has.
assumed in the case of thorium and of cæsium on tungsten.
in conformity with the underlying tungsten lattice. Accord-.
ing to Ebert and Hartm&nn,l? barium crystallizes in a bodv-
centred c'rbic lattice, the lattice constant being 5'01Ä. And
tungsten, a,s we have seen, is also body-centred cubic, with
a lattice constant of 3'154.. Thus the shortest distance
between barium atoms in a, crystal of bariurn is 4'34,{., while
the length of a diagonal of a face of a tungsten unit cell is
4.45Ã., i.e. slightly greater. Hence if the adsorbed, barium
conforms to the underlying tungsten lattice there would
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rrobably be just half as many barium atoms in a full layer
ls there are underlying surface tungsten atoms, i'e. 7'13 X l0r¿

tet cm.2.
It also seems questionable whether I should really be taken

r,s small as the efiective radius of a Ba+ ion in a polar salt.
tf it is assumed that an adsorbed barium particle is robbed
lf an electron, then, surely, this electron must revolve about
,,he und.erlying tungst particle
a negative ion. This inducerl
iharge." Arrd if it it is in
Becker's theory, that he same

msumption ought logically to be made also for the tungsten
.on. Íhus it would appear that the efiective distance between
bhe two sheets of charge should- be t'aken as the sum of the
radii of the barium and tungsten ions, rather t'han t'he radius
rf the former alone. This would rnake l, a round 3Å. instead
rf the assumed l'5Ä. Taking this value for I and assuming

rne ad.sorbed. barium particle to every two underlying surface

also be d.istorted, and" wili therefore by no mea'ns be the same

thing as an isolated ion in space. It is easily seen that in this

"r*"-th" 
distortion must, be in such a sense as to tend. to neutral-

ize its ionization. Thus an adsorbed atom contributes more

than the a,ssumed nothing to the lowering of the work function,
,while an adsorbed ion contributes less than the amount
lassumed. And since we do not know how much more, in t'he
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Field Effects.-It has been known for a long time tha
for relatively weak applied fields the emission from a meta
having a monatomic surface contamination does not saturat,
neally so well as does that from a clean metal, particular.l-
if the contaminating layer of atoms is incomplete. This i
shown, for example, by the curves of X'ig. l0 and again by tha
of X'ig. f7. Various attempts, already briefly referred to il
Chapter I, have been made to explain this phenomenon, bu,
so fa,r none of them have been very successful quantitatively.

The onÌy i;heory i;hai; in any way meei;s the case ir

Langmuir's " patch " theory.tt It is assumed that most o
the contamination collect's into more or less definite pa+,ches

the surface concentration on the remaining areas being re
latively small. Let, us suppose, in order to fix the ideas, tha
only two surface concentrations ale represented and tha
the contamination is electropositive with respect to the bull
metal. If the emitter is in equilibrium with an externa
electron gas, the amount of work that must be done on at "

electron in the interior of the metal to extract it must be thr
same whether it, makes its exit t'hrough a patch where thr .

surface concentration is great (a " more active " patch) or

through one where it is small (a " Iess active " patch). Thir
can only be so if there are local fields which retard. the exi:
of electrons from the more active patches and accelerate then
from the less active ones, the line-integral of the field betweer
the two kinds of patches being equal to their contacú potentia
difierence. If now the equilibrium is upset by the applicatior
of an electron-accelerating field, the exit of electrons from thr
more active patches will be greatly facilitated by the grad.ua
neutralization of the local electron-r'etarding fields, while tha' .

from the less active patches will be relatively little afiected
since the fields there are already electron-accelerating. Tht
abnormal growth of emission with field will go on until thr
electron-retarcling fields at the more active patches ar(
entirely neutralized.'Ihereafter, the emission-field relation
ship will follow approximately the Schottky law. This
clualitatively, is precisely what is actually observed.

A few yea,rs a,go, Compton and Langmuir r0 carlied out ¿

quantitative investigation of the effects of certain kinds o:

p-atches, but were ìrnable to make their theoretical curver
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imitate those observed except above a certain lower limit,
of field strength and with assumed patches of quite improbable
dimensions. Their view of the mat'ter was subst'antially as

follows : To each value of the applied field there corresponds,

as we saw in Chapter I, a certain distanc
,rrhere the applied and image fields just
and. this distance increases as the applied
Thus in the case of sufflciently weak applied fi,elds, øo will be

greater t fields due
,io any AII the

charges ght of as

smeared. e emitter
must, behave as if there
were no patches, giving
,a normal Schottky efiect.
On the other hand, when
the applied" field is so

strong that øo is of a

lesser ord.er than the
linear dimensions of the
patches, we shall again
,have a normal Schottkylefiect. The Schottky line
for strong fields must, of Æ
'course, lie appreciably F¡e. 86.-Theoreüical rolaúionship betweon
higher than that for logd a,nd y'n to" a patchy surfaco.

weak fields, as will be
obvious on consideration of the changes with applied field of
the resultant, potential hills in the regions of the t'wo kinds
of patches. At intermediate applied fields there must be a
transition from the lower to the upper Schottky line. Thus

j if AB and, CD in Fig. 35 are these two lines, we shall expect
i th" (log r;)-rlE relationship for the patchy surface to be
' represented by a curve qualitatively like AGHKD. 'We 

see

thãt the part HKD of this curve is similar to the experimental
i curve of X'ig. 17.

, The curve of X'ig' 17, which is typical of those obtained

a.0
o

fJ

with partially covered surfaces, coinoides with the Schottky
line for applied freld strengths above about 20,000 volts per

cm. For this E, the value of øo is, by eqn' (79) of Chapter I,
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about, l'3 X 10-6 cm., ancl since, according to the above theory,
this must, be small compared with the linear dimensions of the
patches, we may take these to be something like l0-5 cm.
&cross and each to contain, therefore, sornething like 105, or
at the very least 10a, adsorbed atoms. This is a serious diffi,-
culty of the theory, for the spontaneous formation of two.
dimensional " crystals " of such a size seems hardly reconcilable
with the repulsions between neighbouring adsorbed atoms foq
which, a,s we ha,ve seen, ther.e is a certain amount of evidence.

l{ow let us consider the iower part of the theoretical curve
of X'ig. 32. With patches of the assumed size the field strength
eorrespondJng to the point G on this curye cân hardl;' be
greater than 500 volts per cm. and it may perhaps be as small
as I00 volts per cm. In the cese of ordinary electrode dimen-
sions these fields would, if there wel'e no space charge, occur
at the very low anode potentials of about 10 volts and 2 volts
respectively. On account of space charge the corresponding
anode potentials will in general be somewhat higher. In any
case, however, owing to the complications arising out of space
charge and, as we sa,w in Chapter f, also surface roughness,
it would be a matter of some difficulty to determine the precise
nature of the (logi)-\/ß relationship for these low fields.
While a relationship such as is indicated by the part AGH of
the theoretical curve has never actually been observed, it has
also not, so far as the author is aware, been established experi-
mentally that such a relationship does not exist. 'I'hus the
large scale it is necessarv to assume for the patchwork, althouqh
a serious ctifficulty of the theory, is, so far a,s we know, also
the only difficulty.
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CIIAPTER IV.

OXIDE CATHODES

A¡ oxide cathode may be defined as the system that resulte
when a me+,al is eoated '¡'ith one or more of the elkaline earth
oxides and. the whole is then subjected to a suitablo " activat-
ing " or "forming " treatment.

Oxide cathod.es are remarkable both for their high therm-
ionic activity and for their variability. Thus, for example,
one whose coating aonsists largely or entirely of barium oxide
will, under the most favourable conditions, give as much as -

,f-f amp./cm.z emission at a barely visible red heet.4o' 6(

But the emission is very sensitive both to the residual gases
to which the cathode is exposed and to its past history. The
phenomena exhibited by these cathodes are so complex, that
although they have been the object of serious study since
their discovery by Wehnelt 51in 1903, it is only quite recently
that anything approaching a çsmplete theory of their action
has been worked out.

The variation of the emission of oxide cathodes with
temperature is of the same type as that of other thermionic
emitters, obeying Richardson's formula. There is, however,
liütle approach to agreement regarding the values of the
therrrionic constants. These undoubtedly vary considerably
with the physical condition as woll as with the chemical nature
of the constituent parts of the cathod.es. The earliest pub-
lished values of the work functions obtained with the oxides
coated on platinum or platinum-iridium corefl were all of the
order of 3-4 e.v.õl' 82' 18, 46 Recentþ, however, much lower'
values have been obtained. n'or example, those found by
Espe 16 in very careful me&surements made in 1926 were 0.99
e.v. for B,uO, 1.27 e.v. for SrO and 1.77 e.v. for CaO, all on a
platinum-iridium core. One of the main roa,sons for this
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,ha,nge is undoub nce made in vacuum

;echriique in the a The sensitivity of

lxid.e cathodes to well illustrated by an

rxperiment of Koller,30 in which, by merely exposing an activ-
rtád coated filament to oxygen at 11200 mm' pressure for a

thort time, he changed the work function from l'04 to 3'10 e.v.

Anot,her condition with which the thermionic properties

of an oxid.e cathod.e may vary is the temperature'll' 17

Davisson and Germer 11 found the sudden change of emission

accompa,nying an alteration in temperat'ure to be followed

by a ';crelp i fu a new equilibrium value' This is illustrate<l

0'50

0.?8

200

Trme (Seconds)

Fre' 36'-Gradual change in thermionic acüivity of an oxido cathode
following a chango in tomperaturo'

by the curve of X'ig. 36, which was obtained. by t'hem' After
the emission from a filament heated by a current of 1'01 amp'
had become steady, the heating current was suddenly lowered

to 0'81 amp. The emission thereupon gradually increasecl

from an initial value at the new temperat'ure in the neighbour-
hood of 0'285 mA. to a final steady value of 0'485 mA' The

curve shows all but the last part of this increase' Davisson

r and Germer also found that the Richardson line represent'ing
, the initial emissions after sud.den changes from a given tem-
perature difiered in slope from that representing the final
ãmissions sometimes by as much as 25 per cent'. That the
former gave the true work function is indicated by the fact that
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it agreecl perfectly with the yalue determinecl calorimetricalli
at the same temperature. Recent calorimetric measurementr ,

by Heinze 2? also point to a temperature dependence of tht
condition of oxirLe cathocì.es, bhe measured rvork funotion¡
having been found to increase quite appreciably with tem
perature.

Preparation of Oxide Cathodes.-The effi.ciency of a

cathode of given chemical ingredients seems to depend to somt
extent on the method by which the coating has been appliei
to the core. For a full description of the various methods
employed the reader should consult an article by Statz.rr
IVe shall confìne ourselves here to a brief sketch.

The core wire or ribbon may be drawn through or clippecl
into the coating material in the form of alkaline earth carbonãte.
hydroxide, nitrate, peroxide or oxide, or a mixture of two
or more of these, held eiúher in suspension or in solution in a
suitable " ca,ttiet," e.g. water or amyl acetate. Alternatively.
the coating material, together wilh a ,, binder,,, may ù"
sprayed on to the core. If the compound chosen is the
nitrate, the canier is sometimes dispensed with, the core
being simply drawn through a bai,h of the molten salt. If
the core metal is such that it is not easily oxidizecl, a length
of it may be kept red-hot in air by passing a current through,
it ancl a crystal of nitrate or finely divided alkaline earih
rnaterial containerl in a stick of parallìn wax, sealing wax or
lesin drawn along it.

If the coating material is first applied to the core in a form
oi;her than i;he oxide it, is necessary to break it down to the
oxide subsequently by a suitable heat treatment, whereupon,
incidentally, anv remaining carrier or binder material is drive^
off ancl the coating is rendered firmly adherent to the core.
This operation is hnown as " sintering." fn the case of an
easily oxidizable core metal this must, of course, be carried.
out, either in a vacuum or in a non-oxidizing atrnosphere. If
the coated wire is to be exposed to air for any length of time
after sintering it is bcst to sinter in carbon dioxicle and sul¡-
sequently break down the resulting carbonate in the vessel
in which the cathorle is to be used while this is being pumped.
X'or the preparation of cathodes on a small scale a coñvenient
rnethod is to dip the wire once or several times in a, wa,ter
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ruspension of a finely divided (ball-milled) alkaline earth carbon-
ate, drying after each dip. The wire is then given a final dip
into molten paraffil wax, which, on solidifying, protects the
:oating from mechanical injury. The cathod.e is now ready
for mounting. The wax all disappears in the " bake " on the
pump, and when the wire is heated to dull redness the carbon-
i,te decomposes, leaving the oxid.e as a hald, tenacious coating.

Arnold.2 has found that if, in the process of coating a

platinum-iridium core with barium oxide, the sintering is
done in air, there is formed next to the core " a firmly adhering
layer due to chemical reactions between the coating
and the core." Analysis showed the compound present, in
largest amount in this layer to be barium platinate (BaPtOr).
Becker a states that these compounds are decomposed. when
the cathode is subsequently heated to a high temperature in
a, vacuum and that " this leaves a fi.nely dispersed metal mixed
with the oxides and gives the fiIaments a greyish appearance."

While coatings prepared in the above manner are usually
of the order of 10,000 to 50,000 molecules thick, it is important
to note that' there is no fundamental virtue in having so great
a thickness. A film of oxide distilled on to a clean wire from
á neighbouring coated wire and consisting of only a single
closely packed layer of molecules, or even less, has been found
to give an emission by no mea,ns inferior to that obtainable
rfrom " bulk " coatings.l2

A technique for the preparation of oxitle cathodes which
is quite different from those discussed above is that usually
known as the " barium-vapour process." The filament,
which is of tungsten, is not provided with any alkaline earth
material at all before it is mounted in its bulb with the other
,electrodes, but is, insteacl, superficially oxidized. One of the
other electrodes, usually the anode, is coated on the side

,facing the filament with barium azide (BaNu). This decom-
poses during the early part of t'he bake (as soon as its tem-
perature reaches about, 160"C.), giving ofi nitrogen, which is

,pumped. âwa,y, and leaving behind a black mass of finely
ldivided metallic barium. At this stage the barium generally
istill contains a considerable quantity of nitrogen in an occluded
form, most, of which is, however, readily driven off by heating
the anode to dull redness for a few seconds, after which the
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tube rrra-y l)o seùlerl ofl lrorrr the pump. By now keeping the
a,nod.e at or just below a visible red heat, and simultaneously
heating the filament to briglit redness, its coating of tungsten
oxide is reclucecl by barium vapolrr, bariunr oxide being formerl
in its place. This is intimately mixecl wittr finely divided
red.uced tungsten, which gives it, a black or greyish a,ppearance,
ifhe anode may be kept hot during the reduction either by high-
frequency induction or by electron bombardment, from the
filament.

The therrnionic constants of bari'¡m-ye,pour'-process eethodes
have been determined by Espe.rs The results of two such
determinations were A : f .1 X l0-r amp./cm.zdeg.z, X: f .0g

e.v. and A : 3.0 X l0-1 amp./cm.2degj, X: I'10 e.v. llhese
consta,nts represent a, much higher emission than those obtained
earlier by Espe for a barium oxide on platinum-iridium
"paste " cathode, viz. A:3 X l0-a amp./cm.2deg.2, X:0.99
e.v. During the last few years, however, " pastã " cathotLes
have been very considerably improved, and the emissions now -

obtained from them are in no wa\¡ inferior to those of vapoul-
process cathodes.

Activation and Ðeactivation.-To activate 01. " foïm "
an oxide cathode it is sometimes sufficient to heat it to bright
redness for a minute or two.22' 26, se, 36 This is particularly
efiective if the core is alloyed with a small percentage of some
red.ucing metal. In general, howcver, a much be+,ter activation
i.s seeured by clrawing a strong electron current from the
cathode simultaneously with heating it.A'r?,4s' 4t' The time
rlecessaiJ/ io rìevciop i,he fuil emission depends upon the
f;emperature, the space current taken, the thickness of the
coating and the residual gases to which the cathode is exposed.
It may be as short as a few minutes or as long as several hours,
or even days. It is most rapid in the case of thinly coated
cathod.es held at a relatively high l,ernperaf,ure in a good
vacuum whilst a vigorous electron current is drawn. The
dependence of the growth of the ernission (measured under
given conditions) on the temperature and the space current
taken is well illustrated by the curve of n'ig. 3T obtained. by
Espe.l? This represents the emission as a function of time as
t'he temperature and anode potential are changed in steps.

There is some want of agreernent, as to whether the growth
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rf emission is due to a change in the emission constant, or in
;he work functiorr, or both together. Richardson lines plotted
ly Espe 1? at various stages of activation are all parallel, in-
licating that A alone changes. On the other hand, Detels la

rnd. Huxford 31 have found that activation is accompanied by
¡ steady decrease of both consta,nts, there being, in the case

tf Huxford's dat'a,
r, not quite linear
relationship between
iog A and X.

fn the early stages
rf activation with
rpa,ce current, gas
s evolved from
rhe cathode which
Detels 1a has suc-
rced.ed in id.entifying
rpectroscopically as
rxygen. Its initial
:ate of evolution
f,as been observed
by Horton 2e to be
within 8 per cent.
rf that required by
!'araday's law on the
msumption that the
loating cond.ucts the
;hermionic current
rlectrolytically. The
)xygen yield falls off
ts activation proceeds, however, and frnally becomes quite
regligible. According to Becker,a a well-aged cathod.e can be
made to evolve oxygen only by drawing a strong'electron
)urrent, from it at not too low a temperature. If the tem-
cerature is also not too high (not much more than about
t00"K.) the oxygen comes ofr. ølone, i.e. unaccompanied by
¡lkaline earth metal.
j n'rom the fact that oxygen is lost by a cathode during
¡ctivation, it is to be inferred that an activated. cathode must
liffer from an unactivated one in being relatively richer in

l3
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Fre. 37.-Time changes in the acüivity of an
oúde cathodo resulting from changes in iús tem-
perature and in tho anodo potential.
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alkaline earth metal. It has, indeed, been shown by Becker
that if a well-activated cathode whose coating consists of
mixture of barium and strontium oxides is " flashed " at abou
1250'I(., barium evaporates frorn it, but that none is obtair:
able at, the same temperature from an unactivated cathode
(Incid.entally, Gehrts 23 has recently confi.rmed that bariur.
practically una,ccompa,nied by strontium evaporates from aj
over-heated active mixed BaO-Sro-coated. cathode by ob
serving spectroscopically the glow procluced in the vaporizei
metai by an eiectric discharge.) ,A.n<i such high-temperatur'
flashing has been observed by a number of investigators tr
result in a loss of activity.

An active cathode may be deactivated not only by flashing
but also by exposing it to an electronegative gas, such a
oxygen. During such exposure the excess alkaline eartl
metal must necessarily become oxidized and the cathode reverl
at least chemically, to its original, inactive condition.

The Free Barium Theory.-We have seen that, an activ
cathode differs from an inactive one in the possession o

excess barium * and that if this excess is destroyed., either b.
evaporation or by oxidation, the activity is lost. The onl;
natural conclusion to draw from these facts is that it is to th,
presence of the excess barium that the activity is due. Thi
theorv was first advanced by l(oller 3B and is now generall.
accepted. X'urther items of evidence supporting it are th,
following : (l) Bariurn, distilled on to an inactive cathode
activates it.a (2) Barium has been detected spectroscopicall'
in the cores of activated, but, not of unactivated filaments.
(3) Higher emissions and longer lives are obtainable fron
coated nichel alloyed with barium than from pure nicke
similarly coated.?

The barium obviously cannot be present in the cathod,
in ordinary bulk form, for then it would have a vapour pressurr
in the normal operating range of temperatures of the orde
of some centimetres of mercury. 'Ihe actual barium va,pou:
pressure is, of course, of a much lower order than this. I
is, in fact, so low that the useful lives of oxide cathod.es unde.
normal operating conditions are of the order of hundreds o;

* In what follorvs barium rvill be wriôten for short where barium ond/o
strontiurn altl/or calciurn is rloauü.
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rousa,nds of hours. In what form can the excess ba,rium be,
ren ? It has been suggested that it combines chemically
'ith the original oxide, forming a suboxide.al Careful X-ray
nalysis of an active cathode fails to support this suggestion,
orilever; the only lines that appear are those of the core
nd. of the normal monoxide.s There remain one or more of
he following possibilities : (t) The barium may be dissolved
r the core ; (\ if may be dissolved in the coating ; (3) it
ray be adsorbed as a fiIm of a monatomic ord.er of thickness
rn the surface of the core and/or coating. That barium
nay be dissolved in the core is, as we have seen, indicated
ry spectroscopic analysis. The question of its solution in
he coating will be discussed later. And its existence as a
nonatomic adsorbed film, at least on the surface of the coat-
ng, is the natural explanation of the high thermionic activity
rf cathodes containing free barium. We shall see presently
hat there is strong evidence in favour of this in the depend-
rnce of the emission from an initially inactive cathode on the

luantity of barium distilled on to it' from an external source.
Now let us consider the question of how much barium there

nay be in the adsorbed form. The barium is first formed.
irom the oxide by chemical reduction * and in general sub-
lequently also by electrolysis, first making its appearance at
;he core/coating interface and thence difiusing to the outside

¿f the coating. In the equilibrium condition, then, there must
re adsorbed. barium on all the free faces of all the crystals of
;he coating, and the core metal surface may perhaps be

rimilarly covered.. Thus it is plain that the total quantity of
ldsorbed barium may greatly exceed that which would suffice
bo cover the macroscopic superfi.cial area of the cathode. Un-
fortunately we have no very definite knowledge concerning
bhe sizes of the oxid.e crystals or of their relation to one another'

I * tt has also boen suggostod 22 that barium may tro producod in tho
laühodo by thermal dissociation of the oxido. S. Dushman 16 has pointed
rut, howover, thaü iü is highly irnprobablo ùhaü this c&n occur below tho
melting-poinü of nickel (a core motal in comrnon use), calculations having
þhown ühat " with tho most, favourable assumptions tho dissociation prossuro
pt T : 1000"K, would be less ùhan 1$a0 aüm' On the othor hand, t:il#3|;

ThO tr:lgston
ry to y greater

bxtont than ùho reducüion of a vory small {raction of tho barium oxido presont."
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It has, however', l¡een shown by X-ray analysis of an actir
coating 8 that, no important fractjon of the crystals have line¿
dimensions less than 10-5 cm. or greater than l0-s cm. Thu
remembering that each crysta,ì has six fa,ces a,nd a,ssuming the
each face is a freely exposed. surface, it may readily be ca
culated 1,hat, of all the barium atoms (combined and ur
combined) in the coating the proportion adsorbed on crystt
faces must be between 0'05 and. 0.0005 per cent. If not a
the crystal faces are free, the proportion may be less. fn an
ease, 0'05 per cent. mus+, t¡e regarded as the upper limit.

Becker has found that the quantity of barium that ooul
be distilled. from a well-activated filament whose coating wa
about 20,000 molecular layers thick without appreciabl
afiecting its emission was as much as hundreds o{ times tha
which would have covered the macroscopic surface area wit.
a single layer of atoms, that is to say, several per cent. of th
quantity originally present (combined with oxygen) in th
coating. IJnless there was a continual formation by reductior-
of fresh barium during the flashing-which is, of course, i

possibility-this can only mean that in addition to the ad.
sorbed barium thcrc must have been a considerable " reser
voir " of dissolved barium in the core and/or coating from whicl
the surface barium was replenished as it evaporated. Th,
existence of such a " reservoir " would account for a phenom
enon reported. by Koller 36 and- Espc,rT viz. l}rat the emissior
from a cathod.e which has been deactivated by excessivr
flashing may often be recovered subsequently by holding thr
cal,irode Íor sorne iirne ai a rnuch iower iemperaiure. Tht
probable explanation is that at the lower temperature fresl
barium difiuses to the emitting surface to take the place o:

that removed by flashing, just as thorium does in the casr
of thoriated. tungsten.

The dependence of the emission of an initially rather in -

active coated flIament upon the quantity of barium distilleC
on to it has been studied by Becker.a 'I'he fiIament was firsl
glowed for several minutes at about 1300'K. in order to par.-
tially deactivate it. It was then held at a much lower tem-
perature, viz. 600"K., and exposed to a constant supply ol
barium from a neighbouring active filament heated to i+00'K,
The emission from the test filament was observed as a function
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I time. The kind of relationship found is shown in the part
.B of the curve in X'ig. 38. Upon the supply of barium now
eing stopped and the filament held at t'he temperatures
25",710",800o and 890"K. in succession the further depend-
rce of the emission on the time was found to be represented

the parts of the curve BC, CD, DE and En' respectively.
It will be noted that the general form of this curve is similar

¡ that of X'ig. 27, which shows the analogous case of tungsten
rposed
Ì

to a source of barium. It undoubtedly also has a

2

20 30 40 50 80
Tlue (Mínutes)

Fre. 38.

imilar explanation, except, in this one particular, that whereas
r the barium-on-tungsten experiments the time changes
þcurring after the cut-ofi of the barium supply were due to
re evaporation of barium, in the present case the tempera-
lres were far too low for appreciable evaporation to have
bcurred. The corresponding time changes must therefore
hve been due, as Becker has shown, to the removal of barium
iom the emitting surface by difiusion. The exact mechanism
f the diffusion is open to question. It may be a mere spread-
lg of the barium over the crystal surfaces or a diffusion of
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the surface barium into the interior of the oxide crystals andic'
core.

A rather surprising quantitative result is that the amour
of barium received by the filament up to the time of the fir¡
maximum was only about fo that which would have bee
necessery to cover the macroscopic surface &rea, with on

complete layer of atoms, and consequently an even lesse

fraction of what would have been required to completely covc
the microscopic area. As Becher has pointed out, this surel
can only mean that in the irritial, comparatively inactive stati
the emitting surface was already alm,ost completely covere

l0 20 60

Ttme (Minutes)
F¡o. 39.

with barium. The result is instructive in that it indicatt
that the emission must be extraordinarily sensitive (at an
rate at low temperatures) to slight changes in the surfac.

concentration of barium. The difficulty of greatly diminishirt
the concentration of surface barium by flashing would be e:
plained by the existence of an equilibrium relationship betwee
this concentration and that in the reservoir, such that tl'
former is not, very sensitive to changes in the latter. 

,

Barium may be brought to the emitting surface not onl
by distillation from an external source but also by electrolysi
In X'ig. 39 are shown the results of an experiment by Beckl
in which this was done. The test filament was coated wit
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! mixtuïe of barium and.'strontium oxides and held at a low
iemperature while electrons were sent into it from an external
iooi.", the outside of the coating thus being the elect'rolytic

)athode. The activity was found thereby to rise to a sharp

naximum and then to fall to a much lower value. This is
ihown UPon now stoPPing the

ioppty fiIament temPerature to
BgõõK. d maximum, after which

it slowly diminished. again. Thus qualitatively we have once

more the type of behaviour shown by tungst'en exposed' to a

lource of barium. I]nfortunately here, as in the condensation

:xperiment, the frlament was initially in a not very inactive
,oiditiotr. But from a similar experiment performed with
a strontium-oxide coated fiIament which was initially almost

completely inactive, Becker found that in ord.er to establish the

-r"i*o* activity roughly 200 times a's many electrons had
to be sent into the filament as would, according to n'araday's

electrons.
Life.-After a certain time of burning, an activated oxide

oxides in about equal proportions t'he rat'e of loss is roughly
doubled for every 2 per cent,. incr re'

I We have airead.y seen tha flashing

l.*o."u some of the free barium, to activity
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of i;hermal treatment, but which still retains the bulk of itr
coating, to be n as an unformed or onlS
partially forme should be possible to full¡
restore the emi It has in faot bccn founc
by Benjamin and Rooksby s that the emission from a filamenl

O may be repeatedly restored
high-temperature flashing.

ever, that in the case of the
cathodes in most widespread commercial use, viz. those coated
udth a mixture cf barium and strontium oxides, ihe errrissio.
cannot be restored by re-forming after normal life failure.
Also, if the emission of such a cathode has been destro;red kr¡r
high-temperature flashing, it can, in general, be only pártially
restored. by repeating the forming process, and if it is flashed
soveral times in succession the recoverable emission is found
to be less and less after each flashing. ft would appear, then,
that in the case of mixed oxide coatittgu sorrr"thing other
occurs than mere evaporation of barium.

The problem of the irreversibility of the loss of emission
from mixed-oxide cathodes has been studied by Benjamin .

and Rooksby.s X-ray examination of these oxides by the
Debye-Scherrer powder method reveals the fact that when
qgriyed by decomposition from a sintered mixture of finely
divided carbonates they generally form a solid solution in onl
another, for the difiiaction pattern is of the same type as for
either oxide alone, but the positions of the lines are inietmediate
between those for barium oxide and those for strontium oxide.* .

The iines move coni;inuously from the positions character.istic
of pure barium oxide to those characteristic of pure strontium
oxicLe as the proportion of strontium oxide is increased. fro'r .

0 to 100 per cent. Thus if the law connecting the positions
of the lines with the proportions of BaO and SrO in thã coating
is known, the measurement of the former is a convenienì .

method of det
any given line
tion of either
have used this
and after activation and also after irreversible loss of emission

* rü has boen founrl e that a sufÊciont, though not a 
'ecessary 

condition
for the formation of a solid solution of oxiclos is their rlerivation frorn a solid
solution of carbonates,
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due to flashing. In an independent paper, Burgers 10 has
shown that the law connecting line positions with molecular
proportions of BaO and SrO is indeed linear.

Whilst Benjamin and Rooksby could detect no appreciable
difierence between the X-ray patterns of activated and of
unactivated fllaments, they found that flashed. filaments had
relatively less barium oxide in their coatings than comparable
fflaments that had. not been flashed. The same preferential
[oss of barium oxide from the coating was found in the case of
ra fi.Iament, which had been run for several hundred hours at
,tIOO'K. Burgers,lo in observations on coatings about 40 times
as thick as those of Benjamin and Rooksby, found a similar

90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 Sr0

PnopoRr¡oxs By WETGHT oF Ba0 ¡No Sn0
Fre. 40.-Variation with coating composition of tho omission from a

BaO-SrO coated cathode.

loss by evaporation of BaO from the outermost parts of the
coating, but, owing to the slowness of difiusion, not from the
more d.eep-seated parts.

Quantitatively, the preferential loss of barium oxide from
the coating is such that it probably accounts for the whole
,of the observed irreversible loss of emission. Benjamin and
Rooksby have measured the emissions at 1020"K. (the usual
running temperature) obtained after forming from a number
of nickel fi.laments, of 0'044 mm. diamet'er, 20 mm. length,
coated. along the central l0 mm. to a thickness of abottt 4p,

¡with BaO and SrO in various proportions. Their results are
rplotted in X'ig. 40.* It is seen that there is a fairly fl.at maximum

I * tn" curvo published by Mossrs. Benjamin and. Rooksby was for 68 mrn.
'fflaments, 'Ihe corrosponding curve of Fig. 40, which ig for 20 mm, filaments
ide-coated at úhe ends, has treen plotted from data since supplied by them üo
the author.
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at about a0o/oBaO-60o/oSrO by weight. A fi.lament having
the above dimensions and coated with 43o/oBaO-57o/oSrO by
weight gave 7 mA. after forming and was then flashed for
ßcvcro,l onc-minutc intcrvals at 1600'K., being re-formed and
tested for emission after each flash. X'inally it gave only
0'2 mA, at the testing temperature and the composition of
its coating was then redetermined by the X-ray method.
The result obtained was 9o/oBaO-91o/oSrO by weight. Accord-
ing to the curve of X'ig. 40, the composition corresponding to
^ 

ô --- 
^ ----:--:^-^ :- ãôlD-^ 

^^^/õ-^U'A ttttr. clrlrsslulr rs t 7o-D<tW- lró7OÐrU, IIIIS CUIIeÌ'S IfOm tnaü
found by X-ray analysis by less than the possible combined.
error of the latter and of the emission cìrrve.

Benjamin and Rooksby have also found that when a fi.Iament
initially having a coating of 80o/oBaO-20o/oSrO loses BaO
through heat treatment, its emission does not immediately
begin to fall, but first rises to a maximum. n'rom the known
relationship between emission and coating composition, this is
precisely what one would expect.

It is interesting to note that a comparison between the
losses in weight of coating sufiered by filaments during flashing
and the corresponding changes in the relatjve proportions of
BaO ancl SrO showecl that practically only BaO was lost.
Of course at sufficiently high flashing temperatures there must:
be an appreciable evaporation of SrO also.

fn a more recent publication,0 Benjamin and Rookstry
have shown that in certain cases where the oxicles are t-rl¡tained.
by decomposition of simple mixtures of the carbonates, the
final oxide coating may consist, not, of a single solid solution
of BaO and SrO in one another, but of two such solutions,
one relatively richer in BaO than the other. Such coatings
gave lower emissions than they would have done had they
consisted. of a single solid solution. This is, of course, what
was to be expected, in view of the fact that except at the
extreme ends, the curve of n'ig. a0 is everywhere convex up-
wards. By suitable heat treatment the two solutions may be
converted into a single one, and Benjamin and Rooksby
have shown that when not too much BaO is lost in the process,:
this gives rise to an increase in the emission, as it should d.o.

Effects of Gases.-The efiects of various gases on the
emission from oxirle ca,thorle,q ha,ve been investigatecl by



X'redenhagen,2o Germershausen,2ó Arnold,? Koller,s8 R'othe,a6

Macnabb,io Reimann and Murgoci,as and Benjamin and'

" poison " the emission, but, Koller and Macnabb both state

thãt bombardment of the cathode by positive ions produced'

in carbon dioxide is actually beneficial. The ions produced

from carbon monoxid.e, hydrogen and argon are, accord'ing

beneficial, so

a factor of l0
d that whilst

ions produced from carbon monoxide frequently enhances

the emission somewhat, a long-continued bombard'ment in-

of sPutt'e 
itherFrom ases may el

I increase to the state of

the cath It should be

mentioned that no treatment with a gas has been found that
will make a cathode more active than when correctly activated
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end used in the best possible vacuum. The only efiect (if
any) that a, gas can have on such a cathode is to lower the
emission. The efiect, is not always chemical. Sufficientlv
fast positive ions, however chemically indifierent, must have
the efiect of sputtering ofi the film of barium at the emitting
surface, and so of deactivating the cathode. On the other
hand, if the cathode has been activated and operated. under
suc t it is partially poisoned, positive_
ion have the efiect of sputtering ofi
the and so bring about an increase
in activity. This would appear to be the explanation of
+L^ L^-^ß^:^l ^^+:^- ^¡ ¿L^ -^--^^-- ^r -ur rv uv'u¡r!¡(!r cùlu¡ulr ur urrc p¿rjË¿1gu ur ¿¿rl lut|lzrrlg ürscnarge
in carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and argon
observed by Koller. n'inally, it seems not improbable that

fn many c&ses a, poisoned cathode may have its activity
completely restored by normal re-forming in a good vacuum.
fn the case of poisoning by oxygen
this means is not always possible. If
has lasted only a very short time the
be recoverable by ordinary re-forming
successive poisonings, but not an unlimited number of times.

It mav seem strange that a badlv oxvgen-poisoned. cathod_e
cannot be re-formed in the ordinary way, for one would.
naturally suppose that such a cathode would, after all, only
be in the same condition as one that had never been formed.
Apparently, however, this is not the case. The most natural
inference is that there is on the surface of the poisoned cathode
a film of adsorbed oxygen which, like adsorbed. oxygen on
tungsten, is extremely difficult to remove, If this is the
case, it shou by
very clrastic lli,
Benjamin an ¡9
be efiective. fud
with a single oxide to near the melting-point of nickel and
thcn giving it the ordinary forning treature¡rû ühey were able
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to completely recover the emission. fn the case of a filament
coated. with a mixture of barium and strontium oxides this
method is, of course, inapplicable, since it would result in the
loss by evaporation of most of the barium oxide. The emission
from such a fiIament has, however, been shown by Benjamin
and Rooksby to be completely recoverable by substituting
bombardment by a,rgon ions for the high-temperature flashing.
They also tried bombardment by ions of mercury instead of
a,rgon and succeeded in recovering most,, though not the
.whole of the emission. Their failute to comptletel,y rccover
the emission in this ca,se w&s presumably d.ue merely to the
fact that, in order to drive the mercury out of their vacuum
vessel after bombardment, it was necessâry to re-bake it and
so expose the filament to fresh poisoning.

The author has found that an oxide cathode may suffer
partial poisoning during activation by its own ges (oxygen)
which is given off- in this operation. This efiect may be ob-
served by mounting several similar independent coated fiIa-
ments side by side within the same anode. If each in turn is
given a short forming treatment, a definite cycle being followed,
it is found. that between successive formings of the same
filament it loses an appreciable part of its emission, due, un-
doubtedly, to the poisoning action of the oxygen given ofi by
the others. With each repetition of the cycle, the poisoning
becomes less and less-a result that is in harmony wittr
Becker's observation of the diminution in the rate of oxygen
evolution as activation proceeds. It may also be observed
bhat if all the fiIaments are formed together in parallel, the
system then being equivalent to a single large cathode, complete
activation takes longer and the final emission per filament
may be less than in the case of any one of the filaments formed
alone.

Miscellaneous Peculiarities of Oxide Cathodes.-
A peculiarity of oxide cathodes which has already been referred
to in Chapter I is the poorness of saturation of their emission.
Ihis seems to be true of all cathodes of this type, irrespective
of the materials of the core and coating.

One cause that sometimes operates to make oxide cathodes
a,ppeâr to saturate badly is the heating of the coating due to
þhe passage of the space current radially through it. This
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heating is par'üicularly important when the coating is relatively
thick or has a poor electrical conductivity, and it may then
considerably outweigh the cooling associated. with the evepora,-
tion of tho eleotrons. Rothe,as for oxamplo, has roportod a
case in which the efiect was so great that even when the
filament-heating current was switched off the filament did not
grow cold or ce&se to emit.

Poorness of the apparent saturation due to this cause is,
however, of no really fundamental interest, since it arises merely
from failure to maintain the emitting surface at a constant,
temperature. The efiect may be avoided, as Espe u has pointed
out and confirmed experimentallSr. b5' workinE with sufficiently
thin coatings. It may also be avoided by taking readings only
at low temperatures. This follows from certain results of
Reimann and Murgoci.a8 ft has been found by these that
the apparent conductivity c * of a formed coating varies with
the temperature T according to the formula

c- n-þl', (l)
where a and p are constants. W'e may also, with negligible
error, express the temperature dependence of thermionic emis-
sion by the similar formula

'i : a,e-blr, (2)

in which a, ar'd ó are other constants. The energy dissipated
in the coating when saturated f spece current, passes is there-
fore given by 

t :{'-'"#' ' (3)
&

Now it has been found 43' 44 thet for a well-activated cathode
2b - P is a positive quantity of the same order as ä. Hence
the energy dissipation must fall ofi very rapidly as the tem-
perature is lowered. fn spite of this, the saturation has been
found by Reimann and Treloar aa actually to become poorer
with decreasing tempera,ture, and at very low temperatures they

* This, as wo shall soo lator, is probably noü tho true conductivity. It
is, howovor, the quantity thaù detormines tho enorgy dissipation in the
coating when a curronü passes through it.

f There is generally somo Ðpproach to saturation, and we are horo dealing
moroly with ordorg of magnitudo,
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ound no sign of saturation at all. Obviously, then, wo must
ook for some other cause of poor saturation than mere energy
lissipation in the coating.

We have already considered two causes of genuine poorness
rf saturation. These are the Schottky effect and the " local-

, ìeld " efiect, d.ue to patches of unequal work functions in the
iurface of the cathode. The emitting surface of an oxide
;athode is rough and probably contains many sharp edges
lnd points. At these there may be very intense fields, sufficient
rc produce a large Schottky efiect even with quite moderate
r,node voltages. And since t'he emission is due to the presence
rf an adsorbed frlm of barium, any sufficiently large-scale

r lack of uniformity of the film would manifest itself as patches
I rf difierent work functions. Thus it seems possible that either
; rr both of these two causes of poor saturation may operate
. in the case of oxide cathodes.

Another peculiarity of oxide cathod.es is a certain instability
rf the emission that is sometimes observed. The activity mey
apparently be changed by the current taken from a cathode

-sven after careful forming and ageing. Espe 1? has observed
that the taking of a large current enhances t'he activity, but
bhat when subsequently a smaller current is taken at the
same temperature the activity falls ofi again. Becker,a and
Kniepkamp and Nebel,36 on the other hand, have reported

, bhe opposite efiect, large space currents causing the emission
to fall. An oxide cathode is so complex a system that such
contradictions can hardly cause surprise. The fact that the
taking of a space current may change the emission is, of course,
due to the fact that the current electrolyses the coating. In
the electrolysis, oxygen is liberated on the emitting side of
the coating, and the barium already there must move into the

ì' rcoating. We should therefore naturally expect the emission
to be decreased. But at certain temperatures these electrol¡rtic
effects may conceivably be completely nullified by difiusion,
and. since the passage of a large space current causes a cathode
to lose oxygen it is also quite understandable that the emission
Ishould be increased.
i A few observers have reported the emission of ions from
,oxide cathod.es. By a magnetic dispersion method, Barton e

found the emission of electrons from a well-formed and aged

,,!
'tf
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cathode to be acconpanied by that of singly negativeiy charger
oxJ¡gen molecules. He was able to observe these at even lowe
temperatures than he could the electron emission. The tem
perature variation of thc ion currcnt was found to confolm t,
a law of the Richardson type. X'rom certain other considera
tions, however, it must be concluded that the ion curren
cannot in general be more than a quite insignificant fractiol
of the total negative emission. During a normal life of al
oxide cathode the number of electrons collected may be of thr
^-l^- ^J t^A --- --- - Lr t1urqtjr ur rv" ur cvorr rlurc ulmcs uile nutltDer oI oxygen atomf
originally present (combined with barium) in the oxide coating
And in seneral onl;r a small fraction of the oxicl-e i.q lost, cl_t',rinÍ
life. On the supposition that this evaporates B,s oxygen an(
barium separately and not as oxide, the number of electronr
evaporating per oxygen molecule would be at least of thr
ord,er of l0z. But Becker has found that no appreciablt
fraction of the oxygen given off from his cathodes at higl
anode potentials could have been electrically charged. We -

may therefore set the upper limit of oxygen-ion current al
something like I0-e of the electron emission. ft would seerr
th.al, Barton's cathodes must have been in some rather unusua.
condition.

Glass,26 on the other hand, has reported an emission ol
positive ions from a platinum-iridium wire coated with barium
and strontium oxides at temperatures exceeding about 1400"K.
Whether these were charged alkaline earth rnei,al atorns or,
those of some impurity, such as sodium or potassium, wa,s
not determined. Kozanowski and. Williarns 3? have also
presented evidence of positive ion emission from an oxide
cathode in the form of certain abnormalities in the shot, effect,.
X'or reasons similar to those just discussed in connexion ¡vith
negative ions, however, the positive-ion emission from the
cathode cannot be more than an insignificant fraction of the
electron emission. Of course, under ordinary operating con-
ditions in a valve, positive ions, even if emitted, could not
escape from the region of the cathode as such, They would
swing about the surface of minimum potential due to the spacei
charge until either re-absorbed by the cathode or until they
^^ *¿----^ I rcaptured an eiectron. ii cioes noi, seem unlikeiy i;hai; a iarge
proportion would rto the la,tter a,nd so he a,ble finally to escape.
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Dependence of Thermíonic Properties on Materials
I Core and Coating.-Qualitativelythe behaviour of cathodes
rated with all three alkaline earth oxides is similar. Those
rated with barium oxid.e, however, give a much higher emission
ran similarly treated cathodes with strontium oxide at the
r,me temperature, and strontium oxide cathodes, in turn,
ive a higher emission than those coated with calcium oxide.
his is refl.ected in the order of the work functions of the
lree oxides, as measured, for example, by Espe.16
t X'rom this it might be expected that a mixture of barium
nd st'rontium oxides would give a lower emission than
arium oxide alone. .We 

have seen, however (p. 201), that
ris is not found to be the case. A coating consisting of a
rlid solution of about 40 per cent. BaO and 60 per cent. SrO
n nickel is capable of giving about eight times as much
nission at 1020'K. as is obtainable from BaO alone, also
n nickel.

Although we have no definite knowledge of what this is
ue to, it is not, when we consider it, after all very surprising.
'rom the fact, already noted,a'zs t}'aí barium with only a
ery slight admixture of strontium eya,pora,tes at high tem-
eratures from a well-activated 50o/oBaO-50o/oSrO-coated
athode, we may, perhaps, infer that until the proportion of
iaO in a BaO-SrO mixed coating becomes very small, the
dsorbed alkaline earth metal is almost entirely barium.
'his we may attribute to the fact that the heat of formation
f SrO is greater than that of BaO and that therefore the
¡action

BaOfSr+SrO*Ba
oes more readily in the direction from left to right than from
ight to left. Ard we have seen that the thermionic properties
f a composite emitter are determined. not, only by the outer-
rost layer of atoms but to some extent also by those under-
reath. There is no apparent reason why the emission from
arium on a solid solution of barium and strontium oxides

þould not be greater than that from barium on barium oxide.
; According to Spanner,as compounds of the alkaline earth
¡etals other than the oxides give a high electron emission.
from measurements with the sulphides, arsenides, carbides,

t4
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fluorides and hydrides, he came to the rather surprising co:

clusion that the emission from all except the hydrides is abor
the same as that from the oxides, the thermionic properti
beirrg a function merely of lhe electropositive (rneûalli
constituent of the coating. The emission from the hydrid
was found to be greater than that from the other compound
a result which was attributed. by Spanner to the relatir
electropositiveness of hydrogen.

Spanner has also measured the electron emissions fro
catho<ies coateti with the oxides of the reiai;ed metais, mal
nesium and beryllium, finding that magnesium oxide (pr,
sume,hl--' activa,ted\ hr,s a, hioher u.'ork func+"ion than calciu.
oxide, and. beryllium oxide the highest of all in this grou
In add-ition, he has studied the thermionic properties of tl
oxides of the elements of the third and fourth columns of tI
periodic table. A systematic study of the properties of
very large number of oxides \Mas made much earlier (1901

by Jentzsch.s2 Owing to the relative poorness of the vacu
obtainable in those clays, however, but little reliance can I
placed in the results. Thus the values found by him for tÏ
work functions of the alkaline earth oxides were of quite
difierent order (> 3 e.v.) from those obtained more recentl
under really good vacuum conditions.

Until comparatively recently, very little consideration w¿

given to the possible efiect of the core metal on the behavior
of oxide cathodes. One reason for this is that Deininger,
as early as 1908, presented what seemed like convincing ev
dence that the rôle of the core metal is nil. The emissior
obtained from platinum, carbon, tantalum and nickel, coate
with lime, were found to be representable as a function r
temperature by points, all of which lay on a single Richardso
line. Recently, however, the results of similar experimenl
performed by Lowry 30 under far superior vacuum cond.itior
have pointed just as convincingly to the opposite conclusior
Lowry found that, an alloy of Pt-lDo/oh, coated. with th
usual BaO-SrO mixture, has to be raised to a temperatur
150"-200o higher than that of an alloy of nickel, cobalt, iro
and titanium similarly coated in ord.er to give the sam
emission. Experience accumulated at W'embley also shou
definitely that the nature of the core has an important efio<
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r the emission, aud also on the time changes of the activiúy
hich accompany the taking of emission.

The Seat of the Emission.-It is natural to assume in
ie absence of evid.ence to the contrary that the thermionic
:tivity of an oxide cathode is determined, solely by the con-
Ition of the outer surface of the coating. Recently, however,
leimann and Murgoci as and also Lowry 30 have suggested
rat the seat of the observed emission might well be the
l,rium-contaminated surface of the core metal rather than
[at of the coating.

The evidence advanced by Lowry in favour of this view
'as the observed dependence of the emission on the material
I the core. He supposed the electrons, emitted. at the surface
I the core, to simply difiuse through the gaps between the
ride particles and so to find their way into the vacuum.
,eimann and Murgoci, on the other hand, observed a remark-
ble parallelism between the current-voltage characteristics
I a system in which current pa,sses between two metal
ectrodes separated by a formed alkaline earth oxide and
rose of an ordinary oxid.e-coated.-filament diode valve. X'rom

- ris they inferred that there is really no difierence between
te two systems s&ve one of relative geometrical dimensions,
e. that there is a finite gap between each metal electrode and
re oxide in both cases. They pictured the current as passing
rermionically across the gap between the core and coating
nd again thermionically from the external surface of the
rating to the anode. Now in such a case' a,s many electrons
rust condense on the inside of the coating as evaporate
'om the outsid.e. Therefore the work function as measuted
¡lorimetrically must be that of the barium-contaminated
)re. Hence, from the known agreement of this with the
b,lue of the work function calculated from the slope of the
l,ichardson line it was argued that the obseraed' emission is
robably that of the core. In the system imagined this could
e so only if of the two surfaces in series that of the core had
re lesser emission and so limited' the space current.
I The view that the observed emission is that of the core

i now no longer tenable, however. It has been shown by
iecker and Sears 6 that bringing barium to the outer surface
I the coating of a cold, relatively inactive cathode either by
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electrolysis or by depositing it there from an otrtside sourr
changes the emission in the same kind of way as we ha'r
already noted on pages 197 and 198. The emission wi
Lestetl al, intervals aI,500"K., a l,ernperature at which no tin
changes in activity coulcl be observed, and at which, therefor
presumably no appreciable difiusion of barium toward tl
core occurred.

Becker and Sears also succeeded in removing, by mear
of a mechanical shock, the whole of the coating of one of the
catho<ies. after this the emissron &t the testmg temperatut
was found to have decreased by a factor of 6000.

Tn onnthor o*na¡imon*. Ra^ì'on o-.1 Sooro +^rrhrl +ho+ +1,
, rvu¡rva

emission was not affected by a change in the efiective area c

the core, that of the coating remaining constant. After
first coating had been applied to a metal cylinder, a ribbc
of the same metal was wound helically about it and tÌ
whole then covered- over with a second. coat of oxide. ft w¿

found that at a given temperature the emission was the san -

whether the cylinder alone. the ribbon alone, or both togethr
rvere connected in circuit and made the negative metal electrod,
Had the currents been limited at the core surface they woul<
of course, have been proportional to the area of metal electr
cally connected and thus have been very difierent in the thrr
cases.

'I'hus we may defìnitely conclude that the emission is nc
limited at the core. The rôle of the core metal in determinin,
thermionic behaviour must, then, be an indirect one. TI
material of the core probably affects the equilibrium quantit
of free barium present in the coating.

Conduction in the Coating.-There is considerab.
evidence for the oçcurrence of electrolysis when a, currer
passes through an oxide coating. Thus we have seen the
an oxide cathode may in general be activated much mol
easily by drawing a strong electron current, from it simu
taneously with heating it than by thermal treatment' alonr
and that during activation with space current oxygen is evolver
We have also seen that, oxygen may be obtained from a wel'
aged cathode provided a sufficiently strong thermionic currer
is drawn from it. And finally, polarization efiects in forme
cathodes havo been observod both by Beoker 5 and by Meyt
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nd. Schmid.t.al There can be no doubt, therefore, that both
L formed and in unformed cathodes at least a part of the current
rrough the coating is carried by ions.

An apparent objection to the picture of an appreciable
rnic conduction is that during the life of an oxide cathode
rmething like 10? times as many electrons may be drawn
rom the coating as there are oxygen atoms lost from it. There
re, however, strong reasons for believing that the products
f electrolysis may continually recombine without evaporating,

¡rd in view of this the long life ceases to be a difficulty. We
inow that in an activated cathode there must be a frlm of
arium covering the whole of the emitting surface. We should
herefore naturally expect oxygen appearing there electro-
ytically to recombine with this barium instead of simply
vaporating. Of course this can go on only if the barium so

sed up is continually replaced by fresh barium diffusing from
he inner surface of the oxide where it is electrolytically
iberated. Such difiusion is, however, already required by
ur theory of forming.

The difiusion of material in an outward direction must,

re compensated for by an equal transfer of material inwards
I the coating is to remain on the core. What more natural
han to suppose that the latter is of barium ions ? We have
hus the picture of " barium circulation " proposed by Reimann
rnd Murgoci.as We do not need to postulate any moveme,nt
lf oxygen ions, for in view of the unipolarity of most solid
rlectrolytes it appears not improbable that the oxygen ions
;ake no active part in the electrolysis.

Incidentally, it should be noted that the theory of barium
iirculation eppears to provide a natural explanat'ion of the
lvolution of oxygen from a well-aged. cathode which occurs

when a strong electron current is drawn. For a strong current
means vigorous circulation, the difiusion part of which requires

a, correspondingly strong barium concentration gradient a,cross

bhe coating. It is only what, we should. expect, therefore,
bhat the drawing of a sufficiently strong current, might cause

1bhe film of adsorbed barium at the emitting surface to become
so depleted that some of the oxygen appearing there electro-

[ytically would evaporate before having had a chance to
þecombine with barium.
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Employing the picture of barium circulation, it is possib
to compute the averago life of a particlo of barium at tL
emitting surface in terms of the electrolytic current. Tht
Reimann and Murgoci havo shown that in the case of a
electrolytic current of $ amp./cm.2 the mean " adsorpúio
lifo " of a barium particle would be about l0-a second. No.
$ amp./cm.2 is a fairly good representative figure for the orde
of thermionic emission generally obtained from oxide cathode
at normal operating temperatures. And l0-3 second happen
to be just the order of adsorption life of a barium particle caì
culated by Schottky a7 from the magnitude of the flicke'
efiect in an oxide cathode as observeã bv Johnson.s3 On
is thus tempted to infer that an important part, if not th
whole of the thermionic current is canied through the coatin,
by ions. Perhaps in view of the uncertainty of the theor;
of the flicker efiect, however, this should not be taken as,
logically necessary conclusion from the evidence.

Evidence of a difierent kind bearing on the question o
the nature of tho conduction has been advanced by William
and lluxford.õ2 They have reported that the conductivity o
an oxide coating falls with increasing frequency of alternatin¡
potential applied ecross it, in such â wa,y as to " indicate r

transfer of electrical charges through the coating by ioni,,
conduction, the process being inhibited at the higher fre
quencies." Meyer and Schmidt al have been unable öo confirn
úhis result, however, finding no dependonco of the conduc
tivity on the frequency either with formed or with unformer'
oxi<ies.

Becker a has reported that in order to form a monatomir
film of strontium on the emitting surface of an initially inactivt
strontium-oxide cathode by electrolysis he was obliged to senc'
into the coating about 200 times as many electrons as wouli
have been necessa,ry, had the conduction been purely ionic'
This figure was based. on the assumption that the emitting
a,rea wa,B equal to the macroscopic surface area of the cathode,
Although part of the factor of 200 was probably due to a dis.
crepency between the real and assumed emitting areas, it might
not be possible to account for the whole of it in this way.
Becker inferred that by far the greater part of the current
must have been carried through the coating by electrons,
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'actors of the ord'er of 200 were also obtained with barium

xide and. mixed barium and. strontium oxide cathodes'
-i; ;ry be questioned what rôIe barium circulat'ion could

,ro" ptuy"a iri Becker's experiments.; for it must be re-

r"-bËr"å that barium and/oioxygen circulat'ion is a necessary

,art of any picture of conduction in which more than about

,0-? of the"culrrent is carried by ions, and' according to Becker's

esults at least, somet'hing like I/200 must actually have been

" "r*i"¿. 
obviously, iithe barium circulated freely it might

¡e possible to account for the whole factor of 200 without

iroitg to suppose that any of the current was carried' by

i""itãttt. ItiË probable, however ,t'lnal al the low temperat'ure

,t which Becker carried. out his electrolysis difiusion 'was in-
curve of X'ig. 39 was obtained

of the curve beYond' B was

ing the frlament at 800'K'
about bY the glowing can

If, however, there was aìreadY
temPerature of the electro-

vsis. how could the activity su sequently change at 800oK'

í"ãä_""t of difiusion ? There would appea,r to be onþ onc

*"j ii which this might occur, viz' if there were at 800'K'

, íofume diffusion (frãm the crystal surfaces into the oxide

ãtü""i *ftich was ìnappreciablé 
-^at . 

the temperat'ure of the

,lect"oþsis, the only importan-t difiusion a't the lower tempera-

i""" U"í"g ínut 
"tottg 

critstat faces' -.In 
t'he absence of posit'ive

¡vidence 
-for these i*o ttittat of difiusion at the t'wo tem-

peratures, however, the more natural inference to draw from

becker's observations is that, unless t'he real surface of his

iù;;"" was about 200 times the appa'rent surface' the

:änduction in it at the temperat'ure of the electrolysis was

rnainly electronic.
There remains to be accounted' for Horton's result' referre<l

bo on page I e of evolut'ion of oxygen from

a coated. cat hin 8 Per

cent. of that, t'ake this

fesult at its unformed

coating conducts entirely, or at least.mainly' ionically' .Yet
nl"f."i't result also appiies to a coat'ing which was' at.least

tfit.lllu i'inactive." ^ 
ÏIowever, Becker's vacnum conditions
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yg.: _!o much superior to Horton,s that his cathode, ever
initially, was perhaps only relatiael,y inactive. The mere heat
ing in contact with the core metal to which the oxide wa
subjected before the experiment was carried. orrt might havr
produced an appreciable amount of free barium *ñi.h *o,
not subsequently oxidized.

strong electronic conductivity to be superimposed on an already
existent weak electrolyüic conductivity.

This suggestion is strongly supported by some recent
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theoretical investigations of 'Wilson,68 and of X'owler and
Wilson.le Wilson has shown how the conductivity of elec-
tronic semi-conductors might be accounted for by the presence
in the lattice of foreign atoms of an impurity of the right kind.
.X'owler and Wilson have further shown that the general
features of observed current-voltage curves for formed alkaline-
earth-oxide coatings at, not too low temperatures are capable
of explanation on the assumption that the formed oxides
.are " impurity conductors " of this type. There can be little
doubt that the impurity is free barium.
I We saw in Chapter I that in an insulator in which there
is no thermal excitation all the allowed energy bands up to
a certain one a,re completely " frlled " with electrons, and the
next higher allowed band, which is empty, is separated. from
the last filled band by a considerable interval. Wilson has
discussed the combined efiects of thermal excitation and
applied field in such a case, and has shown that if the energy
interval between t'he highest filled band and the lowest
unoccupied. band is AW, the electronic conductivity o must
vary with the temperature according to the law,

a: aoe-awlzhr, (4)

where oo is a constant.
This result is remarkable for the occurrence of $AW in the

exponential factor, instead of simply AW, as might, at first
sight, have been expected. The reason for the occurrence
of a quantity less than AW is that before an electron that
has been excited into the higher band can return to the lower
one, it has, so to speak, first to find a " hole " in the latter.
The difficulty of return gives rise to a heaping up of electrons
in the upper band so that the equilibrium number present in
it is much greater than it would be if return were easy.

A very simple derir¡ation of eqn. (a) is the following : *
,On any theory of conduction the conductivity ø must obey
the relationship

ø æ. ml,, (5)

where z¿ is the number of conducting electrons per unit
volume and Z is the mean free path. There is no important

* For this the author is indebted to Prof. R. H. Fowler.
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variation in L al' ordinary temperatures, and so we have, very
nearly,

u æn. (6)

Now r¿ is the (small) number of electrons in the upper band,
maintained there by thermal excitation, and. is also the number
of holes in the lower (nearly full) band. The situation is one
of dissociative equilibrium, the dissociated elements being a
free electron and a hole and the combined. substance a bound.
elecùron. The ordinary laws of dissociative equilibrium will
epply, and these always yield an expression of the form

Y:K(T), (z)
fùtz

wnero dlggë: aw-ffi- : lrT'' (8)

IJete nr: rr2: m, antd nrr, !,he number of bound electrons, is
practically a constant, so that

nzæe-^wltrÍ,. (g)

and hence, substituting for z in (6),

o : oo€_law/dr. (4)

Now according to 'Wilson, AW is probably always of the
order of a few electron-volts, except, of course, in the case of
meüals, for which it is zero, and he points out that " if this is
true, then no pure non-metallic solid cân ovor have a signi-
ficant natural electronic conductivity at ordinary temperatures,
and the observed. conductivity of semi-conductors must be due
to the presence of impurities."

He then discusses the case of a lattice containing atoms of
an impurity, each of which posßesses a single elecúron in a
discrete ¡tate of energy'Wr, where W, lies between the lower
limit \{2 of the lowest unoccupied. allowed band and the upper
Iimit of the next lower, full band. The impurity electrons
cannot fall into this lower band, since it contains no un-
occupied energy levels. They may, however, bo thermally
excited into the upper band and thus become conducting
electrons. They will make this transition more easily than
the olootrons oooupying thc highcst fillcd band, since'W, - \ryr
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is less than AW, and, as 'Wilson has shown, the conductivity
due to the impuritY is given b

s: so' T-v..-Hr"r--t, (10)

where øo' is a constant which is proportional to the square
root of the concentration of the impurity. The temperature
variation of ø in (I0) is dominated by the exponential factor
and could not be distinguished experimentally from one of
the type

o -- oo"e-ulÆ, (11)

where oo" ând n) aïe new constants. The constant ø is not
very difierent from å(W, - Wt).

'Wilson's theory of impurity semi-conductors has recently
been experimentally verified in a most striking manner by
Jusé and Kurtschatow aa in observations of the temperature
dependence of conductivity of a number of specimens of cuprous
oxide containing various amounts of oxygen as an impurity.
The quantities of oxygen were found by chemical analysis.
The (Iogro ø)-l/T curves representing their results are plotted
in X'ig. 41, each curve being marked with the atomic percentage

of oxygen impurity in the corresponding specimen'
It will be observed that at low temperatures the curYes

are linear, and. all have practically the same (negative) slope,

but that-except for tho case of the specimen containing
0.47 per cent. of oxygen-the conductivity at a given tem-
peraturo increases with the amount of impurity. This is as

it should be according to the theory. As the temperature is

increased., however, each curve presently bends sharply up-
wards and again becomes linear with a much steeper slope
than for low temperatures. Also the conductivity at high
temperatures no longer d.epends upon the amount of impurity,
the upper parts of the curves coinciding, within the limits of
experimental uncertainty, with the line for pure CurO. This
u,gáin is what the theory would lead us to expect, for although
AW is greater than W, - Wr, there are far more electrons

:available for excitation in the highest full band than there
ìare at the impurity level, and so as the temperature is in-
creased the conductivity due to the impurity must eventually
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be swamped by the inúrinsic conductivity of the material.
X'rom the slopes at high and low temperatures the va,lues
0.73 e.v. and. 0.14 e.v. ere obtained for fA\{' and.w respectively.
Tho oorrosponding value of å(W, - Wr) is 0.I7 e.v.

The apparent anomaly in the case of the specimen contain-
ing 0.47 per cent. of oxygen impurity is due, as Jusé and
Kurtschatow have explained, to the fact that the impurity
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conúaining varioue proportions of oxygen irnpurity.

was not uniformly distributed in this specimen as it was in
the others, so that the effectiue concentrãtion of the impurity
wes less than that given by chemical analysis. That the dis-
tribution was not uniform was shown by the presence of little.
crystals of CuO. These were visible under a microscope.

Now Reimann and Murgoci have found that for a formed
alkaline-earth-oxide coating the quantity c, defined on page
216, varies with the temperature according to a law

c : r,.q-Êlr, (t)
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lüheïe o( a,nd p are constants. This is of the same forrn as

(Il). Thus if c represents the conductivity of the coating,
the observed nature of its temperature dependence is not in
,conflict, with the supposition that the conductivity is elec-

tronic. We cannot go further than this, for a temperature
{dependence of conductivity of the type represented by (ll) is

known to be characteristic of solid electrolytes as well as of
electronic semi-conductors. The observed dependence of ¿

'on the state of activation of the coating is also in qualitative
agreement with Wilson's theory, on the assumption t'}l,.at c

represents the conductivity and that dissolved barium is the
relevant impurity, for, as we have seen, oo' in (I0) becomes
greater with increasing concentration of impurity'

Becker,s working at rather lower temperatures than Reimann
and Murgoci, found that in order to represent his results
on the temperature variation of c he required two terms on
the right-hand side instead of one, thus :

c - are-F'lr t nrr-Þ'lr- (12)

This he supposed to be due to the existence of a mixed con-
d.uction, the electronic current, being represented by one term,
and the ionic by the other. If we assume this interpletation

'to be correct we must conclude that the conduction is mainly
electronic at high temperatures (where c varies with the barium
content of the coating) and mainly ionic at low.

It is natural to assume that the potential difierence between
two metal electrodes separated by a mass of alkaline earth
oxide is the same as the potential drop across the oxide. This
assumption leads to a difficulty, however. According to all
that is known the cond.uctivity of solid. electrol¡rtes is ohmic,
and the same should, according to Wilson's theory, be true of

, electronic semi-conductors. Yet current-voltage relationships
have been observed by Reimann and Murgoci,as and by
Reimann 'and Treloar,aa which a,re certainly not ohmic.
According to Reimann and Treloar the non-linear relationships
are characteristic of tbe higher temperatures. A typical
curve obtained by them at a relatively high temperature

i lozz'K.¡ is reprod.ucecl in X'ig. 42. It wiII be observed that
I the curve is linear for low voltages, but that as the voltage

is increased it presently bends tov'ard. the voltage axis and
then, finally, bends away from it again.
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Now Fowler ând \{'ilson r0 have recently shown that a
current-voltago relationship of just this nature is to be
expected on the basis of Wilson's theory of electronic semi- .

3 4
Applreo Porenrrnl DlrreRetce (Volts)

X'¡o. 42.

conductors when account is taken of the rectifying properties,
of semi-conductor/metal contacts and of the consequent,
potential falls across these.* 

The theory of semi-conductor/metal rectifiors has been

Ê__Lo

worked out by Wilson,6a X'renkel'
and Joffé,2l and Nordheim.as The
region of the boundary between I

-W the metal and the semi-conductor '' is pictured as in X'ig. 43. The
continuous curve represents the
potential energy of cond.uction'
electrons, the left-hand and right-
hand horizontal portions corre- ,

sponding to the potential energies
in the metal and semi-conductor

respectively. At the boundary between the two, a hump
ocours. The level Eo in the metal corresponds to the critical
enorgy of the n'ormi distribution and tho level W, in the semi-
conductor is that of the lower limit of the first unoccupiod
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allowed band. W, is the energy level of the unexcited impurity
electrons. For electrons to pass from the metal to the semi-
conductor, they must acquire kinetic energies corresponding
to the normal velocity component not less than W'r. And
for electrons to pass from the semi-conductor to the metal
they must also be raised by thermal excitation to the levol
'Wr, for otherwise they cannot become conduction electrons
in the semi-conductor. In the semi-conductor, electrons are
raised twice as high at any given temperature as they are in
the metal, and it may be shown that when an equal number
of electrons fl.ows in either direction (the equilibtium " no-
field " condition), the potential of the metal has adjusted
itself relative to that of the semi-conductor so that Eo is just
about half-way between'W' and.Wr. The hump has the same
transmission coefficient for either direction of travel and may
be ignored in a rough qualitative discussion.

Let us denote the equilibrium current in either direction
when there is no applied. field by Io. Now suppose the
potential of the metal to be raised by the small quantity
V (< IM, - Eo). The current, from right to left will still be
fo, but that from left to right will nowbe IoeeYlw, and so the
net current from left to right must be lo(e'YlËr - l¡. If, on
the other hand, the potential of the metal is lowered by the
small quantity V, it is easily seen that, the resultant net current
from right to left must be lo(f - ,-evlt{r¡.

We have so far neglected the efiect of the applied. voltage
on the hump and so on the transmission coefficient. We have
also not considered the efiect of the temperature on Io. It
may be shown that on account of the former efiect the current
from left to right must be multiplied by e-cvlrro and that from
right to left by €øvlkro. The quantity To is a constant, and is
in general great compared. with T. Also it may be shown that
the efiect of the temperature is to make Io proportional to
e-'lÆ, where æ is nearly equal to $(W, - %). More accurate
expressions contain factors of small powers of T, but for the
sake of simplicity these have been neglected here, being of but

, small importance compared with the exponential factors.
. Now let us consider the application of all this to the case
,of a current fl.owing from one metal electrod.e, through a semi-
conducting oxide, to another metal electrode. There are, as
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X'owler and Wilson have pointed out, three separate voltage
clrops to be taken account, of, the sum of which makes up
the potential difference between the metal electrodes. These
aro (l) thot across thc mctal/oxidc contact, Vl, (2) that across
the oxide, Vr, and (3) that across the oxide/metal contact,
Vs. The total voltage cfuop is

Vo : Vt * V, f Vr, (I3)

and if there is a current I fl.owing, we have

I : gr-r¡vr(€¿yrlËr _ l)e-øvrilro (metalfoxi<1e), (14)

I: ¡¡r-*¡urV, (Ohm's law in oxid.e), (I5)
and I : ç.-rlrc(l _ 6-,v'7*r)eevtlk\o (oxide/metal), (16)

whele G and II are constants.
It is easily seen that for suffi.ciently small currents (and.'

therefore voltages), eqns. (14) and (16) both approximate
to the form

I: çr-*¡nxrerrI{Io, (I7)

and for eY 4 ltT o such a relationship between I and V must
be linear. And since in (15) I also varies linearly with V,
it follows that the slope of this curve in its linear part, which
we have denoted by c, must vary with the temperature like
e-últ{t. Thus if the theory applies to the case of a formed.
alkaline-earth oxide between two metal electrodes, we may
identify wlk with p in (1), so that, the temperature dependence
of c is the same as that of the conductivity o of the oxide.

Let us now consider the case where I is so large that ç"Yrlkr
is great compared with 1. X'or this case, comparing (f a) with
(16), we easily see that the voltage V, dropped across the
metal/oxide contact becomes relatively unimportant and may
be left out of consideration. The shape of the current-voltage
curve for the whole system is then essentially that represented
by (16) with all the voltages increased by an amount propor-
tional to the current on account of the ohmic resistance of the
oxide expressed by (15).

It is obvious by inspection of (16) that the current, at first
tends to saturate ùl Ge-Il'}lhr and later increases again owing
to the increased transmissibility represented by the last factor.
The shapo of the high-temperaturo curront voltagc curvcs
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found by Reimann and Treloar is thus qualitatively accounted
for. X'or a quantitative comparison we should, of course,
need to know the values of the parameters. Of these, ,rz

enters into all three equations (f4)-(16) in the same way and-
merely gives the common scale factor e-ulHt. The actual
" character " of the curves, on the other hand, is determined
by the ratio G/H and by To. The independent parameters
a¡e Gr-*lÆ, G/H and To.

In X'ig. 44, currents are plotted to an arbitrary scale against
the corresponding applied voltages Vo for verious assumed

3.5

? 3 4
Applreo Porrunnl DrrnEnErce (Volts)

X'rc. 44.

values of To and G/H, and for a temperature of 922"K, These
, all show the initial linear rise and the tendency to saturate,
I . foltowed later by a further increase. n'or comparison, the experi-

mental ourve of Eig. 42, which is for 922"K,, is also shown.
It is seen that except for a too rapid increase at higher voltages
(- 5V.) it, is possible to imitate very well the observed curve

, by choosing a,ppropriate parameters. We need not, be unduly
ildisturbed by the want of agreement at the higher voltages,
i rfor this, according to n'owler and lVilson, is due merely to the
] faulty approximations used in the theory.
, It is readily seen that beyond an I corresponding to a V,
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that makes ,-eYslhr ( l, the theoretical curves given by any .

set of parameters must be the sa,me for all temperafures except
for the scale factot e-ültÆ. Actually, however, there is no
approach to similarity of shape between the experimental
high-temperature and low-temperature curves, As the tem-
perature is lowered, the " oharacter " which is such a marked
feature of the high-temperature curves is grad.ually lost, and
the curves for the lowest temperatures are, when time changes
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are allowed for, probably linear. X'rom this it must be inferred .

that the nature of the conduction at low temperatures is
essentially different from that at high temperatures. Since
the conduction appears to be mainly electronic at high tem-
peratures it is probably mainly ionic at low temperatures.
Ind.eed, it follows from the time changes observed. at low
temperatures, quite apart from the shapes of the curves, that
at least a part of the low-temperature currents must be ionic.

The nature of the time changes observed at low temperatures :

may be seen from X'ig. a5. In this the full curve represents
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he relationship between the final equilibrium current and the
,pplied voltage found by Reimann and Treloar for one of
heir specimens held. at a temperature of 572"K. If, now,
tarting from the conditions represented by the points B, C
,nd. D on this equilibrium curve, the voltage was suddenly
educed to 0'5, the points Ar, A, and Ar, respectively, were
¡btained immediately after t'he change, and then the current
ell gradually to the value represented by A. The points
Ir, A, and A,lie nearly on the straight lines joining the origin
;o the points B, C and D respectively. Thus the " instantan-
)ous " I-V relationships corresponding to equilibrium con-
litions at these points are probably linear, or very nearly so.

X'owler and Wilson have, with some reserve, proposed t'he
iollowing possible explanation of these time changes : When
l current pesses, Ba++ ions travel to the cathode surfa,ce and
)-- to the anode. If the ions form layers of dipoles at these
lurfaces they must modify the potentials in such a way as to
)ncourage the passage of electrons both from metal to oxide
lú the cathode interface and from oxide to metal at the anode
interface. Thus the electronic part of the current, originally
perhaps a small or even an insignificant part of the whole,
is greatly increased and eventually it may actually outweigh
the ion current. If this is the true explanation of the time
changes, the linearity of the instantaneous I-V curves must
be due to V, and V, both being small comparcd, wiLI' hTfe
within the range covered- by the observations.

The Mechanism of the Emission.-Let us now consider
bhe energy changes suffered by the emitted electrons in their
pessage from the core metal, through the oxide, into the
vacuum. Suppose the continuous line in X'ig. 46 to represent
the potential energy of the electrons carrying the current in
,the core meta,l, oxide, and free space. There will be a potential
hump at the boundary between the metal and the oxid.e (cf.
p. 222) and probably another at the outer surface of the oxide,
associated with the surface polarization due to the adsorbed
barium. In free space the potential energy is asymptotic
,to W-. Let its value in the oxide be W, and" let W, and Eo
tbe the energy level of the impurity electrons in the oxide and
lhe critical energy of the X'ermi distribution respectively.
At absolute zero Eo would be exactly midway between W,
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a,nd 'W2, and at higher temperatures it is still very nearlS
midway between these values :

Eo : å(% * IM,). (18:

Neglecting small powers of T, we have for the number z¿l

per unit volume of electrons thermally excited from the im.
purity level W, to the conduction level W, :

Wg-Wr
n¡ æ. e-- zur-. (l9l

The concentration of electrons at the conduction level is slight

tvlt tAL UÃIUE. VAUUIJM

L0
w¿

W

Tra. 46.

and their distribution is thorefore Maxwellian. Hence for
the thermionic emission we have

,. -- --*%-*' ,.^,7w,u0ç , . \avt

which, on account of (f8) and (19), reduces to
Wø-Io

d n ,---- oi- (2t)

This is the emission formula without the power-of-T factor.
It is interesting to note that the expression W"o - Eo for,

the work function does not directly involve energy levels in
the oxide, although, of course, it does so indirectly, since the
potential of the metal must adjust itsel-f so that Eo is nearly¡
midway between W' and Wr. This is as it should be, for
otherwise the metal and the oxide could not be in equilibrium,
both with one a,nother and with an external electron ga,s,
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According to our picture the work function W- - Eo
pust be greater than $(W, - %) and therefore log d should
¡ary more rapidly with l/T than does log o or @f . p. 224) log c.
\ctually it has been found by Reimann and Treloar that the
lopes of experimental (log i,)-t lT plots always are steeper
,han those of the corresponding (log c)-tlT plots, but not
rery much steeper-the slope ratios found. by them varied
)etween l.l2 and 1.28. Hence it must be concluded that,
or their specimens at least, 'W- 

-'W, was never a very
mportant part of the total work function.
r Since the emission is the result of a two-stage excitation,
;he heat efiect associated with it must also be made up of two
rarts. There is a direct cooling due to the emission of electrons
rom the conduction level at the outer surface of the oxide,
rut this only represents a part-and not necessarily an im-
rortant part-of the work function. The drawing-ofi of
rlectrons from the conduction level at the emitting surface
nust be balanced by a supply of electrons to this level at the
urface of the metal. Thus a part of the cooling which accom-
ranies the drawing of electrons takes place at the metal/oxide
pterface. Of course there will be a continual flow of electrons
rom the impurity level to the conduction level also, but in
r,ny particular part of the oxide this will be balanced by an
rqual flow in the opposite direction, and so there will be no
tet current between the two levels.

It might be thought that the emission constant A of an
rxide cathode, in addition to being affected by the shape of
he potential hill at the surface of the oxide, should be pro-
rortional to the concentration no of conducting electrons,
vhich in turn increases,the concentration of dissolved barium.
lhis is not the case, however, and is only suggested by
he approximations we have made. When no emission
rurrent is taken, the metal and the vacuum, both being in
rquilibrium with the oxide, must also be in equilibrium with
'ne another, and so the ordinary thermodynamical theory of
he emission applies just as in the case where there is no oxide.
¡'he Ao for the oxide cathode must therefore be the same as
or the uncoated core metal, and A must be equal to the
rroduct of Ao and I - ã, where f is the mean reflexion co-
fficient for the surface of the oxide.

,. : vl- ,i
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The emission from an oxide cathode at, a given temperatur,
does nevertheless depend on the concentrat'ion of dissolvet
barium as well as on the state of afiairs at the oxide surface
'l'his has been observed experimentally by Becker and Sears,
and is accounted for very simply by our theory. Let u
suppose for simplicity that the potential step and the shap,
of the potential hill at the surface of the oxide both remair
constant, while the concentration of dissolved barium increase
from zero. When there is no dissolved barium, Eo will be abou'
half-way between W, and. the upper limit of the highest filler
bancl inthe oxide. On the otheihand, when the concentratioJ

¡ 1. r r r ---:,,--- :- t-:-I^ ñ :^ ^L^--¿ L^Il --,^-- l^^+*-^^-UI UlË¡iUfVCU uAIluIrÌ rs llrgll, rJu6 rù auuüu rrólr-wal uúuweEl

W, and Wr. Thus, as the amount of dissolved barium i,

increased from zero, Eo rises, the work function W- - E
becomes less, and the emission increases.
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CHAPTER, V

MODER,N GENER,AL THEOR,Y OF' ELECTR,ON
EMISSION.

Tn¡ older theory of thermal electron emission, whilst satis-
factory so far as it goes, raises three important questions to
which ii; provides no answers. These are : (l) What is the

it be úhat makes the emission obey the T2 formula ? It is
with these questions that the more recent theorotical develop-
ments mainly deal.

he succeeded. in
A much closer
S. Dushman 18 i
what earlier in

The condition of equilibrium at constant temperature and
plessure between an electron-emitting body and an external
electron gas is

ô@: 0, (l)
* This is the now na,mo now coming into uss for whaù was formorry known

&s the tt cheruical congtant,"
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here ô@ is the variation of the characteristic function @

tefined in Chapter I) of the system accompenying a virtual
'ansference of electrons from the condensed to t'he gaseous

hase or aice aersa. This condition is fulfrIled. only when the
raracteristic function per gra,m-molecule of electrons in the
ìseous phase, {,* is equal to that in the condensed phase, f' :

ó : ú'. (2)

Let u, n, a¿2 cst s and ú (: u * pa) represent the internal
nergy, volume, heat capacity at constant volume, heat

¡,pacity at constant pressure, entropy an<l heat function at
rnstant pressure respectively per gram-molecule of electrons
r the gaseous phase, and let the same symbols dashed- represent
le coïresponding quantities per gram-molecule of electrons in
re condensed phase. Then by definition,

{: s -i:'-" !ro' (3)

or ¿ù ga,s, 't't : CùT + b, . (4)

'here ó is a constant, and

pa:I7,T, (5)

r that (3) becomes

d:u -c,_ R-å:s- ",- 
LT, (6)

nd since the entropy of a perfect gas is given by

s:cplogT-Iìlogp itc,. (7)

,here ¡c is a const,ant, we have, finallY,

Ô:",IogT-R,logPf rc- "r_ $ (8)

, Iror electrous in the condensed phase, we have

,l,t : s' -q (9)--" _T.

ior the entropy, s', of the condensed electrons, we may write

8' : so' + J, Sar, (10)

* This musù, of coulso, not, be oonfused with ùhe conetanù of the empirical
omission formula Ior which the same symbol wag used in Chapter I'

I

'l
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where so' is the value we choose to assign to the ontropy
absolute zero. The heat funoúion, æ", is obviously given by

lI¡' :'lI - 1,, (

where Z is the latent heat of vaporization of one gram-molecu
of electrons, and, as in Chapter I, ,

¡T¡TrL: Io + I (c, - co')il,T : lo * arT - loco'il,T, (lJo 
r

whero Zo is tho latont hoat at absolute zero. Thus, substitui
ing (r0), (Ir) and (12) in (9), and substituting for ø its valrl
on account of (4) and (5), we obtain

þ' : uo' + ['"{ar - +J: c;itr {'å- !,

Our condition (2) now becomes

c, logT - R, log p * rc - c": so'

* J'#* - +fi o;d,r +tfi,

or togyt:fftorr+f{--8;

**(+J,,,'d,r - J,4*) -#
Neglecting an' aEírt Chaptor f, and substituting for o, its
for a monatomic g¿g, v:rz. $R', wo have

rog st :! rog r * (+ -;) - #,
and. hence g,: + -å1'l'.-#.

The omiesion current, 'i,, may be oxpressed in terms of
pressure, the temperature, the electronic charge and mass,
the mean refl.exion coeff.cient thus :

(1

I

(r(
I

(1n

rti
an{

Ii,: (l - F)e
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Combining (17) ancl (18), we obtain, therefore, t'he emission

formula 
,:+-Þ, _ to

,i : (I - ¡¡"Í212.-nã. (19)\_ .,\/2tmh

Comparing this with formula (31) of Chapter I, we see that
An must be given by 

* _ so,_!
^ eek 2

A^ : 

- 

(20)
" l2nmlt

The quantity
¡)

2

is the so-called " vapour pressure const'ant " of our gas' Its
value in terms of known quantities may be found by comparing

the thermodynamical expression for the ent'ropy of t'he gas,

viz.,
s:c,logT-R,logP*rc, (7)

with the value of s derived statistically from Boltzmann's
hypothesis, which maY be written

8 - so' :tu log ffi, eL\

where W and. 
'Wo' are the so-called 'ot'hermodynamic prob-

abilities " for one gram-molecule of t'he gas at the temperature

T and at absolute zero respectively.
The thermodynamic probability may be defined as the

number of difierent complexions of the gas molecules consistent

with their total energy. Perhaps the simplest derivation of

this quantity for a mãnatomic gas that has yet been given is

one dìe to"Brody,6 which we shall reproduce,below' taking
account of the fact that the particular molecules with which
'we are concerned are electrons having a spin of angular

I momentum hl4n, where ñ, is Planck's quantuP o{ agtio.n'

Letusconsidera,gram-moleculeofgasenclosed'withina
cubical box of side I, whose faces are perfect'ly smooth and

elastic, so that at every collision of a molecule with a face,

the two velocity components parallel to the face are unaffected,

while that perpendicular to the face is reversed. The motion
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of each molecule is thon " conditionally periodic,', and the
quantum conditions applying to the three components of
momentum are

!*u,a*: m'Ib

lmo,aa 
: n"lù

fmo"a', 
: v¿"'fu

(22)

where the integrals are taken along a side and back again, i.e.
over a-complete period. fn these ec¡_ra,f,ions øz represents +,he
mass of a molecule, un, ,t)u, a,îd u uthe three velocity õomponents,
a,rrd n', rù", arrd z"' positive whole numbers.

X'rom the equations (22) we have at once

and

and

lo-l:#,
lrrl:#
lr"l:#

Hence the energy of a molecule is

lm (un, I ao, t a"z) : #Ur*,, I n,,z I n,,,r),

and the enerov of fhe u'hnle os.s is' 'ëJ '

*: #*r,Ë(n,,, + %;,, *,tu,,,,,),

(23)

(24)

(25).

where N is Loschmidt,'s number, i.e. the number of molecules
in a gram-molecule.

The thermod¡mamic probability'W is related to the number
of difierent sets of values of the positive whole numbers
%lt, %1", nr"'r,ìrr', ... ,, no"'which satisfy equation (26), or
rather, since i,n general no single set of values of the n can be
found to satisfy irt, Ildn of the number of sots of values corre-
sponding to energies between E and E + dE. This latter
number of sets may be arriverl i,t a,s follows. Consider zr,,
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1r", , . ,, rLy"'es the recta,ngular co-ord.inetes of a, point in
r, 3N-dimensional space. Then the number IMe ßeek is the
lumber of points in this space whose co-ordinates are all
msitive whole numbers and which lie between the surfaces
rf the 3N-dimensional spheres of radii

^rl

8ml,2E
-hr'

8m1,2(E + dE)
h2ànd

Since the part of the 3N-dimensional space in which all the
¡o-orùinates are positive is the 2-BN fraction of the whole,
;he number we seek is

I dVs¡r
#N -'E

where Vs* is the volume of the 3N-dimensional sphere, and
bhe probability W is related to the coefficient oL cl'E, viz',

rMX- f &-. (26)r' -28N dE'

The next question to decide is that of the relationship
between \ /x and W. Ono thing that makes these two
quantities difier from one another is the fact, now well estab-
tished, that an electron has a definite spin and may be in either
of two quantum states associated with this spin. In order
not to interrupt unduly our present line of reasoning, let us

now take this statement, for granted, postponing its justification
until later. Since there are two possible spin arrangement's

of each electron, there must be 2N spin arrangements of the
N electrons. The number of complexions is therefore greater
than Wx by this factor on account of the spin, quite apart
from anything else.

If we suppose an individuality to be assignable to the
electrons, this is the only factor that difierentiates W from
Wx, and we have
: W: 2N.WX. (27)

rlf, on the other hand, we suppose this to be impossible, the
mere interchange of two identical electrons will not introduce

dn,
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a new complexion, and W must be less than the value given
it in (27) by the factor N ! , the number of ways of arranging
N difierent things. We shall cater for either assumption by
putting N ! in the equation

tNw: ofuw*, (28)

in brackets. N ! is to bo thought of as present or absent in
(28) and in the equations immediately to follow where it is
bracketed, according as individuality is not or is assignable
to the electrons. i

On now eliminating WX between (26) and (28) we have

I dv"*,w : 
2_rru\T D 7d. Qs)

It may be shown by the aid of Dirichlet's multiple-
integration formula that the volume of a sphere of radius
r in 2n-dimensional space is

.T
'L-2n
nl'

Hence, if 3N is even,

Varv: 3N,
2'

(30)

and substituting thls in (29) we have

w:rÞñhrÉfry')T-' + ry (8,)2 \' 
2' 

a rt'-

Now let us consider the quantity Wo', the thermodynamic,.
probability for the condensed electrons at absolute zero. As
the temperature of any system falls, its 'W decreases, and at
the absolute zero it has reached the lowest value it ever can.
ff we a,ssurne that individuality is not assignable to the
molecules, the lowest mathematical limit to W is unity, and ,

we should expect this to be attained. at absolute zero. On
the other hand, in the supposed alternative case where,
individlrality is a,ssignable to the molecules we should expect ,

)

9N-1SN

E
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,o', the value of W at absolule zero, to be N !

se, dividing (31) by'Wo'we obtain
3N

289

Thus, in either

$-r\r
w;

7f 2 8m1,2 3N 8m1,2

2'h2'E) (32)q
2

lLz

It might be thought that the condensed electrons at,

isolute zero would be capable of as many spin arrangements
those in the gaseous phase. Actually this is not so, how-

ler, as we shall see later when dealing with t'he theory of
etals. The spin arrengements as well as the states of linear
otion of the condensed electrons are " frozen " into a unique
stem. It will be necessary, for the present,, to accept this
atement on trust.
We may now simplify (32) by neglecting small factors

¡hich we are entitled to do, since we aro not interested. in
'/Wo' directly, but only in its logarithm) and applying
iirling's formula for the factorials of large numbers, viz.,

n l. : nn¿-n, . (33)

rd so obtain the equatiorì 1,

\ry 
3N 6N

w-J 
: *(w)' ¿'*(ñ) 

" 
(34)

hence, eliminating l, N and E by means of

¿' : lÏ, (85)p'
R,\r _ -- (86)Lr_8,

rd E:+RT (37)

rspectively, taking logarithms, and. substituting in (2I), we
nd for s the expression

I : so' + åR log T - R,log 1a + "r"f{þq!!}
+ åR f R,log 2. (38)

)n comparing this with
s: åRlogT - R,logp f rc, (7)

re see that

K - 80': R, log {@#4} * å" r R, rog 2, . (3e)
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and so, finally, we find for the vepour pressure constant tJ
value

¡6 - 5o'--E-- t
,). r"s{2(Znm

(+

which, substituted in (20), gives us

. L¡melcz
Ao : __¿s_r (4

or, if we substitute for the constents l,heir numerical value
viz. m,:8.99 x l0-2e gm., e:4.72 x 10-10 e.s.u., k: l.Bzt x l0-
erg./deg., arrd, lt : 6.55 X l0-¿z erg. seo,,

Ao : 3.60 x 1011e.s.u./cm.zde$.z : 120 amp/cm.rd"g.r. (4,,

This, then, is the uppor theoretical limit for the emission cor
stant A of an emitter whose cn' iB zeto,

The Energy Distributíon of the Free Intern:
Electrons.-In Chapter I a brief, qualitative sketch w¿ 

-

given of classical and. modern statistical theories and of the
application to the electron theory of metals. 'We shall no
supplement this by a somewhat more detailed, quantitatil
discussion.

In the statistical treatment of a monatomic gas, phar
spa,ce, having six dimensions, three (r, y, z) of position and thre
(t, q, Ë) of momentum, is divided into equal phase cells, an
the various d,i,tferent, Ttossi,ble arrangements of the representativ.
points of the molecules among these cells are considerec
Each difierent arrangoment is called a " complexion,', a,n,
the normal, or most probable " statistioal state " of the gas i
assumed to be that which embraces the largest number o :

complexions. Characteristic of this statistical state is th
so-called " distribution function " /, which gives the mos
probable number dN of representative points in a smal
portion d,ø d,y iÌ,2 d€ h d( of phase space about the point (*, y, z

t, n, O by means of the equation

clN : l@, U, ?, Ê, \, () d,n d,y d,z d,{ ù¡ d,(. (49, ' 
,

If the gas is not subjected to any field of force,.,¡Ê will be i
function of the momenta €, T, ( only, and in this case it ma¡
easily be shown by a discussion irvolviug rnerely three
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rinrensional " momentum spa,ce " tlnat, the number ¿lN of
rolecules having (kinetic) energies between e and e f de is
iven by the following equation involving the " energy dis-
ribution function " F(e) :

¿7N: X'(s)de, (44)
¡here T:2ny(2y¡1¡"tn¿1tnf, (45)

T and m representing the volume of the gas ancì. the mass
f a molecule respectively. On the assumptions made as to
'rhich complexions are possible and difierent from one another
he forms of the functions f and n'will depend.

In the classical statistics, all those cõmplexions are taken
o be possible ones for which the mass, energy and volume of
he system as a whole are conserved, and the molecules are
hought of as having individuality, so that an interchange of
he representative points of two molecules between two phase
ells gives a, new complexion. On the basis of these assumptions
he energy distribution function If takes the well-known
faxwellian form

n'(e) : -Æ-ru't'r-oi, (46)

i'here N is the total number of molecules.
In 1924 Bose 2 succeeded in treating statistically the

adiation corpuscles, or photons, contained within a uniform-
emperature enclosure and in deriving by this rnethod Planck's
rell-known black-radiation formula. It is now well established
hat the energy and momentum of a photon are respectively
Lv andhvfc, where y is the frequency of the radiation, c is the
'elocity of light, and lt, is Planck's quantum of action. There
s nothing corresponding to a conservation of the identity of
, photon with a change of momentum (or of frequency), so
)ose abandoned all attempt to attribute individuality to photons
n any circumstances. He asserted that, no new complexion
vould be introduced by an interchange of photons (supposing
hat such could be imagined) between two cells. This was
rne important departure from the classical statistical method.
\,nother, quite as important, was the assignment of a definite
pagnitude, viz. hs, to the phase cells. This was to bring
ihe new statistics into line with quantum principles.

16
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It then occutred to Einstein 16 that, if, as indicated. by th
success of the new method in deriving Planck's radiatio
formula, Bose's assumptions are valid for radiation corpusclel
ûhey ruighl, well be valid for material particles also, for th
parallelism between the properties of radiation and of materi¿
particles was at this time becoming increasingly evidenl
If no ind.ivid.uality is assigned to the molecules of a monatomi
gas in complexion-counting and the cells into which phas
space is divided are each of magnitude la8, the energy dit
tribution funct'ion becomes

2nY(2m\slzeLl¡n'(r):ffi),. (4i

where À is a quantity which involves the temperature bu
is independent of e, It may be evaluated by equating th
integral of X'(e)de from 0 to co to the total number o

particles N.
Shortly after the development of the statistics of Bose anr

Einstein, Fermi,l8 and independently, Dirac,l0 proposed a:

important, modification to their assumptions. This consister

in the extension to the statistics of material particles of Pauli'
exclusion principle, which had. hitherto proved very fruitfu
in the realm of atomic structural physics. According to thi.
principle, no two electrons in any given atom may simul
taneously ba defined. by the same set of four quantun
numbers. As extended to the statistics of a ga,seous s¡rsten
the principle may be stated thus : No phase cell of magnitud,

---- aI- ^ - ^ -:-- ^,1- --^-^---^-^¿^n" m y COnIAln A,rJ ¿ÙIry lIltsU¿nlIU II¡uIti ulli{,lt Ü Èillr$ru I'tiPIUScIrua,

tive point of any one kintl of molecule. The incorporation o

this restriction into the Bose-Einstein statistics makes th,
distribution function

I
f(r, a, z, Ê, n, e) : h\(e^ + +1)

(48,

and the energy distribution function

x'(r) : 2rY (2m)"1,¿'1,

1rt1rt+4vr ¡ l)'
where À is again independent of e. Thus the mathematica
expressions of the X'ermi-Dirac difier from those of the Bose
Einstein statistics in the replacernent of the - I by f I ir
the denominators.
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X'or material gases at almost all temperatures and con-
. ¡ntrations realizable in the laboratory, both the Bose-Einstein

hd. X'ermi-Dirac distributions åre, as we shall now see,
rdistinguishable from the Maxwellian.

ft is easily seen that all three distributions must, be the
t ¡,me when

,t+"lt{t V l, (50)

¡r X'(e) is then the same kind of function of s in (a?) and.

[9) as it is in (a6). Its integration over all e-values for any
iven temperature can give the same total number N of
lolecules in all three cases (as it must) only when

2nY (2m¡"1"-t 2N
hB 

_ 
Í,ta(kl)stz,

e. when e-7: - "h7-': (l;6 ,' (51)

'here n represents the number of molecules in unit volume.
lhus, bearing in mind that, e"lkr is not a very large quantity,
being of the same order as frT, we see that the condition (50)
¡r the practical equivalence of the three distributions may be
,ritten

nhg

QtñY"< t' (52)

Let us consider, for example, the case of the monatomic
as helium at normal temperature and. pressure. It is easily
alculated- that for this case the left-hanã side of (52) is only
bout 4 X 10-6. It would be possible to cool this gas to such
low temperature and. subjecfit to such a high prãssure that'

he condition (52) would no longer be fulfilled, and one might
pen hope to test experimentally which of the three distributions
; really has. All other geses, however, would liquefy long
efore the distributions became appreciably difierent.i Now let us take the case of the densest external electron
as that is ever likely to interest us-that which is supposed,
¡ our thermodynamical discussions, to be in equilibrium
rith tungsten at its melting-point, 3655oK. (The high tempera-
[re is unfavourable to the fulfilment of (52), since n. incrõases
luch faster than T'/,.) Assuming the reflexion coef,Êcient to
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be f, as is perhaps ind-icated by the flact lhat experimenti
values of the ernission constant of tungsten as low as abou

$Ao have been obtained, and giving the emission at 3655'B
its value of 480 amp./cm.!, we fintl ftlr the lell,-halrl sid
of (52) a value of only l'2 x lO-e" Thus there woulcL be n
noticeable departure of this gas from the classical distributio
and our earlier assumption of this distribution is justified.

The case of the internal electron gas is, howevet, profoundl
difierent. We shall not expect to be wrong in order of maE

nitude if we assume that the number of free internal electron
is equal to the number of atoms. On this assumption, th
-"*L^- ^+ +-^^ ^l^^+ú^ñd i- . ^"hi- nan4imof¡a nf trrnaofor¡lu¡!ruul v¡ rluu UIU!,ururr¡r

for example, would be 6'4 X 1022. X'or a gas of this con
centration whose molecules have the small mass of electron
the left-hand side of (52) would. no longer be small compare'
with l, even at the highest temperatures. Thus at 3655"K
it would be about 120. The X'ermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstei
distributions would therefore no longer be equivalent to th -

Maxwellian or to one another.
But now it may be asked : Are we in any case entitled t, '

treat the system of internal electrons a's a gâs ? Can we ignor
the forces exerted by the electrons on one another and thos
between the electrons and- the ions of the metal ? Doubtles
the assumption that Iie c¿ì,n do so is somewhat crude. W
are, nevertheless, encouraged to neglect these forces at leas
for the purposes of a first approximation when we remembe
that (I) slow electrons are sometimes observed to go righ
through atoms as if these were non-existent, and (2) electron
behave not only as particles, but also as .waves, and a wave
train can travel through a system of obstacles, each of whic. '

by itself would give rise to a dispersion, if these are a,lra,nge(

in a regular lattice whose spacing is smaller than the wave
Iength. This last-named condition is always fulfilled by a,
the electrons in which we â,re interestecl. The trial of treatin.
the internal free electtons as the molecules of a gas with ' -

l'ermi clistribution has, in fact, succeeded so well in explainin
many of the properties of metals that the assumption seem

to be amply justified.
Let, us now consider the justiflcation of the statemen

mad.e on page 237 conccrning thc clcctron spin. A spin of th
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lectron was first postulated in t92l by A. H. Compton,6 but
he suggestion seems to have failed to attract the attention it
Leserved. In 1925 Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit 30 indepenclently
lut forward the same hypothesis in order to provide a physical
hterpretation of the hitherto mysterious fourth quantum
:umber in the theory of spectra. In order to explain the
Íeeman effect it is necessary to ascribe to t'he spinning electron
,n angular momentum of lh pn and a magnetic moment eh f 4ømc.
lhe new concept has not only proved very fruitful in the field
;f spectroscopy, but it has enabled the theoretical magnitude
¡f the magneto-mechanical (Einstein and de Haas) effect to
ie reconciled with the experimental value, and furthermore,
lauli 2e has shown that by mea,ns of it the magnetic properties
rf the alkali metals can be satisfactorily accounted for.

In a magnetic field (which we may, if we like, take to be

'anishingly small), an electron will have its least potential
rnerg/ when it's spin-vector is parallel to the field. and its
çreatest' when it is anti-parallel. According to the quantum
'heory, these are the only two orientations possible, since t'he
rngular momentum about the direction of the field. can change
rnly by an integral multiple oL hf2n, and this is just twice
'he angular momentum associated with the spin. And since
rlectrons with opposite spins are necess¿ùrilyin different quantum
rtates, their representativ-e points ma,y occupy the same cell
rf sjx-dimensional phase space without violating the extended
Jauli exclusion principle. It is as if we had two different, and
ndependent electron gases, the parallel and the anti-parallel,
,he distribution of each being unaffected by the presence of
;he other. Thus the n'ermi energy distribution function for
;he " mixed " electron gas is

n'(e): Ç
2zrY(2m¡"1"¿'1,

(53)'hs(e^+êlkr+l),

[here G, the " statistical weight " for an electron, is equal to 2.
As stated on page 242, 

^ 
may be evaluated by integrating

)he energy distribution function with respect to the variable
, over all e-values from 0 to oo and. equating the integral to
ñ. Sommerfeld 35 has shown that where .-¡ is large the in-
¡egral may be expressed. in the form of a, convergent series,
ihus:
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I1",.,0. 
: N : % !rr*rro¡'r.(r +{*-,+ . . .), @4

where for convenience o¿ is written for - À. Let us aßgum

for a moment that o¿ is so large that we mey without seriou
error neglect all but the first term of the series. Then, writin
ø for N/V as before, we have

hz / 3n \nl,":ffi\ffi) (51

Assuming n to be equal to the number of atoms of metal pe
cm.B, $'e should. have for the c¿ of a Fermi free electron gas i:
tungsten at 3655oK. the value 5'95 and of course higher value

at lower temperatures. The corresponding value of Ëu' t

0.035 at 3655"K. and less at lower temperatures. Thus ou''
neglect of the second and. further terms in the series appear
to be justified.

If we now write

alcT : h2

2m

'ls3ø\_t
4¡G)( :lt',

the functions / and X' become respectively

l(*, a, z, t, T, O : G (5ie- þ
l¿B (€h- + t)

^-r rr/-\ ^ 
2trY(2rn¡ul'¿'l' ,*,állu r'\È,f 

-u.-----f,=l-- 
. \u(

lug(e-w I L)

This distribution is patently very difierent from th
Maxwellian. Thus at absolute zero (where, incidentally (5i
ceases to be merely an approximation),

.l/:fi o" o

and F-ê W(2-)u1""/'o" o:G. "'';;',- or 0

according as r is less or greater than ¡r. Each phaso cell t,

whose position in phase spece corresponds an energy less tha:
p contains the representative points of just two eleotrons (c
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Durve shows the distribution in nickel at 1500'K'

.f

56

@

11 1?

€, (Electron -Volts)

Fra.4?._Relaùionshipbeüweenthedistributionfuncùion/andtheenergy€
of the free electrons i¡r niokel at OoK' ond at l500oK'

The Escape of a Fermi Electron Gas through a

Potential Barrier.-The problem of the passage of electrons

through the potential barrier at the surfa'ce of a metal is of a
two-fãld nature. X'irst it, is necessary to find the function
N(W)by means of which we ma,y express the number N(W)dW
of'electrons having kinetic energies corresponding bo t'heir

normal velocity components between W and- W + dW which

impinge internally on unit area of the surface in unit' time'
Next le must find the transmission coefficient D(W) of t'¡ese

electrons through the barrior. The electron emission is then

expressed. simply by

,t,:e
0

N(w)D(W)dw,
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or, since D(V/) must vanish for all values of W less than C, b¡

;: r[-N1w)D(w)d\4/. (5e
JC

For a gas whose molecules are not acted upon by an externa
field of force, eqn. (a3) may evidentlS, be replaced. by 

,

dn : lG, rr, O d,t dn dE, (60

where dz represents the number of molecules per unit volume
having components of momentum between {, n, ( and, Ê + it,t,
n I dn, ( + dt. The number of molecules n({)d,( having a
normal component of momentum betr','een f and f I ds¿ is

n(ê)d,€ : o4::J]-r .dnd{, (6r)

and the number passing in the positive direction through a
unit of area of a surface Ø : corrst. is therefore

f,,"Gt¿t:#l::l*- r.oroË. (62)

On changing the variable from f to W, where y¡ : (zf2m,
this becomes

N(w)dw: r'J]: [lir.ø'e. (6s)

According to the modern electron theory of metals tho
free paths of the internal electrons are of the order of hundreds
of atomic diameters. 'We may therefore take it that the
emission is determined directly by the distribution of the
electrons metal rather than by any
modified in the immediate neigh-
bourhood r / the X'ermi distributlon
function, Nordheim 25 has integrated the right-hand side of
(63) and thus found for N(W) the expression

N(w) -znG-ry'krbo (1 + , w-rr
= - W-Iog 1,I I e---Æ-¡,. (64)

with the following approximations :

'T9?,.. -rr', ,^* wN(W) :1 ¡,, ,* r,,, rvr # * o, . $aa)
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a,nd

. . (64b)

> 0. $ac\

This function is represented by the dashed curve in X'ig. a8.
The straight line represents the function at absolute zero.

X'ro. 48.

X'or our emission problem, however, it is unnecessary to
work out the complete expression N(W'), for the function only
interests us for W > C. But, as we shall see in a moment,, for
W> C, ,G-ullHr ;> l, so that the distribution function reduces
to the simple Maxwellian form (so far as e is concerned ; not,
of course, as regards temperature variation) :

"f*
ê- It
lîT (65)

The integration of (63) thus becomes a perfectly simple matter.
A¡a;tr rG-ùlrr ¡' I for W) C is evident from the following

considerations. X'rom (58) we see that at absolute zero, for
0 < r { y,,the energy distribution function X'(e ) of an electron
gas depends on € only, and that beyond ¡r it is zero. There
is an abrupt " cut-ofi " a,t t: ¡r,, and since, according to (56),

¡r depends directly on rz, so does the position of the cut-ofi.
Consequently, the energy gained or lost by the metal when
an infinitesimal quantity of electrons is condensed or evapor-

1 ated at absolute zero is ¡, per electïon. Thus we may identify
,C - t" with the latent heat of evaporation per electron at
I absolute zero, i,e, with the work function X. The lower the

G-
>c: Tze
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\ilork function of an emitter, the lower are in general also the'
temperatur_es at which the emission is commonly observed,

and thus + or ylkT is a quantity of a fairly constant

ord.er. It is, in fact, something like f0-30. Clearly, there-
fore, 6(c-ø)/m > l.

fn order, then, to obtain the expression for N(W) for this
case, all we have to do is to neglect the I in the denominator
of the X'ermi distribution function and integrate. Thus
from (63)

+@
N(IM)w,c : #u,*l J

€ 4*dqd,Ë, (66)

or, Bl1tce

and

GN(W)*'c :
h8-

+co

-r¡

42-ffiÍ
-@

drl I ,-#¿g

\ryt2
Zn,

+co
e

W-p-.F¡- +@

-6

2z¡mkT -Y.:-¿e l{I

Incidentally, it is important to note that if the transmission
coefficient D(W)is independent of 'W for all values of W greator
than C, the normal velocity distribution of the eleotrons that
get through the surface must still be Maxwellian after emergenoe.'
This is at once evident from the form of (67).

The expression (õ9) for the emission now becomes

. LtrmekT f .o- .--.. - ll--tr,: ffJ"O{W¡.---EE-dW, (68)

G having been given its value of 2. Obviously the integral
in this equation may be replaced by

D['.-H¿w,
Jc

where D is the mean transmission coeff.cient at the tempera-
ture T for all the.olectrons whose W lies between C and co.

G
h8
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Thus, substituting this for the int'egral in (68) and int'egrat'ing,

we obtain for the emission the formula

i:D .!ffr+-W, (6e)

which, if we may id.entify D with | - F, may be written
A-p

d: (1 - F)Ao'Iz<--E, (70)

constant of which it, allows is identical with that obtained
by v. Laue and Dushman, corrected for t'he electron spin,

from consideration of the vapour pressure constant' of an

ideal external elect'ron gas.

According to th of a met'al

multiplied by the the work
function yby p,, llt e electrons

in the cold metal. amPlc, tho

value of ¡.c would be 5'8, g'2, . - . e'v. according to the number
(1,2, . . .) of free electrons per at'om, and since X for tungst'en

is 4'5 e.v., the corresponding values of C would be 10'3, I3'7,
. . . e.v. In the case of nickel, p for one electron per atom would
be 7.4e.v., and for two it would be 1l'7 e'v. The work funct'ion
of nickel is 5'0 e.v.' so that the corresponding values of C

would be l2'4 and 16'7 e'v. respectively. There is good reason

to believe that the number of valency electrons in nickel is
two per atom, so we should' expect the actual value of C for
this metal to be 16'7 e.v., or that of the inner potential to be

16.7 volts.
Now fortunately there is a method for determining the

, inner potential of a metal which is independent of any t'herm-

ionic of photoelectric measurements. When electrons are
I reflected by a metal single crystal, well-defined reflexion
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maxima occur corresponding to certain angles of incidence.
This is due to the penetration of the electron waves to several
atomic diameters beneath the surface and. their interference

^: 
h

n1,a
(?l)

connecting the wave-length À with the electron velocitv ø.
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phase could not be expressed, as thermodynamically it must
be, simply by eqn. (15), which takes no account of reflexion
coefficients. The equality of the two reflexion coefficients
has also been proved. directly by Nordheim 26 on the basis
of the laws of reflexion.

The reflexion of electron waves incident on a plane potential
discontinuity or hill has been theoretically investigated by
Nordheim 26' 27 arrd by Fowler and Nordheim,zl and expres-
sions for D derived for a number of different cases.

By combining the de Broglie relation (71) with the
equation

S : Àitt's. (72)
òt2- TzY 

P'

describing the wave propagation of a sine-function S of the
t'ime I whose period is r, the well-known SchrÖdinger w'ave
equation

v,s+yrr_u)s:o (TB)

is obtained, in which E and IJ represent the total and potential
energies respectively of the particle.

X'or the case of electrons approaching a plane potential
barrier whose plane is perpendicular to the ø-direction, the
substitution in (73) of

s: ,þ@)ïwhv+zk') F+)
in which lt, and lcu are constants (obviously having the
dimensions of momentum), and ¿ is written Tsl \/-- 1,'F gives us

t! * 'l'y(ø _ku'! k"'_ u\¿: o.drz' h, \" 2m "/y
ho' * ku'

or, writing xz r.orff""o W for E - 2m
i.e. for the

total energy apart, from t'hat associated with the components
of velocity in the g and z directions,

ffi+cr'(w-u)ú:o'. (75)

Thus our problem is reduced to one in a single dimension.

* This symbol is used instead of üho moro usual'í, as the laùter is already
in use to donote elecúron omission.

ìl ,
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In this equation, the square of the absolute magnitude .
of the wave function r/ (i.e. the kind of quantity that would.

Let us consider, first of all, regions of constant potential,
and therefore of constant Iry - U. n'or such legions the
solution of eqn. (75) is

tþ: g.-,.1(w-a)'lzn * "rru1w-vflzø. 
. (76)

The constants c and c' correspond to the electrons travelling

with speeds 0 :
m

in the positive and negative

ø-directions respectively. The density ( oc probability) of the
electrons travelling in the positive direction is proportional
to I c l2 and the current, therefore, to I c lz multiplied by the
velocity, i.e. to I ¿ l,('lM - U)'/'. Similarly, the negative
current is proportional to I c' l,(W - Uf/,. Let us write
c(W - U)'/' - ct, and. c'(W - IJ)'ln : o'. Then eqn. (76) may
be written

, A, -u(\!-Y¡llzn, Øt -rx(W-U)r/er !àì*:g-¡1v,' '-+@=TD%€' (77)

These substitutions a,re convenient, for now I a lz and, I a, lz
are proporiionai direci;iy io ihe positive and negative currents
respectively. The constants q, and a' a,re, of course, in general
complex.

Now it has been found by Nordheim,26 employing a
mathematical method d.ue to Jefireys,z3 that under ceriain
conditions the solution for regions of variable potential may
be expressed in an analogous form. The quantity ø is very
large, its numerical value being 4 X 1013, and so Nordheim
songht to develop tþ(r) in a series of falling powcrs of ø, thus :

t +fr')¿ (78)ú(*) : e(r),'"( +

Subst'ituting this in (75) and. equating tho coofficicnts of thc
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yarlous powers oI x to zero (which must be their value for the

substitution to be valid), we obtain

(ø\ :W-IJ,

(b)

(o)

td,u\2
\a-)

d,2a

æ
Æ

d,r

il's
ffi
I

drg
æ

(7e)

(81)

d,r,

il,r

f terms in /, etc.,

and. therefore, where the series in (?8) sufficiently strongly
converges, we have for an approximate solution of (75)

ú : (w - 1J¡-'/ntt''t'<w 
-v¡'l"an

and for the most general solution

.t. _ ü .-*1i¡* - u )'lotu J- a,, ,,ln ,* -v¡'loo,
ú: fr- u¡r.. ' , (w - úyne 

'no , (82)

with the condition lnar { has the .rruto" 
ffi 

a,t' n:ro.
Obviously in (82), as in (?7), | ø l2 and I a' l2 are proportional

to the positive and negative electron cutrent, respectively, and
'thus it is seen that wherever (82) is a solution the currents in
the two directions are constant with regard to r, i'e. there is
no reflexion.

This conclusion can no longer be drawn, however, when
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(81) is not a sufficiently good approximatio' to a sorution of
(75), i.e. when the condition

lr,lr,z;+";, +. . . < I (83)

is not fulfilled. X'rom (T9c) and (80) we find that

l *ü: ¡ïr* - or",,l# + !w _"r,(H)'l
f terms infrelc., (84)

and so, if we may assume the order of magnitude of the left-
hand side of (S3) to be given by its first term, we have for our '
condition that (81) shall be an acceptable solution of (75),

#Ji* - ur"''l#,+ ! w - ur'(H)'la. < t (85)

It is at once evident on inspection that this condition will
not be fulfilled, and therefore the reflexion may become

appreciable, in regions where either #l - fr n sufficiendy

large, or where W - U is suff.ciently small. On the whole,
the more gentle the transition from
the potential inside the metal to
that outside the less shall we expect
the reflexion to be. :

Nordheim 26 has investigated the
refl.exicn at a potential discontin-
uity, such as is depicted in X'ig. 4g.,
This case is interesting, being that
in which the potential change is
the most abrupt conceivable and
which we should therefore expect
to give the greatest reflexion poss-
ible where there is no hump.

U

Let the potential discontinuity be at fr :0. On each side
of the lJ-axis, then, the potential is constant, and the wave
equations may be written

q -wlñ.ø

I

I

I

c
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

W
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

X'ro. 49.

q' u,y'ñ,t

\ry-%€
+.þ:

Wl/¡' (86) 
,
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(87)

orr,<0and

,þ: þ -tx.y'ñ=-ç.t b' wlñ--c, n

(W - CD%€
+(w-c)

.t
lï

orø> 0.
Now it may be shown (as it has been, for example, by

Iaxén and Holtsmarh 1?) that both r/ ""d,Hmust, be every-

shere continuous. The condition that r/ shall be continuous
utø:0is
i

a I ø' : (b + ó') (- ltr-c)'/', 
(88)

,nd the condition tnat ffishall be continuous is

ct - Q,': (å - ó')(gW ï'/'' (se)

.f, in particular, there are no electrons impinging on the
liscontinuity from the right, Ó' must, be zero, and the trans-

- nission coeffi.cient, is expressed by

D(w) :4: t!wl]T,e=,r. . (eo)
' - a,2- (\/W a /yrl¡z' \'

It is seen from this that D(W) increases from 0 to I as W
ncïeeses from C to infinity. X'urthermore, it is evident, from
;he symmetry of the formula that D(W) for electrons impinging
¡n the discontinuity from the left is equal to D(W - C) for
;hose impinging from the right.

X'or the mean transmission coeff.cient d-efined on pege 250 we
t&ve

w
D(W)e-mdW

D c (el)'w-¿-Ëdw w
--krdw

quantity is aPPreciablY
the fact just stated that

left to right is the same as

: Jlot*' '-waw J

@

J;.€J;

17
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Dflry - C) for those travelling in the reveree direction. Writinf

, ro'" Iff we then have

(e2',

and substituting (90) in (92), changing - C to l- C on accouil
of the change in the dilection of motion of the olectrons con
sidered, we obtain finally

+t/nrrl/Æn +4

and for

D:O'24+0'08,

D :0'18 + 0'02.

f@
D : I D(kTn)e-'il,æ,

Jo

fcoo: 
Jo lcTu t kTr i

We need not consider the electrons which approach the .

metal with energiea kTr greater than C, for on account of the
exponential factor those with relatively large energies make
no appreciablo contribution to the integral in (93). Thus we'

may develop the factor under the integration sign with which

e-* d,r is multiplied in a converging series of powers "t ^|ry,
obtaining

D : -lFI *,raç, 
- ^^l-ry 

*'; ry - + . .)r.a*

: -^l+G\/; - r,l$ +6],v;ff- + . ), (e4):

Since the series alternates, it seems safe t'o assume that
the error incurred by cutting it off short at a certain point'
will not, be greater than the last term considered. Thus

IcT I
C õO'

lcT I
c 100'

fn the case of tungsten, for example, on the assumption that.
C is 10'3 e.v. (corresponding to one free electron per atom) /cT/C
would b" ¡to and ,$. at the temperatures 2400o and 1200'K.
respectively. Thus it is seen that the temperature dependence
of D is not very important. ,

for
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By an analogous reasoning, straightforward but rather
lorious, Nordheim 26 :l' has found the transmission coefrcient

X're. õ0.

electrons of energy'W through the square-shouldered poten-
hump of X'ig. õ0 to be expressed by

D(W):0forW<C,

U

I

I

v
I

I

I

I

I
I
I

i

B
I

I
I

I
I

t'

W

.l

)

o1*¡:
Lw1E -T) 

coshilzriB - w)'r'¿

*{' * (\Mw 
r),'}'-{(u r*)"- (H)''}']

forC<W<8,

Iu
(eõ)

) D(\4/):

tffi+ cos2x(w - n¡r'¿

* {' * (q-r' c)I'+ 
{ (sF=)"'+ (ffi)"}']

forW> B.

is shown graphically as a function of W in Big. 5f
ler 1o has found that provided the hump is not too wide

* An algobraical slip which appeared in Nordheirn's paper was gubso-
corrected by Fowlor,le
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in relation to its height, the mean transmission coefficient
approximately

D -- sr';ryÜ,-2xt(B-o¡ttz. (9(

A particularly interesting thing about these results is tha
the transmission of electrons becomes finite before the:
energy has attained the value B. Classically this would b
impossible.

Of course, no such sharp corners a,s are depicted in n'igr
49 and 50 can actually occur in na,ture, and, as the discussiol '

on pa,ge 256 would lead us to expect. their rounding ofi bring.
with it an important increase in the transmission.

D(w)

0
W

FrG. õ1.

Thus, in the case where there is no hump, the upper par
of the potential step must be of the shape determined by thi
image force. If we again take C to be the energy corresponùin¡'
to úhe toúal height of the step, the shape of its upper portior
is given by

o2v:c-íà, (e7

where ø is the distance from the surface of the metal, ant
thus

¿N ez

cl,r 4rz

dzU e2

(e8

and.
d,rz 2r3'

(99'

The kinetic energy with which the electrons that contributt
the bulk of the thermionic current emerge frour the met¿l il
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nly a small fraction of an electron-volt, whereas C is generally
,f the order of 10-15 e.v. Neglecting the difference between
) and W, then, we have by (97)

\ry-u:+. (100)
4fr

Ience from (98), (99) and (100) we find that both terms under
he integral sign in (85) are of the same ord.er and. vary as

i-"1,. 
-We 

are thus led. to expect that the butk of the refl.exion
iccurring in the image-force part of the potential step witl do
ìo at its lower portion. Incidentally, we have here à post'í,ori,
gstification for our identification, for purposes of approxima-
ion, of W with C.

\Me do not know what proportion of the total potential
tep is due to the image force. ff it were the whole, we should
ra,ye a hill of the form of the full line
n X'ig. 52, lhe potential rise com-
nencing abruptly af' r : Ø0, where
,o: ezl4C. Thus if C were 12 e.v.,
ro would be 0.30Å. But this is
nuch less than the distance between
r,djacent atoms, and it is difficult
;o see how there ca,n be a t'rue
mage force until a distance of at least

I
I

U

I
I
t
I
I

Fre. 52.
)ne or two atomic diameters from
ihe surface has been passed, through. The real shape of the
ower part of the potential step might be something like that
if the d-ashed curve, for which both terms under the integra-
;ion sign in (85) would be comparatively small.

X'or a pure image-force step of height 12 volts, Nordheim 27

ras found., by a process which is rather too involved to be
ronveniently reproduced here, that the transmission coeffi.cient
s 0.93, the reflexion thus being only 7 per cent. X'or an actual
Itep we should expect from the foregoing discussion that the
'eflexion would be considerably less still, i.e. for practical
lurposes negligible. The emission constant would then be
lqual to the theoretical Ao, viz. about 120 amp./cm.2deg.2.
lrom the fact that the experimentally determined emission
ionstants of the majority of clean metals are of this order,*
I * A* we shall seo later, doparüures of oxperimontal values of A for clean
hotals from 120 amp./cm.sdeg.2 by factors up to about 2 may possibly be
Iue to tho finitonoss of cr'.
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it would appearr probable that the potential barriers at, the
surfaces are of the type represented by the dashed curve
Fig. 52.

Now let us consider the passage of electrons of energy '
through a potential barrier with a hump such as is depictt
in X'ig. 53, the potential energy B corresponding to whor
highest point is greater than W. The last, asymptotic rir
in which the potential energy approaches the value C is dt
to the image force. Let the potential gradient, be nowher
steep enough or its rate of change rapicl enough to render (8,

invalid, except for regions withi
^ -^-+^l- l.i-+--^^ ^+ +L^ *^:*+^.u uuLÙúur \rrduu¡¡ruu vI u¡¡v puüruD

and. d, where the classical kineti
energy of the electrons vanisher
Apart from these regions, ther
(82) must be a solution of (75
Sufficiently nea,r t ar..d cl,, howeve.
the condition (85) will not be fu
filled, for as U approaches W th
quantity under the integration sig
diverges. It is therefore not legit:
mate to take (82) as a solution fc

regions near these points. Never"theless, the absence of an
obvious physical rea,son why a particularly important reflexio
should be associated with the passage of the waves throug.
these critical regions encoura,ges us to hope that by proceedin
as if (SZ) were a solution for the whole potential barrier, onl .

avoiding any attempt to attach a meaning to ry' for the region
near c and d,, we might arrive at a value for D(W) which woul,
be at least approximately correct. Aocording to Nordheim,r
a rigorous mathematical discussion, in which the critical region
are treated. specially, justifies this proceclure, and shows tha
the result to which it leads is a very goocl approximatior
indeed to the cotrect value of D(W),

For that part of the potential barrier to the left of c, A i
Iess than -W, and, as we saw on page 255, | ø l2 and I a' l2 i:
(82) are proportional to the positive and negative current
respectively, so that there is no refl.exion. X'or values of r

betiveen n"o antd. øu, however, U is greater than W, and i;

U

¡

I

I

+
I

I

I

I

I

I

üy
I

I

I

I

¡

I

É

Irrc. 53.
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consequence the exponents in (82) become real" - The equation
may therefore be written

tþ:
-*l' 1v -tY¡tl'¿n

a,e J aa
,ln N -w\'l'¿n

ora Jro'
(101)+(W - U¡t' (\ry - If¡'tn

D(w):
a,

The mean transmission coeff.oient D is, as we sa,w on pa'go

257, given by
ltro

X'inally, for n 2 øu, I) is again less than W, and we have there-
foro

-*føaro-y,¡tlz¿6 rB
. d,ê. J ao' ,l - (w-utrrdt
ú: -p -¡11;' '*n

* o 4!::" ::":,'*.*Jlu,*-o,'u 
* . ltoz¡-t- 

-1¡r 

_ U)'h

X'rom this it is evident that the electron current travelling in
the positive direction has been weakened by the factor

(l*v-"[T!'-*rv'*) -wlnd p-'sv¡'l,¿n
: e Jûo (ro3)

D- o
D(W)e-mdW

colv
e-Æd,W (e1)c

u

Fro. õ4.

It is evident that this is the same as the t'ransmission

through the hill of X'ig' 64, on which electrons impinge with

I L

B;C

F-
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a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Thus (91) becomes

u : *åJi"ory).-H¿w (ro4)

and, if B - C is of the order of an electron-volt,, as it generally
is, this may, on account of the exponential factor, be replaced
by the approximate expression

D : *fJ" "o1w¡.-nY'aw. (ro5)

idealized hill, since we are not at present interested. in the
reflexion this actual hill would produce, but only in that
produced by the curved hill it roughly replaces.

Let the imagined rectangular-shaped hill have a thickness
J and a height whose energy-equivalent is H. Then eqn. (l0B)
becomes

D(W) : ¿-2xt(Y-w'¡tlz, (106) ;

and substituting this in (105) we obtain

D: If"t-ut1r-w¡Llz-Y
tuTJn - idw' (lo7)

X'or W4H, we may write HV'('- +H) for (H - W)v,.

On account of the factor.-Æ we
tion even for those W for which
incurring serious error, provided
a,nd so obtain

U : f,rji - z*tt't" + il#- H¿w :

may still make this substitu-
it is no longer valid, without
only that H is large enough,
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If, for example, we take H to be I electron-vo\t,l':3Å. and

T : 1000"K., then xl,H't" : l.ilL,ir|l¡T: 11'6 una#: 0'13.
I{'t,

Thus, where H is of this otd.er, we may, neglecting smail
quantities, replace (tOA) by

ç-2xlL1lz: 
r - o.ooor3T'D (roe)

The temperature dependence is seen to be quite trivial. That
it is less than in (96), even as it is less for an image-force hill 2?

than it is for t'he rectangular step-up of n'ig. 49, is to be ascribed.
to the absence of the efiects of sharp corners.

As an example of the application of this result to the in-
terpretation of experimental data, let, us consider the case of
fully activated thoriated tungsten. Nottingham's 28 velocity-
distribution data for the electrons emitted from this system
suggest that B - C for this case is about 1'5 e.v.x Let us,
then, take, say,1.26 volts to be the height of the nearly equi-
valent rectangular hill. According to the mea,surements of
Dushman and Ewald,ra the value of D1 : A¡ao) is about
1140. If we substitute this and the assumed value of H in
(109), and take T to be I500'K., we find for I the value 3'4Ä.
This is of the correct, order of magnitude for the thickness of
a hump such as we should. expect an ad,sorbed monatomic
contamination to produce.

The question now arises : Is it possible to have a D ¡¡'hich
varies strongly with the temperature, so that the empirical
A and X obtained from the Richardson line do not truly repre-
sent the emission constant and the work function,respectively ?

As n'owler le has pointed out, this will be the case when the
potential hump is wide and correspondingly powerful, letting
through only an inappreciable fraction of the electrons with
energies between C and B. It is easily seen from (10a), by
taking D(W) to be 0 or I according as the electrons have not
or have sufficient energy to go over the top of the hump, and
substituting B - C foi O aÀ the lower limit of integration,

Noüùingham's own inúerproúation of his resultg differe slighüly from that
i:r Chapter I and leads to a value sf 1.3 o.v. for B - C,

Igrven
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that D will then behave somewhat like A'e-B# and, that the
metal will " really emit electrons yery much as if it had an
apparent work function ¡ + B - C instead of the true X.
Thermiolic analysis would present, it lvith a, large y and" a
normal D instead of with the true X and a, very small tempera-
ture-dependent D." We should, holever, hardly expect such
a condition in the case of clean metals or of metals having
a surface contamination of a merely monatomic order of
thickness.

Reverting to the case of a relatively na,rrow hump, whose
mean transmission coefrcient is given roughly by (109), we
see ihat, very neariy, log A musi vary iineariy witir lH+. l{ow,
as we saw in Chapter III, there is a remarkable empirical
relat'ionship between log A and X for metals whose surfaces
hold various kinds and quantities of contamination, viz. :

logA:tlnX, T>0, (110)

where f and 4 are constants. It is at once evident that if it
could be shown that lHå, or the equivalent quantity for such
humps as actually occur in nature, is proportional to the
depression C' - C of the ryork function due to the contamina-
tion, or to some power of the latter not much difierent from
unity, then the empirical relationship (f10) would be satis-
factorily accounted for. Such a possibiiity has been discussed
by X'owler,13 who showed. that the va,lues of 4 found by
DuBridge 11 with contaminated platinum and by Richardson
and Young 31 with contaminated potassium are such as, with.
the assumption that B - C is equal to C' - C, and apart from
the difficulty of the high A-values in the case of platinum,
woulcl inclicate a thickness of the hump of the order of l0-? crn.
and 7 X 10-z cm. respectively.

While, however, the assumption that the height of the
hump corresponds to the reduction in the work function
a,ppears to be fairly reasonable in the case of relatively thick
humps, we shall not expect this to be true where the con-
tamination is of only atomic thickness. In this case we shall
probably not be far wrong if we assign to the electrical double
layer, and with it the hump, a thickness of something like 3Ä.
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The image contribution to the work function beyoncl a hump
of this thickness must be of the order of 1 e.v., and, as will be

evident on reference to X'ig. 9, the energy-equivalent of the
height of the hump above the final image level must be less

than C' - C by at least this amount. In the case of monatomic
i contaminations, therefore, we should. not expect such a relation-

ship as (110) to epply.
Anomalous Values of A.-We have seen that values

of A less than Ao can be accounted for, at least qualitatively,
by means of reflexions at the surface of the emitting bod¡r.
On the other hand, values of A greater than Ao cannot, be so

' accounted for, and in so far as such values have been well
established. experimentally, it becomes necessâry to seek some

other explanation. Thus, as we saw in Chapter II, platinum
has been found try DuBridge 12 in experiments which must
inspire considerable confidence, to have the relatively enormous
empirical A of 17,000 amp./cm.zdeg.2.

'We have seen that for a hypothetical metal the specific
heat of whose internal electrons is zero the emission formula is

i,: (l - F)AoTze-xlr,t, (1ll)

where X is a constant, with respect to the temperature and Ao
has the value  nmelczfhs. Where the specific heat of the
internal electrons is not zelo, however, while the emission
formula is still (11f), in which Ao has the value just given,

X is no longer strictly constant, but varies slightly with the
temperature. This temperature dependence of X naturally
afiects the slope of the Richardson line and so the emp'iricøl'
value found. for (I - i)Ao.

In ord.er to arrive at an estimate of the importance of this
efiect,, it will be convenient, once again to consicler Sommer-
feld's picture of a metal. On the basis of this picture, one

read.ily finds as a second approximation to the exact, emission
formula

i,: (r- r)aoT2€- #{"-#(#)'t"*Ë'#(H)"t,*r"} . (112)

This differs from the fi.rst approximation hitherl,o considered
by the third., temperature-dependent term in X. The inclusion
of 'this term is, as X'owler 20 has pointed out, equivalent to
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taking account of the specific heat, of the internal electrons.
Eqn. (112) may be rewritten

_L Ir,_h, ¡s¿¡r/s\
í' : (L - ¡)A s'Tz. *t t" ¿m\a¡l 

' , ' (l 13)

where Ao': Aor-,r'#(#,)''"r', (rI4)
the symbol Ao being retained lor 4nmekzfhs.

We see at once that the exponent in the factor by rvhich
Ao' difiers from Ao is of the wrong sign to account for values
of the empirical Ain ercess of 120 amp./cm.2deg.2. As X-owler le

has pointed out, however, observed specific heats of electrons
in meta.,ls are sornetirnes negative, instearì of pcsitivc as they
should be according to Sommerfeld's theory. Incidentally
they may also be anything up to ten times as large as this
theory would lead us to expect.

For most metals, ø is of the order of 1028. We shall not
expect it ever to be much less than 1022. ff we assume the
latter value and take T to be 2000'K., we obtain for Ao,/Ao
the value €-0'084 ot 0-g2, whose difierence from I is quite
unimportant,.le Even the tenth power of this, 0.48, corre-
spond.ing to a specific heat of the internal electrons ten times
as great as it should be according to Sommerfeld,s theory,
is still not difierent in order of magnitude from I, and this,
or its reciprocal 2.3, is about the greatest factor by which
Ao' should ever differ from 120 amp./cm.2deg.2. This con-
clusion confirms that to which we were led by a different
reasoning in Chapter I (p. 36), viz. tt.at " we shall not expect
the values of Ao for difierent metals to difier by factors of
more than a few units." x

In addition to the slight temperature variation of X just
considered, X'owler 1e has discussed two other conceivable
ways in which y might be dependent upon the temperature,
so giving rise to a,n a,pparent A greater than Ao. These are
an increase with rising temperature of n, or a climinution of
the inner potential C/e. If n, increases with rising temperature
(incidentally, it could hardly decrease), it wo'lcl have a direct
efiect on the specific heat of the internal electrons. Thus to
account for the case of platinum there would have to be

. * The Ao of Chapter I is, of co'rse, tho Ê&me &B üho Ao, of the preeent
dieouseion.
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between room temperature and 1700"K. a change of about
t0 per cent. in n or o1 5 per cent. in C. There might, of course,
also be a combination of the two. It, must be remembered,
horvever, that while the necessary temperature variation of

X which might be due to either or both these causes is not,
'theoretically, impossible, it does not appear from such photo-
electric evidence as we have (cf. Chapter II), that it d.oes,

in fact, occur.
fn recent years there has been some discussion as to whether

the simple thermodynamical-statistical theory considered at
the beginning of the present chapter, which, so long as cr' is
small, does not admit of any important departure of Ao' from
120 amp./cm.'d"g.', really correctly takes account of all the
factors involved.. Let us, therefore, examine this theory a
little more closely than we have done hitherto.

The reason why, when cr' is negligible, the theory we
have considered does not allow of any important departure
of Ao' from Ao is that according to it', y must be practically

b
equal to 

¡ilo, 
where Zo is the molecular latent heat of eva,pora,-

tion of electrons at absolute zeto, and. that, consequently X
must be practically independent of the temperature.

Whence comes this quantity lr? It comes from the
integration of eqn. (23) of Chapter I, viz.,

dt
#: ", - ¿ot' (115)

This, in turn, is obtained by equating the heat that is
absorbed when the temperature of the emitting bod.y is raised
from T to T f d,T and one gram-molecule of electrons then
allowed. to evaporate isothermally at T + dT to the heat
absorbed when the evaporation occurs at the temperature
T and the system is subsequently heated, without further
transition of electrons from one phase to the other, to T f dT.
Obviously, no exception could. be taken to such a derivation
in the case of non-electrical systems. Have we, however, in
the present case, which involves the transference of a,n

r electric charge, left something out of account ?

I The actual course of events in the above thermodynamical
processes is not quite so simple as we have imagined. Although
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the evaporating electrons alrrost certainly originate from the
interior of the conductor, the loss of electrons sustained by
the latter does not, remain uncompensated, since charges can
rcside permanently only on the surfaces of couducüors. Thus,
after the evaporation, it is the surface of the conductor, not
its whole volume, which has lost electrons. It might appear,
thelefole, that just as in the simple theory the practical
temperature independ.ence of X depends upotr cn, being suf-
ficiently small, so in any modified theory which takes account,
o-[ l]re surfaoe charging it would. depend upon one's being able
to neglect surface charging heat efiects.

As a, resr.tlt, of a cleta.iled. thermod;,narnicel in.,'es+"igation,
P. W. Bridgman 3 has been led to the conclusion that a
necessary and. sufficient condition for the equality of Ao, and
Ao " is that the d-ifierence between the specific heat of neutral
metal and of a charge on its surface ou.ri*h." The problem .

has also been studied in two other papers by Bridgman,a and
in addition by Tonks 3?, 38 and Langmuir sB and by Herzfeld.zz
In all these papers the theory is developecl that abnormal
values of A may be explained in terms of surface charging
heat, efiects.

Davisson and Germer,e on the other hand, havc comc to
a difierent conclusion. After enumerating the complications
cLue to the electrical nature of the system, they stated that
'o it has been shown for a system of simple geometry
that when these features of the system are properly ailowed
for, one arrives at exactly the same relations as when he pro-
ceeds en the erroneous assumption that the vapour is un-
charged."

The discussion of the heat of surface charging in its relation
to thermionic theory was begun at a time when little was
known about the mechanism of the emission, and for all that
was known to the contrary the emitted electrons might have
had their origin in the actual surface of the emitter. In such
a case) the possible importance of an associated heat efiect,
at thc sulface in determjning the equilibrium between the
electron rrapour and the metal would be obvious. Now,
however, that we know that the internal electrons have frçe
paths of hundreds of atomic diameters and, judging by the
srccess of the Norclheim-Sornmerfeld theory, that the emittecl
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, electrons come, in the main, from well below the surface, the
question of the heat of surface charging no longer appeerß
to have the same importance. According to the modern t'heory,
the surface charging is merely a secondary phenomenon' a

readjustment that takes place after the actual emission, and
I 'it is difficult to see how an investigation of the energy changes

accompanying such a readjustment can teII us anything about
the primary phenomenon of the electron emission itself.

To sum up, it must be admitted that, in examining eYery
possible alternative at present known, we have been unable

'to find any really plausible and satisfactory explanation of
lthe discrepancy, in the case of platinum, between theory and

: experimental data. We can only hope that future develop-
I ments, either experimental or theoretical, may bridge the

' gup. In the meantime it is satisfactory to note that the case

of platinum is quite exceptional in this respect. The great
bulk of other experimental data appear to support', in a most
reassuring manner, the conclusions both of the simple, straight-
forward thermod,ynamical-statistical theory and of the more
recent, theory of Nordheim and Sommerfeld.
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CHAPTER VI

THE EMISSION OF IONS

W¡rrr,n the particles thermally emitted from metals and from
electronic semi-conductors are, in the main, electrons, those
emittecl from electrolytes are ions. These may be either
positive or negative (rarely both together), but the electrolytes
bhat emit positive ions are much mole numerous than those
bhat emit negative. In addition, a,s we saw in Chapter III,
positive ions are emitted from certain metals when heated
bo suitable temperatures in alkali metal vapours. They are
also emitted from metals containing alkaline and certain
other impurities. X'inally, a slight positive emission has been
observed to occur from pure metals when heated to very
high temperatures. We shall, in the present chapter, briefly
examine these various ca,ses.

Snorron L

TIIE EMISSION OF IONS X'R,OM ELECTR,OLYTES.

The great bulk of the experimental work on the thermionic
properties of electrolytes has been done with heated salts,
and. relatively little with glasses, and so it is with the former
that we shall mainly have to deal in what follows. There
a,ppea,rs to be no essential difierence in thermionic behaviour
between the two.

Results of Earlier Experiments.-The conditions under
iwhich most of the quite earþ experiments on the thermionic
properties of heated salts were performed. were far from simple.
The space between the electrodes wa,s generally not exhausted.
ito a pressure sufficiently low to be regarded as any approach
ito a good vacuum ; indeed, 

ra 
considerable number of the
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experiments rr¡ere conducted simply in air at atmospherit'
pressure. In such cases it was well-nigh impossible to bt
sure whether the currents observed were true thermionic
ernission curre[ts or were due to some other ca,usc, such as o

volume ionization of salt va,pour in the inter-electrode space
ionization by collision, or ionization resulting from chemica.
action in which the gas took a part. OnIy in latel years were
the experiments so simplified that it was possible to draw
definite conclusions from them. Such of these more simple
experiments as were carried ouil up L<t I92I anrl the con-
clusions to which they led have been discussed at length b¡z

O. W. B,iehartl-son.*
It was found that at sufficiently strong fields the ion currents

obtained from heated salts generally saturate, as do the electron
currents obtained from metals and from oxide cathodes.
These saturated currents depend. upon the temperaturo, but.
in a manner that is often rather complex and is, moreover,
not always easy to d.etermine, since in general they also exhibit
complex time changes, associated with the presence of im-
purities. " There is," writes Richardson, however (p. 268 of
his book), " Ð" very considerable amount of experimental
evidence which goes to show that when a salt is heated uncler
conditions such that the emission of ions is always caused by
the same substance the currents increase rapidly and con-
tinuously with rising temperature, and the relation between
ihe saturati<¡n currerrt ancl the temperature is t'hat expressed'
by the formula which has been found. to govern the
temperature relations of other thermionic currents."

As already stated, either positive or negative ions may be
emitted, the former being the rnore corrrmon. Concerning
the nature of these, Richardson, discussing certain experiment's
by himself and. others in which the ratio of charge to mass of
the ions wa,s measured, writes (p. 280) : "'Ihese experiments
and innumerable others establish quite definítely the
conclusion that the positive ions emitted by heated salts are
charged atoms of some metal. This metal is not necessarilyi
a constituent part' of the salt which appears to be under in-
vestigation, but, may arise from the presence of some impurity

* O. W. Iìichardson, " The Emission of Eloctricity flom Hot Bodies,"'
Longmans, Gree¡r & Co,, 2ltl etlitiol (1921), CIU¡LLeI VIII.
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which has a greater power of emitting positive ions." He
[urther draws attention (p. 283) to the ascertained f.acl lllrat,
with only two exceptions then known (the ions from zinc and
oadmium halides), these ions are always hlut si,ngly charged,
:ven in such cases where the charge usually carried by the ion
rf the corresponding metal in electrolysis is more than single.

X'inally, Richardson points out (p. 298) that " so far as
bhe relative eff.ciency of different salts in emitting ions when
bhey are heated is concerned, it is clear that the electropositive-
ness of the metallic constituent is a most important factor,"
and goes on to say that in his experience " the salts of the
zulkali metals are the leaders in this kind of activity, the com-
parative efficiency of the metals within this group increasing
with increasing atomic weight."

These are the main general conclusions it was possible
bo draw from the experimental evidence available in 1921.
Since that date a considerable amount of further work has
been done, chiefly by G. C. Schmidt and his students, as a
result of which much new light has been shed on the phenomena.
Ihis work we shall now discuss.

- Nature of the lons.-In an investigation of the therm-
ionic ernission from a large number of salts at temperatures
rf the order of 600'-700'K., Schmidt 2a has found that positive
ions are the only ones emitted. from CdIr, CdBr r, CdCIr, ZnTr,
ZnBrr, ZnCLr, X'eClr, AIX'', AlClB, MgCIr, Can'r, NH'I, NHnBr,
NH4NO', Tlf, TlBr, TlCl, PbCrOn and CuIr. The first four-
leen of these were later reinvestigated. by Gossmann,ll and
in addition Cd(NOB)2, NaNOs and KNO', and only positive
ions found up to a temperature of 720"R. In the case of
NaNO, and. KNO', Schmidt 26 found only positive ions up to
1270'K. fn addition, Kahra,la BOlling 6 and Murawkin 21

have been unable to find any but positive emission from various
glasses up to the highest temperatures-in some cases as high
r,s 1600'K.

On the other hand, negative as well as positive ions have
been found. by Schmidt 25 to be given off from alkali and silver
[alides when suff.ciently strongly heated, although in the
majority of cases the positive emission is considelably stronger
þhan the negative. fndeed, except at relatiyely high tempera-
bures the silver halides 2a and all the alkali halides examined

:l¡
rl,r

,:
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except lithium and potassium chlorides were found to emit
in measurable quantities only positive ions. The lowesl
temperatures (K.) at which emissions of the two signs coulc
be detected in the case of the alkali halides are given ir:
Table XVI[. Ions of both signs were a,lso obtained,za bul

TABLE XVIII.
Lownsl Tou¡¡n¿.lunns ÀT wgron Pogtrtvn ¡¡¡o Nne¡.rrvn Dlrrssrorv!

nnoru Ar,r¿¡,r ll¡¡roos ¡nn D¡rscreslr,

SaIü

Pos, Emission

Neg. Ernission

KCI LiCl CsCl

770 900 790

850 900 1070

NaCl

8õ0

1160

I(Br

830

r040

LiBr

800

1090

NaI

790

1040

KI

720

940

KF'

710

1030

with the negative preponderating, from (possibly impure)
BaClr.

X'inally, only negative ions have been found by Schmidt 2(

to be emitted from pure PbCl, and by Kahra la from pure
PbX'2, PbBrr, and PbIr.

lVhen these results are considered in conjunction with what
is known concerning the mechanism of electrolysis in these
salts, it, becomes evident, as Schmidt has pointed. out, that
there is a far-reaching correspondence between the thermionic
and the electrolytic phenomena exhibited by them. Thus,
a,ccordinø to T\lha,ndt.g8 onlv f,he nositive ions fe,l¡e s,nw e.atiweo--J--I--------__----__J

part in the electrolysis (at relatively low temperatures) of
solid AgI, AgBr and AgCl, while in PbCl, and PbX', only the
negative ions are mobile. We have seen that at relatively
low temperatures the silver halides thermally emit only positive
ions, while the lead halides emit only negative. Again, accord-
ing to severa,l investigators, only positive ions carry the current
in the electrolysis of various glasses, and the emission obtained
from glasses by Kahra, Bölling and. Murawkin was also onlv
positive. X'inally, while v. Seelen,2? Phipps and Leslie,z3
and Tasulachov 32 have shown that at relatively low tem-,
peratures only the Na+ ions carry the current in NaCl, an
appreciable current of Cl- ions has also been found in this
salt by Phipps and Leslie between 830"K. and g30oK., and
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by Tasulachov above 870"K. These results are analogous
to those of Schmidt, who observed only positive emission
from NaCl at relatively low temperatures but both positive
and. negative at high.

From such comparisons as these, Schmidt 2a has l¡een led
üo make the following generalization :-

" Salts in which only the positive or only the negative
ions are mobile emit' at, the corresponding temperatures
only positive or only negative ions respectively. If in

, electrolysis the mobility of one kind of ion preponderates,
, then the more mobile ions are at, the corresponding

temperature emitted in the greater quant'ity."
In the light of more recent experimental work, however, it
would. appea,r that while this rule is undoubtedly a good
clualitative guide to the thermionic phenomena to be expected
in a large number of cases, the correspondence between the
electrolytic and the thermionio phenomena is less detailed
than Schmidt believed. it to be. Thus, for example, accord.ing
to Tasulachov, the proportion of negative to positive-ion
current in the electrolysis of NaCl increases from about 8 per
cent. at 870'K. to about 60 per cent. at 970'K' Yet while
Schmidt was able to observe positive emission from this salt,

at all temperatures above 850oK., he first began to detect
negative only at 1160"K. Were the ratio of negative to
positive emissions anything like that of negative to positive
ion currents in electrolysis, Ìre surely must have detected a

negative emission at a much lower temperature than this.
With regard to the chemical identity of the emitted ions,

Volmer,sa employing a magnetic deflexion method, has found.
that the ratios of charge to mass of the positive ions emitted
from CdIr, CdCI2, ZnCIr, CuIr, PbBr, and. CaX', are of the
same order as those of the doubly charged atoms of the corre-
sponding metals, i.e. the ions which we should expect, to
function in electrolysis.

X'or the last three salts this result is not in agreement with
ithe earlier one discussed by Richardson to which reference has
already been made, viz.l},at thermally emitted positíve ions are
in general but singly charged even when the charges carried
by the ions in the electrolysis of the same salt are more than
single.
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Also the case of PbBr, is remarkable, in that, this salt ir:
one of those in which, according to the researches of Tubandú,s{ .

only the negative ion is mobile and from which Kahra ri.'
obta,ined only negative thermions. Apparently, howevcr, it
is only in the case of the very pure lead halides that no positive
ions are emitted, for Schmidt,za working with salts which were
less pure than those of Kahra, obtained only positive thermions
from PbBr, and PbIr, and some positive, as well as negative,
from PbCl2. Volmer's result with PbBr, is very interesting,
indicating that the efiect of an impurity is not necessarily
the emission of ions derived from itself, but, that its presence
mav bring about the emission of such ions of the bulk salt
as would not in its absence be emitted at all. ft may be that
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Frd. 55.-Mass spectrograrn of the positive emisgion from an impuro

specimen of alu¡ninir¡m phoephate.

this occurs only in conseçluence of some chemical action, e.g.
an " exchange of partners " between the metal atoms of the
bulk salt and. those of the impurity. If in the new salt so
formed whose metallic ions are those of the original bulk salt,,
these ions aro mobile, Schmidt's rule would not be violated.
That chemical actions frequently play an important part in
the emission from impure heated salts has long been suspected
from the nature of the time changes characteristic of the emission
from them.'F

The important, rôle played by impurities is well illustrated
by X'ig. 55, which is a mass spectrogram obtained by Murawkin

* Seo O. W. Riohardson, " The Emission of Electricity from llot Bodies,,'
Longmane, Clroen & Co,, 2nd ediùion (102f ), p. 269.
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s.ch a, considerable emission of positive ions of strongly electro-,
negative elements like oxygen and silicon. Ind.eeJ, we have
no à prior,í, reason for expecting a, complete correÁpond.ence,
between emission and electrolysis, since, ãfter all, thã former
is a_ surface phenomenon, while the latter is governed by
conditions in the inter.ior of the electrolyte.

Time Changes.-The time changeÀ exhibited by the
emission from heated electrolvtes may be of variorr. ivp"r,
depending on the purity of the specimen usÊ,d, the -etilo¿by which it has been applied to lts metallic support and
the conditions under which it is worked. other thìngs being
equal, they are less important at high than at low tempãatureq
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the neigh-

Schmidt 26

at about
600oK., are shown in X'ig. 56. Curve I represents a, very
comrnorì type of time change, and was obtained with a coatinþ
applied to the wire from an aqueous solution. curve rr refers
to a deposit formed on the wire by sublimation. In the oase
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¿it in a vacuum and then recrystallizing it, several times. X'rom

. this curve the initial rise with time is entirely absent.

i Similar results were obtained with other salts. The

lpositive-ion emitters ZnIr, AgCI, TlCl, TlBr and TII in addi-

ltion to CdIr, and the negative-ion emitter PbClr, all gave only
l falling curves after they had been very carefully purified".

, On the other hand, a sample of AgI which Schmidt had no
leason to think was other than pure gave a, rising curve at

, certain temperatures. Since, however, purity is only a matter
.of d-egree, and purification was found to convert initially
-rising into falling curves in all the other cases, it, would appea,r
.probable that rising emissions are always due to the presence
, of some impurity.

Not all impurities will bring about, an initial increase in
the emission, however. Thus Schmidt 26 has found that while
CdI, containing iodine as an impurity gives a higher emission
than pure Cclf r, the emission falls with time in much the same
way in both cases. He has never for¡¡rd that the addition of
an impurity which precludes chemical action gives a rising
emission.

An interesting case reported by Schmidt 26 of an impurity
which does cause the emission to rise initially is that o1 ZnI,
in CdIr. The emission of each of these salts, when pure,
falls with time ; yet if a trace of ZnI, is added. to Cdf , an
initial rise in the emission is observed. Schmidt has suggested
that this efiect might, in some way be due to the iodine derived
from the ZnI, by it's chemical dissociation. His picture is
of the degree of dissociation, ancì" so the amount of free iodine
(which, as we have seen, enhances the emission), increasing
with time. In that case, however, the time-increase of the
degree of dissociation would have to be accounted for.
Perhaps a simpler picture is the following : Schmidt 2a has
found that, not, only does iodine enhance the emission from
CdIr, but Cd depresses it, and similarly, Zn depresses the
emission fuon, ZnCLr. Probably Zn irnpurit'v in CdI, would
also depress the emission. In that case the Zn and I derived
frorn the ZnI, imp:urity in the CdI, would to some extent
neutralize one another's efiects. If now lhe zinc diffuses to
the surface, whence it evaporates, more rapidly than the
iodine, the excess of the latter becomes greater and greater,
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- Birkenberg 6 has found that while after prolonged heating
the emission from Cdf, can be enhanced only by exposure
to moisture if the salt has been applied to its carrier wire in
aqueous solution, in the urolten form, or by sublimation in a
va,cuum, the emission given by the same salt when it has been
applied by sublimation'i,n ø'i,r regeneraües itself spontaneously
after merely standing cold for some time, not expãsed to water
vepour. ft is probable that the grad.ual diffusion to the
surface of moisture which has been included in the salt during
its sublimation is responsible for this. A similar spontaneous
regeneration of the emission was observed in the case of TlCl
appliecl to its rvire b5' sublimation in air.
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An exception to the rule that surface moisture enhances
the emission wa,s found by Birkenberg in the case of AgCl,
a salt which is, incid.entally, insoluble in water. Neverthefess
a freshly prepared specimen was observed to show the initial
fall of emission with time. The cause of the fall in this
particular case remains obscure.

A time effect associated with changes in the accelerating
field has recently been observed by Zentgraf3r This is
illustrated in X'ig. 58. The full curves show the time variations
of positive-ion current obtained from AgCl kept at a constant
temperature of 638'K. when different negative potentials
were applied to the collecting electrode. Similar efiects were
observed with AgBr, TICI, TlBr, TlI, CdI, and with tho
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negatiye emitter PbClr. There can be little doubt that these
current variations are associated" in some way with variations
in the electrolytic polarization of the salts.

'W'e may summarize the results of the various investigations
concerned with time changes as follows :-

(f) Most pure salts whose surfaces are not contaminated
by moisture give an emission which is at all temperatures
constant with time.

(2) Time changes, if existent, are relatively more important
at, low than at high temperatures. In the neighbourhood of
the melting-point of a salt they usually vanish altogether.

(3) A rising emission is due to the presence of impurities.
Not aII impurities bring about this effect, however. The
efiect, when it occurs, is probably associated with some
chemical change.

(a) A falling emission is in general due to contamination
of the surface of the salt by moisture. The latter enhances
the emission, and the fall occurs in consequence of the pro-
gressive disappearance of the moisture by evaporation.

(5) Comptex time changes due to polarization efiects may
be obseryed when the potential of the collecting electrode
is suddenly changed.

Sncrron II.

THE EMISSION OF POSITIVE IONS X'ROM METALS

Earlier Investigations dealíng with Impure Metals.-
Ordinary impure metals generally give an appreciable emission
of positive ions, derived from the impurities, at much lower
temperatures (order of magnitud.e 1000'K.) than they do of
electrons. Of the large number of experiments devoted to
the study of this emission, those carried out up to I92I have
been fully discussed by Richardson.* 

.We 
shall here confine

ourselves to a brief snmma,ry of the most important results
I arrived at in this earlier work.

The positive emissions from impure metals generally fall
with time of heating, the rate of fall increasing with the

I * O. W. Richardson, " The Emission of Electricity from IIot Bodies,"
Longrnans, Green & Co., 2nd ediüion (1921), Chapter VL
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temperature. In the simplest ca,ses, the fall is of the expon-
ential type, the emission approaching zero asymptotically.
This is just what one would naturally expect on the assumption
that the ions are charged " impurity " ¡,toms or molcculcs, for
in that case, as the emission proceeds the amount of the relevant,
impurity rernaining must become less and less.

There are also less simple cases in which the emission,
while ultimately approaching zero asymptotically, does not
fall exponentially from the beginning. Sornetimes it eyen
pa,sses through a maximum before the final fall toward zero.
'When it is considered how complex a phenomenon positive-ion
emission must be. however. this can hardl¡r occasion srrrnrise.
In general the impurity from which the ions ar.e derived first
has to reach the emitting sutface by diffusion, and its rate
of arrival there rnust depend. on the volume distribution of the
impurity in the metal. Then, the rate of evaporation of any
particular kind of ion from the surface may depend- not only
on the rate of arrival at, the surface of the corresponding
material, but also on the " electron affility " of the surface,
which in turn must vary with the nature and degree of its
contamination. And finally, as we shall see later, several
difierent kincls of positive ion may be emittecl at the same
Lime, ancl in such & case it is not to be expected that the
emission-time relationship for all of them togcther will be of
¿ury vely simple form.

If a wire has been subjectecl to such a severe heat treatnient
that its positive emission has fallen to a small fraction of its
original value, ancl another, " fresh " wire is heatcd near it,,
the emission from the first wire is generally thereby temporarily
regenerated. This must obviously be cLue to the distillation
from the fresh wire to the old of some of tlie impurity from
which the positive emission is derived. Regeneration of the
emission from a heat-treated wire may also be brought about,
by heating the glass vessel containing it, rnaking the wire
the cathode in a luminous discharge, or heating it in air.
Undoubtedly the explanation is that all these things lead 1,t-r

fresh contamination of the wire of a kind lavourable to
positive emission. Finally, the emission ma,y be regenerated
by subjecting the rvire to mechanical strain. This probably
encourages the diffusion of residual impurity to the srrrfn,ce
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by providing fresh paths for it, just as the mechanical straining
of a monocrystalline thoriated tungsten wire enables red.uced
thorium to difiuse easily to its surface.

The emission (dr) of positive ions from a metal having
a given distribution of impurity near its surface has been

' ,found to vary with the temperature according to a law of the
typu

io æ. f(T)e-'l*r, (t)

where crr is a constant and' f is a function, such as a small
power, of T, whose variation with T is sufficiently moderate.
This is similar to the formula for electron emission. The
crr for the positive emission has, however, generally only some-
thing like a quarter the value of that for the corresponding
electron emission. But this does not mean that, the work of
extraction of a positive ion from the metal is necessarily
correspondingly less than that of an electron. The condit'ion
of affairs in the case of a positively emitting metal is not
simply related to a state of equilibrium, as it is in the case of
a metal emitting electrons, and so the usual thermodynamical
reasoning d.oes not apply. The temperature variation of the

, positive emission depends as much on the difiusion and- evapora-
'tion characteristics of the material from which the ions are
derived, and the associated. changes with temperature in the
condition of the surface, as it does on the work of extraction
of the ions for any one surface condition.

The velocity distribution of thermally emitted positive
ions has been found to be of the same type as that of electrons,
viz. Maxwellian.

Measurements of the ratio of charge to mass of the ions
emitted from difierent, impure metals have, on the assumption
that each particle carries a single charge, given values for the
atomic weight of the ions between about 13 and 160. However,
by far the most common value found has been in the neigh-
bourhood. of 39, indicating that the ions were charged atoms
of potassium. The value 23, indicating Na+, has also been

, found-, but, only in relatively few cases. That K+ ions should
be emitted so much more than Na+, despite the fact that
sodium is more abundantly present as an impurity in most
ordinary metals t'han potassium, is probably due to the
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greater ease with which potassium is ionized, its ionization
poteltial being only 4.32 volts, as against, S.ll volts in the
case of sodium.

More Recent Work on the Emission of Ions from
Impure Metals.-The results of the earlier experiments on
the positive emission from ordinary impure metals have on
the whole been well confirmed. by later work. Thus Barton,
Harnwell and Kunsman a have found maxima corresponding
to both sodiurn and potassium ions in the mass spectrum of
the positive ernission from heated platinum. They did not,
however, find the emission of sodium ions to be much less
intense than that, of potassium, as had generally been observed
by earlier investigators ; on the contrary, their N¿ F rnaximurn
was siightly higher than that corresponding to K+. The
emission was found to decrease with time of heating. Recently
Barnes t has observed, in addition to the usual Na+ and Kj
emissions, also a weak emission of Rb+ and Cs1 ions frorn
platinum when first, heated at a dull red.

ft has been found by Wahlin 35 t'hat, in acldition to platinum,
also iron, nickel, coppel, zirconiurn ancl palladium errit ions
of the ¿r,ll<ali mel,als for ¿ consicler¿rble tirne wherr heated.
the emission is particularly persistent in the case of iron.
Thus a specimen of electrolytic iron showecl rneasurable K+
emission after having been heated for 200 hours in a vacuum
of l0-8 rnm. at ll20"K. Specirnens of tungsten, molyl-rednuur,
tantalum e,nd rhodium rycrc also found to emit alkali ions
initially, but these disappeared after a few minutes' heating.
As a resuit of subsequent work,3û -Wahlin was abie to atici
chromium, ruthenium, colurnbiurn, silver, gold, zinc, manganese,
vanadium, cobalt, osmium, iridium, uranium, thorium and'
antimony to the list of met¿rls that emit allcali ions when first
heated.

L. P. SmitlÌ 28, 2e has found in the positive emission from
tungsten and molybdenum hea,tcd. at fairly high temperatures
not only Nai' and K+ ions, but also a certain amount of AIi.
This is shown, for example, in X'ig. 59, v'hich is a mass spectrum
of the emission from a specimen of tungsten at 2000'K. The
resolving po\l/er of the spectrograph was sufficient to separate
the two isotopes of potassium. Impuritv ions other than
those of the alkali metals have also been found bv Wahlin,s?, 38
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Barnes,l and Wolfke and Rolinski.ao Maxima which coulcl

plausibly be attributed to
by Wahlin 37 in the mass
of thoriated tungsten, and.

IJ+ and UO+ in the case

dioxide additive. Barnes found CbO+ ions to be emit'ted

from heated columbium and Ba+ from a specimen of rhodium

0?42832364044
Mnss or rHE IoNS

X'ro, 5g.-Mass spectrogrem of tho posiüive emission from a specimon of
impure tungston.

found this emission to be of an " explosive " character, falling
rapidly with time. They failed, however, to det'ect' any con-

tinuous positive emission from a heated palladium tube through
whose walls hydrogen wâs caused to diffuse. Undoubt'edly,
in order that hydrogen shall escape from heated palladium
in the form of ions it is necessary for the surface to be in a

suitable condition.
; Two interesting types of " impurity emitter " have been

developed. in recent years in which the impurity is deliberately
ad.ded_ to the bulk metal and which give copious emissions of

1 positive ions for very long periods of time' One of t'hese

ãonsists of iron containing 
T;* 
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or all<aline earth oxide, and when heated to dull redness this
emits positive ions which are mainly, or at least largely,
singly charged. atoms of the metal of the additive. The other
consists of plotinum in contact with potash or soda glass through
which potassium or sodium is electrolytically supplied to it
at' a controlled rate. The ions in this case a,re singly charged.
atoms of potassium or sodium.

The iron type of emitter was fi.rst described. by Kunsman.16, 16

It is prepared by coating a metal carrier, such as a twisted
platinum ribbon, with magneôic oxide of irt-¡n finely ground
with about I per cent. of the oxide of an alkali or alkaline
earth metal and susnenrled in a, sui.table medir:-m, -st:ch as
paraff.n. About I per cent. of aluminium oxide may also be
added-the emission from mixtures containing aluminium
oxide are rather more stable than from those not containing
it. The mixture is then fused on to the carrier by heating it
to about I200oK., either in air, or preferably, in an atmo-
sphere of nitrogen. The coating may be brought to any de-
sired thickness by repeating the coating and fusing process.
X'inally, the coated ribbon is mounted in a vacuum tube and
the coating red.uced in an atmosphere of hydrogen. On now
being heated to dull redness in a vacuum, the system gives a
considerable emission of positive ions-Kunsman has in some
cases obtained currents as high as lO-a amp./cm.z. At first
the emission falis with time, but after about two hours the
rate of fall becornes inappreciable. The lives of these emitters
are very great, positive ions continuing to be emitted in
appreciable quantities after weeks of heating. At any given
temperature, the emission is strongest for mixtures containing
cæsium oxide and. weakest for those containing alkaline earth
oxides.

The initial time changes observed. 16 in the emission at
1000"K. from reduced mixtures containing potassium and
barium oxides, Trom an unred-uced mixture containing barium
oxide, and from an uncoated platinum ribbon, are shown in
Fig. 60. It is seeu that, even the unred"uced. barium oxide
mixture glu-ve so,nxe emission, although this was onlv about one-
fifth as great as that from a corresponding reduced mixture.
Other unreduced mixtures were also found to give a little
ernission. In the ca,se of a, pota,ssium oxicle mixture the
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emission before reduction was less than one-hundredth of that
obtained at the same temperature after reduction.

by
of
R,i
than those for electrons. At the same time, for reasons

already given (p. 287), the slope of a B,ichardson line for ions,
unlike that for electrons, can hardly be simply relat'ed- to the
work of extraction of the corresponding kind- of part'icle.
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An analysis by Barton, Harnwell and Kunsman a of t'he

.i ions emitted from various mixtures has shown that after a
'few hours' ageing they consist either wholly or in large part
of singly charged atoms of the alkali or alkaline ear-bh metal

whose oxide is present in the mixt'ure' The emission of
I these ions is in general purer from the mixtures in which the
, oxid.es are of the alkali metals, particularly t'he more electro-

positive and. easily ionizable ones, than from those containing
ihe alkaiine earths. An idea of the purity of the emissions

in the various cases is given by the mass spectra of the ions
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obtained from mixtures containing the oxides of the alkali .

and alkaline earth metals shown in X'igs. 6I and 62 respectively.
In X'ig. 62, t'wo curves are shown for each sample. Those
marked I were taken early, and o,t a low tcmpcrature. Iú
is noteworthy how persistently potassium âppears in these,
ancl to a lesser extent sodium, these being, indeed, the most
important emissions present. A-fter the curveß I had been
taken, the temperatures were increased, and after a prolonged
ageing, the curyes II were taken at the highest temperatures
possible without burning out the fiIaments. The alkali ions
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do not appea,r nearþ so strongly in these, the principal emissions
now being those of the alkaline earth metal with whose oxide
the mixture was prepared.

As Kunsman has pointed out, the manner in which un_
combined alkali or alkaline earth metal appears at the surface
of these emitters, whenge it evaporates as ions, is probably
similar to that in which thorium appea,rs at the surface of
thoriated tungsten. It is most unlikely that the hyd.rogen,
which red.uces the iron oxide, can also reduce the oxideã of
such electropositive metals as those of the alkali and alkaline
earth groups, The system after recluction therefore almost
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certainly consists of metallic iron containing the alkali or
alkaline earth oxide as an impurity. At the operating tem-
perature this oxide is probably slowly reduced by t'he iron,
after which it diffuses to the surface.

It, has been found that much more stable, though initially
somewhat smaller, emissions are given by mixtures containing,
in addition to the alkali or alkaline earth oxid'e, a roughly
equal quantity of aluminium oxide, than b5z those in which
no aluminium oxide is present. Kunsman 16 has suggested
that possibly in the former c&se a double oxide is formed.

?o 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 1?o 130 t+o

Mnss oF rHE IoNs
x're. 62.-Mass spocùrograms or*tlïf,i,ï:t::""fftijlå::"- Kungrnan emittors

If this is so, the double oxide would perhaps be less easily
reduced. by the iron than the simple alkali or alkaline earth
oxide.

The platinum type of emitter has been described in one
form by Cot'trell, I(unsman and. Nelson,s and by Brewer.T

r A platinum wire or ribbon, which can be heated by a current,
is coated" with a soda-free potash glass and the whole then
dipped, into moiten potassium nitrate, and a quantity of
potassium electrolysed, through the glass, on to the surface
of the platinum core. A fiIm of platinum is then sputtered
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on to the outel surface of the glass and contact made with it
by wrapping a fine rvire tightly round it. If the system is
now heated and the outer film of platinum simultaneously
helcl at a potcntial inferior to that of the platinum core,
potassium is electrolysed from the inner to the outer surface
of the glass and pa,sses into the sputtered film, from whose
outer surface it is then emitted in the form of ions. Both
the rate of supply of potassium by electrolysis to the emitting
film of platinum and. the temperature ca,n, of course, be con-
trolled separaiely.

It has been found that the emission does not increase in
proportion to the eìeef,rol)zf,ie er-r-rrent, but þasses through *
maximum when the cur.rent has a certain value corresponding
to a potential difierence between the two platinum electrodes
of the order of only I volt. At any given temperature, the
equilibrium quantity of aclsorbed potassium on the surface of
the sputtered platinum must increase with the electrolytic
current, and when this quantity is too great the " electron
affinity " (work function) of the system will be insufficient
for the potassium to become ionized as it evaporates. It is
undoubtedly to this that the existence of the maximum is due.

A moclification of this type of emitter, d.ue to Nelson,zz
consists of a potash or soda glass tube, closed at one end and
provided with an internal coating of sputterecl platinum.
The tube is evacuated and immersed- in a bath of molten
alkali niirate-KNOa if the tul¡e is of potash glass, NaNO,
if it is of soda glass-and alkali metal electrolysed on to the
sputtered platinum coating by maintaining a suitable potential
difierence between it and the bath. The ions emitted. from
the platinum surface are collected by a niclcel wire lying along
the axis of the tube.

The Generation of Ions by Metals Heated in Alkali
Vapours.-We have already dealt with certain aspects of the
generation of positive ions by hot tungsten and other metals
in the va,pour of an alkali metal, such as cæsium. Let us now
consider a thermodynamical-statistical theory of this pheno-
menon advanced by Langmuir and Kingdon.t?

Let us suppose that within an enclosure of frxed volume,
having walls of tungsten, there is present a mixture of cæsium
atoms, ions a,nrJ electrons, If the enclosure is small enough,
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space-charge efiects will be sufficient'ly unimport'ant to be

ilnored. If, tt the same time, the linear dimensions of the
eln"losure are large in comparison with t'he distance from the
surface within which the image force is appreciatrle, the con-

centration of electrons within the enclosure will be determined

gases contained in an enclosure of fixed volume at constant'

temperature is
ôX': 0, (2)

where n', the " free energy," is given by

I':U-TS, (3)

U being the internal energy, T the temperature and S the

entropy of the sYstem'
LJt "s 

first consider the general case where there are N,
gram-molecules of the first gas, N, of the second, and so on,

[resent in the enclosure, whose volume is V' Then the

internal energy of the gas mixture is given by

U: INr(c,J + ó1), (4)

where cr,, cor,. . are the molecular heats at constant' volume

of the $usåä ,"d b1, bz, . . are arbitrary const'ants' The

entropy s, of a gram-molecule of the first gas is

8t: co,log T f R' Iog h I kt, (5)

where zr, is the molecular volume an¡d Io, is a constant', and'

analogous expressions will, of course, hold for t'he other gases'

Thus, since

(6)VV
a, : ú, tlz : ¡ir, etc.,

and the entropy of a mixture of gases is t'he sum of the entropies

the constito"ttt g*."* would have if each alone occupied the
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volume of the mixture, we have

S : INr(c,,logT f R,log V- R logN' i kr). . (7)

TTence, substituting (a) and (Z) in (B), wo obta,in

X': I\{c,,T !br-T(c,,Iog Tf R, log V-R, log \f úr)}, (8)

and we easily see that if, in the virtual change at the constant
temperature and volume, \ increases by zr, N, by v2, eta.,
then (2) is expressed by

2vr{c,,Tlbr-T(co,log TfR,log V-R log \ffrr-R,)}:0. (9)

Now f,,he heaf-' effect L associated rvith the ohangc is obviousry
given by

L: Zvr(c,,T f ór), (10)

1"d it is easily seen that the two parts, Zvrco,T and lzrór, of
this must be the change in thermal energy and the 

"rrã"gyrequired for the chemical change respectively. If we write
L'for the latter quantity, i.e. for that part of the heat effect
which 

-has 
nothing to do with change in thermal energy, we

have, from (9),

#: t"(i*togr f rogv - rogN, + *-%f3) (rl)

Now let us consider the case represented bv

ItJ = Í''?). * !t) ,,o\| -r . \L2t

in which ut:- l, vr:f l, ur:f l, and let us write 1,,

for the energy required to ionize one gram-a,tom of cæsium
vapour. Then since crr: cr" - aos $Iì, our equilibrium
condition (11) becomes

.*q#ffie: -#+lrogra lôz+lts-lq 5

R, 2'

or, iÎ n, is written for NN'/V, n, for NN2/V, etc,, where N is
Loschmidt's numbèr,

t'sff: - #, *å.*r+ (4+tr- 1'+rosN 
- ;) (rs)
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This, with the correct numerical value substituted for t'he

constant quantity in brackets, is Saha's equation in t'he form
best suited. to our purpose.

The value of the constant of eqn. (13) may be found by
calculating, both thermod"ynamically and statistically, the
gain in entropy of a gram-atom of cæsium associated with
its complete ionization and equating the two expressions

found. The validity of the result arrived at by this procedure
is independent of whether or not either of the two states con-

sidered is of equilibrium, and therefore actually realizable.
We are here concerned merely with mathematical convenience,
not with physical realizability.

Let the gram-atom of cæsium vapour considered, both in
the un-ionized and in the ionized state, be at the temperat'ure
1"K., and let it in each case be subjected to such a pressure

that it occupies a volume of I c.c. Then log T, Iog ar, Ioga,
and log o, all vanish, and- we have, on account of (5),

sz * se - s1 : lcz + lüB - kL. (14)

That is the purely thermodynamical part of the proced.ure.
Let W, denote the thermodynamic probability of the

cæsium in the un-ionized state and W* that in the ionized
state. Then by Boltzmann's hypothesis

sz * ss - 8r : É log (Wrt/Wt), (15)

where fr is Boltzmann's constant. Now it is easily seen that
Wrr/W, is independent of the mass of the ion, so long as this
is substantially the same as that of the un-ionized atom. The
quotient in question is therefore the same as it, would be in
an imaginary (but of course actually impossible) case where
the ion, the neutral atom and the electron all had the same

mass. \Me shall therefore snppose, for simplicit'y, that' we are

dealing with such a case.

, X'or the evaluation of 'W* we have to consider the case of
2N " molecules," N of which are all of one kind (and have no
individuality assignable to them) and the remaining N all of

i another, possessing between them the total energy 2B, where
E : $R,, and for the evaluation of % we merely have to con-
sider N molecules a,ll of one kind, having the total energy E'
Each thermodynamic probability may be determined in a
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nranner similar to that employed in Chapter V, and when
the electron spin is taken into account we easily find that

lvzs : 
""N 

. 2N (gp)'.(;*)* (ñ)'.

- i2..òN(w)'*(ñ)'", (16)
-t 

BN 6N

and lvr: ","(w)"(ñ)", (17)

where m, h, o" and. o, are tho mass of the electron, Planck's
quantum of action, and the numbers of relevant possible
states (+"he 2j f 1 of atomic theory) of a neutral atom and a '
positive ion respectively, so that

Wr, ¡2o"1N ¡4nmEx,
W;: \%) \-W-)

õN

(r8)

or, since E : åR and N :F,llt,

þ: 1u"(27_)'t"]*/o.u*/ro. (le)W1 too l¿8N J '
Hence, taking logarithms, we have

/,b*(ff) :R,ros {""\W} nå" (20)

Thus, finally, it is evident, from (13), (f4), (15) and (20), that
the equilibrium conclition is given by

l"sry,: -#+|rogrrrog {*@#I (2r)

This may be simplified by substituting to" tog ,0, it* orlou,
for whioh, by

nr: LHy Q2)

where p is the partial pressure of the electrons, and eqns. (17)
and (a0) of Chapter V, we obtain

rogn, : r'r{þ#} * å 
rog r - rh,

where lo has the same meaning as in Chapters I and V.
this way we find that

rrs?,,:'Ë( +beT.

(23)

In

(24)
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Since in the case of the alkali metals o, is equal Lo 2oo,

this may be written
n2

+eu-v)lhr, (25)
nr

where X ancl IJ, are the work function of the metal surface
and- the energy required to ionize an atom of the vapour
respectively.

The above theory, while essentially the same as that of
Langmuir and. Kingdon, leads to a result which is somewhat
simpler than theirs, as it takes no account of departures
of the emission constant from the theoretical Ao. It was
not then appreciated, as it is now, that such departures are
probably due mainlv to the existence of an appreciable
reflexion of electrons impinging on the surface from without.
This reflexion does not, however, entet into the theory of the
density of the electron gas in equilibrium with the emitter,
and when positive ions are dras'n, i.e. when an electron-ret,ard-
ing field is applied, such equilibrium must actually exist near
the surface.

But while under experimental, electron-retarding condi-
tions, the electrons are, as assumed in the theory, in thermo-
clynamical equilibrium with the emitter, this is not, true of the
neutral atoms and positive ions, and it becomes necessary
to inquire whether, and to what, extent, the applicability of
the theory to experimental cases may be afiected by this.
Since the free paths are always much greater than the linear
dimensions of the experimental tube, all the vapour particles
that impinge on the filament do so with kinetic energies
corresponding to the temperature of the relatively cold walls
of the vessel, not to that of the hot fiIament. n'urthermore,
none of these particles are ions, since the field draws all ions
permanently away from the fÌlament ; they are aII neutral
atoms. Nevertheless, neither of these circumstances will
affect the proportion of ions to atoms that leave the filament,
if direct reflexion of either kind. of particle from the frIament
is unimportant, i.e. if atl or practically aII impinging particles
have an appreciable adsorption life on the filament before
they leave it again. In that case the condition in which a

particle evaporates can hardly be afiected. by either the velocit'y
i or the charge with which it reached the filament. We do not
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know for certain how much direct reflexion there is under ¿r,ll

conditions, but at, least we have a strong indication that the
reflexion of atoms is not, very important, in the observed fact
that with a givcn cæsium vapour presslrre, the rate at which
a tungsten filament exposed to the va,potlr generates ions is
constant when its temperature much exceeds a certain critical
va,lue. ff an appreciable proportion of incident atoms were
directly reflected, we shoulcl expect the ion current at liigh
temperatures to show at least some Lemperature dependence.

Experimeli,al tlaia have been obtained by Langmuir and
Kingdon 1? which provide a, very satisfactory test, of their
theorv. A f,rlnssten ffle,ment held c.Jl l loooI( nr mn¡o in

J'

cæsium vapour at a certain pressure was found. to give a
constant ion current of 2'43 X 10-3 amp./cm.z. This, then,
may be taken as a, mea,sure of the rate of arrival of cæsium
atoms at the filament surfa,ce. When the filament temperature
was 1177oK., the ion current was only 2.06 X 10-6 amp./cm.2,
i.e. l/f f 80 of the maximum. That is to say, at this temper-
ature onl¡' one atom out of 1180 that struck the filament
Iilas conyerted. into an ion.

The electron emission at llTZ'K. was found. to be
2'22 x 10-6 amp./cm.2. A clean tungsten filament at the
same temperature would. have given only 3.25 X l0-rz
amp./cm.2. X'r.om these data we nra,y arrive at an estimate
of the work funciion of the contaminated surface. We do
not know the value of the emission constant, of the con-
taminated surface, but since at ll?T'K. the contamination
rnust have fallen very far short of a complete monatomic
layer of cæsium, we shall probably not be seriously jn error
if we assume that 1,he emission constant was the same as that
of clean tungsten. On this assumption the lowering of the
work function corresponding to the increase of emission
produced by the contamination is readily found. to be 1.863 e.v.,
making the work function of the contaminatecl surface
4,54 -- 1.363, i.e. 3'17, e.v. Of course, in order to obtain the
clata from which this result is calculated, a,n electron-
accelerating, i.e. ion-retarding field had. to be applied to the
filament, and this must have made the equilibrium slrrface-
concentration of contamination somewhat greater than it was
when ions were drawn at the same temperature. In the caso
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und.er consid.eration, however, where the two conditions differ
only in regard to bhe return or non-return of one out of 1180
evaporating cæsium particles, this effect, can hardly have been
very important.

These data, together with the ionization potential of
cæsium, which is 3.874 volts, ale all we require in order to com-
pare the theoretical nrf n, wit}' the experimental result. We
have, by (25),

þ : 4r- Ltaooq's?4 - B'r?Dltrl?
nr

I
1940'

In view of the uncertainty regarding the quantities involved
in the calculation, this result must be considered in very satis-
factory accord with the experimental 1/1180.

Since the state in which a particle evaporates from the
surface of a metal can hardly be dependent in any wa,y on
whether it frrst arrived at the surface by condensation from
without or by difiusion from within, it is probable that the
theory of Langmuir and Kingdon also applies to the emission
of " impurity " ions from metals. IVe have seen that, the
commonest impurity ions emitted are those of the relatively
easily ionizable alkali metals, such as potassium. According
to eqn. (25), this is what we should expect.

A rough determination of the work that, must be performed
in order to remove a positive ion of potassium from a nearly
clean tungsten surface, leaving all parts of the emitter in equi-
librium with one another after as before the loss of the ion,
has been made by Moon and Oliphant,.2o It will be con-
venient to call this reversible work of extraction the positive-
ion work function for the particular surface and kind of ion.
It is evident that it is analogous to the electron work function.

A beam of K+ ions, formed at the surface of a hot tungsten
ribbon exposed to potassium vaponr, was directerl on to a
heated tungsten target at whose surface either an ion-accelerat-
ing or an ion-retarding field could be established. IVhen
slow ions were directed on to the target and ions were also
drawn from it, there was no net current to or from the target,

i and from this it must, be inferred that every potassium particle
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eva,porating from it did so as a positive ion. The current
to the collector was then ¿ù measure of the late of supply of
particles to the target. The equilibriurn quantity of potassium
¿tlsorbetl on the surface of the target undel these conditions
could be c'letermined from the galvanometer " thtow " ob-
tained. v-hen the target was suddenly flashed- at a temperature
high enough to make the whole of the adsorbed potassium
evaporate ¿ùs ions.

When an ion-retarding field was applied to the target,
every ion ieaving it was forced to return, and in consequence
the amount of adsorbed potassium increased, until eventually,
¡¡¡hila *.ho oroqi, ma.inrifr¡ nf f.hp nqrtinlps stiìl p¡zq.nnrqfo¡l q.s inns

9v 4v¡¡v,

enough did. so as atoms to balance the arrival rate. On now
suddenly reversing the field, a much larger ion current was
at first, found to flow to the ion collector than in the steady
state with the collector negative, and from the ion curtent-
time relationship now observed the amount of potassium
present on the target at any moment could readily be deduced.
It, was found, incidentally, that even at the beginning this
amount was less than I per cent. of a complete monatomic
layer.

The ion evaporation rate, as given by the current to the
collector, was found, as miglrt be expected for t'hese small
concentrations, to vary linearly with the arnouni, of potassium
on the surface. The rate of evaporation of ions per unit
surface concentration of potassium was determined at four
difierent temperatures and found to vary as ,-',lkr, where
t,l, .was about 4'4 electron-volts. The plausible assumption
was made that an represents the positive-ion work function,
or at least something very near it. No great accuracy wa,s

claimed. for the value found for this quantity, however, as the
possible experimental errors were large and the temperature
range covered rather small

Experiments of a similar nature have recentlv been carriecl
out by Evans,s using an improved apparatus in which the
most irnportant sources of error to wlrich the experiment,s
of Moon and Oliphant, were subject were eliminated. In most
of Dvans' experiments the beam of particles directed on to
the target wa,s a,tomic, instead of, as in those of Moon and
Oliphant, ionic. Beams of potassium, rubidium and cæsium
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were used. After alkali metal had been allowed. to accumulate
on the target' for some time with an ion-retarding field applied
to it, the field was suddenly reversed and the decay of the
ion current asymptotically to a finite limit observed. X'ig. 63
shows such a <lecay.

The decay was in every case found to be closely exponential,
so that it could be represented, by the equation

de: a(L - þr-o'), (26)

where u and p are constants, ö is a function of the temperature
and. ú is the time. When log ö was plotted against IfT, a

'straight line with negative slope was obtained, and it is easily
,seen that this slope is related in the usual way to the quantity

T rr¿E (geconds)
n'ro. 63.

an in t'he empirical positive-ion emission formula for a given
quantity of alkali metal on the surface,

'in æ, e-'rlHr Q7)

The values 01 otp, which we should expect to be equal to, or
to difier but little from, those of the positive-ion work functions
for the alkali metals on nearly clean tungsten were found. to
be 2.4", 2.ln and 1.8, electron-volts for potassium, rubidium
and cæsium respectively. These figures must be regarded
as much more accurate than that for potassium given by
Moon and Oliphant.

; Evans has made an interesting comparison between his
. measured values of a n and the amounts of work that would
I be required to remove the ions from the tungsten surface
against their image attractions. For the calculation of the
image works for the three kinds of ion he used va,Iues for the
ionic radii (which were taken to determine the points of

lp

2o
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departure) obtained by Goldschmidt 10 from X-ray analyses
of polar salts. The image works thus säIculated are compared
with the corresponding experimental values of ar, in Table
XIX. It is sccn that in caoh oase the aaloulatecl image work
a,grees with co, to within about I0 per cent.

TABLE XIX.

Coup¡nrsox BEITwEEN Cttcul,¡.roo Iltlco Wonxs o¡' Extn,rcrroN ÀND
.ExtnntlrpNlal, øe I.oR K+, Rb+ lNo Cs+ EveronÁ,TING r.RoM TuNesr¡¡{.

fotr. naotus (.{'). Obsd. o, (e.v.).
Calctl fmage
Work (e.v.).

I(+
Rb+
Cs+

l'33
t'49
1.75

2'4"
2'lE
l'8t

2.69
2.40
2.03

It is not known for certain whether the work required to
remove an adsorbed positive ion from the surface is strictly
comparable with the positive-ion work function which we
have taken i,o be given sufficiently olcrsely lry -o. The
positive-ion work function is the reuersible wot:k of extraction
of a positive ion. The process of removing an adsorbed positive
ion from the surface will not be reversible, however, unless
practically all the adsorbecl parl,icles are ions. I1 íhey are
not, the remova,l of an adsorbed ion will not leave the emitter
in a state of equilibrium, and equilibrium can only be restored ,

try a transference of negative charge from the surface to the
interior of the metal. It will be clear from the discussion
in Section IV of Chapter III (p. 183), however, that, there is
probably less difierence (energeticaþ) between an adsorbed
ion and an adsorbed atom than between a,n ionized and arr
un-ionized atom in free space. Thus even if most of the
adsorbed particles are atoms the quantities in the last two
columns of Table XIX may still be nearly comparable. In
any ca,se, probably no theoreticaì significance is to be attached
i,o the siight discrepa,ncy between these quaniiiies. As we
saw in Chapter III, an ion is almost, certainly a difierent
thing when adsorbed on a metal surface from what it is when
isolated in free space. Also. as Evans has pointed out. very
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close to the surface forces other than the theoretical image
force are undoubtedly operative.

The Emission of Ions of the Bulk Metal.-The first
indications of the emission from a metal of charged- atoms of
its own material were obtained in 1924 hy Jenkins,lz in ob-
servations of the positive emission from the tungsten filament
of a Coolidge X-ray tube. Above about 2800'K. he observed
a positive emission which increased rapidly with temperature,
and which difiered from that due to easily ionizable impurities
previously observed in that, after certain initial changes, it,

was fairly constant with time. This was true except at'

temperatures approa,ching the melting-point of the filament,
where a rapid decrease with time was noted. X'rom the
d.ifficulty he experienced in deflecting the ions by a magnetic
field, Jenkins concluded that they must have been relatively
heavy ions, probably charged atoms of tungsten.

These observations, in so far as t'hey concerned temperature
and time changes, were later confirmed. by Mitta,l8 working
with commercial radio valves. The decay curves obtained
seemed to be asymptotic, not to zero, but to some finite current,
value. L. P. Smith 30' 31 &lso observed. a constant emission
of positive ions above 2500'K. from tungsten filaments which
had previously been severely heat-treated, and finding these
ions to have a greater mass than those of potassium, the
heaviest, easily ionizable impurity likely to be present, con-
jectured that they might be W+.

A mass-spectrographic analysis of these ions, and. also of
those emitted at very high temperatures from molybdenum,
tantalum and rhodium, carried out by Wahlin,35 definitely
showed them to consist of the singly charged atoms of the
respective metals. These results were confirmed. by Smith 28

in the case of tungsten and molybdenum. Subsequent ex-
periments by Wahlin 36' 3e and by Barnes,z'3 showed singly
positively charged atoms of their own metal t'o be emitted- also
from chromium, ruthenium and columbium at t'emperatures
where the rate of evaporation of these metals is appreciable,
and from iron, nickel, copper and silver when heated to near
their melting-points. Some of these emissions were Yery
small indeed. For example, in the case of copper and silver
they could be detected. onl¡r þy using as measuring instrument,

20
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an electrometer having a sensitivity of the order of 10-16

amp./mm.
The temperature variation of this positive emission has

been studied in the case of molybdenum by Smith 28' 2e and
Barnes,s and in that of tungsten bv Smith sl' 28' 2e and Moon.le
fn each case the data obtained may be represented by the
empirical formula

'io æ. e-',lhr , , P7)

where aro is a constant.
An elaborate thermodynamical theory of the emission has

L^^- J^._^ì^-^J L.. CI*I+L 2R.29 :- -,L:^L -^^^.--+ :^ +^r-^- ^Juuurr iÀçvurul,çu uJ uutlùrl. ¡¡r wlllull 4çuuu¡lu rb ûat\cll ul

all the thermal efiects involved. According to this theory,
which we shall not go into here, the value of the positive-ion
work function y, is somewhat, greater thart ae, but in practice
the difierence is small, amounting to only I or 2 per cent.
The difierences between separate determinations of <"r, made
with the same metal have generally been greater than this.

According to Smith,28'¿0 the value of yo lor tungsten at
absolute zero is 6.55 e.v., and that for molybdenum is 6.09 e.v.

Now we may reversibly extract, an ion and an electron
from a netal, either separately, or cornbined, as an atom,
and then ionize the atom afterwards. Since the initial and
final states are the same in both cases, so must be the amounts
of work required to bring about the change, and we have,
therefore,

., 
- 

TÏ I ., -, /oo\
.\e - 

vi -T X,ú - lç . \aol

where yo, the atom work function, is defined as the amount
of work that must be performed in order revelsibly to transfer
a neutral atom from the condensed to the rrapour phase.

Let us now apply this equation to the case of tungsten.
The value of U¿, the work of ionization, though not defilitely
known, is believed to be about 7.1 e.v. The atom work
function Xo has becn dctermincd. from evaporation datars and
is equal to 8.3 e.v. And the electron work function X is 4'5
e.v. Substituting these values in (36) we obtain l0.g e.v.
lor yo. This does not agree at all well with Smith's experi-
mental value, the discrepancy &mounting to 4.3 e.v.
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The agreement in the case of molybdenum is hardly better.
X'or t'his metal, U¿: 7.36 a,Y., Xa: 6'33 e.v. and X: 4'I5 e.v.
Thus, according to (36), Xo should be 9'53 e.v., or 3'5 e.v.
greater than Smith's experimental value.

In both ca,ses, however, much better agreement with the
theoretical Xr-values has been obtained in more recent, experi-
mental work. A careful redetermination of yn for molyb-
denum by Barnes 3 has yielded a value for this constant of
8.2 e.v., or only 1.3 e.v. short of the theoretical value. In

8.8

l/t,loa
X're. 64.

the case of tungsten even better agreement has been obtained.
Determinations by Moon le of the temperature dependence
of the positive-ion current from four difierent tungsten fila-
ments between 3000' and 3200oK. have all yielded values

', oL yo between l0 and ll e.v. The agreement with the
, theoretical value of r0'9 e.v. must be regarded as very

satisfactory.
Moon's data have also been found to agree in order of magni-

i tude with the requirements of the Saha-Langmuir-Kingdon
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theory. According to this theory we should have
i! :oo €-trooo(?'l - 4'64llr
'l'a oa

where øo and oo have the same meanings as on page 298. It
is known from spectroscopic data that oo for tungsten is equal
to 1, but the value of o, is somewhat uncertain. There a,ppear
to be two possibilities regarding the structure of the tungsten
ion,viz. either that there are fourd electrons and one s electron
outside thc " hafnium core," or else that there are three d
electrons and two s electrons.* fn the former case øe would
be equal to 2, and in the latter it would be 4. As resards d..
complete data for the rate of evaporation of tungsten at various
temperatures are given in a tabie by Jones and Langmuir.rg
Moon also made several determinations of this quantity, both
by direct weighing and by calculation from the rate of change
in resistance of his filaments, and found the results to check
very well with Jones and Langmuir's data. Using the latter,
it is then a simple matter to calculate from the above formula
the theoretical relationship betweenlogio and f /T. The lines
AB and CD in Fig. 64 represent this relationship for assumed
values for ooloo of 2 and 4 respectively. The points, on the
other hand, are plots of experimental values of log ,í,o against
l/T obtained with three difierent filaments which had not
developed serious " hot spots." Their proximity i;o either of
tho two theoretical lines is perhaps as close as could reasonably
be expected, in view of the experimental uncertainty indicated,
by the " spread " of the points.
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ionization of adsorbod particles, I8l-183.
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Cnro, infra-saüuration, 58.

filrgston, fI4-116.
onic and photoelectric data for (üablo), 99.
data for, 89,

Co
Co eaturaüion, 68,64, lg4.

Ê, 68.

üheory of patches, 64, 184.
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Concentration, surfaco, seo Surface conconüration.
Conduction, oloctronic, in ínsulators, I9, 2L7 -2L8'

in oxido coatings, 214-217,221 fi.
in somi-conductors, 2L7 -22O.

ionic, in oxido coatings' I93, 195, 198-199, 212-215,221,226-227.
Colveoor.r, velocity distribution of emittod oloctrons, 46.
Constants, thormionic, see Thormionio constants.
Contact potontial difforonce, 35.

bstween tungsten, and cæsiurn on tungston, 140-141.
and oxygenated tungsúen, 142.
and thorium on tungsten, 130-132.

Contaminatod rnetals, field offocts flot, 64, f84-I86.
relation botween thormionic constants for' 126-128, 173-176, 179-180,

266.
Contaminations on rnetals, offects of, 3, L2,7õ.

gas, 177-I80.
kinds of, 12, 74.
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thormionjc data, for osmium, 90,
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Copper, úh
Coie and c offects of, I3, 188' 20l,209-212'
Corrnnr,r,, irnpuro platinum omittor of positivo ions,

293.
Cuprous oxide, irnpure, conducüivity oÍ' 219-22O.

DAVfSSOf.f, volocity distribution of omitted electrons, 44, 48.
D¿.vrssox and Gnnuon, arrangemont, of adsorbed gas parüiclos, 112.

calorirnetric moasurornent, of work funcùion, 5õ.
olocüron diffraction, 18, 252.
hoaù of surfaco c}:a,tging,27O.
irmer potontial of nickel, 252.
oxide cathodos, I89.
thermionic data for tungsùon, 86-87.

Dnr¡rrNGoR. oxide cathodos, 210.
Dnrrsxr, volocity distribution of emiúted electrone, 47-48'
Dopolarizaüion, rnutual, of noighbouring adsorbed particlos, 153, 170'
DDTELs, oxido cathodes, 193.
Diffracüion of oloctrons, 18, 2õI-262.
Diffusion, of bariurn in oxide coatings, 195-198' 2L3' 215.

of thoriurn through tungston, 105-106, ll4-L2O.
surfaco, seo Sr¡rfaco migration,

DrLr,oN, photooloctric data for zinc,97.
Dipolos of cæsiuÍr on tungston, mutual acüion of, I53, 156.
Drn¡c, súatistics of, soo F¡nur.
Dissociaùion, thormal, of oxido coatings, 19õ'
Distribuùion, of adsorbed parüicles, offect on work funcüion of, 139-140.

of velocitios, see Volocity distribution.
Disüribuüion function (definition), 240,
Drxow, rhodiurn, 89.
DuBnroen, platinum, 90-94, 267.

gas offocüs on erniesion from, 177-179,
DuBmoeo and Ronnn, molybdonum, 84-85.

palladium, 90.
DunN, photoelectric data for mercury, 98.
Dusslr¡N, e lrn fuorr- infra-saturation cur¡ents, 59.

oxido caühodes, 195.
valuo of Ar, 232.

Dusm¡¿rv end EwÁ.¿D, thorium on úrurgston, L26-128, 265.
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tantalum, 83-84.
tungston, 86-87,
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XlGr,rN, ba¡ir¡m on tungsten, 159, 164'
ErNsrurN, süatisüics of particlos, 242.
Ðleotrolysis of oxido coatings, 193, 195, 198-199, 212-216,226-227,
Eloctron bowl,22,
Electron difiracùion, 18, 2õl-262'
Elecüron gas,,o.1t";1l-t, E:*ltjon of, 38-4I.

urùcrrrÞr, EÞo I foÞ olþuùrutb'
Electronio ø | m fuorn infra-saturaùion currents, 59.
Elootronic somi-conducüors, 217-219.
Eloctron sptn, 24&-246.

offoct on Ao, 232, 237, 235.
Eloctron wavos, 18, 2õ3 ff.
E¡,srpn and Grtrnr,, earþ rosearches, 5.
Emission (dofinition), 9.
Emission constent A, anomalous valuos of, 267-271.

deffnition of, 28.
for clean motals, 38, 100.
for platinurn, 92-94, 267,
variation wiüh work function, seo Thormionic conetants, relation beüween.

Emiesion forrnula, ll,
empirical, 10.
,¡tr,22_24.
T2,24-29,26r.

Energy distribuüion, of omitted olectrons, 4l-õ0, 250.
of fres eloctrone in metals, I3-I7, 240-247 .

Enorgy distribution funcüion (doffnition), L6, 24L,
Elrenr,lrlrrlv, photoelecüric data for rhenium, 88,
Ersrnnt, infra-saturation, 59.
Esrn, oxide oathodos, 192, 193, 196, 206, 207.

Evaporation, of barium, from oxido cathodos, 194, 196, 199.
from tungston, I63-f66, 170-171.

of bariurn and oxygon from tungston, L72-173.
of barir¡m oxidø, 2OI-202.
of cæsir¡¡n from oxygenatod tulgston, 153.
of thoriu¡n from tungston, 105-106, 108-109, llg-124,

E 242,
E s for thermionic work, 3, 74-78.
E ondition of, 38-41.

F¿nnsrvOnTl{, refloxion of olectrons, 31.
tr'onur gas, escapo through potenüial barrier, 247-252'
X'¡nur, statistics o1, Iõ-17,242 11.

Fiold, dopondonce of omission on, soo also Schotüky offoct.
for thorium on tr:ngsten, L25-126,

variation of thertnionic consüants of thorium on tungston with, 128-129
Field effects for contaminated metals (general), 64, 184-186.
Fiold emission" 66-66.
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Fltrunte, earþ researchos, 5,
Flicker effecú, 66-67.

in oxide caühodes, 214,
tr'orvo.l, Yourvç and'W¡rxrn, thorium in and on üungsú_on, 107, 114-116,

lt8-r19.
Fonsvrn¡ and'Wonrqrxe, tompereture ecale for tulgsten, 86,
Fownn, offoct of oloctron spin on Ao, 232.

omission constant A for plaüimrrn, 92-93.
photoolootrio data, for silver and gold, 97.

for tin, 99.
question of tomperaturo variation of work funcôion, 267-269.
relaüion botwoen therrnionic constantg for contaminatod motals, 266,
thoory of photoelectric rosponse, 74, 100.
transmission of electrons through a, potontiel hump, 34, 259, 265-266,
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transmission of oloctrons through e potentiel barrior, 263.
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X'ox and Bowrr, nickol, 89.
X'nsop¡¡r¡.ern, oxido cathodes, 203,
X'reo barium theory of oxido cathodes, 13, 194-199.
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onergy disüribution of, 240 ff.
free paths of, 17-18, 248.

Ì'nøN.ror- and JonrÉ, thoory of roctifying conba,che,222.
Fnv, infra-seturation, 59.

GeS, f"o- glass and. oloctrodos, ?6, 178-l?9.
Gasos, offects on emission, from thoriurn on tungston, 132-133.

from oxido cathodes, 189, 194, 202-20õ.
Gnunts, oxide cathodes, 194.

roflexion of olectrons, 31.
thoriatod tungston, 118.

Grrss and v.EN Ltnrrrr, thoriatod tungston, 106-107.
Gonoration of ions by rnetals heated in alkali vapours, 67-68, 13õ-136, L46-147,

157-lõ8, 294-30ñ.
Gnnntnn, velocity disüribution of emitted olectrons, 47.
Gnnlrpnsn¿.usrlr, oxido cathodes, 203.
Gotters, T6-?7.
GlÀson, photoelectric data, for iron, 88-89.

for nickel, 89.
Gr,lss, emission of ions from oxido cathodos, 208.
Glass, nocessity for baking, 76, 178-179.
Glasses, omiesion of ions from, 276, 276, 279-280,
Goorz, photoelectric data for tin, 99.

thormionic data for coppor, silvor and gold, 94-96,
Gold, thorrnionic and photoeleotric data for, 94-97.
Gossr,nrc, infra-saturation, 5 9.
Gossue-lrN, emission of ions from salts, 27õ.
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Fl¿.r¡Ûum, ühermionic data for, 82-83.
I[.lr,us, photoeloctric data for mercury, 98,
Heat effoct accornpanying omission, ll.

moasuremont of work function by, õ0-õ6.
Ilnrwzn, oxido cathodes, 190.
Ifønzrwo, heat of Burfeco charging, 270.
IIor,sr and Orsrnnuurs, calorimotric mea¡uremont of work function, 56.
IIonroN, oxido cathodos, 193, 215-216.
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Ilucsøs and DuBnr¡cr, photoelocúric data for alkali meta,ls, 80.
Ilur,r, oxido cathodes, 203.

reflexion of elecürons, 31.
velocity distribution of omitted electrons, 47.

IIuxrono, oxido cathodes, 193.
llydrogen, atomic, soo Atomic hydrogen.

offect on omission, from metals, 177-178,
from oxido cathodos, 203-204,
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Jnf.fr<fNS, omission of ions from puro tungston, 305.
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oxygonated tulgston, I 4l-l 42,
tho¡ir¡m on tungston, 126-127, I32.

I(rteooN and L¿Nerwû¡n, cæsiurn on tr:ngstèn, 135.
doaotivation of thoriated üungsten by ion bombardment, 77, 133,
genoraüion of postive ior¡s i-û alkali vepours, 67, 135, L46-I46.
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oxido cathodes' 208.
I(noxznr and Lünxn, oxido cathodes, 216.
Kurvsnter, positivo -ion emittors, 68, 290-29 3.

LAfnO, effocü of hydrogen on emission from potassium, I78.
L.e,Neuurn, cæsium on tungston, 15I-1õ3.

effoct of hydrogen on omission from tungston,177-L78'
infra-satu¡aùion, 58, 59.
liboration of oxygen by activo nitrogon, 159' 179.
rolation betweei"therråionic corwtañts for conúaminatod tungsten, I 79'
temperaturo scale for tr.rlgston, 86'
theoiy of dopondonco of emission on 0,125,
theory of patches, 64, 184.
thermionic daúa, for carbon, 99'

r for molybdenurn, 84-85.
for plaüinum, 92.
for tanüalum, 83.

112, 116-120, 122-125, 132-133.
aturation, 58-59'
on plain and oxygonated tungston, 138' 143'

contact potential diff orencos, 1 30-l 32, I 40-142.
ionizaüioï of cæsiurn by hot rnotals, 87, I45-L46, 294, 299-301'

L¿.Ne¡,turn and Roenns, thoriated trurgsten, 104.
L¡Nervrurn and T.wr,on, cæsium on tungsten, 151' l54t-156.
Lanühanum, on tungsten, 134.

work function of, 8I.
Latent, hoat of evaporation of electrons, 26-28,234,249.
v. LÁ,un, oxternal eloctron gas, 38.

va,luo of Ao, 232.
Løstnn, calorimoùric moasuremont of work function, 55'

thormionic data, for carbon, 99.
for molytrdenurn, 84'
for tantalum, 83.
for tungsten, 86.

T,ife of oxido cathodes, lg4, I9g-202.
Lr,rnwlnr,o, fiold emission, 65.
Liühium, photoolectric data for, 80.
Locrnowl offocü of hydrogen on ornission from platinum' 177.

thermionic data for platinum' 92'
Lownv, oxido cathodes, 2I0-2LL.

Mo.cNett, oxido cathodes, 203.
Magrresium, phoúoolocüric data for, 80-81'

Migraüion, surfaco, soo Surface migration.
Mrir,rrax, photooloctric thresholds of lithium and potassiurn, 80'
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offec it-T'lJ.t;" rungsron, lõ8-rõe.
s,203.

Ot,pfN, photoolecüric data for alkali metals, g0.
O¡puvs¡rlrpn, field emission, 65.
Opfi 64.

Osmium, üherrnionic dala for, 90,
Oxido cg,thodes, Beo aleo Oxide coatinge,

activaùion of, 192-19õ.
barium-vapour ptocoÊs, l9l-192.
chemical roactions botween coro and coating of, lgl, I

deactivation of, lg4, 2O3-2OÉ,
dopondonco of acúivity on matorialg of coro and coating, I g, l gg, 2Ol, ZOg-

2t2.
offoct of condensod barium on, lg4-1g8.
offect of ion bombardmenü on, 209-205.
ofiec on, 192-Ig3,202.
ofioc -189, lg4, 2OZ-ZOõ,
ornis ,229.
omission from, 13, 188.
omission of ions from, 2O7-2O8.
evaporaúion m, 194, 196, fgg.
evolution of 193, 20õ, 212-219,215.
freo barium lgrt-199.
life of, Ig4,
rnochanism of omission ftorn, 227-25O.
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Oxido cathodes, peculiaritios of , 205-208.
preparation of, 190-192.
rocovory of, afüer flashing, 196, 200.

aftor poisoning, 204-206.
seat of omission from, 2ll-2I2.
temperature variation of condition of, 189-190.
thormionic data for, 13, 188-I89, 192.
timo offocts irr, 189, 226-227 ; seo also Lifo.
variability of, 188-190.
rrork function of (theory), 228-230,

Oxide coatings, apparont conductivity oÍ, 208, 216, 220-221.
barium circulation lle, 213-216.
conduction ilr, 2I2 11,
diffusion of bariurn in, 195-198, 213,2Iõ.
offect of barir¡m dissolvod in, 13,2L6-217, 22I,23O.
electrolytic phenomona in, I93, 195, 198-199, 212-215,226-227
eloctronic conduction ín, 214-217, 22I tr,
heating of, by space cutront, 205-206.
ionic conduction in, I93, 195, 198-199, 212-215,221,226-227.
mixed, omission from, 2OO-202, 209.

ovaporaüion of bariurn oxido from, 201-202,
roduction of, try coro, 195.
sizes of crystals of, 195-196.
thormal dissociation of, Ig5.
thicknoss of, 191.

Oxides, metallic, thormionic data for, 210.
Oxygen, effocü on emission, frorn motals, 178,

from thoriatod tungston, I32.
from oxido cathodos, 189, 203-206.

ovoluüion from oxide cathodos, 193, 206, 2L2-2L3, 216.
Oxygenaterl tungston, 136, I4I-f 42.

irr cæsium vepour, omission from, 136, 143-L46.
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Paf,f,anffnn, thormionic and photooloctric daüa for, 90.
Patchos, at surfaco of an oxido cathodo, 207.

theory of, 64, 184-186.
P.tur,r, exclusion principle, 242.

theory of motals, 2, I7.
Pnlvwrne, calorimotric measuromont of work fulction, 56.
Pnr:nv, reflexion of elecùrone, 31.
Pronrrc, Schotüky effecü, 63,
Phase spaco and phaso cells, 14, 240.
Puprs B,nd LEsLrE, electrolysis of sodiun chlorido, 276,
Photoeloctric rosponso, Ifowler's thoory of, 74,100,
Photoolecúric throshold, 73.
Platinum, anomalous A-valuo oÍ,92-94,267 tr.

contaminated, relation between thermionic constants for, 179-180, 266
impuro, as positivo-ion ornittor, 290, 253-29 4.
thormionio and photoolecüric data for, 90-94, 102,

Poisoning, seo Gases, offects of,
Polarization, electrol¡rtic, in oxido coatings, 212-213,

in salts, 282,28+-286.
of sulface atorna,2l-22,72,76, IO9, 153, 170,

Poor saturation, for contaminatod motals, 64, 184-186.
for oxido cathodes, 206-207,

Positivo ions, emission of, seo lons, omission of.
Positive-ion work funcüion, doffnition, 3Ol.

for alkali contaminations on tungsten, 301-305.
for molybdenum and tungston, 306-307,
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Potassium, conüaminated, relation betrreon thormionic consta,rrts for, 179-180,
266.

on tungston, thermionic data for, 157,
thormionic and photooloctric data for, 79-80.

Potassiurn ions, gonoraüion by hot tungsten, 156-158.
Pol,ouüi¿l b¿rrior or hill, 2f .

transmigsion of oloctrons ührough, 33-34, 256-267.
Potential hump, as cause of olocüron roflexion, 33-34,262-263.

P ,19d 3,31;.",, nu.
P
Pnnncn, early resoarchos, 5,
Protons, omission from palladium charged with hydrogon, 289.

R¿¡rerrot, full, sùatistical thoory oï,24t.
R:txcl¿¿ end P"ooxseì., structure of rnctals near thoir:nelting pcints, 96.
Raro earùh moùals, thermionic data for, 8l-82.
Ratio of chargo to mass of electrons, from infra-saturation curronts, 59.
Recùifying conúacús, theory of, 222-223,
Roduction of thoria by tungsten, 105-107.
Ilofloxion of olecürons, 24-25,30-34; soo also Transmission.

classical theory of, 3l-33.
oxtornal and intornal, 252-263, 2õ7.

RorlraNrt, barium and oxygon on tungston, 169.
oxido cathodes, 2O3, 205.

Iùnru¿.rtN and Munoocr, oxido cathodes, 2O3, 206, 2I1, 213-214, 216, 22O, 221,
Rnrn¡.rvN and Tnnr,oen, oxido cathodes, 2O6, 221, 225, 227, 229.
Reversal of barium and oxygen layers on tungston, 169-170, 176,
Iìrvrtor,os, theory of patches, 64.

thoriated tungston, 122, 12õ-126, I3I.
volocity distribution of emitted oloctrons, 48.

Iùn:¿Nor,os B,nd DusEMlN, thoriated molybdenum, I 33-l 35.
Rhenium, thorrnionic and phoùoolectric data for, 87-88.
Rhodium, thormionic and photoelectric data for, 89-90.
Fìtcue.nosow, calorimotric measuroment of w-ork function, 5i[.

emiseion of ions from impuro meùals, 285.
emission of ions from heatod salts, 67,274-275.
reflexion of electrons, 31.
relation bot'weon therrnionic constants for contaminated metals, l?-9,
T* omission formula, 22,
thermodyna,rnical dorivation of emission formula, 24,
univorsal constancy of Ao, 34.
valuo of A.0,232.
velociüy distribution of omiüted electrons, 45.

Rrcqanosorv and BnowN, volocity distribuüion of emittecl elecúrons, 45,
RrcrranosoN and Coorn, calorimotric mo&suromont of work function, õ6,
Rrcrren¡so¡r and Youlre, relation botweon thermionic constanfs for con-

taminated potassium, I79, 266.
üheory of patches, 64.
thermionic moasuromonts on sodium and potassium, 79.

Rrcs¡.nosorv line, 29.
Ror,r,nn, Jonne¡¡ and Woopwmo, photoolectric data for mercury, 97, 98.
onr, Rosarro, velocity dietribution of emitted olocúrons, 4ti,
Rössrcnn, velocity distribuüion of omitted eloctrons, 47.
Rotun, calorimetric measurement, of work function, 55,

oxide cathodos, 203, 206.
velocity distribution of omitted electrons, 47.

Ruugluress of surfaues, scc Sulfauc rougluress.
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Rubidium, photoolectric data for, 80.

ions of, geleratod by hot tungston, 156-158.
on tungston, thormionic data for, 156-157.

Ruee, inrrer potential of. níclr.ol, 2õ2.
Ryop and ÏI¡nnrs (N, L.), trarium, 81.

barium a,nd oxygon layers on tungsten, 159, 160, 164,169,170, L7l, L7g.

S¿,cr<un, vaporrr pressuro cotrstarú, 232.
S.Eur's equation, 296-298.
Salts, emission of ions from, 67, 273 ff'
Samarium, work fulction of, 81.
Saturation of thormionic curront, 6.

poorness of, seo Poor satu.ration'
variaüion with class of emittor, 6-i, 64, I84.

Scu¡vrt¡r (G. C.), emission of ions from olocürolytes, 67,276 ft.
ScuN:oroon, calorirnetric moasurement of work function, 55.
Scuortxv, external olectron gas, 38'

flickor effoct, 67,214.
graviùational analoguo of omitting body,22.
infra-saturation, 59.
on Schottþ offoct, 63.
theory of ionizaüion by hoú motals' 146.

tted oloctrons, 43-45.
Scs alorirneüric moasuromont of work function, 56
Scqotrrv a,rrd RorEE, oxternal oloctron gas' 38.
Scnortr:¿ ofiect, 61-63.
Scsnöorrqe¡n, wavo equaüion, 263.
Scnuruecmn and TIlnnrs (J. E.), rare oarüh metals, 81.
Seat of emission from oxido cathodes, 2IL-2L2.
v. SEELEN, olectrolysis of sodiurn chlorido, 276.
Semi-conducúors, theory oÍ, 2L7 -219.
Shoú effect, 66.
Srr Lr¡¡e Trrto, volocity disúribution of omitted olecùrons, 46.
Srl,lnnor,lr, iron, 88.
Silvor,
sruorv 7-L78'
SruoN I50,
Srurra (Il. K.), tungsten, 86.
Surnr (L. P.), ornisÀion of ions, frorn impuro rnotals, 68, 288'

from puro motalg, 68, 305-307.
S
S ments on, 79-80.
S I58.
s 26r,27r.

theory of metals, 2, L7,19,245,267-268.
Space chargo, 8.
Sr.e.r.rNnn, omission from various alkalino oarth oompounds, 209-210.

omiesion from various oxidos, 210,
thormionic data, for platinurn, 92.

for tantalu¡n¡ 83.
for üungsten, 86,

Specific heat of intornal olocürons, L4,17,27-28, l0l,267-269.
Spuütoring, see Ion bombardrnent.
Süatisúical üheories, L+-L7, 240-247.
Srerz, oxido cathodes, I90,
Srnnx, Gossr¡wq and Fowr,nn, fiold omission, 65.
Strontinm a,nd oxygen layors on tu.ngston, 174.-L76.
Sum,u.nNw, platinurn, 90-92.

2L
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Su¡face charging, heat of, 27O-27L.
Surface concontration, of adsorbed particlos, ll2,

variaüion of emission with, l2rf-128, 168.
of bariu¡n on ùungsten, 182-183.
of cæsiu.rr on tungston, f45, f50-1õ3,
of thorir:¡n on tungoton, 112,

Surface forcos, naturo o1,20-22.
Su¡faco migra,tion, of bariurn on tulgston, 168-169.

of cæeiurn on tungsüon, 154-lõ6.
of thoriurn on tuagsten, 113-114.

Su¡faco rougbless, of moùale, 92, 150.
ofiect on satulaùion curronùs, õ5,63,2O7,

r-F+
I EMISSION Ísnnulø, 22-24.

T¡ emission formula, 24-25,251.
Tantalurn, thormionic and photoelectric data for, 82-84.
Tasur-acuov, electrolysis of sodiuÌn chlcriCe, 278-277.
TÀyLoR, cægium on tungston, lõ2-153,
Tlvr,on and Ll¡rçnturn, cæsium on tungston, l5l.
Tornoon, vapour pressure cotat'a,nt, 232.
Theory of motals, classical, 13-14.

modern, 16-20,24O fr.
Thoory of patchos, 64, 184-186.
Thormal dissociation of oxido coaüings, I95.
Thermal olocùron omission, mechanism of, l.
Thermionic constants, relation betwoon, for contaminatod metøls, l2B-125,

r73-t76, r79-r80, 266.
i¡r difforont emission formulæ, 29-30.

table of somo, 37.
Thormionic curront, variation with anodo potenüial, 6-7.

variation with tomperaturo, 7-ll.
Therrnionic omission forrnula, soo Emission formula,
Thormions, l.
Therrnodynamic probability, 236-239.
Tuorusorv (G. P.), oloctron difiraction, 18.
Tnorusow (J. J.), infra-saturation, õ8.

naturo of thermions omitted from a motal in a vacuum, 6.
Thoria, roduction by tungsten, f0õ-f07.
Thoriated molybdonr:rn, f33-f 35.
'Ihn¡iofa¿l f¡rncsl.an caa olcn'|lhn¡irrm onÁ Thnnirrm nn trrnocfan

activation of, 104, 107-111, l2l-122.
doacùivation of, 105.
effect of grain size in, 114-116.
offect of ion bombardment on, 77, f 33.
main phonomona oxhibited by, I04-f06.
monocrystallino, acùivation of, I l5-l 16.

Thoriurn, condonÊa,tion on tungston, úhormionic phonomona accompanying,
1r 1.

doposition on a hot wiro, 114.
diffusion through tungsten, f05-f06. IL4-L2O,
doublo layor on tungston, I3I, I32.
ovaporation from tungsten, 10õ-106, 108-109, lI9-124,
migration on tr:rrgeton, Il3-1t4,
natu¡e of fil¡n on tungston, 107-114.
thormionic data for, 82.

Thoriurn on tungsten, effects of ga,seÊ on, 132-133.
other omiùters sirnilar to, 133-135,
poùential hump aü surfaco o1,49,265,
thormionio doto for, 13, 124 L32.
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Threo-halves power law for infra-saturation curronts, 58.
deoartures from. 59-61.

Time ciranges, in emission of ions from eloctrolytes, 274, 280-286.
in oxido cathodos, 189,226-227; seo also Lifo.

Tin, photoelectric data for, 99.
Torqrs, hoaü of surface charging' 270.

roughness factor for etched tungston' lõ0.
To¡¡rs and Ll.worlurn, hoat of surface c}rægírrg, 27O.
Transmiesion coofficionú, 29, 241, 2õO ft'
Tranemission of olectrons through potontial barriors, 33-34, 2ö6-267.
TunaNor, electrolysis i
Tucrrn, photoolocüric 0-91.
Tungston, conta¡ni¡ato ühermionic constants for' 179-180.

positivo-ion work function for, 306-307.
temperaturo scale for, 86.
thermionic and photooloctric data for' 86-87.

fJrrr,ENgpcK and Gouosrvrrr:, olectron spirt, 246'
IJranium on tungsten, 134.

Ver-pNcrr electrons in motals, l9-2o.
Valvo, thermiorric, 5, 6.
v 235-240.
V d olectrons. 4I-óO,25O'

t3-t7, 240-247 .

of ions from impuro rnetals, 287.
v.a.w Vor,znn, platinum, 102.
Vrom., calorirnotric measuroment of work function, 55.
Vor,ruon, omis
v.e,lr Yoonurs, ion, 56.
v¡.N Voonqrs of work funcüion, 56.

'Weg"tN, 
emission of ions, from impuro motaÌs, 68, 288-289.

from puro metals, 68, 305.
W.a.nrvnn, tungsten, 86-87.
Water vapour, offect on omission, from metals, 178-179.

from oxide cathodes, 203.
of ions from oloctrolytos, 282-284,

Wave oquation, 253.
'Wave firnction {t, 253-2õ+.
Wave-mechanical theory, 18, 253 ff''Wutrvør,r, oxide cathodos, 188.
W¡slrrr,r and Jowrzscn, calorimeüric moasuromonü of work fr:nction, 54.
W'osrvnr,r and Lrosnorcn, calorirnetric measurement of work fu¡ction, 55.
'Wnsrv¡r,r end SErLrc.ER, coppor and silvor, 94-95.'Wnsx¡r,r cathodes, l3 ; seo also Oxido caLhodos.
Wrr,lrllrs and Ilux¡ono, oxido cathodes,2L4.'Wrr,sox (.4'. H.), theory of electronic semi-conductors,217-219.

ühoory of insulaúors, Ig,2l7-2L8.
theory of motals, 20.
theory of recùifying conla'ct's, 222.

'WrlsoN (H. A.), relation betweon thermionic consúants for contaminaüed
metals, 179.

thermodynamical derivalion of emission formula, 24'
Wrr,sorv (W.) calorimetrio moasuromenù of work function, 55.'WtNcr, silver, 97.
Wor,rrn and Ror,rNsxr, omission of protons from palladium oharged with

hydrogen, 289.
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'Wooonurr, photoolecüric data for platinurn, 90-91.
lMo¡k fu.ncüion, atom (definition), 306.

olectron, calorirnetric moasu¡ement of, 11, 50-56,
dofinition of, ll, 28.
in dogroes, 29.
oï clean metals, and poriodic üable, 72, 100,

changos at traneition poinle,72,89, 90, 94-99.
tomperature variation o1, 267 -27 O.
thormionic and photoolectúc, 7 2-7 4, 100.
variation with emission constanl A, soo Thormionic constants,

rolation t¡otwoen,
posiùive-ion (dofinition), 301.'Wonrurlrc, temperaturo scalo for molybdonum, 84.

YttnfUU on tungston, 134.

a-,
1-ENTGRAX', emission of ions f¡om salts, 284.
Zinc, photooleotric data for, 97-98.
Zirconisrn, thermionio daüa for, 82, 83.

on tulgsüen, 134,
Zwrr.xsn, molybdonum, 84.

thorium, hafnium ancl zirconium, 82, 83,
tungston, 86-87.
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